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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the diversity of stone oven cooking strategies in 

northern Vanuatu, located in central Melanesia. Using an ethnoa rchaeological research 

method, this study explores the variabil ity of cooking practices in two regions with 

contrasting ecological selti ngs (Northwest Santo, Malo, and other islands). T his study 

aims to identify factors affecting the development and diversification of stone oven 

cooking technologies. Cooking with pots, anothe r method whose use is confined to 

certain regions in Melanesia, is also taken into account in light of understanding the loss 

of poltery in Pacific prehistory. Employing an anthropology of technology framework 

which incorporates the active role of agency, provided a com prehensive perspective 

viewpoint in evaluating stone oven cooking strategies and related culinary practices. 

This dissertation is comprised of two parts: an ethnoarchaeological rese arch 

section presenting the detailed description of contemporary stone oven cooking 

strategies, including the experim ental study examining the heat effects of stone oven 

cooking, and the detailed documentation of archaeological features reflecting possible 

stone oven cooking activities. 

The examination of contemporary cooking practices demonstrates that stone 

oven cooking is a complex technological system shaped by a range of ecological, social, 

and historical factors. In a sense, various styles of oven structures and cooking 

strategies are linked to certain food types such as taro and yams. However, the 

examination of ethnographic stone ovens from northern Vanuatu elim inates any 

simplistic causal relationship between a specific cooking style and particular foods. 

Conversely, there are multiple technological options to be taken, depending on how 

people in a given society conceptualize their cooking system. While ecological factors 
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circumscribe the range of possible alternatives, factors such as cultural values and 

sociopolitical relations among the people also play an important role in determ ining the 

technological process. 

The archaeological record from Vanuatu, most of which falls into the early 

settlement period, exhibits a wide range of related stone oven features. Such patterning 

is suggestive of practices that are exploratory, rather than having an already established 

cooking strategy. The appearance of distinctive local technological variants that is 

detected at Arapus site on Ef ate, then, may indicate the process of local adaptation and 

diversification. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and theoretical framework 

1.1. Introduction 

Stone ovens, m ore com monly known as "earth ovens," highli ght the 

contemporary food cultures of the people of the Pacific. Many ethnographic accounts 

refer to "earth ovens" as a pr imary means of cooking in the Pacific, whereby daily meals 

are processed (Pollock 1992:63). Even today, long after the introduction of European 

cooking pots and pans, stone ovens are a t the heart of Pacific cuisine and playa critical 

role in ceremonial feastings (Firth 1963; Kirch 2002; Pollock 1992; Shimizu 1987). 

Operation of stone ovens is time consuming, requires consi derable labor, and a large 

amount of resources such as firewood, stones, and leaf materials. This study examines 

the technological com plexity and diversity of stone oven cooking strategies in Island 

Melanesia, using ethnoarchaeological research methodology. Why did such a labor 

intensive method of cooking become dominant in the Pacific, why does it continue to be 

so important, and why is there a considerable diversi ty in Melanesian stone ovens and 

what defines this diversity? 

Studies from an ecological perspective (Barrau and Peeters 1972; Yen 1975) 

have long pointed out the importance of people developing certain food processing 

strategies in the course of adaptation to the island environment in the Pacific. From this 

perspective, the flourishing of stone oven cooking strategies in the Pac ific could be seen 

as one of the technological means of adaptation. In contrast, many studies of 

contemporary culinary cultures view food and cooking as cultural constructions, and 

place food technology in a complex web of social, economiC, political, and symbolic 

significance (Appadurai 1981; Douglas 1984; Goody 1982; Meigs 1997; Wiessner and 
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Schiefenh/iveI1996; Young 1971). Acknowledging the cultural constitution of food, this 

study tries to identify factors affecting the technological choice of cooking practices, by 

employing a theoretical framework of anthropology of technological systems (Lemonnier 

1992, 1996). The anthropology of technology approach, em phasizing the critical role of 

agency in determining operational sequences, incorporates social dimensions into the 

study of technological systems. This perspective is particularly constructive in examining 

technological processes in daily activities, such as cooking practices. By employing this 

perspective, and also by examining the extent of functionality in ecological terms, 

technological systems of cooking can be evaluated in a more comprehensive manner. A 

series of questions, such as how much ecological factors influence cooking design, and 

why people choose a specific technique over others, can be examined taking into 

account both social and ecological factors. 

In this dissertation, this framework is used to explain the diversity of cooking 

practices, particularly within the practice of "cooking with stones" in Island Melanesia, 

which I investigated thro ugh ethnoarchaeologic al field research in northern Vanuatu. 

This study addresses the key issue of what determines or influences the shaping of 

stone oven cooking strategies. Furthermore, by conducting research among people who 

were using pottery until very recently, I am able to extend scrutiny to the consideration of 

another cooking strategy: cooking with pots, which was largely abandoned in prehistoric 

times in the Pacific. In so doing, this study employs an ethnoarchaeological resear ch 

method, in which human activities surrounding stone ovens - from their technical 

specificity to social aspects represented in stone oven cooking behavior - are explored 

in systemic context. This work also deals with recent archaeological data of stone oven 

remnants to examine possible chronological change in stone oven cooking practices. 
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The body of the dissertation consists of the following chapters. 

The rest of this chapter provides some of the basic frameworks that are critical in 

shaping this dissertation, beginning with a summary of major theoretical issues related to 

anthropological studies of food and technology. In particular, I argue that the 

anthropology of technology, incorporating agency, can provide a useful framework for 

the study of food technology. The last section of this chapter describes th e general 

archaeological and ethnographic background related to cook ing with stones in the 

Pacific. 

Chapter 2 first provides some general information on the is lands of Vanuatu and 

describes the cultural diversity characterizing northern Vanuatu, and then gives an 

outline and explains the relevance of this research. The last section of this chapter 

provides a detailed back ground of the people in Northwest Santo, where a large part of 

this dissertation research was conducted. 

Chapter 3 describes the subsistence basis of the people in Vanuatu, and 

summarizes basic characteristics of current subsistence strategies, economic conditions, 

and food patterns of the target groups in Northwest Santo. Data obtained at the island of 

Malo to the south of Santo is also presented to illustrate the contrasting subsistence 

regimes employed in these regions. 

Chapters 4 and 5 provide a detailed description and examination of various 

cooking strategies and stone oven cooking tech nologies. Starting with a basic 

description of stone oven technologies, major culinary practices most typically 

associated with stone ovens are exam ined in detail. Chapter 4 also examines the place 

of pottery in the cooking system. The western coast of Santo is the only region in 

Vanuatu where pottery had been in use into the 20 th century. Although people in 

Northwest Santo no long er use pottery for cooking, they are stililamiliar with varieties 01 
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cooking methods involving clay pots. Direct observation and interview s provide the basis 

for a description of cooking with pots and an oulli ne of the function of pottery in the 

cooking system of the people of Northwest Santo. Chapter 5 exam ines the diversity of 

stone oven cooking strategies by emphasizing the link between food patterns and 

cooking strategies. An exploration of the ecological and social factors affecting the 

diversity of cooking practices takes the preparation of C%casia taro as an example. 

That stone oven cooking practices and associated dish preparations are so variable and 

diverse suggests a com plexity of culinary practice that cannot be explained f rom the 

ecological perspective alone. 

Chapter 6 examines the thermodynamics of stone oven cooking, for the purpose 

of linking the heat effect of cooking, specific heat requirements of specific foods, and 

what people actually do. Chapter 6 presents the temperature data collected during the 

actual cooking operations of experimental stone ovens that were created to exam ine the 

effect of major treatments that could contribute to the control of heat. 

Chapter 7, linking ethnographic data with archaeological information, presents 

the results of the excavation of an old abandoned kitchen area. The excavation 

exemplifies how stone oven cooking activities can be recovered in an archaeological 

context. This chapter also describes the creation of an entirely new oven and the record 

of its use process, which allows an estimate of the use-life and intensity of stone oven 

cooking. These data serve as a basis for describing archaeological ovens in the 

following chapter. 

Chapter 8 analyzes archaeological data reflecting stone oven cooking activities in 

Vanuatu in order to add time depth to the ethnography of stone oven cooking behavior. 

In this chapter, the area of investigation is extended to the islands of Efate in central 

Vanuatu and Malakula in northern central Vanuatu. The archaeological features mainly 
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belong to the first millennium BC, and show a certain variability in stone oven cooking 

activities. The transformation and development of stone oven cooking strategies since 

the initial settlement are also discussed in relation to the gen eral cultural change in 

Vanuatu. 

Finally, chapter 9 integrates the arguments developed in previous chapters 

examining ethnographic cooking practices (chapters 4, 5, and 6) and archaeological 

remnants of stone oven related activities (chapters 7 and 8). Stone oven cooking 

strategies among the contem porary population are so diverse that it is not an easy task 

to develop a clear-cut, functional explanation. However, it is possible to examine factors 

which determine a technological choice by taking an anthropological study of technology 

perspective and em phasizing the role of agency represented in sty les of cooking 

behavior. Chronological transf ormation of stone oven technologies, particularly from the 

initial settlement to the post-Lap ita settlement, is also reconsidered. Current data from 

Vanuatu, as well as other archaeological examples from Lapita and post-Lapita contexts 

in Melanesia, suggest that stone oven cooking probably developed in distinct ways in 

Melanesia as people es tablished settlements in new island environments. The complex 

population history is key to understanding the diversification and localization of cooking 

strategies in Island Melanesia. 

1.2. Theoretical framework 

1.2.1. Food and cooking in anthropological perspective 

1.2.1.1. Ecological approach 

The study of subsistence strategies is one of the major research interests in 

archaeology and anthropology. Such research interest, generally taking the ecological 

approach. is dominant especially in American anthropology, and has been influential in 
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understanding cultural adaptation to var ious environments. The ecological framework, as 

described by Binford (1965). cons iders culture as "man's extrasomatic means of 

adaptation" and tries to explain the process of cultural change within ecological 

dynamics of humans and their environm ent. The process of cultural adaptation is the 

continuous modification of learned behaviors in response to environmental change 

(Kirch 1980). This trend has been prominent in anthropologic al stUdies of the Pacific 

region, as the island environm ent and its diversity have been regarded as an ideal 

setting to exam ine the variability of cultural adaptation (F osberg 1963; Murdock 1961). 

Barrau and Peeters' (1972) and Yen's (1975) view that the development of certain food 

processing technologies was critical for the settlement of the Pacific Island environment 

is particularly important in evaluating the si gnificance of cooking systems in the Pacific. 

As subsistence activity is a means of obtaining food, the study of subsistence is 

critical for understanding how humans establish themselves in particular environments 

and how they react to environmental changes. Food processing is a step that follows 

food getting. In most instances, food resources obtained through subsistence acti vities 

are processed before being consumed by humans. Generally speaking, food processing, 

which includes simple cutting, slicing, smashing, and intensive heat treat ment, makes 

food more palatable and enables effective nutritional intake (Stahl 1989). In this respect, 

a new development in food technology could contribute to expanding diet breadth an d/or 

intensifying SUbsistence activities. Some ethnobotanical and archaeobot ani cal studies 

argue for the ecological and evolutionary significance of food processing and its 

contribution to the hum an diet (Harris 1987; Johns 1990; Johns and Kubo 1988; 

Wandsnider 1997). 

Although food processing could be reflected in the archaeological record as 

faunal and plant remains, it is not easy to identify specific activities (Hastorf 1999:75). 
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This is largely due to the complexity of activities involving food processing, as well as the 

possible accumulation of remnants from multiple activities that were carried out in the 

same location. In addi tion, the archaeological visibility of plant remains restricts the 

applicability of archaeobotanical approaches. As a result, studies focusing on plant 

processing are limited (e.g. Jones 1987; Mulholland 1993). Another possible approach is 

through the study of artifacts used for food processing. In North America, structural 

features referred to as roasting pits, pit hearths, or earth ovens appear in the early 

Holocene. Ethnographic studies from the Pacific Northwest and the Southwest typically 

associate such structures with heat treatment of geophytes containing reserve 

carbohydrates like innulin and fructan (Kuhnlein et al. 1982; Turner and Kuhnlein 1982; 

Turner and Kuhnlein 1983; Wandsnider 1997). Based on ethnogr aphic information 

associated with these features as well as archaeological studies, the em ergence of pit 

hearths in the Holocene is interpreted as evidence of intensified exploitation of such 

edible roots, and em phasizes their evolutionary significance (Peacock 1998, 2002; 

Thoms 1989, 2003). 

1.2.1.2. Social approaches 

Social approaches became increasingly important as archaeologists identified 

themselves as anthropologists. Deetz (1982) and Longacre (1970), among others, tried 

to understand aspects of the social behavior of prehistoric populations such as social 

organization, kinship, or lineage systems that would be reflected in artifact design or 

distribution patterning. These social interests are further developed by extensive 

ethnoarchaeological research focusing on themes like styles (Hegmon 1992; Sackett 

1977; Wiessner 2002; Wobst 1977) and households (Deetz 1982; Kramer and 

Nevermann 1938; Wilk and Netting 1984; Wilk and Rathje 1982). The introduction of 
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political economy theory to archaeology in the 1980s expanded the pote ntial of social 

approaches, above all for the explanation of social complexity. The materialist view of 

culture and th e influence of Marxism enabled archaeologists to realize the role of agency 

in the interpretation of artifacts and human intention. 

While earlier studies of food emphasized ecological relations of food and cooking 

technology, studies since the 1990s explore the soci al dimensions of food, such as 

feastings and prestige foods (Dietler 1996; Hayden 1996; Wiessner 1996; Wiessner and 

Schiefenhovel 1996). These studies acknowledge the notion that food is a cultural 

construction (Douglas 1984; Goody 1982) and emphasize aspects of gastropolitics 

(Appadurai 1981). Culinary practice in this perspective is not merely a reflection of 

human intention but rather an active process by which social relations are created, 

expressed, maintained, and reproduced (BrumfieI1991; Dietler 1990; Gumerman IV 

1997; Ham ilakis 1999; Maclean and Insoll 1999; Samuel 1999; Sheratt 1991). Som e 

studies try to interpret symbolic meanings or emic worldviews represented by food 

related behavior (Jones 1999). Cooking is also examined in recent studies addressing 

household activities and associated gender relations. Food p reparation is often 

considered a woman's task in the household, and related material cultures involving 

such items as hearths, cooking pots, and processing tools for cutting, skinning, grinding, 

and pounding are thus attributed to women (Hayden and Cannon 1984). The role of 

women in food preparation and the SOCial importance of cooking activities have been 

emphasized in some recent archaeological studies in Central and South America 

(BrumfieI1991; Fung 1995; Gero 1992; Hastorf 1991; Joyce 1993), thanks to the 

availability of ample archaeological data and rich iconographic, ethonohistoric, and 

ethnographic information related to household activities. 
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Food preparation is a fundamental human behavior because processing 

treatments make food more palatable, and som etimes transform something inedible into 

something edible (Stahl 1989). As food is always obtained from the environment, it is 

necessary to consider ecological factors affecting food behavior. However, food 

processing is also i mporlant because it constitutes a key part of culture. Accepting that 

food habits constitute a culturally constructed system of behavior, it becom es important 

to recognize that this system of behavior is the composite outcome of negotiation 

between social agents under both ecological and social constraints (8 rumfiel 1992:551). 

Not only external ecological and environm ental factors but also internal factors such as 

economic, political, and ideological variation within societies are critical in shaping the 

production, preparation, and consumption of food (Gumerman IV 1997:106-7). 

Following these recent trends, both ecologi cal and social factors that could 

possibly influence stone oven behaviors and cook ing design are considered in my study. 

Wandsnider (1997) outlines the parameters affecting cooking design as (1) food 

composition, (2) labor, (3) available materials, and (4) purposes (either im mediate 

consumption or storage) (Figure 1.1). This model is useful in providing a functional 

understanding of cooking behavior and these elem ents will be considered in my study. 

However, accepting a view of food as a cultural construction necessitates the 

consideration of social dimensions such as cultural values, preference, and symbolic 

representation, as equally important factors in shaping cooking strategies. Certain 

technologies or technologi cal processes may be developed or adopted by necessity in 

the first place; however, they may be further intensified because of social and cultural 

values associated with them rather than for immediate biological and nutritional 

requirements. The elaboration of breadfruit fermentation in Polynesia and some islands 

of Micronesia, for instance, could be understood by this principle. Leach (1999) argues 
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Figure 1.1 Cooking system design parameters outlined by 
Wandsnider (1997: 3, FIG.1). 

in her discussion of the introduction of new staples that factors such as cultural taste 

preferences, technological costs, and economic potential play their parts independent Iy. 

She also argues that new crops are "often treated like existing crops both agronom ically 

and gastronomically" in the early stages of their introduction, with technological changes 

in agricultural practice and food processing strategies becom ing visible as a new crop is 

accepted as a staple (Leach 1999:137). In an African archaeological context, for 

example, the persistent use of griddle technology over ovens for bread baking is 

interpreted as a technological choice renecting social values, in which preexisting griddle 

technology was adopted to the new crops (Lyons and D'Andrea 2003). Just as social 

production is an important component of agricultural practice, social values about food 

and cooking may encourage the preparation of particular foods. Thus, Figure 1.1 should 

include another parameter that is social, such as specific cultural values and preferences. 
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1.2.2. Anthropology of technology and ethnoarchaeological study of technological 

systems 

1.2.2.1. Anthropology of technology 

Anthropology of technology, emphasizing social and symbolic relations of 

technology (Dobres and Hoffman 1994; H egmon 1998; Lemonnier 1986, 1992. 1996; 

Pfaffenberger 1988, 1992), may provide a useful and comprehensive framework for the 

study of food technology. In this framework, technology is not simply a means to create 

material objects and to use them, but is an intrinsically complex system (Lemonnier 

1993:4-5). 

Technology is defined here as a complex cultural phenomenon embedded in 

historically specific worldviews, strategic social action, and human agency (Dobres 2000; 

Dobres and Hoffman 1994:212). According to Lemonnier (1992:5-6), technology has five 

related components of matter (including one's own body), energy, objects (ar tifacts), 

gestures (or actions involved in operational sequence), and specific knowledge (or social 

representation), which is the result of all the perceived possibilities and choices. 

Technology is a set of operationally replicable behaviors and a system of meaning 

(Pfaffenberger 1988:249), and social agency plays a central role in defining, determining, 

and articulating particular technologies, while environmental and physical factors are 

considered as background structures within which social behavior is contextualized 

(Dobres and Hoffman 1994:231). 

ChaIne operatoires (Leroi-Gourhan 1964), translated as "operational sequences," 

is developed as an important analytical concept in anthropology of technology. The 

detailed description of operational sequences is "a very effective way of illuminating the 

series of choices involved at all stages of the process of production, of revealing the 

cultural and physico-chemical context of those choices, and of characterizing differences 
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in technical systems" (Dietler and Herbich 1998:262). This concept is extremely effective 

in examining technological processes, and in explaining the variability of material 

patternings in terms of social relations (Dietler and Herb ich 1998; Stark 1998). The 

strength of this framework is that it enables archaeologists to analy ze any material 

system by emphasizing the active role of agency. Above all, by incorporating Bourdieu's 

(1977) theory of practice, it can explai n the technology of everyday life, such as cooking, 

by examining operational sequences involvi ng a series of technological choices. 

Taking this perspective leads to another im portant notion, that technology has 

style (Lechtman 1977). Typically, style designates characteristic pattern s of attributes in 

material culture. However, what needs to be emphasized here is another kind of style. It 

is a "characteristic way of doing things," "style of action," or "technological style" (Dietler 

and Herbich 1998). It is in this sense that individual practitioners of a particular 

technological process perceive "their own style," not merely the particularistic look of the 

final products. T his is particularly so in food preparation, because it is the process of 

creating materials that have to be phy sically consumed. 

1.2.2.2. Ethnoarchaeological study of technology 

Ethnoarchaeology is the study of contemporary sociocultural behavior from an 

archaeological perspective, which explores the relationship between human behavior 

and material culture (Kramer 1979:1). Ethnoarchaeological research attempts to define 

the patterned relationships between static variation and variability of material remains 

and corresponding dynamic behaviors responsible for the creation of that material 

patterning (Simms 1992:187). Ethnoarchaeology also explores the behavioral systems 

involved in the production and use of material culture (Stark 1993:94). An 

ethnoarchaeological research strategy is extremely beneficial for the study of food 
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technologies, because culinary behavior is shaped by multiple factors including 

environment, economies, social organization, and belief systems that could only be 

examined in systemic context. 

Following the processual-post processual debates of the 19805, 

ethnoarchaeological studies since the 1990s have tried to reco ncile a dichotomy existing 

between ecological and social approaches. The limitation of ecosystem-based 

approaches is that they dismiss the role of human agency (Brumfiel 1992), and a more 

comprehensive approach that integrates both ecological and social domains of cultural 

practice has been sought (David 1992; Stark 1993). Integrating perspectives that 

acknowledge the complexity of any cultural system, in which ecological, social, 

economic, and ideological factors are interwoven, requires hermeneutic and 

particularistic approaches (David 1992: 334-5). The anthropology of technology, 

emphasizing the social construction of technological systems and the power of human 

intention in the making of objects and their consumption, is thus a strong framework that 

can address the com plexity of material systems through the detailed docum entation and 

analysis of individual operational sequences. This approach has been integr ated into 

recent ethnoarchaeological and archaeological studies, especially in the study of 

ceramic technology (Dietler and Herbich 1989; Gosselain 1992; Mahias 1993). 

In this study, I am focusing on stone oven cooking as a technological system. 

Stylistic diversity of stone oven cooking may be reflected in the structural component of 

features. However, unlike with other typical artifacts such as ceramics, the possible 

range of stylistic expression is limited to some choices regarding the shape of ovens and 

the materials used in constructing them. Instead, styles are more clearly expressed in 

the process of making and using them. It is especially in this respect that the 
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anthropology of technology perspective becomes important in explaining the diversity of 

stone oven cooking strategies in Melanesia. 

1.3. Stone ovens and cooking strategies in the Pacific context 

1.3.1. Varieties of stone ovens 

Stone ovens in Polynesia are generally referred to as umu, or its cognates; this 

term is reconstructed as Proto Polynesian *umu, and Proto Oceanic *qumun (Green and 

Pawley 1999; Kirch 1997). However. the terminology designating stone ovens or sty les 

of stone oven cooking in Melanesia is varied and the word umu is found only in a limited 

range. This indicates the diversity in stone oven cooking strategies in the much wider, 

pan-Pacific context. 

Table 1.1 summarizes ethnographic information regarding stone oven cooking 

methods in the Pacific. Typically in Polynesia, a pit is dug in the ground, in which stones 

are heated and foods are cooked by covering the entire structure with leaf materials and 

sometimes with earth for the food to be baked for a few hours or overnight. The common 

name "earth ovens" gives an image of such unique cooking strategies. However, stone 

oven structures do not always have pits, and in Melanesia there is substantial variabil ity 

in stone oven cooking practices. What truly characterize this cooking method is the use 

of stones as a heat reservoir and the application of indirect heat energy for cooking food. 

In short, stones are the key material element in this sort of cooking. Therefore I employ 

the expression "stone ovens" instead of "earth ovens," to characterize more explicitly the 

fundamental technological principles of this cooking technique. In fact, actual stone oven 

cooking strategies are more diverse than the conventional representation of Polynesian 

practices. 
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While many Polynesian ovens em ploy underground pit structures for stone oven 

cooking, in some Pacific Island societies such as Samoa, Pohnpei, and Vanuatu, ovens 

are constructed on the ground (8uck 1930; Shimizu 1976:186). In many societies stone 

oven cooking is done over a shall ow depression. The M oni in Highland New Guinea use 

circular balk-frames instead of pits (lshigeI977:108). New Zealand Maori also add a 

frame on top of the pit when a large amount of food is processed (8est 1924:416-7). 

Stone-lined oven hearth structures a s well as those equipped with bottom stones are 

also known in Easter Island and some Melanesian societies (Matraux 1971 [1940]:162). 

In addition, other cooking methods such as roasting, bamboo cooking, and boiling with 

pots seem to be more commonly practiced in Melanesia (8arrau 1958) than in other 

regions, providing much variability in cooking practices in general. 

Stone oven cooking can be divided into the two phases of the stone heating 

process and the actual cook ing process. In many societies, the same location is used for 

both heating stones and cooking. However, in some New Guinea societies, stones are 

heated in separate locations. V olcanic basalt is the most common stone material used 

for stone oven cooking. On some Polynesian coral islands such as the Northern Cooks, 

stones are obtained from other islands, in this case the Southern Cooks. In Central 

Micronesia, calcareous rock s are commonly used for cooking (Di Piazza 1998b). The 

simplest method of cooking in stone ovens is to place som e food directly on top of hot 

stones. However, as indicated in many ethnographic examples (Table 1.1), foods are 

often wrapped with leaves. Moist materials such as leaves and banana trunk are also 

often placed on hot stones to protect food from being in di rect contact with stones and to 

produce steam. The application of water before covering and the use of earth to seal the 

entire structure for retaining heat are bo th typically seen in Polynesia. 
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Stone ovens are used for cooking both starchy food and meat, and sometimes 

these are cooked together. The benefit of stone oven cooking in general is to provide an 

adequate and stable heat temperature for a long time by transferring heat energy to 

stones. This enables effective processing of hard and bulky food materials such as root 

crops. Stone ovens also enable cooking of a large amount of food at once. In Polynesia, 

a very specialized form of stone oven cooking, umu-ti, is well known (Carson 2002; 

Ehrlich 1999,2000; Fankhauser 1982,1986) This is an exceptionally large oven 

constructed for the ex1ended heat processing of Cordyline fruticosa (ti plant), which is 

considered a famine food today. The development of specific cooking technologies, such 

as umu-ti in Polynesia, typically exemplifies the specialization and intensification of stone 

oven cooking technology in particular ecological and cultura I contex1s. While there are 

great benefits in stone oven cooking, there are also certain disadvantages of this specific 

technology. It requires a large am ount of firewood to sufficiently heat the stones. It also 

requires considerable time to prepare food, as the stone heating process generally takes 

one to two hours and the cooking process is two hours or much longer. Gathering the 

materials needed for this kind of cooking, and the actual cooking activities, which involve 

large amounts of stones, are also labor intensive. In this respect, the integration and 

development of stone oven technology that is so costly indicates that it has a crucial role 

in Pacific cooking strategies. 

1.3.2. Archaeological evid ence offood and cooking practices in the Pacific 

1.3.2.1. Prehistoric subsistence activities 

Traditional staple foods of the people living in the Pacific are root crops such as 

taro (C%casia spp.) and yams (Dioscorea spp.), and other farinaceous plants such as 

breadfruit (Arlocarpus spp.), banana (Musa spp.). sago (Metroxy/on spp.). and coconut 
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(Cocos nucifera). Some of these plants may be indigenous to the Western Pacific but 

most of the important plants originated and were perhaps do mesticated in Southeast 

Asia or New Guinea, and were subsequently transported into the Pacific islands by early 

colonizers (Barrau 1961; Yen 1973, 1990, 1991). Dom esticated animals such as the pig 

(Sus scrofa), dog (Canis familiaris), and chicken (Gallus gallus) were importarl! protein 

resources supplementirlg the extensive marine resources available in the local 

environment. Amorlg these food resources, starchy crops were particularly important 

because these were irldisperlsable to everyday life, but sometimes the available starchy 

crops could be toxic without the application of certain cooking or processing techniques 

(Pollock 1992). 

Major food resources (both plants and arlimals) for Pacific islarlders were mostly 

transported by early colonizers (Gosden 1992; Whistler 1991; Yerl 1973, 1990, 1991) . 

Landscapes in the Pacific islands are thus largely anthropogenic, trarlsported 

landscapes, in the sense that marlY useful plants were transplanted from island to island. 

But agricultural practices and anim al husbandry of settlers also transformed native 

vegetation to a large extent (Kirch 1997:217- 20). While the SUbsistence systems of 

Pacific islands during the late prehistoric period are characterized by intensive 

agricultural systems of taro or yams accompanied by systematic pig husbandry. early 

systems seem to have beerl more diverse, including extensive exploitation of wild 

resources, including indigenous birds (Dye and Steadman 1990; Steadman 1995; 

Steadman and White 1999). Lapita people exploited a wide range of marine resources 

(Kirch and Dye 1979) and also exploited or cultivated varieties of arboricultural species, 

including breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis), canarium (Canarium spp.), candlerlut (Aleurites 

moluccana) , and Tahitian chestnut (Inocarpus fagiferus) (Kirch 1989; Lepofsky et al. 

1998). 
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1.3.2.2. Archaeological evidence of food processi ng 

Our knowledge offood processing activities in prehistory is limited. However, 

there have been considerable methodological advances in archaeobotanical studies, 

enabling the identification of charred root and tuber crops (Hather 1994) and starch 

granules left on stone tools (Fullagar et al. 2006; Loy 1994; Loy, et al. 1992), contributing 

to an understanding of plant food resources and their processing. The earliest evidence 

for the utilization of root and tuber crops comes from the Kilu cave site in the Solomon 

Islands, where starch residue of taro (either Alocasia or Colocasia) was extracted from 

the surface of stone tools that were used about 28,000 years ago (Loy et al. 1992). This 

evidence also indicates the considerable antiquity of human exploitation of root crops in 

the insular environm ent. A more recent study also identified the use of Colocasia 

esculenta and Dioscorea spp. by examining starch residue left on stone tools from 

Phase 1 and 2 of Kuk Swamp in Highland New Guinea (Fullagar et al. 2006). While 

stone flakes were probably used for peeling, cutting, and sl icing of these crops as well 

as working on some other, much harder plant materials, what is interesting to note here 

is that both taro and yam starches were also taken from a possible grinding stone or 

pestle employing a volcanic pebble (Fullagar et al. 2006:607-9). This probably indicates 

the mashing or pounding of root crops in their processing, suggesting a possible New 

Guinea origin of root crop pounding, which is a common practice in the Pacific. 

1.3.2.3. Loss of pottery 

Archaeological studies in the Pacific and particularly in Melanesia confirm that 

pottery was once in use. However, the extent of pottery use for cooking purposes is not 

clear. Certainly the use of pottery is extremely limited in the Pacific, and archaeological 
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evidence for many islands in the Pacific attests to the dem ise of pottery in prehistory 

(IJwin 1981; Le Moine 1987; Leach 1982; Rainbird 1999). 

It has been argued that the development of stone oven cooking strategies in the 

Pacific explains the loss of pottery. Leach (1982) for instance, considered the functional 

role of pottery as cooking equipment, and suggested that pottery was unnecessary in the 

Pacific where root crops constitute staples, and ovens were better suited for the 

preparation of these crops. The marginal role of pottery in Pacific cooking is also noted 

by Kirch (1997:161). In contrast, some studies do demonstrate cases of positive use of 

pottery in the Pacific. Guiart (1982:141), for instance, suggests that the larger pots in Fiji 

were developed to allow steam cooking, which requires reduced time and fuels than 

using ovens. In some small Micronesian atolls, pottery was imported from Yap to 

accommodate the production of sweet coconut syrup to be consumed with Alocasia taro 

(Intoh 1992). On the island of Yap in Western Micronesia, where stone ovens are non

existent, cooking was done exclusively with pottery (Descantes 2002). 

Although the direct correlation between ovens and pottery is unclear, it is 

certainly an interesting phenom enon that the development of ovens parallels the decline 

of pottery. This dissertation research, by studying a group am ong which pottery was in 

production and in use un til the 20th century, and by contrasting cooking done with pots 

and cooking done with stones, also intends to propose an alternative view of the loss 

and persistence of pottery traditions in Melanesia. The existence of exchange networks 

seems to have been critical in supporting the production of pottery, which probably was 

less important for everyday cooking. The case of conternporary cooking practices in 

northern Vanuatu suggests that the use of pottery, because of its marginality, may have 

become socially important as an item of self-identification and differentiation. 
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1.3.2.4. Archaeological evidence of stone ovens 

The first settlers of Remote Oceania also seem to have possessed technologies 

of processing food with hot stones (Green 1979; Kirch 1997). At the Talepakemalai 

Lapita site in Mussau, burnt coral rocks are commonly found in the deposit without any 

in situ pit features, which is interpreted as the use of coral ovens within the stilt houses, 

in earth-filled wooden boxes (Kirch 1997:213). In fact, the roots of stone oven cooking in 

the Pacific can be traced back to pre-Lapita occupations in Near Oceania (Matenbek in 

New Ireland, 7150-7000BP; Palandraku in Buka, ca. 5000BP) (Spriggs 1997; Wickler 

2001), and the spread of stone ovens to Remote Oceania is considered an Austronesian 

adoption of the technology from the indigenous population in the Bismarck Archipelago 

(Green 1991a; Green and Paw ley 1999). An 11,000 year-old hearth piled with coral 

rocks has also been identified in New Ireland (Gosden and Robertson 1991), sugge sting 

the possible antiquity of cooking strategies employing hot rocks, even though this 

particular feature is somewhat different from typical stone ovens. 

Although some in depth exam inations of stone oven features have been 

conducted, moslly by French archaeologists (Conte 1986; di Piazza 1998a, 1999; Orliac 

and Orliac 1980, 1982; Orliac and Wattez 1989), generally speaking, descriptions of 

stone oven features are not presented in detail in the archaeological reports. Several 

experimental studies have been cond ucted to examine the heat-treatment 

characteristics and efficiency of varieties of ovens (di Piazza 1998b; Fan khauser 1982; 

Orliac and Wattez 1989; Sopade et al. 1994). These st udies are valuable for 

understanding prehistoric food use, and especially for providing a reference point to 

understand the heat effect of stone oven cooking technologies. However, so far the 

resuHs are limited to functional explanations of technologies, and implications of specific 

heat treatment conditions for the cooking deSign as a whole; the social contexts of food 
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are not well integrated. Despite the fact that stone oven features are frequently found in 

archaeological contexts in the Paci fic, and that the use of stone ovens represents 

contemporary Pacific cuisine, their role and implications in Pacific prehistory have not 

been fully addressed (cf. Carson 2002). T his study thus tries to contribute to the study of 

cooking features and prehistory of food in the Pacific, not only by examining the various 

stone oven cooking strategies in Melanesia, but also by evaluating archaeological 

information that was obtained during my field research. 

1.4. Research outline 

A large part of this study employs an ethnoarchaeological research strategy, 

supplemented by archaeological data collection. In examining the diversity of stone oven 

cooking practices as well as other cooking strategies and cooking design in genera I, I 

had the following hypotheses in mind: 

1. The food processing strategy is closely related to the resource patterns, so it may 

change or evolve in parallel with changes in the environment and resource patterns. 

2. Stone ovens became more important and technologically elaborated in the later 

period as populations established their subsistence on the is land based on certain root 

crop agriculture. 

3. Certain cooking strategies may change or persist according to soc ial conditions, as a 

certain set of culinary practices may symbolize particular social relations. 

4. Reliance on oven cooking methods reduced the im portance of other strategies such 

as boiling, and contributed to the loss of pottery technology in the Pacific. 

5. Reliance on certain food types that dom inate the people's daily and ritual lives may 

affect the relative importance of particular cooking strategies. 
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1.4.1. Ethnoarchaeological research 

This component of the research treats aspects of contem porary cooking 

behaviors. particularly those related to oven cooking technology and pottery use. Data 

collection was carried out in multiple locations with different environmental settings to 

examine similarities and differences in cooking designs. by directly observing and 

participating in daily cooking activities, and by interviewing people about cooking designs, 

preparation methods. and their knowledge of food and food customs. 

Direct observation is especially important for ethnoarchaeological study, for there 

is usually a gap between explanation and actual practice. The investigation covers basic 

but important information, such as what is cooked by what kind of method, when, how, 

and by and for whom it is prepared. Documentation also involves the recording of entire 

oven operation processes starting f rom the collection of stones. A semistructured 

interviewing method (Bernard 1995) was used in obtaining information regarding the 

knowledge of various foods and cooking practices. As all technologies are culturally 

transmitted by learning and practi ce, descriptions provided by people can be understood 

as culturally embedded ideals, or an expression of their own perception of environmental 

resources and human behavior. Indigenous recognition and categorization of crops and 

animals, subsistence activities, and their processing patterns are related to each other. 

Thus, preferable methods of preparation for certain crops are recognizable through 

understanding the local knowledge. Such descriptions might be different between 

villages, or local groups, which in turn will illuminate social spheres of regional 

interaction and differentiation between people. Interviewing is also important for 

supplementing observational doc umentation, especially when the practice of certain 

methods is infrequent, such as pottery use. 
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--~----------

Factors influencing the variability of cooking behaviors are then analyzed through 

intra- and inter-group comparisons. It is at this analytical stage that variables such as the 

kinds of staple crops, environmental conditions, and the presence or absence of pottery 

are fully considered. It is expected that since each food item has its own structural and 

chemical properties, certain food items might be more closely associated with specific 

processing and heat treatments. These factors are examined in terms of differential 

structures of oven features and pottery vessel forms, and varieties of cooking techniques. 

There might be some functional reasons for determining the choice of a particular 

cooking style, but it may also be an arbitrary choice drawn from several options. 

Several recordings of data from stone oven cooking operations were made in 

experimental settings. For understanding the heat efficiency of various possible stone 

oven technologies, cooking temperature of stone ovens was examined by constructing a 

series of experimental ovens with differential heat settings. Such ex amination may 

explain why a certain method is selected for particular cooking operations. A small scale 

oven employing new stone materials was also constructed in the village and used to 

examine how fragmentation of oven stones would progress. An abandoned stone oven 

in a kitchen was also recorded in detail. These studies are intended to relate 

archaeological oven remnants to ethnoarchaelogically observed phenomena, and to 

provide certain clues in interpreting prehistoric features. 

The final goals of these data collections and analyses are (1) to identify factors 

affecting the choice of certain cooking strategies, (2) to und erstand social relations and 

representations involved in cooking behaviors and individual operations, and (3) to 

examine how such elements are observable in the material patterns of the 

archaeological record. 
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1.4.2. Archaeological data analysis 

Archaeological data reflecting stone oven cooking or related fire using activities 

were recorded from several locations in Vanuatu, by attending archaeological projects 

organized by several different organizations and by conducting a small scale test 

excavation in Northwest Santo. The major archaeological data set was obtained from 

MangaasiiArapus on Efate, Small Islands in Northeast Malakula, and Malsosoba 

rockshelter and Takasraru in Northwest Santo. Efate and Malakula data are largely of 

post-Lapita contexts, while four Malakula sites all had Lapita layers at the bottom. Data 

from these early sites dominate the collection of possible oven remnants analyzed in this 

dissertation. Northwest Santo data are mostly from the past 1000 years or so, and also 

limited in sample size. Although there is consider able imbalance in the num ber of 

features identified from different geographical regions in Vanuatu, the basic analy sis of 

these archaeological structures will be valuable. 

Although it might be interesting to see how cooking strategies represented in 

stone oven rem nants would reflect social boundaries, current archaeological data is too 

limited to argue spatial variations in prehistory. Alternatively, the intention of this study is 

to define the social relations affecting change an d persistence of certain strategies. 

1.5. Summary 

In this study, I employ a framework developed in the anthropology of technology, 

viewing technology as a culturally grounded complex system, for the exam ination and 

interpretation of food processing strategies and cooking behavior in Island Melanesia. As 

reviewed in the previous section. most studies on food proceSSing strategies in the 

Pacific have adopted ecological explanations, while the recent literature of the 

archaeological study of food emphasizes that food behavior is a social phenomenon. In 
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addition, current archaeological studies in the Pacific lack a comprehensive view of 

culinary practices, which in turn is limiting a potential contribution that the study of 

prehistoric food systems could offer to our current knowledge of Pacific culture. In these 

respects, the study of stone oven cook ing strategies is worthwhile. This study will 

potentially provide some answers to questions regarding the function of pottery in 

Melanesian societies, by contrasting the function of pottery cooking vessels with cooking 

with stones. 

My study can be seen a s an extension of recent archaeologi cal studies of food 

processing, stressing the role of social factors in shaping hu man behavior; however, I 

also take into account the im portance of cooking technologies as adaptive strategies. My 

intention is to demonstrate the complexity of cooking behaviors, in which many social 

and ecological factors are intertwined. This research tries to identify how environmental 

constraints and hum an intention contribute to sh aping cooking systems, at what level of 

operational sequence such aspects ar e observed, where technological choice occurs, 

and what is the implication of choice in specific cooking behavior. 
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Chapter 2 

Research area: Vanuatu and Northwest Santo 

Island Melanesia is ideal for examining the diversity of stone oven cooking 

strategies and their social and ecological relations as outlined in chapter 1. I targeted 

northern Vanuatu as an area of investigation. This chapter introduces the archipelago of 

Vanuatu in central Melanesia, and describes its general geog raphical characteristics. 

along with certain cultural aspects t hat were important in deciding on the research area. 

The final section of this chapter provides a historical background of Northwest Santo and 

the village of Olpoi. where the major part of my research was conducted. 

2.1. Northern Vanuatu as a study area 

2.1.1. Vanuatu: geography, people and linguistic diversity 

Island Melanesia is a set of archipelagoes in the southwest Pacific, including the 

Bismarcks in Northeast New Guinea. the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and New Caledonia 

(Spriggs 1997:1). While human settlement of this area is traced back to the Pleistocene 

in New Guinea and the Solomons, colonization of the rest of Island Melanesia does not 

begin until the spread of Lapita Austronesians around 3000 years ago. This differential 

population history, along with the absence of indigenous terrestrial mammals beyond the 

main part of the Solomons, led Green (1991 b) to place a boun dary between Near and 

Remote Oceania, the latter of which includes the rest of the Pacific world. 

Vanuatu. formerly known as New Hebrides, is an archipelago located in central 

Melanesia (168' 18" E, 17' 44" S) (Figure 2.1). This geographical location of Vanuatu is 

critical in understanding interactions and population movements throughout the history 

starting with Lapita settlement. It is in a sense like a corridor connecting the rest of the 
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Melanesian regions. The Solomon Islands are located to the northwest, connected with 

the series of small island chains of Banks and Torres Islands in Vanuatu, and small 

islands like Tikopia and Reef/Santa Cruz in the southeast Solomons. New Caledonia is 

about 500 kilometers to the southwest, and Fiji lies about 1000 kilometers to the east. 

Vanuatu was certainly once a stepping stone for the further expansion of the Lapita 

Austronesians to the Pacific World, and certain kinds of post-Lapita regional interactions 

are suggested from material evidence such as inci sed and applied relief pottery 

traditions, even though the extent of cultural homogeneity is debatable (Bedford and 

Clark 2001; Spriggs 1997). Whatever the sphere of interaction would have been, 

Vanuatu is certainly in a critical location in considering the interaction and possible 

population movement in Melanesian regions from the initial settlement to the 

ethnographic present. 

Vanuatu is comprised of more than 80 islands and islets stretching north and 

south over about 850 kilometers (Figure 2.1). Generally speaking, most islands of 

Vanuatu are volcanic in their origin, and isl ands such as Banks, Ambae, Ambrym, Epi, 

Efate, and most islands in the south, are young, volcanic islands dating from the late 

Pliocene, where shapes of cone and eruptive crater are kept relatively intact. Some 

islands such as Santo, Malakula, Maewo and Pentecost are relatively old, characterized 

by uplifted volcanic hills surrounded by limestone plateaux (Weightman 1989:2). Active 

volcanoes are on Tanna, Lopevi, Ambrym, and Gaua in the Bank s Islands. Situated on 

the area where the Australian and Pacific plates converge, frequent occurrences of 

volcanic eruptions and earthquakes tell the magnitude of tectonic activities. The climate 

is largely tropical and sub-tropical in the south, with average tern peratures of 21-27 ·C 

and an average humidity of 75-80 percent. The rainy season or hot season is from 
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November to April, and the archipelago is occasionally hit by cyclones during this period 

(Weightman 1989:2). 

---------

According to the census in 1999 (National Statistics Office 2000), the current 

population of Vanuatu is over 186,000, of which almost 99% (184,329) are ni-Vanuatu, 

or citizens of Vanuatu of mostly Melanesian descent. About 16% (29,356) of the total 

population reside in Port Vila, the capital of the nation, and about anothe r 6% (10,738) in 

Luganville, the second biggest urban center located on the so utheast coast of Espiritu 

Santo. The rest of the population (146,584 people, which amounts to approximately 79% 

of the total resident population) lives in rural areas, with a largely subsistence economy 

and some degree of cash crop production (mostly copra and cacao). 

More than 100 indigenous languages are spoken in Vanuatu (Tryon 1976). While 

some languages, such as those spoken on Ambae, Pentecost, and Tanna, have several 

thousand speakers, the majority of Vanuatu lang uages have fewer than a thousand 

speakers (Tryon 1996). All the languages of Vanuatu belong to the Oceanic subgroup of 

the Austronesian family, and most of them are grouped under the Southern Oceanic 

subgroup of Central-Eastern Oceanic. The exceptions are three languages of Emae, 

lfira-Mele (in the central area), and Futuna-Aniwa, which belong to the Polynesian 

branch of the Central Pacific subgroup of Central-Eastern Oceanic (Ly nch 2001 :20). 

There is no agreement among linguists regarding the exact num ber of existing 

languages; the figure ranges from 105 to 113. This is largely due to the difficulty in 

distinguishing differences between dialects of a single language and sepa rate languages 

(Lynch 2001 :1). Neighboring languages are gene rally mutually intelligible and connected 

by language chaining, which ultimately links together most of central and northern 

Vanuatu (Figure 2.2). 
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In addition to indigenous languages, people of Vanuatu today speak Bislama,' a 

Vanuatu version of the Melanesian pidgin language influenced by English and French. 

Bislama is one of the official languages in Vanuatu today, and is used by everyone, 

especially when people from different islands communicate with each other. 

2.1.2. Cultural diversity and region al networks in northern Vanuatu 

Vanuatu is arbitrarily divided into south, central, an d north. While islands in the 

south are somewhat isolated, central (which generally refers to the islands from Efate to 

Epi) and northern islands are loose Iy connected as indicated by the language chain s 

(Figure 2.2), and the boundary between central and north blu rs when linguistic and 

cultural aspects are taken into account. It is to the north 0 f Malakula and Ambrym that 

much cultural diversity is observed, with varieties of art forms such as mats, pottery, 

figures, statues, masks, headdresses, and drum s, often with anthropomorphic and/or 

symbolic representations, characterizing different regions (Kaufmann 1996). 

While islands in central and south Vanuatu are sociopolitically organized by 

hereditary chief authorities. more egalitarian and competitive systems of grade taking, 

sometimes referred as "graded societies," are typically found in the north (Allen 1981; 

Blackwood 1981; Codrington 1891; Layard 1942; Rivers 1914; Speiser 1996 [1923]). In 

grade systems, high status is achieved by personal abi lities, typically expressed through 

the purchasing of various insignia entitled to by each rank and the ceremonial killing of 

pigs (especially tusked boars). Although this sociopolitical system is principally 

associated with men, in some societies ceremonial pig killing is also performed by 

women (Rodman 1981). 

1 In this dissertation, both Bislama and vemacular terminologies are used. To distinguish them. 
vemacular terms are italicized, and Bislama terms are underlined. 
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The complexity of regional interactions in Melanesian prehistory and in 

ethnography has been demonstrated in an am pie literature (Allen 1977, 1984; Davenport 

1962; Dutton 1982; Huffman 1996b; Kirch 1986,1990,1991; Lilley 1988; Malinowski 

1922; Specht 1974). In Vanuatu, an ext ensive network of exchange systems 

interconnecting the greater part of the islands in central and northern Vanuatu has been 

reconstructed ethnohistorically by Huffman (Huffman 1996b) (Figure 2.3). Although the 

antiquity of such systems in prehistory, as well as the detailed social relations between 

regions, are not well understood, the existence of exchange connections served an 

important role in supporting gra ded societies, in which manipulation of economic power 

benefits individuals in social competition. Bonnemaison (1996c:175) arg ues that these 

regions are ordered by a network system of relations in which multi-centered cultural 

spaces are recognized. In northern Vanuatu where strong political authorities integrating 

societies are nonexistent, a group's topological position relative to other social groups 

becomes more important in establishing social orders and maintaining autonomy. 

2.1.3. Research locations 

Northern Vanuatu cultures as described above would provide an ideal setting in 

examining the possible social relations represented in various cooking practices. Various 

environmental settings and subsistence practices also provide a range of variability in 

examining the relationship between cooking practices and ecological settings. In 

carrying out intensive data collection for this research, I selected Northwest Santo, 

where people's subsistence is based on the cult ivation of taro, and where pottery had 

been in use until recently. The southern part of the western coast of Santo has been 

studied by Fabienne Tzerikiantz and Annie Walter under the ORSTOM project" Se 

nourrir a Santo," providing excell ent, basic information regarding the food and 
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Figure 2.3 Northern Vanuatu showing the exchange network connecting islands and 
regions (Huffman 1996: 184). Note that pottery is distributed from the western coast of Santo to 
the rest of the island, and also to the other islands such as Malo, Malakula, and Epi. Note that the 
village location of Olpoi and Pespia is not correct in this map. 
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subsistence activities of the region (Galipaud and Walter 1997; Tzerikiantz 1998; Walter 

and Tzerikiantz 1998a, b). 

Another region, the island of Malo adjacent to the south coast of Santo, is also 

studied to provide com parative data sets. In co ntrast to Northwest Santo, cultivation of 

yams and breadfruits are important on Ihis rela lively small island, and more or less clear 

identification of cooking strategies in relation to the ecological setting is expected. 

Additionally, the area of inquiry was later expanded to other islands as well, for the 

purpose of examining the cultural diversity of culinary practices and especially of taro 

processing. Therefore, some information obtained from short visits to other islands, such 

as Maewo and the Banks and Torres Islands, is also included in this discussion. 

The preliminary research for this dissertation was conducted from July to August, 

1998, during brief visits to Northwest and West Coast Santo, Banks, and Torres islands. 

Major research was carried out from August, 2000 to Decem ber, 2001. During this 

period, I based myself mostly in Northwest Santo, and Malo was visited every 3-4 

months, for visits of about a week on average. 

2.2. Introduction to Northwest Santo 

2.2.1. Espiritu Santo and its western coast' 

Espiritu Santo (commonly referred as "Santo") is the largest is land in Vanuatu 

with an approximate land area of 3,677 square kilometers (Bonnemaison 1996a:75). The 

island is principally composed of volcanic sedimentations with an enormous mountain 

, When talking about Santo, the term "west coast" could be interpreted in two different senses: (1) 
as a reference to the general geographic area of the island, and (2) as a district name around the 
villages of Tasmate, Elia, Kerepua, and Wusi. The latter is commonly used by local villagers to 
point out the central to southern part of the western coast of the island, while the northern part is 
more commonly called "Northwest Santo." To avoid confusion, I will use the term "West Coast" 
(with upper case) when I refer to this specific region as in the second sense, while "western 
coast" (with lower case) will be used when I am talking about the wider geographical area, which 
includes both West Coast and Northwest Santo. 
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range running north to south on the west side of the island, which constitutes the large r, 

western part of the island, whereas the eastern part of the island consists of low coral 

plateaus and plains (Quantin 1976). The mountain chain in the west is higher in the 

southwest, with Vanuatu's highest mountain, Mt. Tavwemasana (1879 m above sea 

level), as its peak. The northern part of the mountain range is lower in its altitude than 

the southern part, and forms a peninsula called Cape Cumberland. Geomorphologically, 

almost the entire part of the western coast of the island is extremely steep and limited in 

wide and flat open terrains. T his is due to the vol canic activities; the western part of the 

island is also rapidly rising at the rate of approximately a meter per 100 years (Pineda 

and Galipaud 1998). T he western coast is the leeward side of the island, and its climate 

is very dry compared to the rest of the island, with an average temperature of 26'C and 

an annual ra infall of less than 2000 m m. 

2.2.2. People and languages of Northwest Santo 

The islands of Espiritu Santo and Malo, together with other adjacent small 

islands including Aore and Tutuba, comprise an administrative province called Sanma 

(Figure 2.4). The population of Sanma province is reported as 36,084, which constitutes 

about 19% of the total population. the population of the island of Santo itself is 

approximately 30,900. Subtracting the population of Luganville, which is almost 30% of 

the total population of the province, makes the estimated population of the rural areas of 

Espiritu Santo just over 20,000. The resident population of Malo is 3,532, which is by far 

the largest population among the islands in the south of Santo (National Statistics Office 

2000). 

Lynch (2001: 17-19) estimated the number of languages spoken in Espiritu Santo 

as 15, contrary to the earlier figure of 28 proposed by Tryon (1976), indicating that many 
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of the languages identified by Tryon are treated as dialects of a single language by 

Lynch (2001). Langu age groups such as Valpei, Nokuku, and Tasmate of the Northwest 

Santo are all grouped toge ther and labeled as "Cape Cum berland" by Lynch (2001 :45), 

together with languages such as V unapu and P iamastina of the Big Bay side. However, 

whether they are dialects of a single language or separate languages from the linguistic 

point of view is not so important for understanding the social relations among the people 

of the region. What matters is the fact that these smaller areas grouped as such are in 

reality reflecting the affiliations and closeness between the villages. There is no doubt 

that Valpei, Nokuku, and Tasmate "languages" are mutually intelligible and people from 

each area can com municate without problems by using their own languages. At the 

same time, however, people ex plicitly distinguish their tongue from others. 

Contemporary distributions of the language groups on the western coast of Santo 

could also be a reflection of Christianization. The Nokuku language was chosen as a 

mission language for Northwest Santo and some parts of the Bible and a hymn book 

were translated into this language. At the village of Olpoi, where the major data for this 

dissertation was collected, people principally speak Nokuku language; however, older 

generations who were born and spent their childhood in the mountains retain some 

terminology that differs from Nokuku language. 

2.2.3. Missionaries and the formation of current coastal settlements 

The island of Espiritu Santo was one of the first islands in Vanuatu that was 

"discovered" and recorded by Pedro Fernandez de Quiros in 1606. Quiros landed on Big 

Bay in 1606, and named the island "La Tierra Australia del Espiritu Santo (the southern 

land of the Holy Spirit)" (Kelly 1966; Markham 1904). Captain Cook, who named the 

archipelago "New Hebrides," entered Big Bay in 1774 and observed many fires on the 
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west side of the bay (Markham 1904:272-3). Cook never landed here but named the 

north western point of the peninsular "Cape Cumberland," which is a name still in use to 

point out the regions of Big Bay and Northwest Santo. 

Missionaries started to b ring Christianity into Vanuatu beginning in the 1840s, 

starting from the south and central islands of the archipelago such as Aneityum, 

Erromango, Tanna, and Efate. However, their influence did not reach Espiritu Santo until 

the late 1860s. Prior to the a rrival of Presbyterian missionaries to the western coast of 

Santo, an early missionary, Patterson of Melanesian Mission, had visited the area in the 

mid-18S0s, and had observed som e blackbirding vessels around the coastal villages 

(Miller 1990:227). T his implies some sort of contact between the Westerners and local 

populations, even though the im pact of black birding in this region is not well known. In 

1861, a Presbyterian missionary attempted to set up a station at Cape Lisburne in 

southwest Santo, which failed after just a year. In 1869, James Gordon was the first 

missionary to Northwest Santo. Gordon arrived at Nokuku accompanied by J.D. Paton' 

and spent five months there (Miller 1990:227). Although the amount of time Gordon 

spent in Northwest Santo was not very long, it created the foundation for the later 

implementation of church activities in this region. 

The first two misSionary stations (Presbyterian Church) in Santo were 

established in 1887 on the islands of Malo and Tangoa, adjacent to the south of Espiritu 

Santo. This was almost 40 years after the first missionary station in the archipelago of 

Vanuatu was founded on Aneityum in 1848; Santo was the last island to be settled by 

the missionaries. Thereafter the third missionary station in Santo was set up in Nokuku4 

in 1890 by Macdonald, who became the first resident missionary to the western coast of 

3 During his visit, Paton was impressed by some of the unique cultural traits of the people here, 
such as pottery and boomerangs (Miller 1990:227). 
4 Nokuku is often spelled 'Nogugu' in early missionary accounts. 
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Santo, spending two years among the people there. Based on Nokuku, Macdonald had 

visited coastal villages in the west coast. Macdonald left an interesting statement 

regarding the people of the region saying, "All the people of West Santo are great 

fishermen and there is no present they like more than fish hooks" (cited in Miller 

1990:234). The people he met would have been the people who were accustomed to 

exploiting marine resources; however, such people no longer exist in the region. 

Contemporary villages in Northwest Santo are all located on littoral areas. 

However, they are not so-called "man solwota" (the literal translation of which is "man 

salt water," or coastal people) but" man bush" ("man bush" or forest people),5 whose 

parents or grandparents lived in the mountains. The shift of their settlements from the 

interior to the coastal area is relatively recent, and was a gradual process starting with 

the establishment of the Presbyterian missionary station at Nokuku in 1906. In fact, 

many individuals in the region over 55 or 60 years old were born and spent their 

childhood in the interior. 

Some coastal villages are older than others, and probably existed before the 

arrival of the missionaries, although most existing villages were formed as a result of the 

implementation of the Presbyterian mission. Early miSSionary accounts list the names of 

coastal villages such as Vanua Lava· (teday's Wunpuko), Valpe (Valpei), Pelia (near 

Wunon), Nogugu (Nok uku), Wunsule, Vesalia (Vasalea), Tasmate, Pualapa, and Wusi. 

Macdonald's account th us might be referring to the people of these villages, who seem 

to have been 'm an solwota' or who at least had better skills in marine resource 

5 This is a dichotomy commonly used in Vanuatu to designate the settlements and subsistence 
background of the people. Man solwota (salt water = sea) basically means those who live for 
generations in the coastal area or on small islands, skilled in seafaring and marine resource 
exploitation, while man bush means those who live in the interior of the large islands such as 
Santo and Malakula. The word man bush, however, is often used as a connotation of 'uncivilized' 
or 'uneducated' person/people. In this entire thesiS, the term man bush will be used primarily in 
the first sense as a reference to interior populations. 
• This village name Vanua Lava might be Venlav, which is the name of the larger region to the 
north of Olpoi. 
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exploitation than the interior population. In contra st to these coastal villages that were 

existent before missionary influence, villages such as 01 poe (Olpoi) and Petawata are 

noted by S. Stewart, who was assigned to Nokuku in 1922, as "entirely new school 

villages" (Miller 1990:324), whose population had originated in the mountains but came 

down to the coast to participate in missionary school. Many villages in the western coast 

of Santo were formed in such a manner relatively recently, and pre-existing coastal 

villages also accommodated migrating populations from the mountains. 

The migration of the inland people to the coastal "Christian" vi lIages led to the 

substantial increase of village populations, which resulted in an increased vulnerability of 

people to diseases such as malaria, and the propagation of epidemics of diseases 

introduced by Westerners. Most likely, the pre-existing coastal population was the first to 

be extinguished by such devastating diseases. Stories of village elders on the western 

coast of Santo tell that epidemics caused by the Western contact killed so many people 

that "school (church) was of the dead." 

Some villages on the western coast were founded much more recently. 

Settlement at the current village of Wunavae for instance began from the mid-1950s and 

continued into the 1980s, and it has becom e one of the largest settlements on the 

western coast. Probably due to their recent movement to the coastal area, the language 

of these villagers differs slightly from the rest of the western coast vernaculars and has a 

strong relationship with Tolomako in the Big Bay side. 

Along with depopulation, the conversion to Christianity has transformed the 

lifestyle and culture of the population in many ways. As a result of the migration of the 

inland population to the coastal villages, inland people were distanced from their familiar 

resources and places in the forest, and needed to face a coastal environ me nt, which 
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was different not only in a physical sense but also in socio-cultural terms (Tzerikianlz 

1999). 

2.2.4. Geog raphic isolation of the western coast of Santo 

Northwest Santo is probably one of the most isolated areas in Vanuatu, despite 

the existence of an airport at Lajimoli and flights connecting it to Luganville, the second 

biggest urba n center in Vanuatu. The island of Espiritu Santo is extremely large and the 

existence of the urban center doesn't benefit the entire island, This situation is 

particularly severe for the West Coast, as transportation is to a great extent block ed by 

the enormous mountains. 

The airfare between Lajimoli and Luganville is too expensive for most of the 

villagers (more than 10,000 vatu for a round trip, about 90 US dollars), and the 

alternative of taking a boat going down to Tasiriki in the Southwest, where a village is 

connected by the road and people can catch a truck to go to Luganville, costs even twice 

as much, Another possibility is to walk towards the north and across the northern point of 

Cape Cumberland to get to the Big Bay area to take a transport from Matantas. The 

Matantas-Lugan ville route is more often taken by villagers living further south, between 

Wunavae and E lia, as there are several rou tes across the mountains still occasionally 

used by people in that area (Tzerikiantz 1999). Jumping on to a trading shi p is in fact the 

cheapest way to get to Luganville. However, obviously, most ships run in between 

Luganville and Port Vila or go to the Banks Islands, bypassing the east coast of Santo, 

and thus they visit islands in between their major destinations far more frequently, so 

that it is only several times in a year that ships actually pass around the West Coast. 

This last point is also critical for the local economy in the West Coast of Santo. Most of 

people's cash income comes from plantations of copra and cacao held by individuals, 
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but people here make less from copra than those in the other islands, because the 

western coast of Santo is rarely visited by ships to buy their products. If the ship doesn't 

come, there is no cash. This is quite a contrast to the situation in adjacent islands such 

as Malo, Malakula, Ambae, and Pentecost, where islands are on the route of ships 

traveling between Luganville in Santo and Port Vila in Efate. 

The geographic location of West Coast Santo itself is the cause of the isolation. 

Unlike the east side of the island, the western coast is distanced from the major routes of 

trading ships today. In addition, the mountainous geom orphology of the western coast 

prevents the construction of any big roads to facilitate their access to the urban center. 

Generally, there are some stores in almost every single village in Northwest and West 

Coast Santo, which supply most of the non-local items, typically groceries such as rice, 

tinned meat and fish, instant noodles, salt, sugar, tea, coffee, biscuits, and or other 

commodities such as kerosene, batteries, fishing line, and clothes. However, most of 

these local stores are short in their stocks and quite often almost empty because new 

supplies are usually sent by ships which rarely visit the area. 

The urgent need of the people for cash income, mostly to send their children to 

school, has led to the acceptance of several logging companies to operate in Northwest 

Santo, even though the benefits of logging are not long-lasting. Although som e older 

generations in Northwest Santo have experiences of working for fisheries or other 

enterprises based in Luganville before independence, the majority of the people today 

have never been em ployed, and therefore, their cash income is limited to the household 

production of copra and cacao, very limited temporary employments, and the royalty 

paid by logging companies. As a result, most of the people in the area rely on 

subsistence activities, and imported foods are rarely consumed. Again, such a situation 
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is in contrast with other regions where rice and tinned meat/fish are eaten almost on a 

daily basis. 

2.2.5. Olpoi village 

2.2.5.1 . Location and village structure 

The village of Olpoi, where intensive data collection was conducted, is located on 

a narrow, sandy, coastal plain to the north of the Pespia River, which is one of the 

largest water sources in the region (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5) . The populati on of the village 

was about 250 people in 48 households at the tim e of my research in 2000. This is 

comparatively quite large, as most villages on the western coast of Santo have 

populations of less than 100. The size of Olpoi village is approximately 430 m north-

south, and 375 m east-west. A road created by a logging company (called "big road") 

runs north-south, separating the village into a lower division and an upper division. The 

Figure 2.5 Aerial view of Olpoi village. Pespia River is seen at the top center 
of the picture. 
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lower division is the main area of the village and is basically open land with some 

isolated large trees. The upper division is a smaller, recently cleared area surrounded by 

forests and coconut plantations. A Imost all the houses in the viII age are floored and 

walled with woven bamboo and thatched with natanggura (Metroxy/on warburgiJ) leaves. 

The majority of residential houses have a veranda, w here people chat and eat. Water is 

brought in to the village with a pipe, and reserved in a large tank at the center of the 

village. Each household collects water from the tank in a couple of buckets and keeps it 

in the kitchen to be used for cooking and drinking. There is no electricity in the village, so 

people generally use kerosene lamps at night. 

2.2.5.2. Social relations 

People today speak the Nokuku language and have a very close affiliation with 

Nokuku people, although their original language in the interior settlements was slightly 

different. The people of Olpoi village originate in the area upstream on the Pespia River, 

approximately six hundred meters south of the village (Figure 2.4). Northwest Santo is 

an area where the production of pottery is ethnographicall y documented. A particular 

settlement reported by Speiser (1913,1996 [1923)) is Pespia, which is the location on 

the river where the ancestors of contemporary Olpoi once lived. Therefore, today's Olpoi 

people are the descendants of the potters who produced Pespia style pottery (see 

chapter 4 for some details). According to the village elders, people before didn't live in 

large villages like today, but each family used to live on their own land, occasionally 

changing locations for gardening and pig husbandry. Pes pia would have been one such 

location in the mountains, and it seems that pottery production was also in practice in 

other areas in Northwest Santo as well. However, today's people associate the 
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production of pots specifically with Olpoi village. probably because of the existence of 

certain elders who still know the method of making them. 

Northwest Santo communities are organized by matrilineal clans with patrilocal 

residency. and are integrated into two larger moieties. between which marriages are to 

be contracted. Although there are multiple clans within a single village. natamarae and 

natameliu clans dominate the population in Olpoi viii age. Marriages are com mon within 

the areas that are geographically and linguistically close to each other. Accordingly. 

males in Olpoi. for example. marry females from the 

adjacent villages in the Northwest such as Valpei. Petani. 

Lajmoli. and Nokuku. Marriage within the village is more 

prominent in larger villages like Olpoi (Table 2.1). In 

Olpoi village more than half (55%) of the households are 

composed of couples who had married within the village. 

Marriages in-between villages are commonly seen within 

the language areas of Nokuku (Olpei at the north to 

Penaoru) and Valpei (from Molpoi to Hokua at the 

northern tip of the Cape Cumberland) (Figure 2.4). This 

is not only due to the geog raphical distance but is also 

certainly reflecting the social affinities or closeness of 

villages within the region. which in turn are maintained 

and strengthened by marriage. This is a general 

tendency of marriage in this region. although marriage 

within the village seem s to become more prom inent 

when the vi lIage population is larger. 
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Table 2.1. Marriage pattern 
of Olpol-bom individuals 
showing Inter-village 
connections. 

village of 
spouse's 
origin· 

a: are 
of (Hokua) to south 
(Petawata) geographic 
distribution. Fifth row 
(highlighted) is Olpoi. 
Three rows at the bottom 
(highlighted dark) indicate 
distant regions or other 
islands. Pesina is on the 
Big Bay. 
b: A female who manned 
an Oploi male is half
Molpoi and Paama. 



Another rather exceptional phenomenon seen in the pattern of marriage is cases 

when a person seeks his/her partner in the area and among the people of hislher own 

ancestry. Such cases are more prominent among the people or villagers w ho are 

relatively recent settlers in the western coast of Santo. One example is the villagers of 

Wunavae, who are speakers of the Tolomako language on the Bi g Bay side and have 

established their settlement there since 1960s or 1970s, and thus maintain a closer 

association with people on the other side of the mountains. Another example could be a 

small hamlet of Molpoi, consisting of merely a family with three households. People in 

this village split from Valpei and Petani in the 1970s, and established t heir own 

settlement there. They have their maternal line in the Banks Islands, which makes them 

consider themselves as Banks Islands descendants. Until relatively recently members of 

this family also lived in the Banks Islanders' settlement in Luganville. Two sons of the 

family both married women from the Banks Islands, although their offspring (the third 

generation of the settlement) are starting to find their partners on the western coast. As 

Molpoi village was very close to Olpoi, I visited this settlement several times to observe 

how their different ancestries affect cooking practices. 

2.3. Summary 

As outlined in this chapter, northern Vanuatu is an area suited to a comparative 

examination of the various factors affecting cooking practices. Typical sociocultural 

factors such as grade ta king systems and exchange networks, as well as linguistic 

diversity, point to the relative importance of identifying people's affiliation by material 

means such as various distinctive artifacts. Food technology and varieties of dishes 

produced by the people in northern Vanuatu are not an exception. T he egalitarian nature 

of the societies, local autonomy, and competitive grade systems may encourage a clear 
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expression of gastropolitics at many levels of social relations. In addition, by focusing on 

Northwest Santo, where pottery was used for cooking purposes until the 20th century, I 

am able to consider the influence of clay pots in the cooking system. Based on the 

theoretical framework and general background of the research area presented in 

chapters 1 and 2, the following chapters discuss specific details of subsistence activities 

and cooking practices in northern Vanuatu. 
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Chapter 3 

Basic subsistence strategies in Northwest Santo and Malo 

Food processi ng is in the continuation of subsistence activities, through which 

harvested food resources are modified and/or transformed for consumption. If food 

processing is a method of making available food more palatable, more digestible, and 

more ideal forms for consumption, it is critical to understand the major varieties of food 

available for the specific area of study. This chapter thus presents basic information of 

subsistence activities characterizing Northwest Santo. after introducing general 

subsistence patterns in Vanuatu. Agricultural systems on Malo are also introduced for 

the purpose of illustrating the contrasting subsistence orientations typically seen in 

Island Melanesia. The final section of this chapter presents a result of brief survey 

recording the pattern of food consumption. which also is helpful in getting a basic idea 

on differential use of resources. 

3.1. Subsistence and food resources of Vanuatu 

3.1.1. Major subsistence strategies 

The major agricultural systems such as shifting cultivation and permanent, 

irrigated pond fields represent the major subsistence agricultural practices in the Pacific. 

These two open field systems of agriculture display a contrast of wet and dry (Barrau 

1965a; Kirch 1994), and are generally associated with the cultivation of water-loving 

aroid of taro species and a wide range of yams requiring dry environment respectively. 

While irrigation techniques are almost exclusively related to the cUltivation of taro 

(C%easia eseu/enta), shifting cultivation is used for growing major varieties of crops 

including taro. Nonetheless, shifting cultivation could sti II be symbolized by the 
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cultivation of yams, a kind of crop that is socially important and in many instances a 

primary crop to be planted, as a villager of Malo once said, "Mifala i mekem garen from 

yam (we make gardens because of yams)." 

Although taro and yams are sometimes both cultivated in the sam e region in 

Vanuatu by the same people, cultural emphasis on specific crop displays general north

south geographic contrast in the archipelago (Bonnemaison 1996b). As clearly seen in 

Figure 3.1, major taro cultivation areas are concentrated in the north of the archipelago, 

but irrigated taro cultivation is also important on Aneityum in the south. In between the 

regions of taro are islands where the major focus is on the cultivation of yams. In some 

of these central islands, taro is nearly non-existent. 

The dichotomy between taro and yams in Vanuatu has been discussed by 

Bonnemaison (Bonnemaison 1996b) as "gens du taro et gens de J'igname." For him, the 

contrast between two crops is not sim ply the matter of contrasting environmental 

settings of wet or dry, but the representation of different populations or population history. 

The distinction between "gens du taro" and "gens de i'igname" to a certain extent 

corresponds to the difference between man bush and man solwota, in the sense that 

taro is associated with interior populations whereas yams are more commonly cultivated 

by people residing in littoral area (Bonnemaison 1996a). What might be interesting is 

that the contrasting agricultural regimes of taro and yams are also reflected upon the 

diversity of cooking systems and culinary practices, and the operational methods of 

stone oven cooking, which will be discussed in the nex1 chapter. 
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Figure 3.1 Geographic distribution of regions of taro and yams in Vanuatu (reproduced 
from Bonnemaison 1996b). 
Islands highlighted in dark color in the north and south (Aneityum) are regions of taro. Central to 
the south are regions of yams (highlighted with cross stripes) . Mixed, transitional regions are in 
between (highlighted with light color) . 

3.1.1.1. Irrigation 

Irrigation is an agricultural technique closely associated with the cultivation of 

taro. Systems of intensive taro irrigation are predominant in Maewo, southwest Vanua 

Lava, and the western coast of Santo (Bonnemaison 1991 ; Caillon 2005; Caillon and 

Lanouguere- Bruneau 2005; Codrington 1891 ; Spriggs 1996; Tzerikiantz 1999; Walter 

and Tzerikiantz 1998a) . Taro irrigation is also practiced on the island of Aneityum at the 
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southern end of Vanuatu (Spriggs 1981). Where systems of irrigation are in practice and 

taro becomes the most important staple crop, the re is a tendency toward the heavy 

reliance on taro even though other cr ops such as banana ar e available 7. This may be 

due to the constant availabi lity of taro in the irrigated gardens throughout the year. 

Although irrigation sy stems in general are considered an intensif ication of 

agricultural production, it is suggested for Vanuatu that irrigation was employed on 

islands such as Santo and Maewo for the feasibility of the land rich in streams rather 

than the necessity of higher production yield (Weightman 1989:34). The exception for 

this would be the case of Aneityum, where the increased population and subsequent 

erosion led to the intensification (Spriggs 1981, 1986). 

3.1.1.2. Shifting cultivation 

Shifting cultivation or slash and burn agriculture is by far the most common 

gardening practice in Vanuatu. The most important crops produced in this system 

involve varieties of yams, especially Dioseorea alata (the greater yam, sofsof yam in 

Bislama). for which great numbers of cultivars are identified'. In addition. D. nummularia 

(strong yam), D. rotundata (wailu), and so-called "wild yams" (D. bulbifera. etc., 

waelyam) are cultivated, although the wild yams are more often planted in the marginal 

area of the garden. D. esculenta (lesser yam), usually called wovile in Bislama, is 

sometimes planted in the garden along with other yams. Other common crops such as 

Co/oeasia taro and the m ore recently introduced New World crops like cassava (Manihot 

eseulenta, maniok), taro Fiji (Xanthosoma sagittifolium), sweet potatoes (kumala, 

7 See later section of this chapter for the case of food consumption in Northwest Santo. 
, On Malo Island. for example. 89 cultivars of D. alata have been identified, followed by D. 
nummularia (33) and D. esculenta (12) (Allen 2001:33. Table 2.1). 
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Ipomoea batatas} and maize (Zea mays) are also commonly planted in dryland 

environments. 

3.1.1.3. Arboriculture 

In many islands in the western Pacific. arboriculture. or cultivation of tree crops is 

also an important part of subsistence systems (Barrau 1958. 1965b; Yen 1974a). Unlike 

some iSlands in Polynesia such as the Marquesas where the utilization of specific tree 

species like breadfruit is highly elaborated. arboricultural strategies in Melanesia are 

characterized by the cultivation and utilization of many different kinds of tree species. 

including many nut and fruit bearing trees (Gosden 1995; Kirch 1989). Trees are 

cUltivated not only as food resources but also for many other purposes suc h as roofing 

materials. leaves and fibers for weaving and clothing. carving materials. and for 

ornamental uses. 

Most commonly cultivated tree crops utilized as food are breadfruits (Artocarpus 

altilis). bananas (Musa spp.). and coconuts (Cocos nucifera). Plants such as kava (Piper 

methyslicum) and island cabbages (Abelmoschus manihot) are also common. and are 

typically planted near garden areas along with bananas and other trees. Breadfruits and 

bananas seem to become more important in small coral islands. where these crops 

supplement the seasonal scarcity of yams. In some islands such as Malo and Tongoa. 

the preservation of fermented breadfruits in pits (Tongoa) or sea water (Malo) is known. 

although such practice is rarely seen today. In the Banks Islands (typically on Motalava). 

breadfruits are preserved in the dry form. which also occurs on Santa Cruz in the 

Solomons (Yen 1975). Dried breadfruit is prepared by extended heating in stone ovens 

for several days. after which it is kept in a wooden basket and hung over a fireplace. 

Such dried breadfruits can be stored for two to four years. but today they are often 
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consumed within a year because people favor their taste. 

Sago palm (natanggura, Metroxy/on warburgil) is also an important plant 

cultivated in Vanuatu. Leaves of sago palms are the most common material of roofing, 

their midribs are put together and used as bloom s, and the spiny leaf stems are used as 

food graters. The sago starch consumption is not common in Vanuatu, and only known 

in the Banks and Torres Islands, mostly as famine food. In the Torres Islands, sago 

starch is mixed with island cabbages and baked in stone ovens. It is also mixed with ripe 

banana or grated coconuts. In the Banks Islands, it is mixed with either sea water or 

coconut milk and roasted in bamboo, or stone-boiled using a special wooden container. 

A wide range of other nut and fruit trees are also widely used in Vanuatu. These 

species include nut producing trees such as nangae (Canarium spp.), namambe 

(Tahitian chestnuts, /nocarpus edulis), natapoa (sea almonds, Termina/ia catappa), 

navele (Barringtonia edulis), fruit bearing trees such as nakavika (Syzygium 

ma/accense), ~ (Spondias du/cis), nakatambol (Dracontome/on vitiense) , and more 

recently introduced species such as mango (Mangifera indica), pawpaw (Carica papaya), 

oranges (Citrus sinensis), pamplimus (grapefruits, Citrus paradisl) , guava (Psidium 

guajava), soursop (Annona muricata), and custard apple (Annona reticulata). 

Generally speaking, although m any tree species are planted widely in the 

Melanesian region, arbo riculture becomes more important and critical in small limestone 

islands, where agricultural land is I imited and their calcareous soi I is not as fertile as 

volcanic islands (Yen 1974b). In Banks Islands, the use of Canarium is highly elaborated 

(Walter et al. 1994), and dried nangae nuts as well as fresh ones are frequently added to 

major puddings'. This is a unique elaboration of Canarium utilization because most nut 

species except for namambe are generally consumed raw and as such. While some 

, Detail of such cooking practice in the Banks will be explained in the next chapter. 
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islands such as Banks group emphasize the use of Canarium, their use is not so 

predominant in the Torres islands, and is hardly seen in some regions such as 

Northwest Santo (only a couple of trees are known by people). 

3.1.1.4. Animal husbandry 

Domestication of pigs (Sus sp.1D), dogs (Canis canis), and chickens (Gallus 

gallus) is a common, traditional component of subsistence practice in the Pacific. Among 

them, pigs are the most important domesticates indispensable for ceremonial rituals and 

feasts in the Pacific. In Vanuatu, pigs are particularly important as a symbol of prestige 

and power. They are extremely valuable because of their association with grade 

systems and ceremonial pig killings (sukwe, nimanggi), which are socio-political systems 

typically seen in northern Vanuatu. Although such ceremonies are not so frequent or no 

longer practiced in some areas," men used to express thei r status by the numbers of 

pigs they killed. Central to suc h prestige systems is tusked boars and sometimes the 

tusk itself rather than their meat'>' To obtain tusks, upper canines of boars are removed 

so that the tusk will grow in circle and eventually reach the jaw, which is said to take 

about 7 years (Harrisson 1937:25; Jolly 1984:84). 

10 They are sometimes referred as Sus papuensis, but these pigs are hybrids of S. scrota vittatus 
and S. cefebensis (Groves 1981, MCintyre 1997). Sus scrota was introduced to Vanuatu after the 
Western contact (Weightman 1989). 
11 This is largely due to the people's conversion to Christianity. As some miSSionary accounts 
state, becoming a Christian in some sense meant abandoning the status achieved by the system 
of grade taking, which was aSSOCiated with the possession of spiritual power. For instance, 
Mackenzie (1995), who was the first resident miSSionary to the Northwest Santo, refers to cases 
in which a "high chief or a high grader broke his taboo to become a Christian. Grade taking 
ceremonies are still practiced notably in islands such as Pentecost, Maewo, Malakula, and 
probably in some interior communities in southwest Santo. Even though some sort of social order 
is maintained in the manner of grade system, men achieving the highest status are rare. 
12 For example, Rodman (1996) reports that in Ambae in the 1980s, a skull of a tusker with a full
circled tusk valued 16000VT, while a live full-circled one was 18000VT. The value difference 
between the two is less than US$20. On Vao in northeast Malakula (Layard 1942), people value 
highly of the twice or more-circled tuskers, even though such tuskers are too old and skinny to be 
consumed as meat (Jolly 1984:85). 
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In some islands, hermaphrodites (or more precisely intersexers without 

reproductive ability) known as narave are valued much higher than male tuskers. They 

are well known in Santo, Malo, Banks Islands, and Ambae, but their existence is also 

reported from other islands in the north such as Malakula (Baker 1929; Harrisson 

1937:26; Mcintyre 1997; Speiser 1996 [1923]:145). Narave are also valued along with 

their tusks, so they are raised in the sam e manner as boars so that tusks can be 

obtained. The island of Malo. for instance, is well known for the breeding of narave, 

which used to be exchanged for other goods from surrounding islands (Huffman 1996b). 

In Northwest Santo, pigs are generally kept in the vicinity of gardens or 

plantations, but sometimes are seen in the viii age, being tied to the stem of a tree or 

fenced. In some islands such as Pentecost (Jolly 1984:87) and Vao in Northeast 

Malakula, they roam freely and house yards and gardens are protected with some sort of 

fence structure. However. tusked boars should be penned because the value of the pig 

will be lost if their tusk get damaged (Harrisson 1937:26). 

Pigs are usually fed almost everyday with leftover foods such as taro, coconuts, 

or pawpaw. In Northern Malakula, pigs were fed cooked taro by women who cooked it in 

a fireplace separated from human food (Harrisson 1937:24-6). It is also mentioned in an 

early ethnography that piglets were often breastfed by women (Speiser 1996 [1923]:143). 

Although such practice is not seen today, boars in particular are still tende d with great 

care (Jolly 1984). In a sense, pigs are not merely a food but more likely prestige goods 

or currency. Even in areas where grade-taking ceremonies are no longer in practice, 

pigs are still a crucial item for ritual feasts, and most importantly tusked boars are 

indispensable as bridewealth. Pigs are also important as compensation payments for 

settling disputes among people. It is interesting to note that t here are certain rules or 

taboos in consuming pigs. Speiser (1996 [1923]: 120) indicated that men were forbidden 
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to eat sows at Santo, Malakula, and Ambrym. Today, however, this prohibition seems to 

be blurred and sows are preferred for their tender meat". 

Chickens are more frequently eaten but are still considered a special food whose 

value is next to pigs. Thus, they are never consumed for a purely household purpose, 

but are commonly served at various gatheri ng occasions. Baby chicks are usually kept in 

a coconut leaf basket and hung inside a kitchen or a residential house so that they won't 

be eaten by dogs. They are occasionally taken outside to be fed with tiny larvae nesting 

in rotten woods. 

Dogs are not eaten today (or at least I have never seen one eaten), but Speiser 

(1996 [1923]:120) mentions that they were eaten in Santo, Malakula, Ambrym, and 

Ambae in the early 20th century. Dogs are very important among people who hunt for 

wild pigs, chickens, and pigeons. In Northwest Santo, it is not so surprising for someone 

to own as many as ten dogs, although it is m ore common to have less than five. Except 

for when they are small, dogs are never fed properly but instead they scavenge leftovers. 

In addition to these traditional domesticates, recently introduced cattle and goa ts 

are raised by the people. The introduction of these introduced dom esticates would have 

had a considerable impact on the traditional subsistence practice by securing the 

availability of protein resources. C attie, in particular, have been frequently used in the 

feast, and they occasionally replace pigs for their larger size, although unlike pigs there 

is no symbolic value attached to the m. 

13 The clear exception to this tendency is Vao in Northeast Malakula, where men still avoid eating 
sows. When I was in Vao in 2003, our excavation group consisting of ni-Vanuatu men from many 
different islands decided to kill a pig to throw a feast. They suggested having a female pig for its 
nicer taste, but men from Vao requested to use a male pig instead, saying eating sows is 
forbidden for them. 
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3.1.1.5. Plantation 

"Plantation" as used here refers to the "family based growing of permanent cash 

crops," most typically of coconuts, which is cited by Weightman (1989:29) as the thi rd 

system of farming in Vanuatu. It is different from a typical "plantation," in which 

production is dependent on the wage labor. However, a Bislama word plantesen is 

commonly used among people in Vanuatu to point to the land being used for coconuts 

and/or cacao production. In this dissertation, the word "plantation" will be used 

exclusively in this sense, as one of the local mode of productions. Relatively large-scale 

coconut plantations are commonly seen in the lowland flat plains, but in the western 

coast of Santo, small scale coconut plantations are also on interior grasslands, due to 

the limited availability of suitable land in the coastal area. Cacao, anoth er important cash 

crop, can be interplanted with coconuts, but m ore often cacao plantations ar e created in 

the inland forest. 

Although the major purpose of plantation is to obtain some cash income, growing 

coconuts in a plantation has a major impact on the cooking practice and food system. 

Notably, the amount of coconut consumed by people must have been significantly 

increased. Today, cooking food with coconut milk (melekem 14 in Bislama) is very 

common in Vanuatu. Most of food resources, ranging from staple crops to fish, shellfish, 

and leafy vegetables, can be prepared with coconut milk, so that coconuts are 

consumed almost on a daily basis. 

3.2. Subsistence practice in Northwest Santo 

People of Northwest Santo, today all living on narrow coastal plains, have a 

subsistence strategy focused on intensive cultivation of taro in irrigated pondfields, and 

14 'Melekem' is a Bislama word meaning 'to add milk', 'to mix liquid' or 'to cook food with coconut 
milk'. 
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wild resource exploitation in forests and creeks. This is a typical subsistence strategy 

practiced by the people of the western coast of Santo, except for Wusi whose extremely 

dry environment does not allow wetland cultivation of taro (Tzerikiantz 2000). Despite 

that they are residing on the coastal land, marine resource exploit ation is not prominent 

in most villages in the region. This is probably reflecting their ancestry of being an 

interior "bush" population before the arrival of missionary. The following sections 

describe the major subsistence practice in Northwest Santo, largely based on the case 

of Olpoi villagers. 

3.2.1. Taro irrigation 

3.2.1.1. Water gardens 

There are two kinds of gardens (veraa) in Northwest Santo: dryland gardens of 

yams and other crops (veraa nout) and pondfields (wura) for water taro. Although taro 

could be planted either in pondfields or dry grounds. today in Northwest Santo taro is 

planted almost exclusively in irrigated terraces. Pondfields are mainly located inland but 

some gardens are const ructed near the coast, depending on the avail ability of a water 

source. When gardens are created near the coast. garden area and paddi es tend to be 

large as relatively flat terrain is used for cultivation. Olpoi villagers used to have a large 

garden area at Latev at the south of Pespia, which was unfortunately destroyed by a 

cyclone in 1999. This garden of Latev (Figure 3.2). observed brief Iy in 1998, was a very 

large, relatively flat irrigated field. extended for a long distance. T his garden area. when 

it was in function, was utilized and maintained communally not only by the people of 

Olpoi but also by the people of Wunon village further south. A similar communal garden 

system is also reported for Hokua (FSA 2002). In contrast, inland irrigated terraces (2 

km or further away from the village) constructed near a creek, either Pespia or Pevil 
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Figure 3.2 Latev, a large irrigated taro field by Pespia River. 
The taro garden at Latev was once a large agricultural land that extended all the way down 
to the area near the Lajmoli airport. Although this garden was the closest source of taro for 
the villgers, its paddies were destroyed by a cyclone in 1999 (Photograph taken in 1998). 

(another small creek to the north of the village), are generally smaller in plot size and 

numbers due to the topographic limitation. 

Water is driven into the highest part 0 f the garden area from the water source by 

digging a canal or ditch (rion pel) (Figure 3.3) , which are generally narrow but can 

sometimes be about 80 cm wide. Canals are generally crude with bare earth, but 

occasionally supported by logs and bamboos. Half-split bamboos are also used as a 

pipeline to draw water into the garden. Inlets (pei tav kin wur) can be more than one, and 

water is spred from plot to plot via channel s (pei t%s) to the lowest end. Both channels 

and inlets have very simple structures of small, dug out canal or ditches created on t he 

embankment (in 'in) , and the amount of water flow is controlled by adding or removing 

soil. Occasionally some logs or stones are added around them , basically to prevent the 

bank from collapsing due to the excess water absorbed in its soil. Unlike finely 
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constructed Maewo gardens employing 

bamboos and stones (e. g. FSA 2002; 

Spriggs 1996), taro paddies in Northwest 

Santo are generally less labor intensive in 

their construction. Also, there is no clear 

water outlet at the lowest part of the 

psi ta ... kin vur 

~'.-' 
rion pei 

Figure 3.3 Basic structure oftaro 
pondfleld. 

system. As a result, the flow of water is not very high, and paddies have a look of muddy 

swamps without much circulation of water. 

Embankments are often planted with some edible plants such as the New World 

aroid taro Fiji (Xanlhosoma sagittifolium), island cabbage, kava (Pipermelhysticum), 

sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum), naviso (Saccharum edu/e), maize, and onion. 

Banana, lif laplap (Heliconia indica), and other plants are also planted in the vicini ty of 

gardens. Garden a reas are also decorated with shrubs that produce colorful leaves 

andlor flowers like nagaria (Cordyline fruticosa,Codiaeu m variegalum). This is a 

common garden magic known as moan wur ("decorating water garden") in this region. In 

Northwest Santo, as well as other taro regions such as Vanua Lava in Banks Islands 

and Maewo, taro is treated in a sense like a hu man. These colored leaves and flowers 

are for keeping taro delighted so that corm s of taro would grow well. 

3.2.1.2. Taro cullivation 

To activate the fallowed plot for taro cultivation, grasses growing on the surface 

are removed (um wura), and trees are cut down (lui kou). The cleared area is then left 

as such for three weeks to about a month (totok). Then the area is burned with fire Uu/ 

ov). The exterior of a garden plot is constructed with wood or bamboo (wo kin wura), 

inside the pond area is dug either with simple digging sticks or shovels about 40 cm 
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deep (pav wura), and dug out soils are piled arou nd the ridge of the plot to build an 

embankment (in'in). And finally water is driven into the plot UuJ pei Ie men wura) by 

creating a channel. At this stage, a garden magic used to be involved. According to an 

informant, leaves of a special tree species are put into the water, accompanied by 

specific chanting which could be done only by certain individuals who possess the secret 

knowledge of taro gardening. However, this custom is no longer in practice in Olpoi and 

is probably no longer practiced in many parts of Northwest Santo, although there was a 

person who reported did so in the Hokua area of the northern tip of Cape Cumberland 

within the last decade (FSA 2002) 15. Narara trees (Erythrina variegata) are often planted 

in the vicinity of water gardens, which is also a garden magic for maintaining the 

sufficient flow of water to the gardens. Soil is put back into a watered plot and mashed 

with digging sticks and feet, so that it gets soft and muddy (lolos pel), then the plot is 

rested for a couple of days (lut kou) before they start planting taro (Figure 3.4). 

Planting of taro (ur pwet) is done with digging stick by making holes in the soil 

under water. When replanting taro (ta no/) to a paddy that is already in use and 

harvested, holes created by corms are used for replanting petioles. The garden is 

cleaned (kij6via) occasionally, starting a couple of months after planting. Taro will be 

ready to be harvested (pwet metu) from 6 months or later. 

The same garden plots could be used f or many years, but garden areas are 

sometimes abandoned as a result of damage caused by cyclones and earthquakes. 

Such natural hazards easily cause changes in the flow of creeks and rivers where water 

for irrigated garden is taken through canals. Indeed a large ir rigated field of Latev was 

destroyed by a cyclone in 1998, and m any garden plots along a creek of Pevil were 

spoiled by two cyclones that struck Santo in 2001. 

15 FSA report (2002) refers to such taro specialists as "taro chiefs." 
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Figure 3.4 Creating a new paddy next to the existing plot (Hokua, 1998). 

3.2.2. Shifting cultivation of yams and other crops 

3.2.2.1. Cultivation techniques 

As noted earlier, shifting cultivation is centered on yams, especially Dioscorea 

a/ata. Other yams such as D. bu/bifera (wild yams) and D. escu/enta are occasionally 

cultivated, but they are more commonly harvested from the old field where these species 

are naturally grown. Although other crops such as taro Fiji, cassava, maize and 

sugarcane are planted with yams, their numbers are small and the major garden plot is 

kept almost exclusively for yams. People of Northwest Santo are heavily reliant on the 

production of taro, but it is rarely planted in the dry field. On the other hand, w hen many 

people resided in the int erior territories, dry land cultivation of taro was also com man and 

irrigation that was limited. It is also interesting to note that A/ocasia taro is not used at all 

in Northwest Santo today. It is known as vi kan pan/a, meaning "taro of the devil," and is 

occasionally found growing wild in the forest. 
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Work in the dryland garden (verao nout) usually begins around July, with the 

planting season of yams and other crops beginning in August. The yam planting period 

is marked by the flowering of narara (Erythrina variegata); a season known as vilkekar 

(when its red flowers are in blossom) and vilseri (when the flowers of ~ have fallen). 

Gardens are often made on steep land on hillsides, while relatively flat area is 

occasionally used (Figure 3.5). 

The initial stage of preparing the field is similar to pondfields. Grasses are 

removed (urn), trees are cut down (tut kou), and the plot is left for about 2-3 weeks 

(t%k). The land where all grasses are cut off is called mwemui, signifying the 

preparation of yam fields. Then the plot is burned (jul ov). Tree branches left in the 

garden area are removed (jol rea) just before planting yams (lavom). Holes for planting 

yams are made with digging sticks with tips shaped like shovels. Unlike the Malo 

planting practice that will be described later, the entire yam tuber is used for planting in 

Northwest Santo. Generally, smaller ones are kept aside for replanting. but larger on es 

are also used by cutting them into smaller pieces. Although yam tubers have many 

different sha pes. long yams are identified as males, whereas round yams are considered 

females. Male yams are planted first at the central part of the plot, and then female ones 

on all sides. The first yam to be planted in the center of the garden plot is a variety called 

pis, a long, white yam. According to a legend in Northwest Santo, the pis turned into a 

stone, symbolizing everlasting food. Pis is regarded as a chief of the yam garden 1., and 

thus it has been a custom to plant pis with a special piece of stone, although such 

practice is almost extinct in Olpoi. 

,. Pis might be the equivalent of a variety called bisu on Malo. Bisu or bisiroi is the long variety of 
Dioscorea alala, and is of the highest value. Bisu is grown with special attention and care (Allen 
2001). 
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Figure 3.5 An example of yam gardens near Olpoi in Northwest Santo. A family is 
planting yams. 

When vines of yams start to grow, long sticks of bamboo or wood are planted 

(/awus) by mounds and growing vines are attached to th em (to/tol) so that vines can 

extend upwards following the sticks. Grasses grown in the field are cleaned (kijavia) 

occasionally. Yams are matured (faun metu) and taken out of the ground (uti am) around 

April to May. Harvested yams are stored on bamboo beds (was pue) constructed in a 

cool , dry place. 

When yam planting is complete, other crops can be planted in the garden . A 

common modern practice in Olpoi is the planting of maize in between yam mounds. The 

mature corn cobs are harvested after 3 months of growth before yam tubers start to 

grow larger. Other crops are planted in the marginal area of the garden, or planted after 

yams are all harvested. Once cleared, a gar den plot will be used up to five or six years 

as UVUV, old garden areas where some foods other than yams are still left without 

harvesting them , but the land is gradually recovered with grasses again, with woody 
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Figure 3.6 Dryland garden cycle in Northwest Santo. 
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vegetation eventually reestablishing itself (temetue). The plot is left in fallow for about 10 

years (Figure 3.6) . 

3.2.3. Yield estimation 

3.2.3.1. Taro garden 

The estimation of taro production yield was calculated by recording the surface 

area and num bers of taro planted in individual paddies that are ow ned by a family (8 

adults and 2 children) consisting of four adult males (a father and sons), their spouses 

and children, and is divided into three separate kitchens. Although two males in this 

sampling family are married and had their ow n households, they are included in this 

estimation because foods are often shared among these three kitchens. 
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The family owns three garden areas; Alou on the nor them bank of Pespia, and 

Menvae and Wuvesor by Pevil. While each person is responsible for five to ten plots in 

the first two areas, Wuvesor is shared and maintained by many, including other families, 

and each person merely owns one or two plots. Generally speaking, paddies are about 8 

to 15 m in length and 2 to 5 m in width, although some large plots exceed 20 m. Average 

paddy size is about 46 m2 in Alou (10 plots looked after by a person), 22 m2 in Menvae 

(13 plots by two individuals), and 69 m2 at Wuvesor (6 plots by 4 individuals). The total 

number of paddies owned by this sample family amounted to 29, with a total surface 

area of 1175 m2
, and the total num ber of taro planted at the time was 2341. The actual 

size of individual taro corms varies greatly; some are as small as 250 g, while large 

varieties such as korontet, a very popular cultivar in Northwest Santo commonly used in 

various feasts, could easily weigh over 1000 g. For the pu rpose of estimating the yield, 

the average weight of medium size taro (660 g) 17 is employed here for reducing the risk 

of overestimation. Taking this average weight and possible harvesting of taro in six to 

nine months, the approximate amount oftaro available for the family is 1931-3090 

kg/year, and 214-343 kg/person/year. This figure is not very high considering the very 

frequent use of taro in daily meals. 

The approximate density oftaro is 1.3 to 2.5 plants per m 2
, although there are a 

few plots that are more densely planted (3.8 plants per m2
). The computation of the crop 

density using the average weight value of medium size taro gives an estimated 

production yield of 10.9 Vha for Alou, 17 Vha for Menvae, and 15 Vha for Wuvesor 

pondfields. Considering six to nine months as the period required for harvesting taro, the 

17 The average value is based on the weight of medium size corms (around 20 cm or so in length, 
23 corms were weighed), brought in to the kitchen mostly during the food consumption survey. 
The weight is scaled with skin. 
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annual production yield will be adjusted as 14.5-21.8 tlha/year for Alou, 22.6-33 tlha/year 

for Menvae, and 20-30 tlha/year for Wuvesor. 

This estimation figure of approximately 15-33 tlha/year is similar to the estimation 

provided by Ga/ipaud and Di Piazza (2003) for Hokua garden s (15-25 tons). It is also 

very similar to the estimation of Futunan pondfield system by Kirch (1994), providing the 

annual yield of 13.3-20 tlha/year. In this case higher crop de nsity is noted while average 

corm size is much smaller (7.8-9.9 plants per m'). On the other hand, Spriggs' (1981; 

1984b) estimations of Maweo and Aneityum irrigation systems are much higher, 

providing corms-only weight of 22.7-44.6 tlha/year for swampland and 19-22 tlha/year 

for furrow irrigation systems of Aneityum, and 25.1 and 58.1 tlha/year respectively for 

the Maewo pondfield systems. 

The estimation of per hectare productivity itself suggests that the system used in 

Olpoi is as productive as other regions employing similar systems. However, when 

looking at the actual garden area owned by a family, it seems that there is not enough 

surplus production. This may be partially reflecting the larger family size of the family 

studied for this survey, as well as the loss of some garden area due to a cy clone. 

3.2.3.2. Yams and other crops 

The verao nout area developed in a year was recorded for the same family 

whose taro yields have also been estimated (Table 3.1). This family possessed a total 

area of 998 m' for the mixed dry land gardens do minated by yams, owned by four adults 

(three married males and their mother). Each of them had a single garde ning plot, 

ranging from 158 to 270 m'. Except for male 1, each person planted about 100 yams. 

Total numbers of yams planted in the gardens are 361. Adopting the average tuber 

weight of Dioscorea a/ata (5.2 kg/mound) calculated for Malo gardens by Allen (2001), 
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total annual harvest of yams planted by this family is estimated as 1877.2 kg (208.5 

kg/person), although the yield depends on factors such as soil conditions, cultivars, and 

particular techniques em ployed for individual cultivations. 

Arboricultural species of banana and breadfruits is also a part of their staple 

production. This sample family owned 117 banana trees in total, dispersed in several old 

garden plots, and 11 bre adfruit trees. Assuming that each banana tree would bear at 

least one fruit cluster per year, approximately 1111.5 kg of fruits (123.5 kg/person/year) 

are available for use1B
. Breadfruit trees in the Pacific generally bear 50-150 fruits per tree 

(Massal and Barrau 1956:16), which is converted to approximately 60-177 kgltree/year 

(Kirch 1994: 92). Taking these value ranges gives an estimated total weight of 660-1947 

kg per year (73 kg/person/year). 

Table 3.1. Total land area of yam gardens (vera' nou!) and other major crops owned by a 
family in Northwesl Sanlo. 
person land area (m2) yamsa maizea cassavaa other food plants 
male 1 157.92 42 57 o 8 banana 
male 2 378 111 221 48 some pawpaw 
male 3 192 100 370 o 5 island cabbage, beans 
female 1 270.45 108 o 10 snake bean, watermelon, coconuts 
total 998.37 361 648 58 
a: Number of crop is given as total counts of plants. 

3.2.4. Natural resource exploitation 

People of Northwest Santo commonly exploit resources in the forest and creeks. 

This is partially due to their historical background of inland habitation, and only a few 

families today own canoes that could be used to go out fishing in the ocean 19. Another 

factor of discouraging marine resource exploitation in the area is the fact that the marine 

1B Average weight of 9.5 kg per cluster (Allen 2001) is used for estimation. 
191n Olpoi for instance, there were merely 3 canoes in the village of41 households in 2000 to 
2001. 
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environment itself is not very rich. The western coast of Santo is topograph ically very 

steep due to the tectonic movement and high rate of uplifting (Pineda and Galipaud 

199B), and there is no prominent formation of reefs attracting inshore fishes along the 

coast. 

3.2.4.1. Rivers and creeks 

Among many creeks and streams20 along the western coast of Santo, Pespia is 

one of the largest, providing a wide range of food resources for the people. This water 

also is a place for people to bathe, and wash their clothes and pots, and an important 

source of water for their irrigated taro garden. 

Rivers and creeks provide a wide range of protein resources such as freshwater 

snails (nasis), crayfish (ur, naora), and several varieties of fishes including eels and maj 

(gobies). These resources from the rivers are most frequently eaten by villagers, as they 

are more easily exploited by everyone including children. Certain rivers are 0 ccasionally 

protected from over-exploitation by placing a taboo prohibiti ng food gathering activities 

for a certain period of time. Such practice becomes important especially in larger villages 

whose population is generally growing rapidly in modern times. 

There are several occasions in which larger groups cooperate to obtain 

resources from the water. One such case is known as wowoj, a technique of collecting 

many resources at once (Figure 3.7). In this activity, several households or even an 

entire village get together. A certain part of the river where water is split by a sandbank 

is blocked by constructing embankments with stones and soi Is, and water inside the 

blocked area is dried out. Then, everything inside are simply grabbed by hands. 

Individual families would collect a bucketful of fish and shells in this way. The size of the 

20 Large ones are called pei lav (big water), and smaller ones pwap in Olpoi. 
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Figure 3.7 Olpoi villagers blocking the water for wowoj. (Pespia River, Northwest Santo, 
1998) 

area blocked and dried as such may depend on the location and scale of cooperation, 

but it could be nearly a hundred meters long. Stone embankments are destroyed after a 

few hours of intensive collecting so that the water flows into this dried area again. 

Another large scale activity is a seasonal collecting of napwan, juveniles of maj, 

at the estuary of rivers, in months of December and January after a new moon. People 

think napwan appear from nowhere, rather than clearly recognizing them as juveniles of 

maj, and they are often explained as be bet blong wota (small creatures/worms in water) 

(Figure 3.8). When the news of the arrival of napwan is informed to the village, almost 

everyone in the village come to the estuary, and spend aim ost an entire day there, 

collecting napwan. They are trapped in shallow water and grabbed by hands, or scooped 

with water in a bucket and strained, or collected by mosquito nets. Collected napwan is 

added with some salt, wrapped in small bundles using leaves of breadfruit, and cooked 
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in stone ovens. These bundles of dried 

napwan are eaten in several day s to a week 

or so. 

3.2.4.2. Marine resources 

Marine resource exploitation is 

practiced only in a limited range , and with 

minimal knowledge of resources in the ocean. 

Most fish are caught either by line fishing 

from the shore or by spearing when there is a 

Figure 3.8 Napwan collected at the 
mouth of Pes pia River. 

good location fot this activity. Canoes are occasionally used, but certainly are not in 

common use in this region . In the case of Olpoi , only three families possessed their own 

canoes, which were used for line fishing. There are only a few individuals who could be 

called fishermen . When they return with many fishes, they are sold in the village as well. 

These individuals occasionally go fishing upon requests from other families to 

supplement the limited cash income. 

Several shellfish species such as Turbo and Trochus shells and crabs are 

occasionally collected around the rocks for food , mostly by females. A legend of Turbo 

known in Olpoi tells that people did not know where and how this food was obtained 

when their ancestors were living in the mountains, and that it was brought to them only 

by a man who had known a secret magic to collect it in the water of Pespia. This story 

indicates that the exploitation of marine shells is not a traditional practice, and these 

shells were obtained through exchange in the past. 
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3.2.4.3. Forest resources 

3.2.4.3.1. Hunting 

Hunting in the forest is usually done by men. Major animals hunted are wild pigs, 

wild chickens, and indigenous birds such as the large Pacific pigeon nawimba (kwep in 

Olpoi, Ducula pacifica) and sotleg (mok,Chalc ophaps indica, emerald dove). However, 

the exploitation of wild birds is not so frequent in comparison with wild pigs and chickens. 

The most important hunted animals are wild pigs because of their much larger size. Wild 

pig hunting is usually carried out by a group of relatives or friends, although sometimes it 

is done by a single man. A spear for pig hunting is made by attaching a bush knife 

(machette) to a wooden shaft. Also critical to hunting are dogs to chase and corner the 

prey. This is the major reason why so many dogs are kept in villages in the western 

coast of Santo. It is not unusual for a man to own more than five dogs. Bows and arrows, 

common material culture of the western coast of Santo, were formerly used for hunting 

activities in this region, but are no longer in actual use. The introduction of alternative 

hunting tools such as bush knives and hunting guns (the use of guns is extremely 

limited) possibly caused the decline of using bows and arrows. At the same time, hunti ng 

activities became less important today than they used to be, because recently 

introduced domesticates like cattle and goats raised the amount of readily available 

meat in the village. 

3.2.4.3.2. Gathering of wild plants 

Many wild plants in the forest are used in Northwest Santo. Although some of 

these plants were probably cultivated in the past, much of them are considered as 

growing wild in the forest. Examples of wild or semi-wild plants used for food include 

fruits and leaves of ~ (us in Olpoi, Spondias dulcis), the leaves of teal maj (Polyscias 
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guilfole/) and Ficus species, and bush ferns like lelej (Cythea lunulata) and patlav 

(Tectaria latifo/ia) that are commonly cooked with meat. Wild yams (kalou,Di oscorea 

spp.), wovile (tav,D. escul ental, and naviso (Saccharum edulis) are usually planted, but 

also collected wild. Apical meristems of palm trees (Veitchia spp. and Clinostigma spp.) 

and coconuts (Cocos nucifera) are occasionally eaten raw when people are in the forest. 

Some varieties of mushrooms (mom), typically growing on trees such as some Ficus 

species like peros (Ficus wassa), 1010 (Ficus variegata), pwa (nambangga, Ficus sp.), 

and jinok (narara,E rythrina variegata) are also eaten by people, although the use of 

mushrooms is considerably diminished today and the knowledge of good varieties is 

known only among a few village elders (Table 3.2). There are some other wild foods 

such as pev (Dioscorea spp.) whose bulbils were also eaten in earlier tim es. 

Table 3.2. Varieties of mushrooms eaten by people of Northwest Santo. 
varieties' deSCription 
umun:t found widely on ground and houses; large mushrooms; this species is available far 

harvest following thunder storms 
mompilak has a color like a wildbird pilak (banded rail, Gafliraffus phifippensis), head of which is 

red and brown; only small ones are edible; stipe is offset 
mompatkeriv small mushroom like teeth or rat: white color; pat=tooth,k eriv=rat 
momjonpoe relatively big; white color 
mompulatevet soft mushroom; eaten by a legendary man named Tevet 
momvavankis white in color; relatively big; grown on the stem of wood; means "talk slowly" 
a: Species names are not identified. 

There are also many nut and fruit bearing trees that were once planted in earlier 

times but are now growing mostly wild in the forest and villages. Commonly seen nut 

bearing trees are nave Ie (vele,Barringtonia edulis), natapoa (w6sa, Terminalia cat appal. 

and namambe (mwap,lnoc arpus fagiferus). Interestingly, Canarium nut (nangae) is 

almost nonexistent in the region. Fruit species such as banana, nakavika (Syzygium 

malaccense) , naos (Spondias dulcis), nakatambol (Dracontomelon vitiense) , oranges 

(mol), mandarins, grapefruits, and mangos are also common. Except for namambe, 
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whose seeds are always either boiled or roasted in the ovens, these fruits are always 

eaten raw. 

The varieties of foods available in the forest provide a sort of snack when people 

work in their garden or river. Some of them, especially leafy vegetables, are sometimes 

brought back to the village to be cooked as part of the meal. More importantly, these 

resources contribute to a balanced diet and to t he diversification of food intake. 

3.2.4.3.3. Naval 

Grubs called naval, which nest inside dried woods, are occasionally exploited as 

a supplemental protein resource. In fact, villagers do not just wander around in the forest 

looking for grubs in old woods, but naval gathering is in a systematic subsistence activity 

in which an incipient form of environmental manipulation is involved. They intentionally 

burn certain trees in their own land, and deliberately create an environment feasible for 

naval to nest in, about a year prior to naval harvesting. Several tree species such as 

Aleuriles moluccana (mwe), Caslanospermum aus/rale (pwilpwil) , Dyospyros samoensis 

(ka'oof), Garuga floribunda (namalaos), Grewia crenala (jijimer) , Pou/eria cos/a/a (kalak), 

and Spondias dulcis (us, lli!Ql!.) are recognized as good woods for naval, as well as old 

coconut trunks. The process of tree burning for this purpose is also accompanied by a 

custom magic assuring rich naval harvest. After a year or so, they go back to the tree 

with axes to cut the tru nk and harvest grubs. Some people would burn three to four trees 

in a year for this purpose. This practice might as well be associated with the process of 

forest clearing for yam gardens. The exploitation of grubs such as naval is not very 

common in Vanuatu, and probably characterizes the wild resource use in regions where 

people rely on forest resources. 
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3,3, Subsistence system of Malo 

Malo is a raised coral island situated to the South of mainland Santo. The island 

is approximately 185 km', and there are a series of limestone terraces. Many 

settlements today are along the coastal fringe, and gardens are located in the inland 

plateau. 

The subsistence basis of Malo is considerably different from Northwest Santo, 

and here the gardening practice is centered on the cultivation of yams. In other words 

their system is developed upon 'dry' regime, practicing shifting cultivation of yams and 

other tubers in the form of mixed gardens. In addition to shifting cultivation, arboriculture 

centered on breadfruit also plays an important role in Malo subsistence. Another 

important characteristic of Malo subsistence is the almost entire absence of taro 

(Colocasla esculenta). The Malo language term bweta thus generally refers to taro Fiji 

(Xanthosoma sagittifolium), which supports a considerable part of Malo diet today. 

Another substantial difference between Northwest Santo and Malo economy is 

the availability of imported food resources, market economy, and an established 

transportation system connecting Malo to Luganville. These factors are contributing 

greatly in shaping the food pattern of people in Malo. 

3,3,1, Shifting agriculture 

Shifting cultivation is the most important subsistence activ ities on Malo, and there 

are two different kinds of dryland gardens, em ploying slightly different methods. One 

kind, called alolona, or alolona damvurohi, is a garden for dam vurohi ("soft" yams, 

oioscorea a/ata), whereas serema/avo is for dam buria or 'strong' yams, such as marou 

(D. nummularia). 
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3.3.1.1. Alolona 

To create an alolona garden, the ground is cleared (hulinatano) and trees are cut 

down (tainalano), which takes place in August to October. The I and is then rested for a 

few weeks before firing (tiuhabu). All the leaves and dry grasses are piled at the stem of 

trees and fired (Ievinatano / haronatano). Then, holes are dug on the ground (dule / 

kavikavl) for planting yams, where the stem part of yam tubers are cut and planted 

(/avonadam). Although it is D. alata that will be mainly planted, other species such as 

suru (wovile, D. esculenta) and bwebu (D. bulbifera) could be planted as well. Also, 

some other plants such as island ca bbages, laro, banana, cassava, maize, sugarcane, 

and naviso could be planted (labo). Poles for yam vines are then put in p lace after a 

week (rehoraho), Gardens need to be weeded after a couple of months (hulihult) , 

Astalu is the first harvest of yams, which starts in March, A storage house for 

yams (veta san) is constructed near the garden, and yams are kept there until needed, 

The harvest of yams will last up to September or October. When all yams in alolona 

gardens are harvested, they are now called malandalu, gardens with other crops to be 

harvested for another 2-3 years. And finally trees start to grow again (malai/oa) (Figure 

3,9), 

3,3,1.2. Seremalavo 

The preparation of seremalavo garden takes quite differenl steps 10 alolona, but 

the clearest difference is that all the tall trees are left inside the garden, 

Allhe first stage, the garden plot is cleared (hulinalano), but is not burned at this 

point. All trees are kept with branches and leaves to create a shade for "strong" yams 

(marou,D, nu mmularia), Yams are taken to the garden immediately and planted in the 

holes dug in the ground, When yam vines start to grow, they are staked with bamboo or 
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attached to bush vines hanged f rom the tree (suhasuhahl). After 2 month or so stems of 

trees are burned (surinavuha/), which makes leaves dry out and introduces more light 

into the garden, and it also makes the place for yam vines to cling. Other crops are 

planted (Iabolabo) at this stage, although unlike alolona garden there aren't many plants 

intercropped , except for taro Fiji (Allen 2001). 

While soft yams in alolona gardens become abundant in June, strong yams in 

seremalavo gardens won't be ready until August (Table 3.3) . Accordingly the planting 

season of this garden does not proceed until November. 

alolonaidam 
vurohi I 

seremalavo 
new garden 

for yams and 

August 

3·6 years 

astalu 
first yams 

March 

malailoa 
garden turned 

to bush 

August 
clearing new 

Garden Cycle garden ,..-----. 
malandalu 

2·3 years 
malandalu 

jea 
gardens with 
other crops 

Figure 3.9 Cycle of Malo dryland gardens. 
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Table 3.3. Seasonal itv of major crops on Malo. 
yams wovile strong wild yams breadfruit banana taro Fiji 
Dioscorea (suru) yams D. Arlocarpus Musa spp. Xanthosoma 
alata D. D. bulbifera aiMs sagittifolium 

esculenta nummularia 
Jan. some vines large fruits abundant 

dried; 
large roots 

Feb. (baehO,\, 
raudam e 

Mar. first yam; . 

not yet 
ready for 
consurTlption 

Apr. small yams small 
fruits 

May. yams some available, some 
become but hardly 
large eatenb 

Jun. available some some 
Jul. available some 

Itai surul 
Aug. clear new (tai su~ abundant (b~~hO i planting" planting" 

Qardens tawera lala 
Sep. planting planting (baeho eli) large planting 

fruits 
plantiQlL 

Oct. planting planting planting plantinQ 
Nov. little late but harvested planting planting large fruits planting 

still planting and stored planting 
Dec. yams stored some large planting abundant 

available rootsb planting 
vines 
dried 
plantinQ 

Highlighted colors Indicate the availability of each crop. Dark color Indicates months In which speCific crop IS 
abundant. 
a: Wild yams could take more than a year to be ready for harvesting. Although there is no explicit time for 
planting wild yams, they are usually planted about the same time as yams. 
b: Wild yams are ready around this time. but not eaten when yams are abundant. Wild yams are usually 
consumed when preferred yams get scarce. 
c: Taro Fiji is available but hardly eaten when yams are abundant. 
d: There is no specific season for planting banana and taro fiji, but they are often planted at the same time 
as yams. 
e: Generally. two harvesting seasons are recognized on Malo. baeho i raudam (breadfruits during yam 
season) and baeho i lalalbaeho i eli (breadfruits during the time of palolo worms in the sea). However, the 
particular months in which breadfruits bear fruits seem to depend on climate, and they may bear fruits only 
once. 
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3.3.2. Breadfruit cultivation and arboriculture 

Arboriculture constitutes an important part of Malo agriculture. Like other areas in 

the Melanesian region. arboriculture in Malo is characterized by the diversity of trees 

planted in the village and agro-forestry. However, the reliance on arboricultural species 

has been declined considerably, as alternative food sources such as recently introduced 

crop species and im ported food items became readily available. 

Among many arboricultural species used by the people of Malo, the cultivation of 

breadfruits (baeho) is of great importance, and more than 100 morphological varieties 

are distinguished (Walter n.d. cited in Allen 2001). Malo is one of the few islands in 

Vanuatu where the producti on of fermented breadfruit (mara) is known. However, the 

technique employed on Malo for preserving breadfruit is different from typical pit 

preservation practiced in Polynesia (Ragone 1991). 

On Malo, breadfruits are preserved in sea water, using natural depressions on 

shallow coral reefs. A depression on the reef is lined with leaves of coconuts and 

Heliconia, on which breadfruits are placed and covered with leaves. Fruits are taken out 

after three weeks to remove skin and seeds, and put back in the pit lined with new 

leaves. Now the pit has to be sealed caref ully to prevent sand getting in. After changing 

leaves several times, breadfruits are wrapped in leaves, and then, once again replaced 

in the coral pit. By changing leaves every 3-4 months, mara could last for a year or 

longer. Required portions ar e taken out for each cooking and used after soaking in water 

for a day to remove saltiness. Mara is then mixed with a lot of grated coconuts to re move 

its strong smell", wrapped with navenu leaves (Macaranga sp.) into thin and small 

bundles, and baked in the stone oven. 

21 Seven coconuts were used for about 1 kg of mara. 
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Although such labor intensive practice i s largely abandoned today as a result of 

increased food security, the existence of such elaborate tech nologies for maximizing the 

food use of breadfruits along with great morphological diversity suggests a substantial 

role of breadfruits on traditional subsistence economy on Malo. 

3.3.3. Production estimates 

A summary of major staple crops on Malo has been provided by Allen (2001: 93). 

According to Allen's estimation for West Malo, productivity is highest for taro Fiji (516.9 

kgfpersonfyear). Yams grown on alalana gardens provide 421.6 kgfpersonlyear, while 

marou provide 20.7 kg. Banana is estimated as 193 kgfpersonlyear. What is significant 

in these figures is a very high availability of taro Fiji, which is a New World domesticate 

introduced into the Pacific in the nineteenth century (Barrau 1961:39-40). As taro Fiji is 

tolerant of dry and shady conditions and it could supply cormels for two to three years 

without replanting or much tending of plants, this plant has becom e increasingly popular 

in many areas in Vanuatu for greater food security (Weightman 1989: 98-101). The 

production estimation from West Malo clearly shows the importance of this introduced 

crop in supporting their subsistence. In turn, cultivating greater amount of taro Fiji would 

have reduced the reliance of other traditional food resources such as breadfruits. 

3.4. Patterns of food consumption 

This section outlines the eating patter ns of the people in the major research 

areas of Northwest Santo and Malo. Although the basic subsistence activities of these 

regions are already described, it is critical to have good unde rstandings of actual food 

consumption patterns for the purpose of this study dealing with food processing 

strategies. Because different foods have varieties of cooking qualities, and in some 

cases certain items may have specific cooking requirements, cooking practice would be 
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greatly influenced by what is processed and how often. The reliance on certain food 

items also may contribute to the choice of particular strateg ies. 

In addition, the brief data presented here will provide some clues to help 

understand the different economic situations between Northwest Santo and Malo, and 

how the cash economy has influenced and transformed food patterns and consum ption 

which is still largely based on SUbsistence activities. 

3.4.1. Recording method 

The variety of food consumed by a family was constantly recorded as part of my 

journals. However, to obtain more specific and accurate information regarding 

consumption, the amount of food as well as varieties taken by a family was measured for 

a week. This recording was done at three locations; at 01 poi and Molpoi households in 

Northwest Santo, and an Avunatari household in West Malo. It was expected that the 

consumption patterns in Northwest Santo and West Malo would be quite different, due to 

their contrasting subsistence strategies and accessibil ity to cash economy and imported 

food items. Data from Molpoi village in Northwest Santo is also collected here, because 

people in this village22 are basically of Banks Islands' descent, some of whom used to 

live in Luganville (the second largest urban centre of Vanuatu). Although their cultural 

background is somewhat different from the people of Olpoi, their subsistence activiti es 

remain basically the same. Therefore, the differences that exist between Olpoi and 

Molpoi could be reflecting food preference, or a sort of "technical choice" (Lemonnier 

1993) formulated by their own distinct cultural backgrounds. 

22 Molpoi families are related to family lines in Northwest Santo, and have close ties with Valpei 
and Petani villages (Petani and Molpoi both split from Valpei). However, people in Molpoi 
consider themselves more as Banks Islanders following matrilineal descent, and men in the 
village are married to women from the Banks Islands as well. 
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Recording was done during January and February in 2001, avoiding as much as 

possible the weeks with special events where food is generally shared among large 

numbers of people. The data was basically collected from the family with whom I stayed. 

To be more precise such data should be taken from multiple households and for multiple 

times, considering the possible range of economic situations and seasonal variability of 

available food resources. However, the data presented her e will provide a fairly good 

estimation of food consum ption patterns. 

3.4.2. Survey cases 

3.4.2.1. Northwest Santo 1: Olpoi village case 

The family recorded from Olpoi village is a household of 7 adults and 2 small 

children. Although the family itself is large with two married sons and their wives with 

children, they have separate kitchens and basically take their meals independently. 

However, the factor that made this survey difficult was that members from other kitchens 

randomly join the meals, while young men from this survey kitchen occasionally eat 

somewhere else. In addition, there was an informal nakamal" attached to the kitchen, 

and some people outside of the family also shared meals from the surveyed kitchen. 

Therefore, the food prepared in the kitchen is more than enough for the household 

member themselves, and the extra was often consumed by others. As a result, per 

person per day consumption for Olpoi, calcurated by the number of hosusehold 

members only, could be higher than the actual amount of individual consumption. 

In Olpoi village, taro is eaten aim ost everyday, sometimes three times a day in 

every meal. According to my meal record with the family, taro was cooked in 151 days 

" Here this word simply means kava drinking place, but the place is not a kava bar, where people 
purchase shells of kava. In Olpoi, there is no kava bar in operation. People normally share kava 
at someone's kitchen without any expenses than someone contributing kava roots. 
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out of 170 days (more than 90% of total recorded days), which makes the estimation of 

taro consumption for 330 days per year. During the survey week was no exception, and 

taro was consumed more than anything else, and almost 60% of carbohydrates was 

taken from taro (Table 3.4, Figure 3.10). Other crops such as banana, wild yams, and 

taro Fiji are also eaten, but the amount of consumption is not very high. Among them, 

banana has a slightly higher can sum ption rate, and is quite com manly eaten possibly for 

their easier harvesting and cooking processes. Banana is a popular material for making 

~24, but is also commonly consumed after it is simply boiled un peeled (popalen). 

Thus, banana is often prepared this way for breakfast. The consumption of rice during 

my survey was very low in Olopi, and was actually cooked only once. 

Meat and vegetables (both so called mit (=meat) in Bislama, meaning foods that 

accompany main starchy food) are obtained from varieties of resources (Table 3.5). In 

fact, the number and amount of food consumed during this week ended up being higher 

than usual. Pig was eaten for a feast, and a chunk of beef was obtained from a 

neighboring village. A chicken was killed another day in return for some young people 

helping one of the family member's work at a coconut plantation. Consum ption of flying 

fox is a very rare case for the surveyed family. Higher consumption of fish and tuna is on 

account of the father of the household, who is one of the best fishermen in the village. If 

a different household had been surveyed, the consumption of marine fish would have 

been much lower. In this case, total consumption of meat is almost twice as much as the 

total of vegetables. This seems to be an anomaly in contrast with the other two cases 

where vegetable consumption is much higher than meat. Considering the situations 

described above, the ratio presented here could represent the best possi ble situation in 

24 Laplap is the common food of Vanuatu, and is basically any kind of pudding with grated tubers 
or bananas, and wrapped with Heliconia leaves (!if ~ into a large, flat parcel. It is made 
widely in Vanuatu, but is more common in the central islands. See chapter 5 for the details. 
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which the need of meat consumption is fulfilled. However, the amount of meat 

consumption per person remains almost equal to the amount from the next Molpoi case. 

When people go to work for the garden or go out hunting, no lunch is eaten but in 

its place many fruits and nuts are gat hered in the forest and eaten as snacks. Commonly 

eaten are coconuts (green coconut for water and dried cocon ut for navara), citrus 

species such as oranges and grapefruits, bananas, and two kinds of nuts navele 

(Barring/onia edulis) and natapoa (Terminalia ca/appa)". These edible fruits and nuts 

are usually planted and found around the garden area or near paths to the gardens or 

hunting areas. These food categories could not be recorded accurately, but these food 

sources also contribute to the diversification of their food intake. 

The gross total of taro used during th e week among the family surveyed was 

66,600 g, which provides consumption of 1,189 g/person/day. If the value is divided by 

10, taking into account that there is always more than enough for the household and 

additional companies often eat together, it becom es 951 g/person/day. Assuming that 

taro is consumed as frequently as estimated in this study, possible annual consumption 

of taro per person could be 313-392 kg. This value is not very far from the result 

calculated by Walter and Tzerikiantz (1998b) for the annual consum ption of taro in West 

Coast Santo (450 kg/person/year) and for Elia (274-330 kg/person/year). 

3.4.2.2. Northwest Santo 2: Molpoi village case 

Molpoi is a small hamlet to the north of Olpoi (about 1.5-2 hours by foot) and the 

entire village consists of an extended family divided into three kitchens. For this survey, 

a household with 4 adults and 2 children was chosen. 

25 Interestingly nangae (Canarium indicum) is not very common in Northwest Santo. 
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As in Olpoi, consumption of taro is considerably high relative to the rest of the 

crops, although the ratio of taro consumption is not as high as in Olpoi case (Table 3.4, 

Figure 3.10). Unlike Olpoi, Molpoi people prefer to switch starchy food day after day, 

rather than eating taro three times a day, which probably is reflected to the relatively 

balanced ratio of varieties of crops such as banana, wild yams, and cassava. This 

tendency is most likely the result of the household members' connection to Banks 

Islands where the consumption of taro is not common except for Vanua Lava, and their 

previous living experience in the city of Luganville. A mother of this family is from 

Motalava, where consumption of cassava is common and its preparation techniques are 

highly elaborated, and she is well known in the region for her knowledge of cassava 

cooking. As a result, she likes to prepare food with cassava. 

Despite the smaller number of people in the household in co mparison with the 

Olpoi case, the total amount of vegetables cooked in a week is much higher in Molpoi 

(Table 3.5). Cucumbers were used like a squash, and cooked with meat or fish into a 

soup, while about half of the time they are eaten raw. The consumption of wild ferns 

(Meryta neo-caledonicum,Cythea I unuiata, etc.) is again the common feature of the 

Banks Islands food habit. Although the people of Northwest Santo also have knowledge 

of edible ferns, they are rarely exploited today. The pattern of meat consumption is 

similar to the Olpoi case. Basically, protein resources used by the surveyed family are 

obtained from the various ecological zones encompassing sea, forest, and rivers. 

Approximately 40% of protein is gained from fish. This is not surprising because there is 

a good, rocky formation in the sea just in front of the village, and fishing is thus nearly an 

everyday activity. 
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3.4.2.3. Malo: Avunatari case 

Data from Malo was collected from a family with two kitchens. This family 

consists of 5 adults and 4 children. Although breakfasts are taken in the separate kitchen, 

they always cook and eat lunch and dinner toge ther. For this reason, the sum of two 

kitchens is included. 

Malo consumption patterns display some clear differences from the other two 

Northwest Santo cases. Firstly, there is no imbalance in the consumption of specific 

crops over others, and ta ro Fiji, bananas, and wild yams are consumed quite equally 

(Table 3.4, Figure 3.10). This result is probably due to the seasonality of crops on the 

island of Malo. As indicated in Table 3.3, from January to February neither yams nor 

breadfruits are available and people need to rely on other crops such as wild yams, taro 

fiji, and banana, all of which are basically accessible throughout the year. If the data was 

taken during the yam season, the ratio of yam consumption would have been relatively 

higher, because it was mentioned that during the yam season, taro Fiji and wild yams 

were hardly eaten (Table 3.3). 

Another interesting contrast is a strikingly different pattern of vegetable and meat 

consumption. It is easily recognized that the number of items in these categories is 

extremely limited in comparison with two Northwest Santo cases (Table 3.5). In addition, 

the consumption of meat on Malo is considerably limited. Other than a little portion of 

beef and some tinned fish, marine fish is the only protein food that was taken during Ihe 

survey week. Although fish was consumed 4 days during the week, the amount eaten 

per capita average rem ains smaller than Northwest Santo cases. Consum ption of 

vegetables is characterized by the heavy reliance on island cabbage, which was used 

for 6 days, in some days more than once. Thi s in fact is the only green, leafy vegetable 

used during this week. On Malo, island cabbage is often used for several kinds of !rulliill 
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production (see chapter 5), and certain kinds of ~ with island cabbages are made 

for 5 days during this week. This might explain to a certain degree the frequent use of 

this plant. Although it was not used during this week, another relatively common green 

used on Malo is Polyscias gii/folei, which is cooked just like island cabbages. 

It is also noticed that the consumption of rice and bread is high in this Malo case, 

and both together share almost a quarter of the entire amount of food consumed. During 

the survey, the family studied was almost constantly having bread in the morning, rice 

for lunch, and local cro ps for dinner. Such a pattern could be enabled not only by having 

a certain amount of cash income, but also by the constant and active operations of local 

stores and bakeries providing sufficient supplies. In reality, there are multiple local stores 

including a cooperative one in the village, most of which are always filled with supplies, 

and loaves of bread baked every morning are instantly sold out. Although it would 

depend on the economic situation of individual households, many non-local food items 

are readily available for the people of Malo in general. According to Allen (2001 :144-151, 

156-7), about 21 percent of the energy requirement is gained from non-local, store-

purchased imported items, and the ability to purchase imported foods contributed to 

increase the consistency of food supply on Malo. 

Table 3.4. Amount of starchy food consumed by a family in a week during the study period 
of Janua!l: and Februa!l:, 2001, in Northwest Santo !Oleoi and Moleoil and Malo. 

food Items Olpoi family Iperson Molpol family Iperson Malo family Iperson 
total !1I! Idal total !1I! IdOl total !s! IdOl 

taro 66600 1189 44099 1260 0 0 
taro Fiji 10050 179 2100 60 15830 323 
banana 25448 454 20240 578 12524 256 
wild ~am 6690 119 18170 519 17250 352 
cassava 0 0 12610 360 0 0 
Tahitian chestnuts 2800 50 0 0 11050 226 
rice 1000 18 1440 41 10710 219 
bread 0 0 0 0 7640 166 
total 112588 2011 98659 2819 75004 1531 
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Figure 3.10 Diagram showing the consumption of starchy food in Northwest Santo 
(Olpoi and Molpoi) and Malo. 
Diagrams are based on the total amount of starchy food consumed by a family in a week. Data 
was collected in January (Northwest Santo) and February (Malo) in 2001 . Seasonal availability 
of food is reflected by the consumption of Tahitian chestnuts (namambe) and wild yams. 
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Table 3.5. Amount of vegetables, meat, fruits and nuts consumed by a family in a week during the study period of January and February, 
2001, In Northwest Santo (Olpoi and Molpoi) and Malo. apol ~M~oIpoi~~~~~~==~~~~~~~ W81{iltf9j lperson/day fOOdlterns 

1080 19.3 vegetables ClIcurrber 

1740 31.1 islelrdcal:bage 

food Items 
vegetables calabash 

islald cWb8~ 

welitlt (iii IpersOMiay 
4420 126.3 

4150 118.6 

lifnaus 

pUTIpki1 
pUTIpkilleaves 

walercres 

squash 

'''' 

oJa 

1700 

'00 
440 

ZTOO 

oJ. 

6<.3 

16.1 
7.9 

48.2 

calabash 

pumpkin 
wild tim 

ootaaess 
shalb! 

ereenonion 

1600 

4800 

400 

820 
oJ. 
oJa 

45.7 

137.1 

11.4 

23" 
0/. 

0/0 

dlmn 

fo. 
~~~ __________ ~~==0C-__ ~41~.4 m~! 

0095 124.9 

1850 52.' 
.,78 125.1 

"I 
fish 

,"", 

flying fa< 

""'" PO 
sI1eDfish 

!nits & nuts ba'lara 

COCOrlJ! (milkl 

!lfl{D (cocomJ.) 
n9l91e (B./eminsis) 

rnald~i1e 

oRlrge 

SUgl1f"ca'l8 

naapoa (T.calawa) 

ron-local 
items tilfish 
vegetables total 
meat total 

2970 53.0 

220 3.9 

94.6 1.7 
feast" nfa 

220S 
1800 

18 

8 (CO\.l1t) 

nQ courted 

3100 

"A 
32.1 

0.3 

0.1 

"'a 
21.4 

554 
net courted nla 

net courted nla 

3 (COlllt) 

"'0 
17504.6 

0.0 
168.9 
312.8 

chicken 1370 39.1 
naaa 580 16.6 
navs 310 89 
wild pig 1900 54.3 

27 (COU"lt) 0.8 
1350 ,8.6 

orange 1250 35.7 
nQ1-1ocal 

items 
instant noode 1 (courtl 0.0 

16190 4<2.8 

meat total 10388 2116.8 

a: A pig v.es consumed for feast. This occasion was 
exclud9d beca!,Ee this pig was provided by ctherfanily 
.... 1h9 village. 81d also the exa::;! amourt otCQ1sumplion 
was UrW10wn 
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Because of its geographical advantage of being close to the urban center, Malo 

people seem to have been more influenced by and adapted to cash economy. It seems 

that earning some cash income is not a difficult task for the people of Malo. Copra or 

cacao could be sold almost any time they want, and local crop products could al so be 

sold at the local market in Luganville. The development of a cash economy in the local 

context in turn would cause considerable change in the subsistence means. In addition 

to the fact that introduced crops such as taro Fiji and cassava reduced the risk of food 

shortage, imported food items in stores are a convenient source of supplementing the 

basic food supply. These factors together would naturally cause the decline in the range 

of subsistence activities, which would be seen as the diversity of resources cultivated or 

exploited. 

3.5. Summary 

Subsistence strategies in Northwest Santo place greater emphasis on the 

cultivation of taro in irrigated pondfields. Food consum ption patterns of Northwest Santo 

also point out a heavy reliance on taro as a staple. However, the exam ination of food 

consumption and actual taro gardening area suggests that peo pie at the time of my 

research were planting just enough for their consum ption, rather than producing much 

surplus. In other words, the cultivation of yams and the use of other crops such as 

banana, taro Fiji, and wild yams are also important in supporting their subsistence needs. 

While production of yams on drylands also contributes greatl y to the seasonal fulfillment 

of staple crops, the total estimated production of yams (208.5 kg/person/year) is less 

than half that on Malo. The explOitation of forest and river resources was also briefly 

described to illustrate their forest orientation in obtaining food. This suggests their 
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foregoing knowledge of their forest environment, and characterizes them as a typical 

example of man bush, as outlined by Bonnemaison (1996a, b). 

In contrast, Malo certainly falls into what Bonnemaison called "the people of 

yams," despite the considerable significance of breadfruit in their traditional subsistence 

economy. Sophisticated gardening systems employed for the production of different 

species of yams are the hall mark of gardening practices on t his island. An almost entire 

lack of C%casia taro on the island of Malo should also be noted. T he use of breadfruits 

is of great interest in terms of food processi ng technology, the reliance to this tree crop 

seems to be dim inished as a result of successful introduction and integration of taro Fiji 

to the systems of shifting cultivation, and cash cropping which brings in money to buy 

non-local foodstuffs. 

As food preparation is principally a process of making these major foods more 

palatable, cooking strategies are inevitably related to the varieties of food produced and 

exploited by people. Keeping thes e differences in food patterns, the next chapter will 

examine the actual cooking practice in these islands. 
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Chapter 4 

Cooking practices in northern Vanuatu: 

varieties of cooking methods and cooking with pots 

There are many different factors that have to be taken into consideration for 

understanding the particul ar style of cooking strategies. Ecological factors, including the 

physical environment and basic subsistence means, are certainly important, as they 

circumscribe the possible options available to the people living in a given environment. 

However, the extent to which such factors are responsible for determ ining a cooking 

design and choosing a specif ic style and technique over others has yet to be explored. 

Similarly, although each food resource has its own cooking properties and desirability 

according to its chem ical composition (Stahl 1989), it is not yet clear whether specific 

types of cooking techniques are directly related to particular kinds of food resources. At 

the same time, it is critical to take into account the technological choices and the active 

role of human agency involved in cooking activities. This chapter tries to identify these 

factors in stone oven cooking technologies. 

This and the next chapters explore the diversity of culinary technologies in 

Vanuatu, mainly focusing on stone oven cooking in Northwest Santo, and by contrasting 

the Northwest Santo case with some other places in Vanuatu, including Malo, Banks 

Islands, and Torres Islands. Before examining the details of stone oven cooking 

practices, this chapter provides a general description of cooking systems and of the 

stylistic diversity of stone oven cooking, and discusses aspects of cooking with pots, a 

practice distinctive to the area of the western coast of Santo. 
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4.1. Cooking categories 

In Bislama, kakae refers to food in general, but it also specifically indicates 

starchy crops. In contrast, all vegetable foods and protein sources such as meat, fish, 

and shellfish are referred as mit (=meat), which always complements kakae, the starchy 

staples. Such distinctions are also found in vernaculars, and t his is the common 

classification throughout the societies in the Pacific (Pollock 1992:22-34). 

Major cooking methods commonly seen in Vanuatu are roasting on em bers, 

boiling, and baking in stone ovens. Bamboo is also used for cooking, in many cases by 

filling a bamboo tube with food (sometimes with some added water) and roasting it. The 

boiling method is probably the most predominant method today, and metal pots are used 

everyday for cooking root crops as well as meat and vegetabl e foods. The use of stone 

ovens is also very popular. On som e islands, such as Malo, food is cooked in stone 

ovens almost everyday; whereas in many places, it is more common to employ stone 

ovens for special occasions such as Sunday meals and family gatherings, and whenever 

people want to have baked food. 

Major categories of cooking practiced in Northwest Santo and M ala are 

summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. In Northwest Santo, warere (boiling of starchy 

crops) and sasar(boiling of meat and vegetables} are the most common methods that 

are used everyday. Another method of boiling, popa/en (boiling of crops with skin), is 

quite frequently seen, especially when people do not have much time for preparing food. 

Stone oven baking is known as melal in Olpoi, in which wav (simple, dry-baking of whole 

crops) is typically done. Jimjim,26 the baking of starchy crops without skin, is a specific 

baking technique seen in Northwest Santo, and almost exclusively used for C%casia 

26 It is called mali in the West Coast area to the south. 
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taro. It is said that taro cooked in this way will last longer and therefore it is often 

prepared when members of a family go traveling. 

On Malo, stone oven cooking in general is referred to as wasa, which is divided 

into saruhi (baking of foods other than ~ and lavu (baking of ~). Interestingly, 

on Malo there are vernacular terms for boiling techniques and cooking pots, although 

boiling is mostly referred to as kuk. Most commonly cooked in this way are non-local 

food items such as rice, noodles, and tinned meat. While the consumption of non-local 

food is prominent in Malo (see chapter 3), people still use stone oven cooking (wasa) 

almost everyday, typically for making ~ (wasa lavu). 

Other cooking methods are very similar in both regions, and are also common on 

the other islands as well. These are simple roasting, roasting in bam boo, and cooking 

with hot stones wrapped inside a parcel together with foods. 

Table 4.1. Cooking categories in Northwest Santo (Olpoi). 
cooking method vernacular name description 
cooking (generic) rereo. veveJa 
stone oven cooking mela' wav 

jimjim 

boiling rorok warere joj on 
popalen 
Sasar, lalao 

hot stones in wrapped parcel 

roasting 

bamboo cooking 

vi/sap 

nunut 
ko'owun 
pupui 

Table 4.2. Cooking categories in Malo. 
cooking method vernaCular name 
cooking (generic) tutun 
stone oven cooking wosa saruhi 

tavu 
boiling jilivi, kuk 
hot stones in wrapped parcel vuvuni 
roasting tunu 
bamboo duhuru 
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dry-baking of food 
dry-baking of lara wtthoul sk'ln; preserved 
longer 
boiling of starchy food 
bailing starchy food with skin 
boiling of meat and vegetables 
food and hot stones are wrapped with 
leaves 
roasting of starchy crops on embers 
roasting meat, fish, shellfish 
cooking w~h bamboo; either roasted or 
baked in stone ovens 

description 

baking of food in buru i lulun. (cooking hole) 
baking of laplap 
injilivi :: cooking pot 
food and hot stones are wrapped with leaves 
roasting of food on embers 
roasting with bamboo (vubue) 



Simple roasting is a method more commonly practiced for casual, individual 

eating, rather than being used for proper meals for the entire family, Typically seen 

during my research was the roasting of bananas and other crops on top of stones during 

the stone heating process for stone oven preparation, A small portion of ~ may even 

be roasted in this way, Fish, crabs, shells, and small portions of meat are occasionally 

placed by the fireplace when meals are not ready, Corn and wild yams are also cooked 

in the same manner. The cooking of breadfruit is an exception to the casual tendency of 

food roasting, Roasting is the most common method for heating breadfruit when they are 

cooked whole," 

Use of bamboo for cooking seems to have been a very common practice 

everywhere in earlier times, Such practice is hardly seen today in daily cooking, Both 

small portions of starchy crops and meat could be roasted in bamboo, Once I saw some 

West Coast villagers carrying roasted sections of bamboo, in which pieces of wild pig 

meat had been dry heated, Another method of cooking, referred as vi/sop in Olpoi and 

vuvuni in Malo, is generally known as "an old method of cooking food," This method is 

interesting in that it also em ploys hot stones, and may be important in considering the 

variety of techniques for cooking with stones, This particular method will be described in 

detail in a later section, 

Although the specificity of each cooking method differs from one society to 

another, the varieties outlined here could be taken as the basic components of northern 

Vanuatu cooking strategies, Keeping this in mind, the following sections review the 

stylistic diversity of stone oven cooking practices, 

27 During my research in Vanuatu, I have never seen breadfruit being baked in stone ovens, 
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Figure 4.1 Roasting foods. Top: Bamboo filled with yam paste is roasted over the fire. 
Bottom: Breadfruit roasting on top of hot stones (Olpoi, Northwest Santo 2000-2001). 
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4.2. Stylistic variability of stone ovens 

4.2.1. Northwest Santo 

Stone ovens in Northwest Santo, including neighboring West Coast Santo and 

the Big Bay area across the vast mountain chai n, do not have any fixed underground 

structure to be used for heating stones and cook ing. Rather, what marks a place for 

oven cooking is a pile of stones somewhere in the corner of a kitchen or by the tree 

trunks in a yard, and a bare space of ground often ashy with charcoal from the preceding 

cooking operations. Ovens are constructed anew each time inside or outside of kitchens, 

and their size depends on the amount of food to be prepared (F igure 4.2). When cooking 

is done inside the kitchen, there is a tendency for the same spot to be used repeatedly, 

as there is not much extra space available for cooking operations. Ovens are 

occasionally constructed on a new location (for example, just next to the previous 

cooking spot when stones and ash are left in situ). Stones used for ovens are mainly 

"black stones" (sui /a mae/a), which generally correspond to volcanic basalts, and in the 

case of Olpoi, stones are generally collected on the beach, where pebbles of about 

10cm are abundant in several locations near the villages. Occasionally, stones are also 

collected at or near creeks in the forest. In either case, it is not at all difficult for people in 

this village to obtain good stones for ovens. 

There are two different styles of ovens used in the reg ion. One style is called in 

Olpoi me/al/a ori (melal=oven; ori=spirits in the forest), and the other me/al/a nokuku. In 

the former style, firewood is first placed on the ground, and all stones to be used for 

cooking are piled on top of it. This style, melal/a ori, literally means ·ovens of the spirits 

in the forest," and thus the style is associated with forests and the ancestors. In the latter 

style, me/al/a nokuku, the ground is first paved with about half of the stones, then 

firewood is piled on and the rest of the stones are heated on top of the wood. The Olpoi 
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Figure 4.2 Stone ovens in Northwest Santo. 
Top: Four women work together placing hot stones on top of taro (Hokua village, 1998). 
Bottom: Preparation of a large oven. Note that three women are picking up stones from 
near the trunk of a large tree. Two women on the left and right sides are using coconut 
baskets to carry stones to the oven (Olpoi village, 2000). 
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this style, melal ta nokuku, indicates that it was introduced or adopted from the 

neighboring village of Nokuku (a village to the south of Olpoi, where a Presbyterian 

missionary established their station in 1906), where people who had been living in the 

inland forest alongside the P espia river had settled on the coast to join the Christian 

mission. In this sense, melal ta nokuku is probably not originally an Olpoi style. However, 

the situation is complicated because today people in Olpoi speak Nokuku language and 

some do consider this sty Ie as theirs, particularly those of the younger generation. 

These two types of ovens are named differently in other villages (Table 4.3). 

However, in most cases, they are mostly translatable in Bislama as 'oven blong bush 

(bush style ovens; melal ta on)' and 'oven blong solwota (ocean/coast style ovens; me/a/ 

ta nokuku), respectively. The difference between the two styles is structural in the sense 

that they employ a different layout of stones at the beginning. However, it is more 

appropriate to view this subtle difference as a difference in action or technical proces s. 

As far as the villagers' practices go, there is no explicit functional difference between the 

two styles of ovens, and they are in fact interchangeable. 

At Wunavae village, villagers today only use bush style ovens and solwota style 

is not used at all, although they do know about this style. They consider bush style as 

their own and prefer to use it, whereas the other style is thought to be of people who 

used to live in the littoral area before the current Wunavae settlers' arrival to the area. In 

most other villages, solwota style seems to be more frequently used and people tend to 

consider this style as their own style and bush style is considered an old method. 

Interestingly, Nokuku villagers themselves consider bush style as their traditional method, 

even though the solw ota style oven name in Olpoi comes from the name of this village. 

What Olpoi people call melal ta nokuku is not really the style typical, at least now, of 
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Table 4.3. Terminology for bush- and solwota-style ovens in Northwest and West Coast 
Santo. 
Village bush style meaning solwota style meaning 
Hokua umu watanaSB of people in bush umu watroi of sea 
OlpO; melaita ori of spirits in the forest melel ta nokuku of Nokuku 
Wunavae malmol (ovens) ( not practiced anymore) 
Tasmate moltanosa of people in bush molnatas of sea 

Nokuku ovens, although the style may have been introduced to the region via Nok uku 

village. 

Procedures of oven cooking operations for melal fa or! and melal fa nokuku are 

almost the same. Here the operation of melal fa or! is used to outline the basic process 

of oven preparation in Northwest Santo: 

1. Firewood is placed on the groun d, usually surrounded by coconut husks. The oven 

preparation is generally done within the kitchen house, which is usually a hut with 

open sides, but it is equally common for the villagers to prepare it outside. In the 

case of melal ta nokuku, the ground is paved with stones within a circular area of 

about 50cm across or more, then firewood is piled on top. 

2. A fire is lit in the middle of the pile of firewood. 

3. When smoke starts coming out, all the stones to be used for cooking are piled on 

top. Stones are generally heated for 1-2 hours. 

4. When the stones become hot, half of them are taken out using palo!, a pair of 

bamboo sticks about 120cm long, split in half to handle hot stones and pieces of 

charcoal. Larg e pieces of unburned firewood and charcoal are also removed from 

the oven. Then the rest of the stones are flattened at the location by poking them 

with palo!, and roughly arranged to constitute the bottom part of the oven on which 

food is placed. In melel fa nokuku, all stones on top are removed at this stage, 
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because the bottom layer of stones is already placed at the beginning of the 

operation. 

5. Food is placed direclly on top of the hot stones. Generally no buffers (e.g. leaves or 

banana stalks) are applied, unless people find that the stones are too hot. 

6. The stones are placed back on top of the food. 

7. Leaves, generally lif laplap (Heliconia indica), but occasionally some other leaves 

such as banana, kasrael (Ricinus communis), and brao (Hibiscus tiliaceus), are used 

to cover the oven. Small leaves like brao are usually joined together by sticking the 

petioles into other leaves, and appli ed as a sort of large sheet. People use a lot of 

leaves (around 30 leaves or m ore) to cover the oven. W hen leaves are not enough, 

old copra bags are applied on top. 

8. Several stones or pieces of timber are very often placed on the sides of ovens to 

prevent smoke, heat, and steam from escaping. 

9. Cooking is usually done in about 2 hours, but the oven is often kept sealed after the 

food is done. 

The most common food prepared in stone ovens in Northwest Santo is the staple 

taro (Colocasia esculenta) , harvested in irrigated gardens. Preparation of taro in a stone 

oven is quite simple and whole taro is directly placed in the oven with or without its skin 

(pwet way or jimjim). Occasionally skinned taro is seasoned with coconut milk and 

wrapped with lif laplap (Heliconia indica) into a large parcel to be baked in the oven 

(viris). Other tubers such as yams, wild yams, and wovile, are cooked in the same 

fashion (most often with skin). Laplap" is also popular, and usually made with yams, 

28 See footnote 24 (p.85), and chapter 5. 
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wild yams, banana, or taro Fiji. Bougna29 is occasionally prepared but is not very 

common in the area. Meat and young leaves of taro are wrapped with leaves and placed 

in the oven. 

Today, most of the daily cooking is done with pots and the occas ions of 

preparing ovens are lim ited to about once or twice a week. An oven is often made on 

Sunday morning to prep are a lunch for after church, and !lm!ru2. (called ras) is quite 

popular for such occasions. It is probably because!lm!ru2., which is prepared with crops 

other than taro, provides some change in the taro-based daily meals, and serves as a 

sort of special meal for the family. However, ~ is considered basically an informal 

dish in the area and is never made for the feasts. The only exception is the preparation 

of man, grated taro wrapped into a number of small parcels. Heated mon is further 

pounded on a large wooden plate to be made into nalot, another special dish of Vanuatu, 

typically made in the islands of the north. Taro in the form of nalot (nakir) and taro baked 

in the oven are indi spensable for ceremonial feasts. 

4.2.2. Malo 

Ovens in Malo are considerably different from those in Northwest Santo. Ovens 

in Malo have a shallow hole (buru) surrounded by stones of relatively larger size 

(wodawodaiburu), and with the bottom lined with smaller broken stones (dUa). Fist-sized 

stones that go on top of the food (tahas liutiu) are usually kept aside (Figure 4.3). Ovens 

are called burui tutuna in the Malo language, meaning "a hole for cooking." When people 

in Malo are cooking food with ovens, they usually explain such cooking as 'kukum kakae 

long hoi' (cooking food in a hole). This is quite different from Northwest Santo where 

29 Bougna or bunia is known as a New Caledonia, rather than a Vanuatu, dish. Tubers are cut 
into relatively large pieces, often mixed with cabbage and meat, seasoned with coconut milk, and 
wrapped with ill!lm@Q into a large parcel to be baked in ovens. Different kinds of crops are often 
mixed together. 
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people say 'kukum kakae long 

ston' (cooking food with stones). 

The difference here is not simply 

a stylistic difference of stone oven 

cooking, but certainly reflects 

different conceptual izations of 

such cooking activities. 

dila 

buru 
auro 

lahas liuliu 

vvodavvodaiburu 

Ovens on Malo are mostly 
Figure 4.3 Structure of Malo ovens. 

inside of a kitchen house, which 

is usually surrounded by walls with openings in one or two sides. They are usually 

constructed on bare ground, at a corner of a house rather than in the middle, and their 

size is generally around 70-80cm in diameter. Good oven stones are not available on the 

island, so they are usually imported from South Santo or elsewhere. As a result, people 

do not have much choice of what stones they can use, and typically the same stones are 

used for a very long period of time. Even after stones are broken to pieces, they still 

serve for cooking by keeping them as dila stones for the bottom of the oven. 

There are two methods of preparing ovens in Malo, but here the difference 

merely rests in the amount of firewood used for cooking, and the preparation process 

remains exactly the same. 

The process can be outlined as follows: 

1. The cooking hole is roughly cleaned, and small stones (dila) are gathered in the 

center of the hole. 

2. Stones are surrounded by coconut husks, on whi ch a fire is lit. Firewood is then laid 

on top. Generally, the amount of firewood used for an operation is one la yer 
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(tikauhambu). However, when prolonged cook ing or high heat is required, two layers 

of firewood are used (valinahambu). This is the only difference that exists in Malo 

oven preparation. 

3. Stones (tahas tiutiu) are placed on top, soon after the fire is successfully lit. 

4. When stones become hot about after 60 to 90 minutes, they are taken off the fire 

using a pair of bamboo tweezers (tavuka/a). Tavuka/a is made with bamboo, but 

unlike the paloi used in Northwest Santo, this is a section of split bamboo bent in the 

middle. Usually it's about 50cm in length, and easily handled with one hand. 

5. Large pieces of charcoal also are taken out, and small stones are poked with 

tavuka/a to flatten and spread them over the hole. 

6. Laplap is placed in the oven. When food other than 1!m@o. is prepared, it is always 

covered with Heliconia leaves. Generally, no materials are placed unde rneath food 

parcels. Several leaves are laid only when people find the oven too hot. 

7. Hot stones are placed on top of 1!m@o.. 

8. The oven is covered with Heliconia leaves. Banana leaves are also com manly used 

as banana plants are often planted in the house yards in the coastal area, whereas 

Heliconia only grows in the inland bush. Covering is generally done lightly by 

employing 10 leaves or so. 

9. Food is ready in about 2 hours. Leaves are uncovered and thrown away, and stones 

are placed back into the corner of the kitchen. 

10. Laplap is cut into pieces, and freshly squeezed coconut milk is poured onto it just 

before serving. 

The stone heating sty Ie valinahambu, in which about twice as much firewood is 

used in two layers, is specifically associated with the preparation of weweivia, which is 
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Figure 4.4 Stone oven cooking on Malo. 
Top: Coconut shells and husks are placed on top of tiny dila stones gathered at the center 
of the cooking pit. Bottom: Hot stones are placed on top of ~. 
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~ made with via (Alocasia machorrhiza). Alocasia taro is known for its high content 

of calcium oxalate crystals, and requires special methods of cooking such as lengthy 

baking and repeated boiling (Barrau 1958:43, Pollock 1992:241-2). Making Alocasia into 

~ may contribute to diminishing the toxin, as particles of calcium oxalate are broken 

down by grating. In its preparation, grated Alocasia taro is squeezed, and some portion 

of toxicity is washed away with water. By using a double am ount of firewood to create a 

big, strong fire, it is intended that stones be heated better and hotter so that they cook 

Alocasia well. In addition to all the treatments mentioned above, coconut cream is made 

separately to be put on top of weweivia. The sweetness of coconut cream helps to 

reduce the itchiness and stinging sensation that occur in and around the mouth while 

eating. 30 In Malo, Alocasia taro is considered a famine food and hardly used today, even 

though it is occasionally planted around the house or garde n area. Some youths in the 

village mentioned that eating Alocasia would often cause stomachaches. 

Ovens are used almost everyday in Malo, mostly for preparing evening meals. 

Almost every time people prepare som e kind of ~, which they recognize as their 

main dish.31 Over 20 kinds of!rulli!Jl. are known in Malo, each of which is named 

differently. This characteristic of Malo cuisine contrasts with Northwest Santo, where 

~ is simply called ras (which simply means "to grate") and no varieties are 

distinguished. When whole roots or tubers are cooked in ovens, they are skinned and 

wrapped with Heliconia leaves, and then placed in the ovens. This also contrasts with 

the Northwest Santo oven practice, where whole taro and other crops are directly in 

touch with hot stones. 

30 Similar cases are seen around the Pacific. In Ihe Cook Islands, Alocasia is cooked in ovens 
with Ii root (Barrau 1961 :42); in Micronesian atolls, it is boiled for a long time wilh coconut milk, or 
cooked with a sweet syrup of coconut (Intoh 1992). 
31 There are more than 20 kinds of!l!l:!!l!!l in Malo, and 12 of them are prepared in ovens. See 
chapter 5 for the details. 
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4.2.3. Banks Islands 

Stone ovens on Banks and Torres Islands are distinct from those on other 

islands in Vanuatu. In both islands, ovens are similar in that they have a prominent pit 

structure paved with stones, although the details of the structure and preparation 

methods are not the sam e. Another technique shared am ong these islands is the 

application of water to the oven before it is sealed for some specific types of cooking. 

Ovens in the Banks Islands are generally constructed within the kitchen house. 

The structure itself is called umu, which is the same as the common name for ovens in 

Polynesia, and definitely a cognate of the Proto-Oceanic term *qumun ('oven made with 

hot stones. usually in pi!') (Green and Pawley 1999:68-9). However, they are more often 

referred as qariiis or qaiiris," which is the name of a typical style of stone oven cooking 

strategy in the Banks Islands. Their pit size is usually around 6Dcm in diameter, and 

2Dcm in depth, and the si de-wall is lined with stones (naval I vet kereium). Cooking 

stones are generally kept inside of the hole. The communal meeting houses (nakamal) 

are equ ipped with large ovens of approximately 2m in diameter. 

The construction of a new oven in Vanua Lava was observed in 1998. A hole of 

68cm in diameter and 2Dcm in depth is dug on the ground at first, using half coconut 

shells to scoop out the soil. The side-wall of the hole is abrupt and the bottom is flat (the 

diameter in the bottom was 56cm). Then stones are lined along the side-wall and bottom 

of the hole, which eventually made the pit slightly shallower (16cm in depth). Flat stones 

(about lDcm in length and 3-4cm in thickness) are preferred for this purpose. It is 

explained that the function of these stones (naval) is to prevent soil from falling into the 

ovens during the food preparation. Stones to be heated and placed on top of foods are 

called vet bunbun, and are generally kept inside of the pit. When an oven is used for 

32 The letter 'n' is pronounced as ["g], 'q' as [kpW] in the Banks Islands. 
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food preparation, stones inside of the hole are taken out at first and a fire is lit at the 

bottom. Firewood is piled approxim ately up to the top of the pit, and the stones are 

heated on top of the wood. 

There are two different oven-cooking methods known in the Banks Islands. 

Qarfiis is particularly for cooking whole taro and other crops, and w6d(jfj is for cooking 

!l!Illi!Q. What best characterizes Banks Islands ovens is qarfiis, in which food is cooked 

with the aid of strong steam produced by pouring water onto the oven. Qarfiis is 

prepared as follows: 

1. Stones are fired as mentioned earlier. 

2. When stones became hot, they are flattened inside of the pit. Note that no stones are 

taken out of the pit. 

3. Taro or yams are placed in a circle on top of hot stones, but the center of the pit has 

to be kept empty. After placing a layer of food on the stones, some leaves are placed 

on top, and more food is placed on top of the leaves. It is said that an extrem ely big 

oven called vesew can bake more than a hundred pieces of taro at the same time 

(Caillon and Malau 2002:48). 

4. When all the food is placed on top of the stones, the oven is covered with leaves 

such as damat (Heliconia indica), brao (Hibiscus tiliaceus), nandao (Pometia 

pinnata), and noyuel (Epipremnum pinnatum). The use of leaves of noyuel is typical 

of Motalava and is essential in ceremonial feasts. The empty hole in the middle of 

the food is kept open. 

5. Water is poured into the hole. Approximately 750ml of water is used for an average 

household-size oven. 

6. The hole is immediately covered with leaves, and the food cooks for 1-2 hours. 
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The most striking difference of this style (qamis) from others is the application of 

water to the heated oven, w hereby food is "steamed" rather than simply "baked" (Figure 

4.5). Another difference to be noted in this sty Ie is that all the hot stones and charcoal 

are left in the pit, underneath the food to be cooked, whereas in other islands some of 

the stones are always placed on top of the food. In other words, unlike in conventional 

ovens, foods are baked by the heat retained in the stones surr ounding them. In this 

particular style of qamis, the heat source is at the bottom of the oven and cooking is 

principally done by the moist heat created by water. This style of oven cooking is also 

used at the time of feasts. in which case food can be piled up for almost a meter above 

the ground. 

Another Banks Islands style, w6doii (Figure 4.6), is quite sim ilar in 

preparation methods to ovens in the other islands in Vanuatu. Stones are heated in the 

same manner, and handled with tongs (gabal). Stones and charcoal at the bottom of the 

pit are flattened when stones are ready, and foods are placed after placing several 

leaves on top of the hot stones and charcoal. Then more stones are piled on top of the 

food. When food is placed in several layers, stones are put on top of each layer. 

In the Banks Islands, the major subsistence crop on larger islands, such as 

Vanua Lava, is taro planted in irrigated gar dens. On smaller islands, such as Motalava, 

yams and breadfruit are particularly important, although the former is now largely 

replaced by cassava and taro Fiji. The baking of whole roots and tubers and !im!.JW. are 

both commonly practiced in the Banks group. Laplap wrapped individually into small 

bundles, and laplap mixed with Canarium nuts or other nut spec ies are distinctive 

features of Banks Island cuisine (see Table 5.5 for the variety of ~ produced). 
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Figure 4.5 Preparation of qarnis oven in Vanua Lava. 
Top: Crops (taro Fiji) are placed on top of hot stones, leaving a small space in the middle. Bottom: 
Then, the oven is covered with leaves, and some water is poured into the empty space left at the 
center (Vanua Lava 1998). 
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4.2.4. Torres Islands 

On the Torres Islands, 

people rely on wovile and a few 

yams, supplemented by 

varieties of banana and taro Fiji. 

Ovens, called nu/ugu in the 

Torres Islands, also have a pit, 

approximately 50 to 70cm in 
Figure 4,.6 Laplap baking on Motalava. 

diameter and 20 to 30cm in Hot stones are placed on top of a flat parcel of ~. 

depth, but their structure is 

much more complex. The structure of ovens is illustrated here following the process of 

constructing a new oven. 

1. A hole is dug (approximately 69cm in surface diameter, 56cm in bottom diameter, 

and 30cm in depth). The side-wall of the hole is almost vertically dug. 

2. Leaves of wael ambrela (Pritchardia sp.) are placed inside of the hole, and coarse 

sand collected on the beach is spread on the bottom. 

3. The side-wall of the hole is lined with large stones (nw7hu/, 20-30cm), while the 

bottom is furnished with stones of about 12-14cm in size. Small cobbles 

(approximately 5cm across) are used to fill in between (naviu). 

4. Small gravel is placed on the surface outside of the hole in a band approximately 

20cm wide (nuwuril) . The outside edge is then lined with logs (pitpit). 

5. Sand is used to fill in between the encircling gravel. 

6. A fire is lit in the oven to dry out the structure to complete the construction. 
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It is interesting to find that such a complex construction technology is adopted in 

small islands like those of the Torres Islands, because stones suited for stone oven 

cooking are not abundant on such small coral islands. In the case of Loh Island, for 

example, the only possible source of suitable stones is on a hill where a trace of volcanic 

formation is recognized (Quantin 1976). The purpose of paving the hole with stones as 

explained above is to keep it dry and to retain cooking heat. Although the construction 

method of ovens here requires more work and materials, such a complex construction 

technology could be seen as an effort to make actual oven cooking m ore heat efficient. 

Three different styles of stone oven cooking techniques are known in the Torres 

Islands. Netgov is for !rulliW.,nuguro is for feasts, and nuwuhara is the equivalent of the 

Banks Islanders' qarnis. Strictly speaking, these terms indicate the specific dish 

prepared in the stone ovens, not the sty Ie of stone oven itself. However, each dish 

corresponds to specific stone oven techniques that are distinctive from one another. 

Although in all cases the process of firing the stones is the same as already described 

for the Banks Islands, the methods of placing food and stones are quite different from 

ovens seen in the other is lands. To illustrate the distinctive features employed in oven 

cooking techniques in the Torres Islands, each of these styles is explained below in 

detail. 

Netgov is a !rulliW. dish, but the way it is placed in the oven is considerably 

different from the way this is done on other islands, where !rulliW. paste is generally 

wrapped into a large flat parcel. Instead, for netgov,!rulliW. paste is poured into a pit 

lined with banana leaves. Hot stones are placed on top, but n 0 additional covering 

materials are used. What is interesting in this style is that it is not necessary to cover the 

oven for this cooking according to the people of Loh Island. Similar statements are also 

heard on Malo and Northwest Santo, when people are prepa ring !rulliW. with banana. 
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Nuwuhara is very like the qarnis of the Banks Islands. Hot stones are flattened at 

the bottom of the oven, on which yams or wovile with skins are placed. Unlike the Banks 

Islands style, no hole for water is left in the center. The oven is then covered by a series 

of nuloqa, leaves such as brao, navenue (Endospermum medullosum), and nume/egli 

(Polyscias samoensis) woven into a sheet-Ii ke structure by joining one to another with 

their petioles. The center of the oven is left uncovered, and some water is poured onto it 

from a bamboo container. The hole is covered im mediately to prevent steam and heat 

from escaping. 

Nuguro employs a unique technique practiced exclusively on the Torres Islands, 

and is also the name of the dish for the feasts. In this style, sliced yams or wovile 

flavoured with coconut milk are baked in a unique fashion. For preparing an oven for 

nuguro, several large stones over 2 Ocm across are heated. They are removed from the 

oven when they are hot enough, and leaves of hanlow (Epipremnum pinnatum) are 

placed on the bottom of the oven, followed by layers of large leaves surrounding the 

interior of the hole. The inside of the oven, lined with leaves, is then filled with sliced 

yams, and coconut milk is poured onto the yams before covering. Leaves of hanloware 

first placed on top of the food, and the large stones are replaced. These stones also 

place some pressure on the food underneath them. The entire oven is finally covered 

with leaves. Prolonged heating tim e is required for nuguro, and the case I observed took 

almost 8 hours. 

Ovens in the Banks and Torres Islands have several characteristics in common. 

In both groups, ovens are constructed underground, with prominent stone-lined pit 

structures. Although food preparation methods are different and diverse, both have 

adopted the technology of pouring water into the oven before closing it. Applying some 

water to enhance the effect of steaming, and ovens with pit structures are both typical 
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characteristics of Polynesian ovens (Nojima 1994), although sim ilar features are 

occasionally reported from some other Melanesian regions (e.g. Goroka in Eastern 

Highland of New Guinea [Sopade 1994]) and Mi cronesia (Intoh 1976). As the Banks and 

Torres Islands used to have a certain connection with Polynesian outliers in the 

Southeast Solomons, the existence of these practices might be reflecting Polynesian 

influence. 

4.2.5. Maewo 

Stone ovens in Maewo33 are also called umu. Ovens in Maewo have a shallow 

hole for cooking. The sides of the hole are surrounded by large stones (ca.20-30 cm) 

called titiba, and the inside is filled with over 150 red, sm all, broken stones (5-9 cm), 

which are called dirifli. All the other stones that are heated and used f or cooking are 

called vatuguliguli or gwodagwodafli, and range in siz e from 8 to 15 cm. The stone-lined 

oven structure here is bigger than those seen on the oth er islands (approximately 100 

cm in diameter when measured from inside the titiba, 130 cm when measured from 

outside). Tongs for handling stones (gainbalatl) are generally made with a straight trunk 

of brao (Hibiscus tiliaceus), around 130-50cm in length, and abou t half of the length is 

split in two. 

I noticed during my brief stay on the island that their oven practice is a bit 

different from what I had seen before on other islands. As the general preparation 

process of stone oven operation is repeatedly described above, only the several unique 

points which distinguish the M aewo ovens from others will be listed here. 

33 When Maweo terms are used in the text, they are spelled differently following the orthographic 
system developed for the language: g[h] or [x] (spelled 'h' in Malo), g[ng], b[mb], gw[kw], d[nd], 
ii['g]. 
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1. When stones are hot, they are taken out at first. After that, one of the titiba stones 

which is lining the hole is taken out, and the insi de of the hole is swept with a broom 

made with midribs of sago leaves (Metroxylon spp.) to get rid of unnecessary burning 

charcoal. 

2. About 10 Heliconia leaves are spread on top of the stones, before placing foods onto 

the stones. 

3. Skinned and chopped taro is placed on top of these leaves and w rapped. Then all 

the foods are covered with Heliconia leaves. 

4. Stones are placed on top of these leaf coverings. The women who made the oven 

were very careful doing this, so that the red surface of the stones wouldn't face foods 

or leaves. 

5. When placing stones on top, relatively small stones are arranged around the side of 

the oven at first, and large ones are p laced in the middle so that the weight of the 

Figure 4.7 A stone oven on Maewo. 
Note the relatively large size of stones surrounding the oven hearth. Ash and charcoal left 
inside are swept out before placing food in the oven. 
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stones could hold the food down tightly. Then the rest of the stones are used to fill in 

between. 

6. Oven is covered with 5-6 Heliconia leaves. 

Maewo is an area where an intensive taro irrigation system is well known 

(Spriggs 19B1, 1996). Unlike Northwest Santo or Banks Islands, however, the greatest 

socio-cultural importance is not placed on taro baked in the oven but on I~ made 

with taro (logo waga), which is considered informal or even inedible in Northwest Santo. 

In Northwest Santo, people believe that making !rulli!I1. with taro could cause stomach 

aches due to the toxicity in the food. This could be true because in Maweo only selected 

varieties of taro (9 out of over 60 cultivars) are used for !rulli!I1., and villagers recognize 

that dry land taro is less toxic than irrigated taro, and white ones less irritating than red 

ones while grating or peeling. 

4.3. Not an oven, but ... : another method of cooking with stones 

I have described stone oven cook ing as a method in which stones are heated to 

be used as heat reservoirs inside of a structure which is covered or sealed, whereby 

food is cooked by the medium of radiant heat an d steam. Thus it is necessary to take 

into account another method of hot stone cooking, which is not commonly practiced 

these days but is widespread in Vanuatu. Although these methods are named differently 

in each island" and are perhaps slightly different in preparation, they are all similar to 

each other in that heated stones and foods are wrapped together inside of a parcel and 

fastened. 

34 No Bislama name is given to such methods. 
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In this section, some cases of such methods recorded on se veral different 

islands will be described. Even though such us ages of hot stones may not be as 

significant as stone ovens, it is important to examine their characteristics and place in 

the cooking systems. Above all, for the purpose of reconsidering stone ovens under the 

framework of "hot rock cooking technologies," it is necessary to include this method 

because it plays a part in this complex system of cooking. 

4.3.1. Northwest Santo 

In Olpoi, the method called vi/sop can be used for cooking taro and meats. Leafy, 

green vegetables such as island cabbage or young taro leaves can also be cook ed this 

way. Taro and/or meat are cut into smaller pieces, a small amount of water is added, 

and wrapped together with hot stones using lif laplap. Coconut m ilk may be added 

before fastening the bun die. This method is said to be good for cooking a relatively small 

amount of food, and a parcel of food like this might be made and carried when someone 

goes to the ga rden for work. The parcel is easily carried to the garden or other 

destination, where it is hung from a tree branch. A small fire could also be made, on 

which such parcels are placed. 

4.3.2. Malo 

Vuvuni is the generic term referring to such cooking methods on Malo. Vuvuni 

also is a name of a kind of ~ prepared using this method. In one method, about 5-6 

stones are placed in the middle of ~ separated by a layer of leaves, and the entire 

parcel is then placed on the fireplace. The parcel is occasionally turned over so that all 

parts would be equally done. In another method, !l!/.lli!i.!. are placed in between layers of 

stones. In this case, it is not necessary to place it on the fire, as more stones are placed 
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inside, surrounding the !l!I2!ru1.. Leafy vegetables could be cooked together, but it is said 

that meat is not good cooked in this method. Vuvun duhu (Figure 4.8), using ~ 

rolled individually with island cabbage (Abelmoschus manihot), is probably the most 

commonly made dish in this method. Stones used for vuvuni are the same as oven 

stones, but people tend to use smaller ones about Scm in length. 

Sobesobe (Figure 4.8) is another style in which leaves of nanggaria (Cordyline 

fruticosa) are used for the covering. Sobesobe is used to cook very small !rul!ru2., or to 

cook bei leaves (Polyscias spp.) with eggs or fish. The parcels fastened with nanggaria 

leaves are then placed on coals. In this style only a couple of stones are used inside. 

Vuvun teriteri is a large scale cooking method involving a great deal of leaf 

materials and the cooperation of 3-4 people. In this particular method, 60-70 leaves are 

placed at first, and about half of the !l!I2!ru1. rolled with island cabbage (such as 

volavolahl) are placed onto the leaves. A bout 10 hot stones separated by some leaves 

are placed on top, and th en the rest of the !rul!ru2. will be placed onto it, followed by 

another layer of stones on top. Everything is then wrapped by leaves placed at the 

bottom and fastened with many ropes. When this is done, it's time to start uncovering. It 

is explained that food could be cooked in this fashion becau se so many leaves are used 

to cover the food and there are many hot stones inside. 

4.3.3. Other islands 

On the Torres Islands, such a tec hnique is called na/aqa, which is usually used 

for the cooking of meats (fish, crabs, shellfish, etc.) and island cabbage. Hot stones ar e 

placed in the center of the parcel of meat and cabbage, and one to tw 0 cups of water is 

applied before wrapping it up. On Vanua Lava in the Banks Islands it is called sa/sal, 

and stones of ca. Scm in size are utilized. In one method. sa/sal, water is poured over 
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Figure 4.8 Preparation of vuvun duhu (left) and sobesobe (right). 
Vuvun duhu preparation (left) : a few hot stones are put at the center of Heliconia leaves; laplap 
wrapped with leaves of island cabbage are piled on top of hot stones; the wrapped parcel of 
food is placed on coal. 
Sobesobe preparation (right): shredded island cabbage and eggs are mixed on top of a 
Heliconia leaf; another leaf is placed on top, where hot stones are brought in using half-cut 
coconut shells; food is wrapped into a bundle to be placed on top of hot coal (Malo, 2000). 
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stones placed onto a leaf on top of the food; the whole is wrapped in leaves, and this 

bundle is then placed on top of embers. This method is used for the cooking of root and 

tuber crops and 'mit (meat)' such as cabbages, fish, shells, and naora. Another method, 

saimamigin, is mainly used for animal foods such as fowls, pigeons, and small pigs, 

sometimes with cabbages and root and tuber crops. Several stones are placed inside of 

the animal's belly and fastened there. The anim al is placed on a layer of lif laplap along 

with cabbage and chopped up crops, hot stones are put on top of the food with a leaf 

separation, and finally the entire portion is wrapped. A similar cooking method is also 

known in Maewo, where it is called iisi and is said to be good f or cooking island cabbage 

and small amounts of ~. 

4.4. Cooking with pots 

4.4.1. Olpoi pottery and boiling techniques 

The western coast of Santo is the only region in Vanuatu where the production 

and use of pottery are documented in ethnohistoric and ethnographic accounts 

(Campbell et ai, 1873; Guiart 1956; Harrisson 1936; Kelly 1966; Mackenzie 1995; 

Markham 1904:269; Rannie 1912; Shutl er 1968,1971; Speiser 1996 [1923]; Steel 

1880:332), Speiser (1996 [1923]) notes that pot tery was made at two locations along the 

western coast of Santo at the time of his visit: Wusi in the southwest and Pespia in the 

northwest. Today, pottery production is still persistent at the village of Wusi,35 The village 

listed by Speiser as Pespia no longer exists, However, a river of the same name runs 

south of the Olpoi village, and the contemporary people of Olpoi are principally the 

35 Pottery making in Wusi and Olpoi has been recorded by M, E. Shutler, who visited Santo in 
1967 (Shutler 1968,1971), and by J,·C, Galipaud during the 1990s (Galipaud 1996b, 1996c), 
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descendant of Pespia potters. Although pottery has not been produced for many 

decades, people of Olpoi still possess the knowledge of pottery making.'" 

In Northwest Santo, pottery is called welep, meaning "the saucepan of ground." 

Olpoi pottery had been used for cooking until relatively recently. Elders in Northwest 

Santo, who are in their late 50s or older, retain memories of their childh ood when their 

mothers used to cook taro and other food in clay pots. It is also commonly said that the 

taste of food cooked in clay pots is far better than that of food boiled in metal pots. Even 

today, Olpoi pottery is known along the western coast of Santo as excellent for cooking, 

and there are some elders who are hoping to have a new pot for cooking once Olpoi 

people begin making new pots again. However, cooking with pottery is no longer 

common in the region; instead food is mostly cooked with pots purchased in stores. 

Speiser (1996 [1923):233) states that pottery was never placed directly on a fire 

due to the lack of suspension devices, but was used as a container for stone bOiling. 

This is odd, however, because a common cooking fire (towan vevela I ov) in Northwest 

Santo is equipped with three standing stones (in kin we) upon which pots with rounded 

bases can be placed. 

Four categories of "boiling" techniques (rorok) are distinguished in Olpoi, 

regardless of the kind of pot (metal or clay) used for cooking. Warere (in Nokuku 

language) or jojon (old Pespia language) refers to the boiling of starchy foods (kakae in 

Bislama) that are peeled and cut into pieces. I n another method, papa/en, starchy foods 

are boiled with their skins, which are taken off before eating. This method is often used 

for cooking small taro and bananas. A diff erent technique, la/ao (Nokuku) or sasar 

(Pespia), is used for boiling meat, fish, and vegetables. And finally there is waktos 

36 In fact, people of Olpoi village made some pottery again in 2000 and 2001, just prior to and 
during my visit. A detailed update on Olpoi pottery technology will be provided in a separate 
article. 
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(wak=dry. los=sea water). boiling of meat or fish with sea water until all the water 

evaporates. 

Vessel forms (Figure 4.9) correspond to a certain degree with the kind offoods 

processed (Table 4.4). Vessels with restricted necks are for taro (wepran) and cabbages 

(weaolol). three types with unrestricted rim pots are for cabbages and meat. and shallow 

dishes are for processing coconut milk. Such functional differentiation makes sense. 

considering the cooking process required for each food type. When cooking taro. the pot 

is generally covered with a lid employing leaves such as brao (Hibiscus liliaceus). which 

are easily accommodated with wepran. while with weaotol the narrow neck relative to 

the body size seems troublesome for putting and taking out pieces of taro. Weaotot. 

however. has a narrow orifice that is easy to place a lid over. The unrestricted orifice of 

Wepatmot. wean/an. and wepatpat. makes boiling water evaporate faster. which is 

particularly beneficial for the cooking style known as waklos. in which the water in a pot 

has to be boiled until it is all evaporated. 

Table 4.4. Olpoi style pottery variation and associated usage. 

name 

wepran 

weaot6t 

wean/an 

wepwatmot 

wepatpat 

ov 

description 

cooking pot with neck and outcurving rim 
cooking pot with narrowing neck relative to shoulder, and 
outcurving rim 
cooking pot with widening opening; two sets of handles (anlan 
= ear) attached to the lip 
cooking pot with unrestricted mouth; no handles attached 
cooking pot with unrestricted mouth; pig's tusk·like motif is 
attached around the rim; pot for the 'chief or big-men 

shallow dish 

cooking of taro 

cooking of cabbages 

cooking of meat and 
cabbages 
cooking of meat 

cooking of meat 

dish for squeezing 
coconuts 

a: Use of pottery listed here is based on interviews, rather than actual firsl-hand observation. 
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Figure 4.9 Schematic drawing of Olpoi style pottery. 
1: wepran, 2: weaotot, 3: wean/an, 4: an/an or a handle attached to wean/an, 5: patpat 
motif of wepatpat, 6: OV. 

4.4.2. Cases of co oking with pots 

4.4.2.1. Cooking with Olpoi style pottery 

Several cooking activities using pottery were observed during the field research, 

mostly demonstrating how cooking with clay pots is done, rather than as part of common 

cooking practices today. While some cooking used a pot kept by people in the village, 

several cases observed in Olpoi village used a new pot made in 2000 to avoid possible 

damage to old pots by careless handling (cases 1 through 4). 

Cases of cooking with pottery in Northwest Santo are summarized in Table 4.5. 

While cases 1 to 4 were recorded in Olpoi village during 2000 to 2001, cases 5 and 6 

were recorded in Olpoi in 1998, and cases 7 and 8 com e from the observations made in 

1998 at the villages of Hokua and Wunavae respectively. 

Case 1 provided an opportunity to see the initial treatment of new pottery to be 

used for cooking food. To test the strength of the pot, it first has to be washed with water 
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Table 4.5. Cases of cooking in Northwest Santo using Olpol style pottery. 
case food processed pottery style description 
1 maj (freshwater weanlan empty pot soaked in water is placed on fire and heated 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

fish. Gobiidae) with until a piece of dry coconut husk thrown into it starts 
teal (Polyscias burning (12 minutes); some water is poured inside the 
giltoler1 pot, followed by teal leaves (Polyscias giltoler), maj, and 

then teal again; salt and chili pepper are added at the 
same time; top of the pot is covered with a few leaves of 
brao (Hibiscus tiliaceus) and cooked for about 30 minutes 

maj (freshwater 
fish. Gobiidae) 

taro 

beef with chili 

taro leaves (pes) 

maj (freshwater 
fish, Gobiidae) 

taro 

wean/an 

wean/an 

wean/an 

wepran 

wepatmot 

wepran 

salt water and maj are put into pot, covered with brae 
leaves (Hibiscus tiliaceus); contents start to boil within 10 
minutes, then kept boiling for another 20 minutes, when 
most of the water in the pot was gone; waktos 
pot containing water is placed on fire; taro is skinned and 
cut into small pieces and put into the pot; pot is covered 
with a few leaves of brao; water starts to boil in about 10 
minutes; pot is occasionally checked to make sure that 
water is stilt in the pot; taro was cooked in an hour 
small pieces of beef and pieces of chili are put in a pot 
and placed on fire; more water and sea water is added 
after 10 minutes, and boiled for one and a half hours, until 
all water is evaporated 
leaves of taro are cut into pieces, and put into a pot with 
young leaves of naus (Spondias sythere8) and chili 
pepper (Capsicum sp.); these are boiled with water, and 
fiavoured with coconut milk and some salt (seen in Olpoi, 
1998) 
fish is boiled with teal maj (Po/yscias gilfoler1leaves; teal 
maj is a pot herb frequently used with fish (seen in Olpoi, 
1998) 
taro is peeled and cut into pieces; added with water and 
naus leaves; pot is covered with leaves of brae (seen in 
Hokua, 1998) 

island cabbage, wepran water and island cabbage is put into the pot and brought 
watercress, and to a boil; watercress, chopped up eggplant, some spring 
eggplant onion, and salt are added (seen in Wunavae', 1998) 

a: At Wunavae, pottery is called 'uro tano' as in Wusi, even though the style of pottery used was Olpoi style 
'welep'. 

and dry-heated until a few strings of coconut husk thrown into the pot catch fire, This 

process takes about 12 minutes of heating. If the pot doesn't crack at this stage, it is 

proven to be strong and can be used for cooking. Cases 1, 2, and 6 are all for the 

cooking of small freshwater fish known as maj (Gobiidae) in the manner of waktos, 

boiling with sea water (or with salt) until the water dries out. As maj is abundant in 

nearby creeks and is one of the most common foods accompanying starchy crops, this 

method of cooking is a very common practice in Northwest Santo. Polyscias leaves are 
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Figure 4.10 Food cooked in Olpoi style pottery. 
Top: The two pictures on top show waktos of maj (left) and beef with chilies (right). Note that 
water inside the pots has dried out. Bottom: Island cabbage boiled with other vegetables (left) and 
boiled taro (warere) (right). The pot used in the bottom left picture is wepran, and the other three 
are wean/an (Photo at bottom left was taken in 1998 at Wunavae, and the rest were taken in 
2000-2001 in Olpoi). 

often cooked with this freshwater fish , and thus are given the nam e teal maj. While this 

type of cooking is commonly done in metal pots, there seems to be a considerable 

difference in taste and texture of cooked maj when it is boiled in clay pots. Vessel shape 

of weanlanlwepatmot is superior for letting water evaporate and thus works well for the 

waktos method. 

Vegetables such as island cabbages, taro leaves, and watercress were boiled 

like a soup (Ialao) in two cases (5 and 8) , both employing wepran. The remaining two 
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cases involved taro cooking (warere pwet). Following the correlation between vessel 

shape and food type (Table 4.4). taro is supposed to be cooked in wepran; however, in 

case 3 wean/an was used for this purpose. This is due to the fact that wean/an was the 

only option available at that point, but it also indicates that there w as certain degree of 

flexibility in pot boiling. 

4.4.2.2. Cooking with Wusi pottery 

To supplement the limited information about cooking with pots in Northwest 

Santo, several cooking cases using Wusi pottery are presented here. Today in Wusi, 

pottery (uro lane") continues to be produced, but it is not common to cook food in it. 

Wusi people mentioned that pottery is principally used for cooking mit (as opposed to 

kakae), which includes island cabbage, naora (freshwater shrimps, Macrobrachium spp.), 

fish, pig, and fowl, while taro and yams could also be cooked in pots. However, such 

scenes are hardly ever observed, as is the case with Olpoi pottery. Contemporary Wusi 

pots are generally very small (14-28 cm in diameter and 12-18 cm in height) (Galipaud 

2006:97), which is too small to cook food for an entire family. Even Wusi people 

mentioned that the reason for manufacturing pottery is to sell their pots to tourists, not to 

use them for cooking. 

As with Olpoi style pottery, there are certain associati ons between vessel forms 

and the particular kinds of food cooked in them (Table 4.6 and Figure 4.11). As shown in 

table 13, relatively tall pots with everting rims are used for cooking crops and meat, such 

as pig and fowl meat. There is al so a variety of uro turi that is exclusively used for boiling 

island cabbages. On the other hand, shallow bowls are used for cooking small 

freshwater fish including naora and for squeezing coconut milk. Cooking of crops in pots 

37 This is a cognate of the Proto-Oceanic term 'kuron, signifying 'pottery' (Kirch 1997; Ross 1996). 
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Figure 4.11 Schematic drawing showing the vessel forms of 
Wusi pottery. 
1: UfO turi, 2: uro wari, 3: najova, 4: uro hou IUfO ja/naine veho 

is called jaja/a, while cooking of meats and cabbages are calledjalapopo and upaupae 

respectively. 

Three cooking cases were observed during my research in Vanuatu (Table 4.7), 

twice at Wusi when I visited the village briefly in 1998, and once in Port Vila when Wusi 

people performed a demonstration of pot cooking at the Second Melanesian Art Festival 

in 2002. 

In all three cases, types of food cooked with pots were mit, which consisted of 

freshwater fish, octopus, and island cabbages. I n case 1, najova seems to have 

replaced uro hou or uro jalnaine veho, as both are similar in their vessel shape. Case 2 

used a process of preheating the pot, which was also observed at Olpoi when a new pot 

was used for cooking, suggesting the existence of a similar practice. Interestingly, in 

cases 2 and 3, pots placed on the fire cracked and had to be replaced. Explanations 

given for these situations were (1) the pottery was not good (for cases 2 and 3), and (2) 

the place was probably not clean, or cooking was not done in a place where it was 

supposed to be done (for case 3, as this cooking was done in the outside yard of the 

National Museum). In fact, cracking of pots during cooking seems to be a frequent 
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occurrence with contem porary Wusi pottery, because peopl e in neighboring villages also 

are aware of its inferior durability against heat. 

Table 4.6. Wusi style pottery variation and associated usage. 
name 
uro turi 6 

uro wari 

najova 

description 
pot with globular bottom and everted rim; turi= stand up 
itself 

pot with globular bottom and everted rim; tusk-like 
handles attached to the body; pot for chiefs (big men) and 
elders; wari=pig's tusk 
shallow ellipsoidal dish with incurving rim 

use a 
cooking of taro, yams, pigs, 
and fowls; not for fish ; a 
particular deSign is used for 
island cabbage 
cooking cabbage and pig 

for grating coconut; 
occasionally for cooking; 
used as plate 

uro hou / uro shallow ellipsoidal dish with handles (hou=ears) cooking of small fish and 
jalnaine veho representing "ear of fish" naora 
a: Use of pottery listed here is based on interviews, rather than actual first-hand observation. b: This 
style is further distinguished by the decorative motifs applied to it. 

Figure 4.12 Cooking with Wusi pottery case 2. Octopus is cooked in uro turi. 
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Table 4.7. Cases of cooking using Wusi style pottery. 
case food processed pottery style description 

naora najova II naora and freshwater fish were put into a pot with 

2 

3 

(Macrobrachium water, boiled for 15 minutes; some salt added at the 
spp.) and end 
freshwater fish 
octopus 

island cabbage 

uro turi b 

uro turi 

pot was preheated; small amount of water was added, 
which started to boil instantly; octopus was thrown into 
the pot and some salt added 
water was boiled first; island cabbage was added and 
flavoured with salt; cooked for a short time (seen in 
2002 at Port Vila) 

a: Najova is a shallow bowl of ellipsoidal shape with incurving rim, approximately 15 em in diameter and 
7 em in height. b: Uro turi is a globular pot with everted rim, about 9 em in diameter and 8.5 em in height. 

4.4.3. Pottery as cooking vessels 

Although the num ber of cooking cases recorded is limited and does not represent 

active daily cooking practices, there seems to be a tendency towards associating pottery 

with the preparation of meat and vegetable foods. In both Northwest Santo and Wusi, 

pottery was principally used for cooking these food items rather than starchy crops such 

as taro and yams. This might be due to the im balance between the size of available pots 

and the amount of food that is cooked for each meal, because common cooking pots 

used for boiling taro in Northwest Santo today are much bigger than the siz e of clay pots 

in the region. However, the connection between pottery and certain food items such as 

freshwater fish like maj, naora, and green vegetables like Po/yscias leaves and taro tops 

suggests the relative importance of boiling techniques in the cooking system of 

Northwest Santo, as these are the ty pes of food most frequently used by people in the 

region, and boiling is the most common method of processing them. Varieties of boiling 

techniques used in Northwest Santo certainly contributed to the cooking system of 

Northwest Santo by providing variability in cooking styles. As will be described in detail 

in the next chapter, there is no great diversity in the kinds of dishes created by stone 

oven cooking in Northwest Santo. Typically, the island cabbages that are frequently 
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used in varieti es of 1rulli!P. made on Malo are rarely cooked in stone ovens in Northwest 

Santo. Even when Olpoi people make !l!Illi!P. for stone oven cooking, no vegetables or 

meat are used as toppings. Instead, people in Northwest Santo have chosen to utili ze 

pottery for cooking a variety of food items in different ways. 

In Northwest Santo, four different styles of bOiling methods are distinguished. 

Considering the fact that boiling tech niques are simply referred as kuk (=cook) 

employing a Bislama word used in most Vanuatu societies without pottery, such a 

detailed division of boiling techniques also indicates the relative importance of boiling in 

daily cooking activities. The existence of the specific terminology distinguishing different 

boiling methods may also suggest that in Northwest Santo cooking with pottery has been 

replaced by introduced metal pots. The terminology used for metal cooking pots (we) 

also is inherited from the term we/ep, indicating clay pots (we=pots, /ep=ground); 

whereas in most other places metal cooking pots are generally called sospen 

(=saucepan), borrowing the word in Bislama. This suggests that the cooking system in 

Northwest Santo today is principally the extension of a pre-existing structure which 

includes pottery and stone oven technology, rather than a sy stem considerably 

transformed by the introduction of metal pots. 

However, differences between clay pots and metal pots such as vessel shape, 

design, and durability would have created certain changes in cook ing strategies. The 

decline of ceramic technology and vessel quality that was recorded in early 

ethnographies (Steel 1880:32; Speiser 1996 [1923]); Harr isson 1936; Shutler 1971:82) 

probably is closely linked to the adoption of non-ceramic alternatives. More importantly, 

the shift from clay to metal vessels would have transformed the social and ideological 

representations that were probably contained in cook ing activities using clay pots. 

Descantes (2002), in his argument for the cessation of pottery on the Micronesian Island 
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of Yap where pottery was used for cooking until recently, emphasized the role of pottery 

and cooking with pots in affirming Yapese social identities and distinctions. What 

happened to Santo pottery during the 19th and 20th centur ies is probably very similar, 

even though the sociocultural background of these societies is quite different.'s People 

of Northwest Santo used to be active producers of pottery, and their pots were once 

distributed to the other regions and other islands through an exchange netw ork 

connecting wider regions of northern Vanuatu (see Figure 2.3 in chapter 2). People in 

Northwest Santo probably needed to rely on their pottery for participating in this 

exchange since they are in a marginal area of the interaction spheres. Pots with specific 

vessel forms and decorative motifs thus signaled their identity in the face of others. In 

turn, using decorated pots for cooking purposes would have reinforced who they were. 

Cooking with pots was a choice taken by the people of this region to express their 

sociocultural identity and affiliation, just like people of a particular region or island are 

represented by a particular style of stone oven cooking or a particular kind of dish such 

as ~ and nalot. Commonly expressed statements like "this is the pot my mother 

cooked taro in for me," as well as very recent prod uction of pottery as reported earlier in 

this chapter, indicate the im portance of pottery in formulating their cultural identity. 

Commonly held theories that pottery was not important in Pacific cooking 

strategies and played only a marginal role (Kirch 1997:161; Leach 1982) may be correct 

considering pottery culture disappeared in most parts of the Pacific, including Melanesia 

where pottery was locally manufactured in prehistoriC times. However, the case of 

pottery use in Northwest Santo described in thi s chapter suggests the existenc e of 

pottery as a means of processing food even though this was not the primary reason for 

,S Yap is known for its "eating class" based on castes, and pottery production was in the hands of 
people in the lower caste. This differentiation in eating was accommodated by using pottery for 
cooking. In addition, stone ovens were never known to be used among Yapese. 
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making pottery. The function of pottery is not limited to the vessels used for cooking food, 

and the demand of pottery as an exchange item in intra- and inter-regional networks 

must have encouraged the persistent production of pottery until recent times in 

Northwest Santo. However, the use of pottery as cooking vessels also contributed to the 

persistence of pottery into the 20th century, and influenced the cooking system of the 

particular grollp of people because of its sociocultural significance. 

4.5. Summary 

Cooking systems in northern Vanuatu are generally composed of simple roasting, 

bamboo cooking (mostly roasting), boiling with pots, and cooking with stones. Among 

these, stone ovens are the pr incipal method throllgh which wide varieties of dishes are 

processed. It is in this technique of "cooking with stones" that the diversity of cooking 

strategies is most clearly exemplified, and in some instances a certain amount of 

culinary elaboration is observed. The structural components as well as operational styles 

of stone ovens in northern Vanuatu as described in this chapter illustrate the 

considerable variability. This point will be examined further in the next chapter. 

If the culinary culture of northern Vanuatu is to be chara cterized by its diversity, 

another category of cooking, "cooking with pots," also becomes an important element 

that requires considerat ion. Unlike stone ovens that are basically ubiquitous and thu s 

distinguished by their stylistiC variability, the geographic distribution of pottery is limited 

to the western coast of Santo. In this case, therefore, the possession and use of clay 

pots could have marked the people of this region. Pottery has not been manufactured for 

many decades, and is hardly used for cooking today, since existing pots are very 

precious to the people of Northwest Santo. However, foods cooked in pots are familiar to 

older generations, and eating food cooked in pots probably distinguished the people of 
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Northwest Santo from others who did not possess cooking pots. Provided that cooking is 

a complex social phenomenon, certain food and cooking styles can mark a particular 

group of people. The diversity of stone oven cooking practices and varieties of dishes 

processed by different social groups undeniabl y represents the social significance of 

culinary activities. In the same manner, using pottery marked as uniquely their own 

possibly strengthened social relations and identi fication of the people in Northwest 

Santo.39 

39 A similar explanation has been made for the case of New Caledonia by Barrau (1958:71), 
saying that the use of pottery and the consumption of food cooked in pots are "matters of pride." 
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Chapter 5 

Cooking Practices in Northern Vanuatu: 

the diversity of stone oven cooking strategies 

The previous chapter described the diversity of cooking strategies in northem 

Vanuatu, by outlining the varieties of cooking methods. Among other methods, the 

various ways of using stone ovens most clearly exhibit the diversity of culinary practices. 

Stone oven cooking is certainly the principal device contributing to the richness and 

diversity of food cultures in Vanuatu. What then are the factors responsible for such 

diversity of culinary practices and, in particular, to the various styles of stone oven 

cooking practices? In this chapter, the diversity of stone oven cooking strategies is 

examined further in terms of food types and the varieties of dishes processed in ovens. 

This will lead to the identification of ecological and/or cultural processes that are 

influential in shaping stone oven cook ing strategies. 

5.1. Dishes prepared in stone ovens 

As stone ovens are geographically diverse in their structural and operational 

styles, it is reasonable to assume that the varieties of dishes prepared with stone ovens 

will also be varied. The stone oven is a cooking device which enables the creation of 

highly elaborated dishes with complex procedures of preparation. In this respect, stone 

ovens could be the source of gastronomic elaboration and diversification. A wide range 

of dishes might simply be representing the culture-specific elaboration of cooking 

practices stimulated by its social significance. However, what is prepared, how, and how 

often, may also be related to the styles of stone oven cooking technology. 
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The following sub-sections review major dishes created by using stone ovens. 

Each table below presents the list of dishes made in each geographic region. The details 

of the dish ~, however, are abbreviated and only the number of varieties is given 

here, as it will be discussed further in the next section. 

5.1.1. Northwest and West Coast Santo 

Dishes prepared on the western coast of Santo are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Information presented here com es from three villages: Olpoi in the Northwest and 

Wunavae and Tasmate on the West Coast. Wunavae is included here because people 

in this village have a slightly different migration history, and their language and culture 

are closer to Tolomako on the Big Bay side. 

In this region, the majority of dishes made in stone ovens are to a large extent 

related to the preparation of taro. The most commonly practiced methods are wavand 

jimjim, in which mostly taro, but also other crops, are baked whole, with or without skin. 

These are quite simple methods of cooking, throwing whole taro directly into the oven. 

Even when a stone oven is prepared to make laplap, several taros are often placed 

together on the fringe of the oven. Viris (Olpoi) or /ep/ep (West Coast) is a dish 

commonly made with taro, but also with other crops such as yams, wovile, taro Fiji, and 

sweet potato. In general, if they are large, tubers are skinned, cut into pieces, and 

wrapped with leaves into a large parcel. However, in Olpoi, somewhat different methods, 

such as making a hole in the tuber and filling it with coconut milk, or engraving its 

surface with a fork, are applied when taro is prepared (Table 5.1a). Karkaros is a unique 

method seen only in the Northwest. With this method of scraping out the taro's inside 

and then refilling it, taro can more easily be heated. Taro also bec omes more glutinous 

both inside and outside when cooked in this method, which gives it a softer texture. 
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Nakotkot, recorded in Wunavae, is comparable to bougna, a dish commonly made in 

New Caledonia. Although similar dishes are made in many other parts of Vanuatu, it is 

rare to see such cook ing practiced in this region. 

Table 5.1: Major dishes prepared in stone ovens in the western coast of Santo. 
a.Olpoi 
dish name 
karkaros I tevteverus 

viris 

wavmen kudn 
jimjim / worwor 

4 kinds of laplap 

b. Wunavae 
dish name 
Nakolkol 

Leplep I naviris 

jimjim 
3 kinds of laplap 

c. Ta.mate 
dish name 
Ieplep 
0101 
2 kinds of laelap 

5.1.2. Malo 

preparation 
means 'skin scratched out'; made with taro and taro Fiji; skin oftaro is taken off 
by scratching its surface with a knife or shell; taro is then halved along the long 
axis and the inside is scraped out and then put back; the two refilled halves are 
rejoined and fastened with a string from a coconut leaf; often seasoned with 
coconut milk; often cooked in pots today; taro cooks faster 
'with coconut milk'; usually made with taro; taro is skinned and a long hole is 
made from the toP. where cooked coconut cream is added; taro is then put on 
top of Heliconia leaves and seasoned again with coconut milk, and wrapped into 
a large parcel to be placed in the oven; in another style, surface of skinned taro 
is scratched with a fork instead of filled with the coconut cream; 
vins also means any kind of food (fish, shells, taro leaves, etc.) cooked !boiled 
with coconut milk 
taro or other crops are directly placed in the oven and baked with skin 
usually made with taro; taro is skinned and placed directly in the oven to be 
baked; taro cooked in this way can last longer and is often taken to travel 
see Table 5.3 in the next section 

preparation 
made with yam or taro; peeled and sliced, and then placed on top of leaves laid 
on hot stones. Some chopped up meat (pig or fowl) is added. Then food is 
covered with leaves and baked 
viris - to season with coconut milk; peeled crops are baked, seasoned with 
coconut milk: said to be very recent introduction 
taro peeled and baked in the oven 
see Table 5.3 in the next section 

preparation 
same as Wunavae; can be made with breadfruit too 
same as Wunavae's nakotkot, baked in the 'solwota style' oven 
see Table 5.3 in the next section 

On Malo, stone ovens are used almost exclusively for preparing laplap, and there 

are 12 different laplap dishes prepared with stone ovens (see Table 5.4 in the next 

section). However, stone ovens are also used for the preparation of some other dishes 

(Table 5.2). The majority of them could be considered under the category of saruhi, in 
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which root crops are peeled, wrapped into a parcel and baked. Some unique practices 

here are the preparation of mara and vosa! rabaehohi namanji. The former is the 

cooking of fermented breadfruits (mara),'o and the latter is for the preparation of fish. 

The use of breadfruit leaves for the preparation of fish should be remarked. By using 

breadfruit leaves instead of commonly used lif laplap, fish can be cooked in relatively dry 

heat, because these leaves do not retain the moisture inside the food. The result is a 

sort of dried fish, which would certainly last much longer than fish cooked in moist heat. 

The use of breadfruit leaves in a similar manner is also seen in Northwest Santo, where 

a seasonal m ass harvest of maj fry is wrapped with these leaves into bundles and baked. 

Table 5.2. Major dishes cooked in stone ovens on Malo. 
dish name 
saruhi 

sarsaruhi 
lebulabu 
virisaruhi 
lova 
vosa; rabaehohi 
namanji 
mara 

pamken busubusu 

12 kinds of laplap 

preparation 
Heficonia leaves are placed on top of hot stones, on wh ich skinned tubers are 
placed and wrapped; could be seasoned with coconut milk; any tubers can be 
used except for wild yams; can be made with breadfruit too 
tubers are cut into pieces, wrapped in leaves, and baked 
similar to saruhi, but mixed with meat 
a kind of saruhi, meat is placed in the center and coconut milk added 
a larger xersion of sarsaruhi .. - _"' ._ ---c~-,-~ 
breadfruit leaves are placed on top of hot stones, fish goes on top of them; fish is 
then covered with breadfruit leaves; breadfruit leaves are good to keep food dry 
fermented breadfruit (mara); mara is taken out of sea, and soaked in water for a 
day; squeezed and mix with much grated coconuts (7 coconuts for 1 kg of mara); 
mixture is wrapped into bundles with leaves of navenu (Macaranga spp.) or 
nanggaria (Cordy/ine fruficosa); navenu or other leaves are placed on top of hot 
stones before adding bundles of mara;m ara is covered with more leaves, and 
hot stones are placed on top. then oven is covered with Heficonia leaves 
pumpkin is peeled and the inside taken out from the top, inside is half filled with 
coconut milk, and pumpkin is baked 
see Table 5.4 

5.2. Laplap and nalot: pudding complex of Vanuatu 

Laplap and nalot, so-called "puddings' made from starchy crops, are a highlight 

of Vanuatu cuisine, and considerable cultural elabor ation is observed in their preparation 

throughout the archipelago. The former, !rullim., is made from a paste of grated raw 

'0 On Malo, fenmented breadfruit is produced by preserving the fruit in the reef below sea water. 
In general, a hole on the reef where sea water fills in during high tide is used. This technique is 
somewhat different from the underground pit preservation technique in Polynesia. 
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crops, whereas nalot is produced by pounding cooked crops on a wooden plate with a 

wooden pestle. Today the preparation of ~ is nation-wide, and many different 

varieties of ~ are made everywhere. Some kind of ~ is always sold at the local 

market in town. In contrast, the distribution of nalot is limited to the northern islands, 

such as Santo, and the Banks and Torres Islands, where finely decorated wooden 

dishes, pestles, and knives are well known (Huffman 1996a, 1996c, 1996d; Speiser 

1996 [1923]). Although these two kinds of dishes are produced by quite different 

processes, they are similar in the sense that they both possess high social value and 

thus are a critical component of feasts. In other words, they are two distinctive dishes 

upon which the different patterns of feasting and associated food values are represented. 

Laplap and nalot are both social foods, which, importantly, are mainly produced through 

the use of stone ovens. In thi s section, the diversity of ~ and nalot is outlined first. 

Then the relationshi p among specific dishes, food resources, and cook ing technologies 

will be examined. 

5.2.1. Laplap 

Laplap is a very common Bislama term for puddings in which major root crops 

are grated into a paste and then, most frequently, baked in the oven. The critical 

technological process for the preparation of !l!Jllilp is the grating of crops, and the grated 

paste itself is also called ~. The most typical image of ~ is a flat and round soft 

dish with a pudding-like texture, usually wrapped in He/iconia leaves,41 whose dimension 

is as large as the size of common stone ovens. Certain kinds of ~ are particularly 

well-known as a result of the movements of populations toward the town, as well as the 

networks of people and informations between towns and villages. Particular ingredients 

41 It is known in Bislama as lif laplap, meaning leaves for !l!P!!!o. 
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added to ~ and/or particular ways in which it is processed and presented are 

distinctive to specific islands and regions, and people are able to identify a person by 

looking at the style of ~ (Figure 5.1). While certain ~ are specific to a certain 

group, some ~ making techniques have been widespread in wider regions. 

One of the most typical examples is simbolo, which are small portions of paste wrapped 

individually with one or two leaves of island cabbage and boiled in a cook ing pot, often 

with coconut milk. This style of!ru2!im is a typical practice of the central islands such as 

Ambae, and also Malo, but is now made almost everywhere, probably because it is 

easily cooked in small quantities with pots without preparing troublesom e ovens. 

The position of ~ within the cooking system differs island by island and 

society by society. It is particularly elaborated in the islands in central to northern central 

Vanuatu, where the preparation of !ru2!im is not only central to daily culinary practice but 

also is indispensable for holding any ceremonial feasts (Figure 5.1). On the other hand, 

in the southern and northern islands, I~ is generally not of much social importance, 

but rather an addition to provide a certain varieties to existing recipes. 

Reviewing the production of ~ in several islands of Vanuatu is valuable for 

the purposes of this study for several reasons. First of all, as most ~ is baked in 

stone ovens, the exam ination of!ru2!im preparation may provide certain clues for 

evaluating the importance of stone oven cooking strategies. Second, the diversity of 

~ recipes and the em phasis on certain crops for ~ preparation may well 

indicate a given population's ecological situation and more importantly, their social and 

ideological values on food and preparation technologies. 

5.2.1.1. Northwest Santo 

In the entire western coast area of Santo, ~ is not plentiful, and indeed 
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@Jlli!Q is not a traditional dish. Most of the time @Jlli!Q is simply called ras in Olpoi, which 

basically indicates "to grate" or "grated paste," but it also means dishes prepared with 

such food pastes. There is another term, wun, corresponding to ~. However, it is 

more com mon to use ras rather than wun. 

Different kinds of @Jlli!Q are distinguished principally by which crop is used, and 

no specific names are given to the different recipes (as will be described in the following 

subsections on other islands' @Jlli!Q). Accordingly, ras veto/ is the name for @Jlli!Q 

banana, and others would be ras vi (taro Fiji), ras am (yams), ras ka/ou (wild yams), and 

ras ompi or ras maniok (cassava). The preparation method of all these ras is the same. 

Bananas or tubers are skinned and grated using the spiny fronds of natanggura 

(Metroxy/on spp.) leaves or a grater made of recycled tin materials punctured with nails. 

The resulting paste is mixed with coconut milk, and spread on top of He/iconia leaves to 

be wrapped up. The flat parcel of @Jlli!Q is placed in the oven, more stones are placed 

on top of it, and the entire oven is sealed with He/ieonia leaves, sometimes with an 

additional covering of old copra bags. In general, no other in gredients are added to such 

@Jlli!Q, which is very different from that of other islands. Although on some occasions, a 

woman may put some island cabbage on top of @Jlli!Q, such @Jlli!Q is still only called ras. 

To put it briefly, @Jlli!Qas such in Northwest Santo seems to be a relatively recent 

introduction, and there is not much elaboration seen in its prep aration. However, @Jlli!Q 

is very common today in this region as Sunday meals and as a dish for special 

occasions for the family and informal feasts. 

Natnot keriv, today more commonly known here as sim bolo, is small @Jlli!Q rolled 

individually with island cabbage and boiled (rorok), often flavoured with coconut milk. 

Sections of bamboo (pUpUl) filled with @Jlli!Q paste are either roasted on top of a fire or 

baked in the oven, both techniques said to be an old cooking method. The former, 
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natnot keriv, may be a recipe known in the region for a long time as an indigenous nam e 

is given. Assuming these are traditional cooking recipes, it is interesting to note that 

these !rullim that have indigenous terminologies are produced without using stone ovens, 

and that there is no strong correlation belw een the elaboration of !rullim and stone ovens 

here. It is only very recently that several new !rullim preparations have been practiced in 

the region, some of which are widely known in Vanuatu, some of which are more 

localized. 

The paste of wild yams is fried in a frying pan just like pancakes. This dish is 

commonly made for breakfast if the family has enough oil or grease from pig meat in the 

kitchen. Laplap wild yams or taro Fiji can also be baked in a pot, by filling a pot lined with 

leaves with the !rullim and placing it in the oven. This style is called kek (= cake), and 

coconut cream is usually added on top. Laplap paste is sometimes made into a small 

ball-shape of 5 cm or so, and boiled with coconut milk. This style is more commonly 

seen further north around Valpei and Hok ua area, and people of Olpoi do not know its 

name; so it is simply called ras. Laplap paste of cassava is sometimes wrapped into 

small bundles and baked in the oven, which is a common practice in the Banks Islands. 

Meat (beef, pork, or tin meat) is sometimes added in the middle, in a variation known as 

tuluk everywhere in Vanuatus. Occasionally, the paste of grated cassava is spread in 

multiple thin layers using !if ~ (Heliconia leaves) as a separator, and baked in the 

oven. When it is done, coconut cream boiled separately during the oven cooking is 

spread on the surface of each sheet and rolled. This dish, called ras ta rol (= rolled 

!rullim), is especially popular among young women (teenagers and those in their 20s) , 

and is usually served as a snack, rather than a meal. 

It seems likely that women of Molpoi, a small settlement to the north of Olpoi and 

affiliated with the Valpei area, but whose residents are desce ndants of Banks Islanders, 
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have a certain influence upon cooking practices of the people in Northwest Santo. Two 

women in this village are both from the Banks Islands (Vanua Lava and M otalava), and 

they often prepare Banks style dishes at home and for regional community events. In 

addition, there seem s to have been a certain conne ction between Northwest Santo 

(particularly the area of Valpei, from Molpoi to Hokua) and the Banks Islands, probably 

as a part of an extensive exchange network. An early missionary mentions the influence 

of the Banks Islands in this area, as well as the place name Vanua Lava" on Northwest 

Santo around Cape Cumberland (Speiser 1996[1923]:19). Pieces of Banks Island 

obsidian from Gaua are occasionally found on the surface in this region. There is also a 

version of a story in which a boy from the Banks Islands came to Northwest Santo with a 

lot of food. 43 

There is another kind of lrullirn. in Northwest Santo, which is, however, never 

consumed as!.mlli!Q but always made into nalot by pounding it. This lrullirn., called kij wu, 

is made only with Colocasia taro produced in the irrigated ga rdens, but it can be mixed 

with ripe breadfruit (kij wu men pek). This paste is wrapped with small or half sized 

He/iconia leaves into small bundles of roughly 15 x10 cm (called man), and either baked 

in a stone oven or boiled in a pot. W hen it is done, the contents of the bundles are 

pounded im mediately to make nalot (nakira). It should be em phasized here that this is 

the only case in which taro, the staple crop of the people in Northwest Santo, is grated 

and made into ~. In other words, taro is never consumed as common !lm!lm in this 

region. The explanation for this is that lrullirn. made with taro can cause some itchiness in 

the mouth. 

42 The area between Molpoi and Hokua is known to the people of Olpoi area as Venlav. 
43 Interestingly, this story is known among the Banks Islanders, not in Northwest Santo. Molpoi 
villagers told me a version in which the boy comes to Northwest Santo. A version told by Jif Eli 
Field Malau of Vetuboso on Vanua Lava is somewhat different, and the boy goes to Gaua. 
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Table 5.3. Varieties of ~ made on the western coast of Santo. 
a.Olpol 

name 

man kinras 

kijwu 

ras/wun 

rag (a rol 

b.Wunavae 
name 

kurikuri wuwui 
pwara 

napia 

nalalana 

ronkoralele 

c. Tasmate 

name 

pwara ( putin 

ronkoralele 

lalana 

uJul ki kina 

desc rl ptlon 

~ wrapped individually (ca. 15 xl0 em) with small !lf~; 
usually made with taro; not to be eaten as such, but pounded 
afterwards to make nalot 
.l.ru2.@Q taro mixed with other grated crops; often made with taro and 
ripe breadfruit (pek); prepared like man to make nalot 

plain laplap simply mixed with coconut milk; usually made with 
banana, yams, wild yams, taro Fiji, or maniOC, but never with water 
taro; wrapped with HeliCOnia leaves and cooked; separately 
prepared coconut milk can be added before serving 

~ manioc prepared like a sheet and rolled with coconut cream 
inside; new style of ~ popular among young females and kids 

description 

cooking 
method 
baked in the 
oven or boiled 

baked in the 
oven or boiled 

baked in the 
oven 

baked in the 
oven 

cooking 
method 

~ yam or wild yam; put into a section of bamboo and cooked roasted 

simple ~; leaves are placed on top of hot stones at first, and the baked in the 
paste is poured, seasoned with coconut milk, and wrapped; more oven 
stones are placed on top and then covered 

~ individually wrapped with small leaves; pounded later for 
nalot 
made with yams only; small portion of ~ is conically wrapped 
with leaves of namatal (Kleinhovia hospila); coconut milk is poured 
before serving 

baked in the 
oven 
baked in the 
oven (fronds of 
banana are 
placed on top of 
hot stones) 

made with banana; grated banana paste is rolled with small sections roasted 
of banana leaves 

description 

simple laolap:puti n is more commonly used, but probably a 
borrowing of the English word (pwara is an old name); 

small portions of ~ are rolled w~h leaves such as Heliconia or 
navenue (Macaranga spp.) 

made w~h yams, banana, or manioc; small !.rulli!I2 rolled with island 
cabbage; seasoned with coconut milk before serving 

~ put into a section of bamboo and roasted; uti means 'to grate' 
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cooking 
method 
baked in the 
oven 
roasted 

boiled or baked 
in the oven 
roasted 



5.2.1.2. Malo 

Laplap is called wewe in the Malo language. Laplap or wewe is the generic term 

for any grated crops, and dishes made with such pastes are given different names. 

Although !ru1..!rul. usually means a dish made of grated crops, once the food is grated, it is 

already called!ru1..!rul. (wewe). In Malo, all raw, grated root crops and banana are called 

wewe baro, and the cooked form wewe noha. 

In Malo, ~ is made with yams (dam,Oi oscorea spp.), taro Fiji (bweta,44 

Xanthosoma sagittifolium), banana (vetai,M usa spp.), wovile (Oioscorea esculenta), 

hibo (Oioscorea pentaphylla), and navia (via,A locasia machorrhiza). Many.!ru2!ml. dishes 

are made in ovens, while some are roasted in sections of bamboo or boiled in cookin g 

pots. 

There are 19 different kinds of.!ru2!ml. known in Malo (Table 5.4). Excluding two 

kinds of.!ru2!ml. made into vuvuni, as they are cooking methods rather than varieties of 

~, there are still 17 varieties. Many .!ru2!ml. are named after the way they are made or 

what they look like. Laplap with island cabbage is commonly made on Malo, and has 

seven different names" including names for three different methods of rolling simbolo. 

There is also an em phasis on yams and certain ~ (four kinds) are made exclusively 

with yams. One of them, mwatamwata or snake-~ of red yams, is particularly 

important for feasts. In most cases in Malo, ~ paste is not mixed with coconut milk 

before cooking, but fresh coconut milk is generally poured onto it at the time of serving. 

Laplap is consumed almost everyday on Malo, usually as evening meals. And as 

shown in Table 5.4, the stone oven is the major item of cooking equipment used for 

44 In Malo, both Co/ocasia taro and laro Fiji (Xanthosoma laro) are called bweta, but il generally means the 
latter, because C%casia taro is a recent introduction to Malo and only a few households are planting 
Colocasia today in dryland gardens. II is inleresling to note Ihat the tenn bweta is a variant of the word which 
means C%eBsia taro in other islands in Northern Vanuatu (Le. pwet in Northwest Santo, qet in the Banks). 
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processing it. It is thus understandable that people often refer to oven stones as "§!Qn 

blong laplap (lillllim stones)." Whenever a stone oven is used, it is ~ that is cooked. 

Table 5.4. Varieties of laplap (wewe) made In Malo. 
name description cooking method 
tivutivuhi laplap with island cabbage; means "four corners"; so called because stone ovens 

leaves and island cabbage are laid in a cross shape, and laplap is 

jara lagalaga 

weweiwake 

wewe valava1e 

kavisohon 

wewemabe 

wewe elielihi 

vorovoro 

njajalavatu 

njaravoke 

njaravoke kawahisia 

injojoi kurai 

mwatamwata 

volavolahi 

taratarawehi 

rurulaujihi 

radarada 

(vuvun duhu)a 

spread into the same shape, coconut milk poured and "four comers" 
are bent back to the center and wrapped 

laplap with island cabbage; means "fiattens" Uara) and "repeating" 
(Iagalaga); island cabbage and thin layers of laplap are layered 
repeatedly before being wrapped 

laplap made only with yams during yam planting season; the ends 
of yams are scratched off before they are planted, and only this part 
is used for making this laplap; characterized by mixed color in laplap 

laplap of yams; colored yams are laid underneath, white yams on 
top 
grated tubers put in a pot or bamboo, instead of using Heliconia 
leaves, and baked 
lap lap of namambe (Inocarpus edulis); 

laplap of strongyam (D. mummularia) and palolo worm (eli); good 
with strong yam as eli is soft 

island cabbage (Abelmoschus manihot) or other edible leaves (i.e. 
Polyscias spp.) are placed on top of laplap; no coconut milk added 

plain laplap; served with cooked coconut cream 

plain laplap; coconut milk poured over it before serving 

same as njaravoke, but two different tubers are mixed (i.e. wild 
yams and taro Fiji) 

means "a cap (injojoi) of bamboo container for carrying water 
(kurai),,; one style of laplap, small portions of which are rolled with 
island cabbage 

means "snake"; only made with yams, especially with red ones; leaf 
of natangora (sago palm) is placed in the section of bamboo so that 
laplap will be easy to take out and grated yam is put inside; used to 
be the laplap for the feast 

small portion of laplap rolled with single leaf of island cabbage 

similar to volavolahi, but using a different style of rolling; boiled and 
flavoured with coconut milk 

another style of rolling laplap with individual leaves of island 
cabbage 

rada means "to roll"; made with banana; not made very often; laplap 
is rolled with smaller leaves of Heliconia 

volavolahi or other smalilaplap rolled with cabbage, cooked in the 
style called vuvuni; hot slones are placed inside and the whole 
bundle is placed on top of coals to be roasted; old sly Ie cooking 
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stone ovens 

stone ovens 

stone ovens 

stone ovens 

baked in ovens 
for a long time 

stone ovens 

stone ovens 

stone ovens 
stone ovens 
stone ovens 

roasted in 
bamboo 

roasted in 
bamboo, or 
baked in bamboo 
in stone ovens 

boiled in pots; 
roasted in 
bamboo 
boiled in pots 

boiled in pots; 
roasted in 
bamboo 
roasted; could be 
boiled or baked 
in stone ovens 
vuvuni (hot
stones inside 
and roasted) 



Table 5.4. (Continued) Varieties of laplap (wewe) made in Malo. 
name description cooking method 
(vuvun terltenYJ. similar to vuvun duhu; but this is much bigger, and the process is vuvun; (hot-

complicated; many leaves (70-80) are laid out, @e!l!Q placed over stones inside) 
them, and then stones covered with leaves are placed on top of the 
food; this process is repeated several times; the whole is first 
covered with leaves, and fastened with many ropes by the hands of 
many people; immediately after the food is done, ropes are untied, 
and leaves removed 

a: Last two!l!!llim in parentheses are variants of volavo/ahi, taratarawehi, and rurulaujihi, but 
cooked in a different method. 

5.2.1.3. Banks and Torres Islands 

Varieties of !sJ:l.!.!m made in the Banks Islands (Vanua Lava) and Torres Islands 

(Loh) are summarized in Table 5.5. 

On Vanua Lava, l!m!l!J2. is called 10k, and 10 varieties are recorded. The 

uniqueness of!sJ:l.!.!m on Banks Islands is seen in the use of nangae (Canarium spp.), 

and 4 kinds listed below are either made of Canarium or mixed with it. Apart from the 

use of nangae, there is not much elaboration of !sJ:l.!.!m preparation on Vanua Lava. Basic 

laplap varieties here are distinguished by the use of specific ingredients to be added 

(mainly coconut milk and Canarium): plain ~ (wirmamigin), with coconut milk poured 

over it when it is done (wir). ~ mixed with coconut milk (w6rke/kel). and two varieties 

with Canarium (biliagtot and ler). Rasqiat (listed on top of the table) is the equivalent of 

kij wu or mon kin ras of Northwest Santo. This is a ~ of taro made to be processed 

as nalot and not consumed as~. However unlike people in Northwest Santo. people 

in Vanua Lava do make ~ with taro. 

In the Torres Islands.!sJ:l.!.!m is called netgov. and 6 varieties are distinguished. 

Except for netgov liyav in which ~ is roasted in bam boo, all the others are bak ed in 

the stone oven. A unique method of preparing netgov by spreading !9/lli!Q directly onto 
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the oven pit has already been described. Two varieties with Canarium or navele nuts 

(Baninglonia edulis) are distinctive to the Torres and Banks Islands. 

5.2.1.4. Ambae and Maewo 

A wide range of !l!!lli!I1. is made in Maewo as well as Ambae, in northern central 

Vanuatu. It is interesting to cite these regions because here ~ is also made with taro. 

In fact, some!ru2!.rul. (three in Ambae and three in M aewo) are specifically designed for 

processing taro as described in Table 5.6, and there is a clear distinction between ~ 

made with taro and that of other crops. On these two islands that are next to each other 

and whose culinary practice is relatively similar, it is a particular kind of ~ taro baked 

in stone ovens that is most valued for ceremonial feastings. The cultural significance of 

~ taro is particularly clear in the Maewo case, where it is almost exclusively 

connected to death rituals (gworo soso,gw oro vei, and fogo memea). While such 

sociocultural values of!l!!lli!l1. in these societies are associated with !ru2!.rul. made with 

taro, the actual variability found in ~ includes other kinds that are not necessarily 

related to the processing of taro. 
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Figure 5.1 Varieties of 
~ preparation in 
Vanuatu. 
Top: A woman from Efate, 
who is a grandmother of a 
girl in Northwest Santo, is 
demonstrating her style of 
~ cooking in Olpoi 
village. A couple of hot 
stones are placed in the 
middle of ~ banana with 
meat on top (Olpoi, 2000). 
Middle: Tivutivuhi, a style of 
~ made in Malo. Island 
cabbage leaves are placed 
in a cross shape, on which 
~ paste is spread in a 
thin layer. Shredded 
cabbage is piled at the 
center, and the four sides 
are folded onto the top to 
form a square (Malo, 2001). 
Bottom: A distinctive style of 
lap lap made only in 
Northeast Malakula. There is 
always an odd number of hot 
stones at the middle 
(Malakula, 2001). 



Table 5.5. Varieties of l!.I!!.m! made in the Banks and Torres Islands. 
a. Vanua Lava (Banks Is.) (10k) 

-----_._- --------

name description cooking method 

rasqial 

wewe 

workelkel 

wor6sa/a 

wir 

mamas 

16/6s 

biliagtot 

ler 

wirmamigin 

grated taro is wrapped in small bundles with leaves and baked to be baked in the 
pounded as nalot; not to be eaten as ~ oven 

!i!2@gindividually rolled with island cabbage; seasoned with 
coconut milk; often made with manioc 

~ is mixed with coconut milk and wrapped 

said to be a style of Maewo; small holes are made on the surface of 
~ paste spread over the leaves; cooked coconut cream is 
poured on and it is wrapped to be cooked 

coconut milk is spread on top of ~ when it is done 

nangae (Conarium spp.) is grated. covered with small leaves of 
dafama/; then covered with HeJiconia leaves 

dried nangae is grated and wrapped with island cabbage and 
covered with Heliconia leaves 

cooked dry/green nangae is spread in between two layers of ~ 
paste 

boiled or baked 
in the oven 

baked in the 
oven 
baked in the 
oven 

baked in the 
oven 
baked in the 
oven 

baked in the 
oven 

baked in the 
oven 

Wild yam is mixed with green/dry nangae and wrapped into a parcel baked in the 
oven 

plain ~ without coconut milk baked in the 
oven 

b. Loh Island (Torres Is.) (netgov) 

name 
netgov wunwun 

netgovmum 

nelgoy nel 

netgoY wotag 

netgov minahuge / 
minato I minig 

netgoy /iyav 

description cooking method 
coconut milk is poured onto it when ~ is served; made with baked in the 
yams, wild yams, taro Fiji, or ~ (D. esculenta) oven 

"dry ~'; coconut milk is mixed before cooking, and nothing is baked in the 
added when serving; made with yams, wild yams, and banana; oven 
banana (ripe and unripe) is sometimes mixed with yams or wild 
yams 

~ yam or wild yam mixed with green/dry nangae (Canarium baked in the 
spp.); nangae is grated or beaten inside of bamboo, and mixed with oven 
yam paste to be cooked 

~ with navele (Barringtonia edulis); navele nuts are grated and baked in the 
mixed with paste oven 

~ with pig (huge), fowl (to). or fish (ig) on top; when fish are baked in the 
used, they are cooked in the oven first, and the bones are taken out oven 
before using it for ~ 

~ put inside of bamboo and roasted (liyav) roasted 
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Table 5.6. VarIeties of!!l!!!/z made in Ambae and Maewo. 
a. Ambae (/ongo) 

name 

sobe 

worosala 

/ongo/isi 

longoworoqihi 

woroqihi 

worosobe 

woro/oli 

worolu/u 

woroworo 

vosmwasala 

b. Maewo (logo) 

name 
gworo 50S0 

gworo vej 

/ogomemea 

gworo sola vatu 

description 

~ with island cabbage on top and bottom layers; hot stone. are 
placed underneath and on top with the aid of lif laplap and softened 
banana stalk or trunk as a buffer, and the whole is wrapped in 
He/ironia leaves; an old style cooking method 

plain ll!ml!l2 with coconut milk on top of it; ~ for the feast; made 
with taro (C%casia or A/ocasia) 
smallll!ml!l2 rolled with island cabbage; made with banana, manioc, 
taro Fiji 

cooking 
method 

sobe; or placed 
in the oven 

baked in the 
oven 
boiled in pot 
(/ong%/oware ); 
or boiled I 
roasted in 
bamboo with 
some water 
(/ong%lobue) 

~ mixed with coconut milk; made with banana, manioc; covered roasted on lop 
with small HeJiconiB leaves of burning 

stones 
~ mixed with coconut milk; made with manioc, wild yams, or 
taro Fiji 

baked in Ihe 
oven 

~ taro wilh island cabbage on top; seasoned wilh coconul milk baked in Ihe 
before wrapping up oven 

ll!ml!l2 taro; small holes are made with stalks of Heliconia leaves on 
Ihe surface of Ihe pasle which has been spread on leaves, boiled 
coconut milk ;s poured into these holes and then it is covered to be 
baked 
good to make with taro Fiji; leaves are placed in cross shape, on 
which island cabbage and ~ is spread; sea.oned with coconul 
milk, and 4 sides are folded in to shape a square packel, which is 
wrapped up to be cooked 
~ taro, rolled with Heliconia leaves and placed inside of 
bamboo (3-4 rolls are put logether) and roasted flrsl; then ~ is 
laken oul, placed inlo anolher bamboo wilh some coconut milk, and 
cooked again 
made wilh banana only; grated banana is wrapped wilh leaves and 
baked 

('g' is velar fricalive voiced; 'g' is [ngw]; 'n' is [D]; 'b' is [mb]; 'd' is [nd]) 

description 

special ~ for a mourning feasl10 day. of the death; ~ lara 
with island cabbage or laro leaves; cabbage chopped into small 
pieces and placed on top of laplap, and coconut milk poured on top 
specialll!ml!l2 for 10 days of Ihe dead; ~ taro wilh leaves of 
lara. which are as if planled on top of~; holes are made with 
finger and folded laro leaves are placed inlo Ihem; coconul milk is 
poured inlo these holes. 
'red ~ for Ihe ceremony 30 days after a funeral; made wijh red 
taro called gweta mea; meats such as crayfish, crabs, and octopus 
are placed on lop of ~ (no meat was used in earlier times); 
seasoned with coconut milk when octopus is used 
ll!ml!l2 wijh slone-boiled coconul milk on top; made with any crops 
(manioc, banana, wild yam, taro Fiji, etc.) 
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baked in the 
oven 

baked in Ihe 
oven 

roasted in 
bamboo 

baked in Ihe 
oven 

cooking melhod 

baked in the 
oven 

baked in Ihe 
oven 

bakedinlhe 
oven 

baked in the 
oven 



Table 5.6. (Continued) Varieties of !!I!!ru!. made in Ambae and Maewo. 
b. Maewo (continued) 

name 

gosagwiri 

gworo mat/ago 

uli nweragi 

logo sarora 

tavauru 

gworo gwirigwiri 

gworo gaifari / 
gagwe ana 
logo lagwani 

gora gwani 

logo buteg; / logo 
melomelo 

logo risi 

des<:ription 

~ rolled with island cabbage; best to make with banana, but 
other crops may be used; a Ihin sheel of ~ wilh island cabbage 
on both surfaces is rolled after cooking 
~ wijh coconut milk; holes are made wilh fingers on Ihe surface 
of ~, and coconul milk is poured into them before wrapping up; 
made with any crops 
~ with island cabbage on top and bottom layers; no coconut 
milk added 
~ rolled wilh leaves of sago palm or smalilif laplap are placed 
inside of bamboo to be cooked 
~ rolled wilh island cabbage, and cooked in sections of 
bamboo, with salt water added 

~ of many thin layers of island cabbage and ~ pasle; 
coconul milk is added to each layer 
Iru1@Q with island cabbage; unlike gworo gwirigwiri there is only a 
single layer; coconut cream is added on top when it is done 
~ paste is put inlo a small basKel or container made wilh 
coconut leaves; covered with Heliconia leaves and roasted or 
boiled; made with yams, wild yams, banana, lara Fiji, bul never with 
Colocasia taro or Alocasia taro 
similar to logo lagwaiii; when it is dane, cut into smaller pieces and 
put into a dis or pot. where some coconut milk and a few hot stones 
are added to boil il 
plain ~ cooked in a section of bamboo; melomelo means 
"nothing~ as no addition~1 ingredients are used; good with banana, 
yams, wild yams, but not with taro 
only made with banana; ~ wilh island cabbage on top and 
bottom; about 2 lara leaves are placed over !illlJ!!Jl, and several hal 
slones are placed on top; then the whole is covered with Heliconia 
leaves and placed On a fireplace; ~ is done very quickly 
because it's banana 

logo gWOfO toiiwero island cabbages are chopped into small pieces and pul on lop of 
~, Ihen seasoned wilh coconut milk and salt before being 
covered; never made with wild yams or Alocasia taro 

dagowa I log; begu ~ made with begu (Pueraria lobata); Begu rools are roasted 
first, and on the following day they are peeled and taken to the river 
or water, where roots are grated, put into a basket, and soaked in 
water for collecling starch; strong laboos are associated with begu 
preparalion, as it is believed to be a food of the devil (owoe I 
lisevsev); no longer used and only the story remains 

begifogi 

lumlumu 

!illlJ!!Jl wijh meats (i.e. clamshells, octopus) or nangae (Canarium 
nuts) on top; seasoned with coconut milk 
~ with nangae kai,ai), but wilhout coconul milk 

cooking 
method 
baked in the 
oven 

baKed in the 
oven 

baked in the 
ovens 
roasted 

roasted and 
boiled in 
bamboo 
baked in the 
oven 
baked inlhe 
oven 
roasted or 
boiled 

roasted or 
boiled 

roasted in 
bamboo 

roasted 

baKed in the 
oven 

unknown 

baked in the 
oven 
baked in the 
oven 

/ogi gwotaga ~ of navele (gwotaga, Barringlonia edulis); grated navele nuts baked in the 
are wrapped with Heliconia leaves and baked oven 

logo gave ~ of crabs; crabs are cooked first and Iheir meat is taken oul of baked in the 
Ihe shell, then mixed with coconut milk and wrapped 10 be baked oven 
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5.2.2. Nalot 

While ~ is widespread in the entire archipelago of Vanuatu, distribution of 

nalot is limited to the islands in the north. It is most typically and commonly prepared in 

the Banks and Torres islands. and in Northwest Santo. It is also made occasionally in 

Malo, Maewo, and to a limited extent in Northern Malakula. 

Nalot is a Bislama word for starchy foods pounded on a wooden plate after being 

heated. The elastic paste is then flattened on a wooden plate (narova) to be served, 

often with coconut milk or other topping materials. This is another kind of "pudding." 

Noticeably different from !l!2@!1. in its preparation method, nalot is occasionally regarded 

as a substitute for ~ in the areas where!im!l!.Q is not commonly prepared, probably 

due to the similar texture attained in both dishes. Nalot is most frequently and 

importantly made with taro in the areas where taro is a major staple crop, but it is also 

typically made with breadfruit and cassava. Some other crops such as yams and some 

kinds of banana can be used as well. 

Preparation of nalot is associated with the developm ent of wooden plates and 

pounders for beating crops, and finely curved knives with elaborate designs for cutting 

the nalot. Finely curved wooden implements are known in Northwest Santo and the 

Banks and Torres Islands (Huffman 1996a, 1996c, 1996d). Elaboration of this wooden 

equipment associated with nalot also indicates the relative importance of nalot in given 

societies. In Northwest Santo, some large oblong plates of over a meter are occasionally 

decorated with surrounding pig's tusk motifs, and anthropomorphic images are typically 

seen on pounders from the Banks Islands. Today in the Banks and Torres Islands, nalot 

is cut and eaten with such knives, but they are no longer used in Northwest Santo, even 

though they are ethnographically known (Huffman 1996c:205; Speiser 1996 [1923]:plate 

22). 
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5.2.2.1. Northwest Santo 

In Northwest Santo, nalot is called nakira (generic) or ir.Nakira is made most 

frequently with taro, the most important crop of the people in the region, but also made 

with breadfruit, fe'i banana, cassava, wild yams, and yams. Ripe breadfruit is sometimes 

mixed with taro. Taro, yams, and cassava are usually grated first and cooked in the oven 

or boiled in the pot, wrapped into small bundles (mon) , Taro is also boiled whole or cut 

into pieces, and then put on the wooden plate to be pounded. Banana is boiled with the 

skin, and breadfruit is always roasted first. Breadfruit and fe'i banana (vetol sok) are both 

soft and easily pounded even by small kids. The most difficutt is taro, which is 

considered "strong," and it is usually men who pound taro, although women sometimes 

do it too. Among all of these, taro is the most preferred food item to be consumed as 

nalot, and nalot taro is also the most important social food that has to be prepared for all 

the formal feasts (Figure 5.2). 

The varieties of nalot made in the three villages of Olpoi (Northwest), Wunavae, 

and Tasmate (West Coast), are listed in Table 5.7. In comparison with other regions that 

will be described later, there is not much variety in the kind of nalot made in Northwest 

Santo. Typical nalot in Northwest Santo is presented with either fresh or stone-boiled 

coconut milk. The central part of flattened nalot is opened with the hands, and coconut 

milk is poured onto it. Occasionally a couple of hot stones are placed here to warm up 

the coconut milk inside. Such practice is seen when leftover taro is pounded the next 

morning. 
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Table 5.7. Nalot made In Northwest and West Coast Santo . 
•. Olpoi (naklm) 

name 

nskira (1) 

nakira (2) 

irpek 

ir vetol sok 

b. Wunavae (nakim) 

name 

Nap%mo/ 

Nasopa 

c. Tasmate (nakim) 

name 

vosobubu 

uli 

jiivuki 

tunwali 

p%mo/ 

description 

grated crops baked or boiled, or whole taro boiled are put on a wooden plate and 
pounded with a wooden pestle; then it is spread evenly over the plate and flattened; a 
hole in the cross-shape is made in the middle and coconut milk is poured into it; very 
large nalot with taro of this type is prepared for feasts 

prepared same as above; a couple of hot stones are heated on fire and placed in the 
hole in the middle and coconut milk is poured over it; both are called nakira in Olpoi 
nalot made with breadfruit; breadlruit is roasted and then peeled and spread on a 
plate to be pounded; prepared in the same manner as other nakira 
nalot made with te'i banana; banana is boiled in a pot with skin and then peeled and 
pounded 

description 

made with taro baked with skin in the oven; when done, it is peeled and pounded on 
wooden plate; made in the same manner as Olpoi nalot 
particularly for nalot of taro and breadfruit; pounded in the same manner, and then a 
half·cut endocarp of coconut is placed in the middle, where coconut milk is poured 
and several hot stones are thrown into it to let it boil 

description 

made only with taro; taro is boiled in a pot, and then pounded; a hole is made in the 
middle I where coconut milk is poured 
crops are grated first, wrapped, and either boiled or baked in the oven as~, then 
pounded on a wooden plate; coconut milk is poured into a hole made in the middle; 
made with taro, yams, taro Fiji, and manioc; nalot for the feast (when it is made with 
taro), but also commonly practiced 
nalot of taro mixed with ripe breadfruit; grated taro is mixed with breadfruit and baked 
in the oven, then pounded; eaten with coconut milk as mentioned above 
In this style, coconut milk placed in the middle is boiled by throwing some hot stones 
into it; made with taro, manioc, and breadfruit 
only made with taro: taro is baked in the oven, and then pounded: coconut milk 
poured in the middle; nalot for the feast, but also commonly practiced 
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Figure 5.2 Varieties of nalot 
in Northern Vanuatu . 

• Top: Pounding taro for a feast. 
Nalot taro is usually pounded 
by men (West Coast Santo, 
1998). 
Middle: A large plate of nalot 
taro presented at the wedding 
feast. Bride, groom and their 
families share a plate (Olpoi , 
2000-01). 
Bottom: Nalot manioc topped 
with boiled down coconut oil 
and residue, widely known as 
nalot makas, which is a Banks 
style of cooking. Wooden knife 
for cutting is typical of the 
Banks and Torres Islands. In 
Northwest Santo, this kind is 
only made by people of Molpoi 
(Molpoi, NW Santo, 2000-01). 



5.2.2.2. Malo 

Four kinds of nalot are known in Malo (Table 5.8). Here the variability of nalot is 

centered on the preparation of breadfruit. and three of the four variations are different 

methods of processing breadfruit rather than a difference in the cooking of nalot itself. 

Table 5.8. Varieties of nalot made in Malo. 
name 
hurl 

savisavi I duradura 

wonjawonja 

libilibi 

description 

nalot of taro Fiji. cassava, soka (fe'i banana), and yams; crops are first made into 
~ either by boiling or baking in the oven, then pounded on a wooden plate; a 
hole is made in the middle, where coconut milk is poured; several hot stones are 
put into the hole to cook the coconut milk 
nalot of breadfruit; breadfruit is first roasted; after skin and seeds are taken Qut, it is 
pounded on a plate with a young pawpaw or coconu!; a hole is made in the middle, 
where coconut mitk is poured and boiled with hot stones 
made with breadfruit; roasted breadfruit is skinned and beaten with coconut leaf 
fronds; eaten with coconut milk 
made with breadfrui!; roasted breadfruit is beaten without taking off skin; then the 
sktn is peeled and the breadfruit eaten 

The most important nalot on Malo is the breadfruit nalot of savisavi or duradura, 

in which coconut milk poured into the center of the dish is boiled with hot stones. People 

on Malo consider this nalot as representing the Malo cuisine.45 Libilibi is somewhat 

different from the rest, because in this method, a whole breadfruit is beaten, held in the 

hand, and eaten without using a wooden plate. For this reason, it might be better to 

exclude this specific dish from the category of nalot, if this category is defined as a 

pounded food principally presented on a wooden plate. Interestingly, the wooden pestle 

is not required for preparing any nalot with breadfruit, but instead young fruits of pawpaw 

or coconut are employed to pound nalo\. This certainly has to do with the nature of 

breadfruit, which becomes very tender after it is roasted. The only nalot that has to be 

pounded with a wooden pestle is huri, which is made with taro Fiji, cassava, and yams. 

Stylistically this is similar to a nalot common on the western coast of Santo. The 

45 Similar nalot is also made in Northwest Malakula, which might be an introduction from Malo. 
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difference lies in the shape of the tools. While wooden plates on the western coast of 

Santo have an oval shape, Malo plates are more rectangular, and pestles are much 

thicker and heavier, both without much decorative carving. 

5.2.2.3. Banks and Torres Islands, and M aewo 

The extensive varieties of nalot made in the Banks Islands show the highest 

elaboration of its preparation. While nalot in the other regions are lim ited to two to five 

varieties, over ten kinds of nalot are distinguished and practiced in the Bank s (Table 

5.9a). 

On Vanua Lava, taro is the most common food to be processed as nalot, but breadfruit 

and cassava are also used. However, yams are rarely used as they are considered "too 

soft to be pounded." A wide range of nalot are produced by the distinctive use of 

varieties of unique topping materials; namely, nangae (Canarium nuts, two kinds), 

navele (Barringtonia nuts, three kinds), and coconuts (eight kinds); those with Canarium 

nuts are the most valued. 

In contrast, varieties of nalot made in the Torres Islands are very limited (Table 

5.9b), and today pounding is mostly done with young coconuts. However, the way nalot 

is presented in the Torres is distinctive. Here, the edge of the nalot is made higher, and 

the nalot is filled coconut milk which is boiled by placing 7-8 heated stones into it. 

Interestingly, there is no high social value for nalot or !rullim in the Torres group. Instead, 

it is special stone oven dis hes such as nuguro and nuwuhara that have to be made for 

ceremonial feastings. 

On Maewo where ~ is socially important, nalot is also made from several 

varieties of crops such as taro, cassava, wild yams, and breadfruit, but not with yams or 
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Alocasia taro. However, the varieties of nalot made here are limited in comparison with 

the diversity of!l!rlli!P. produced in the same region. 

Table 6.9. Varieties of nalot made in the Banks and Torres Islands. 
a. Vanua Lava, Banks Islands (modified from Caillon and Malau 2002) 

name 

letJiemeren 

letiieqar 

letw6tag 

letkel 

letmatw6nowon 

letwirmamigin 

sal6k6s 
letg6vtun 

/etwetene 

letqaseg 

/etsaJsim 

letvasger 

letwirsal 

description 

nalot with dried nangae (Ganarium spp.); made with taro or breadfruit; dried nangae 
is grated, seasoned with salt water, and covered with Heliconia leaves with a hot 
stone inside, and placed on coal (geftun) or oven; cooked nangae is spread on top 
of nalot; food for children as they are soft 
nalot with green nBngae; n8ngae is skinned and beaten, then wrapped and baked 
in the oven, and then spread on top 01 nalot; made with taro and breadfruit 
nalot with navele (Barringtonia edulis); made with taro (baked) or breadfruit; navele 
is dried on top of fire for a week or more, then roasted until the surface turns black 
and nuts are taken out to be eaten with nalot 
nalot with navele and sugarcane juice; navele is grated and covered with sweet 
sugarcane juice, and then eaten with nalot 
nalot with navele; navele is grated and placed in the central hole of naiot with some 
hot stones 
fresh coconut milk is poured on top of nalot 

cooked coconut cream is spread on top of nalot 
coconut milk is cooked in Heliconia leaves, and pounded taro is added into the 
packet of coconut cream 
nalot with coconut; coconut is grated with fronds of black fern (Gyathea spp.); 
leaves of nanggaria (Cordy/ine fruticosa) are placed in the middle of nalot, where 
grated coconut is placed with a couple of hot stones and covered with Heliconia 
leaves to be cooked for ca.15 min.; then stones and leaves are taken out; made 
with taro or cassava 
"naiot like kingfisher"; made with taro (baked) and coconut; coconut milk is poured 
on softened Heliconia leaves and taste ned, and placed on top of embers to be 
cooked; coconut milk becomes like a cream, which is eaten with nalot 
naiot of taro (baked) with coconut; coconut miik is boiled in coconut shells lined on 
hot stones until it gets dark; extracted oil from coconuts is mixed with pounded taro 
and the darkened crusts of coconut are spread on top of nalot 
similar to lelsalsim, but coconut is boiled on top of fire in coconut shells or a pot 
nalot of taro or breadfruit; coconut milk is put into a special plate with a handle 
(wokorget) and boiled with some hot stones, and poured on top of nalot 

b. Loh, Torres Islands. 

name 
netalpeg 

netgovteg 

nalot makas 

description 

nalot with breadfruit; roasted breadfruit is peeled and pounded with a young fruit of 
coconut; nalot is flattened, but outside rim is made higher and the resulting 
depression filled with coconut milk, where hot stones are thrown in 
made with taro, Alocasia taro, taro Fiji, yams, wild yams; crops are made into ~ 
first, and pounded; finishing is same as above 
Bislama word that means "nalot of lees"; Banks style nalot with long-cooked coconut 
milk which turned to oil and crust; coconut crusts and oil are both put on top of nalot; 
made with various crops, and the only style in which manioc is also used 
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Table 5.10. Varielies of nalol (/otu) made in Maewo. 
name 

gwelagi 

lofU gwafagi vatu 

lotu rasagi 

lofU sala vatu 

fotu botou 

description 

grated coconut is boiled or roasted inside of bamboo, and spread on top of nalot: 
made with taro, cassava, and wild yams, but never made with yams or A/ocssia taro 
a hole is made in the middle, where cooked coconut milk, oil, and crusts are placed; 
a piece of nalol is laken and made inlo a ball wilh hands, and Ihrown into Ihe hole; 
today, this style is simply made in pols; made with taro 
pounded nalot is cut into small pieces, and sprinkled with graled coconut 

cooked coconut cream is placed on top of nalot: this style is from North Maewo; 

nalot of breadfruil; roasled breadfruil is peeled and placed on a wooden plate (tabia) 
and pounded not with a special stick, but simply with a young coconut; coconut milk 
is put inside of a half·cut endocarp of coconut and boiled with hot stones, and nalot 
is dipped into it when eating 

5.2.3. Food for l!I2.!!.e.. food for nalot 

Through detailed observation of ~ and nalot in Vanuatu, some contrasting 

outlooks of these two cooking technologies are realized. 

Laplap can be made with almost any kind of crop but it is more often associated 

with yams, wild yams, a wide variety of bananas, cassava, and taro Fiji. Yams are the 

most important of these, and !2Jllim. made of yams often possesses great social and 

ceremonial significance. This is typically seen in the case of Malo. In contrast, ~ is 

rarely made with Cofceasia taro, and in some regions taro is even avoided, al though 

@!ll2.P. taro becomes a socially important cuisine on some islands such as Maewo and 

Ambae. Generally speaking, taro is not suited for grating due to its relatively higher 

content of oxalate crystals and the firmness of the corms. Breadfruit is another kind of 

food which is never made into !2Jllim.. The physical properties of breadfruit do not allow 

grating so it cannot be processed as 1.l!I2!!m... Therefore, technically, Dioscorea species of 

yams and wild yams are best for proceSSing as!l!P!m!. because of their soft tubers, and 

their pastes attain highly smooth and elastic textures without adding any water. 

Nalot is most frequently made with taro, breadfruit, and cassava. While taro and 

breadfruit are not suitable fa r being processed into 1.l!I2!!m.., both are used to make nalot. 
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Fe'i banana is another cro p with which nalot can be made, although it has a minor 

presence among the varieties of this dish. Just like breadfruit, it is also never used for 

making lrullim.. Yams are sometimes used for nalot in Northwest Santo and the Torres 

Islands, but never in the Banks Islands. The best quality nalot is judged by its elasticity 

and firmness after being pounded. Such properties are hard to attain by pounding yams 

which are too soft. 

In this respect, lrullim. and nalot can be seen as complementary techniques 

developed in suc h ways as to transform all the major crops into various types of 

puddings. Taking taro, for instance, its firm and elastic properties are highly suited for 

pounding to create the best puddings of taro (nalot). even though taro is the hardest to 

pound and often it has to be worked by men. Breadfruit and fe'i banana have to be 

pounded as they are too soft to be grated. Yams in contrast can provide perf ect texture 

when they are grated. 

This leads to an interpretation that the development of a series of lrullim. in Malo 

cuisine, and the sociocultural significance placed on nalot in Northwest Santo and the 

Banks Islands are both closely related to the most important food resources in each 

society. In Northwest Santo, taro is the most critical food resource of the people. 

Therefore, a certain amount of elaboration in taro preparation is to be expected. The 

preparation of nalot using decorated wooden equipm ent and the very limited range of 

~ practices confirm such assumptions. The correlation between !ru2!ru2 and yams is 

clear on Malo, and the use of stone ovens on this is land also is almost exclusively 

related to the preparation of lrullim.. This correlation is further supported by considering 

the islands in central to northern central Vanuatu. where yams are culturally important 

(Bonnemaison 1996b). These regions are also the center of lrullim. culture, and the use 

and preparation of taro is not significant. In this sense, Bonnemaison's dichotomy of 
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people of yams and people of taro is almost interchangeable with people of llm!ru!. and 

people of nalot. 

5.3. Cooking styles in ecological and socio-cultural perspectives 

5.3.1. Food resources and cooking practices 

Looking at the ways in which stone ovens are used and the way !rulli!Il. and nalot 

are made, it seems likely that there is a certain connection between these food types 

and cooking practices. In Northwest Santo, as illustrated with the case of Olpoi along 

with some information from other villages, the subsistence activities of the people are 

characterized by the intensive cultivation of taro employing an irrigation technique, and 

the exploitation of wild resources along the rivers and forests. Although yams are also 

grown in swidden gardens annually, there is not much emphasis on the consumption of 

yams, or any other crops. It is taro that people like to eat everyday; as some Olpoi 

villagers say, "I don't feel right if I don't eat taro for more than a day." It is also taro that 

has to be processed and shared at feasts for maintaining social order. 

Accordingly, the culinary practice of the people in Northwest Santo centers on 

the preparation of taro. Taro is most commonly boiled in pots, peeled (warere) or left 

with skin (popalen)-this last especially for cooking small taro, because it is not so easy 

to peel the skin off of a tiny corm. Taro is also baked in the stone oven with several 

different methods. The whole taro can be thrown directly into the oven with the skin or 

peeled Uimjim). Jimjim is said to last longer than taro cooked by the other methods, 

because the water content of the tuber is reduced to the minimum by exposing the 

peeled taro directly to the hot stones. Such a method is ideal for the short term 

preservation of taro, because unlike yams. taro cannot be stored for a long time after 

harvesting and has to be cooked right away. As described in the previous section, nalot 
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making is also closely associated with the preparation of taro. Probably the only 

traditional form of!rul.!im. in this region is of taro, not as a dish for consumption but as a 

step in making nalo!. 

In contrast, cooking practice on Malo is closely linked to yams, which are 

seasonal but highly important in the subsistence sy stem of Malo. Above all, a wide range 

of!rul.!im. made on this island is related to the preparation of yams, as well as other crops 

commonly used by the people of the island such as bananas and taro Fiji. The 

production of!rul.!im. is highly elaborated, and varieties of!rul.!im. are distinguished in 

detail by specific vegetables added to it and by their particular treatment during the 

preparation and presentations. As previously mentioned, it is always some sort of!rul.!im. 

that is heated in stone ovens. Accordingly, the way stone ovens are prepared on Malo, 

they seem to be designed for cooking !rul.!im.. Small stones at the botlo m of the shallow 

pit provide a fine platform on which a wrapped, flat parcel of jgQ!rul. can be placed, with 

the additional support of the stones surrounding the pi!. T he relatively light amount of 

oven covering is probably adequate for heating !rul.!im.. These practices suggest that 

stone oven technology on Malo has developed in accordance with ~ processing. 

In fact, on Malo and many islands in the central area where ~ making is common, 

oven stones are often referred to as "jgQ!rul. stones," indicating a strong connection 

between ~ and stone oven cooking. 

However, the complexity of culinary practices is further shown by the case of 

Maewo, where people emphasize the production and consum ption of taro, but their 

culinary significance is focused on ~, especially those made with taro. Interestingly, 

jgQ!rul. taro is made only from certain varieties oftaro in Maewo, suggesting the selection 

of specific cultivars for this particular cooking purpose. There may be a general 

correlation between the particular food types and cooking methods. However, probably 
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even such common, daily activities have to be regarded as a cultural practice. The 

connection between a particular food type and varieties of cooking methods employed 

for processing is examined in the next section by taking the example of Golocasia taro. 

5.3.2. Crops and cooking methods: a case of taro processing 

Goiocasia taro, one of the most important crops in the Pacific, seems to require a 

much more careful heating process than the othe r crops. In Northwest Santo, for 

instance, taro is cooked in tightly sealed stone ovens which use a lot of leaf covering 

materials, and is never processed into 1l!l2!ru1.. as people think it would cause irritation in 

the mouth. Here a pud ding of taro could be made only by pounding it as nalot, not by 

grating it into a paste. 

Against such assumptions, however, taro is also used for making ~ in other 

islands such as Maewo and Ambae. Is this because people in these islands have 

developed a certain processing strategy to consume taro as ~, or people in 

Northwest Santo simply have not realized the fact that 1ru1!rul. could be made with taro? 

Or are certain cultivars of taro selected for different cooking purposes? 

To examine such possibilities and cooking strategies of taro as a whole, 

information on taro varieties on several isl ands where the consum ption of taro is 

important (Northwest Santo, Vanua Lava, Maewo, and Aneityum) is compiled (Table 

5.11 through Table 5.14). Although these islands and regions all emphasize the 

cultivation of taro, cooking strategies em ployed for taro processing are considerably 

different. As already described, Northwest Santo is an area known for making nalot taro 

but never making ~. On Vanua Lava in the Banks Islands, both nalot and ~ are 

made with taro, although peop Ie prefer to make nalot with taro, so ll!illi!.I1. taro is rarely 

made (Caillon 2005). Both nalot and 1ru1!rul. are made with taro on Maewo. but here the 
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sociocultural emphasis is on the preparation of !2i2!rul. taro. And on Aneityum further to 

the south, nalol is absent and!2i2!rul. is a recent introduction. 

Based on these descript ions, some details regarding cooking properties and 

preferences are extracted and sum marized in Table 5.15 and Table 5.16. The 

description of individual cultivars relies on explanations provided by informants, which 

causes certain limitations to the list. However, such information is still valuable for 

considering the relationshi p between varieties of taro and specific cooking methods. In 

Table 5.15 and Table 5.16, specific cooking technologies or occasio ns are listed in the 

left column, and numbers of cultivars which informants mentioned as good or best are 

counted. The total number here does not correspond to the total numbers of cultivars 

known in each area, because expl anation on cooking preference was not always given. 

In addition, certain cultivars that are said to be good for more than one cooking category 

are counted for each. Then certain characterizations of taro are listed. Specific 

properties mentioned include elasticity, density (which is generally described as "strong"), 

softness or hardness, size, aromatic fiavor, and colors. Elasticity of taro is often 

expressed as "Iastik ," which is one of the qualities of taro along with "strong" that is 

considered good. In the areas where taro is grown both in water and dryland (typically 

on Maewo where the dryland taro is more highly valued than the water taro), these 

agronomic conditions are sometimes referred to for distinguishing the properties of taro 

grown in the different systems. 
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Table 5.11. Taro varieties in Northwest Santo (Olpoi) in association with cooking 
properties. 
vemacular names 

alatmal 
eri 
116to wu 
irtalha 
jova 

j6wul! maewD 
ke'alol 

KG/osev 
konsul 
konsulkakar 
konWDS 
korontet 
kums6k 
malvakal 
malel 

melum/urn kej 

me/urn/urn ta ulu 

meriu 
meson i/o 
mesan rik6rik6 
mumupwet 
mwajmof 
mwarakrak 
mwafel 

mwatel kekar 
mwe 
pape'i5 
poleran 
pon jujur ki5mal 

pulalev 
pupulut 
puret 
pwetklas 

pwer lason/av 
pwetmera 

pwet metan mwat 

pwefmefon 
pwefmwajo 
pwetor 

cooking properties 
nalot 

ovens; for feast 
ovens; for feast 

warera 
warere 
warere 

ovens; for feast 

nalot 
when cooked in pot, 
this taro must be 
placed on top 
pertectfor nalol (use 
small taro) 

nalot 

nalo\ 
for feast 

could be graled; for 
feast 
warere; grated; roast 

good for any cooking 

best baked in ovens; 
also for nalot and 
warere 

description of taro (pweta) 

similar to tapemera, red taro; leaves and petioles are white 
white leaves; red taro 
white taro; white petioles 
slightly red stems 
yellow taro; elastic; leaves with some colored marks; i gat 10k 
(split corms); 
red taro; red petioles 
"woman is jealous"; black stem (male), or green stem 
(female) 
white taro; black petioles; strong; large; 
white taro; elastic; black petioles and stems 
similar to konul, but red taro; elastic 
petioles pinkish 
yellow stems; female taro corms divided; elastic; large 
similar to konwus, but tuber more elastic 
good taro with nice smell; elastic; white taro 
white taro; very soft; petioles bluish 

stems reddish-black; easily gets rotten underground 

strong taro like me/um/um; can be left underground for a long 
time 
similar to kumsok. red taro; large taro 
red petioles; white taro; corms divided; strong; 
corms divided; petioles purple 
wilh nice smell 
black petioles; large taro 
taro with many inside colors (red, yellow, white, green, etc.) 
large taro; very soft; black petioles; white taro; taro wilh 
legend 
similar to mWBte/, but tuber is red; strong taro 
petioles white and small 
black pelioles; white taro; long and strong 
similar to pan jUjUf kamal, taro with nice smell 
tuber is very dark (black); red petioles; taro with best smell 

similar to ma/vaka/, but has corms divided like korontet 
red taro 
petioles similar to wuanmwa, but corms divided; large taro 
"~(glass) taro"; shines like glass when cooked; new kind 
of taro brought from Penaoru; originally from Maewo (not 
many in Olpoi) 
similar to pwet vi; blue petioles; multi~cormed 
taro of namarae (eels); red stems with green petioles; white 
taro 
"eye of a snake"; red taro; large; leaves look like snakes 
being there 
tuber is very red like a kind of yam called meton; 
white leaves and petioles; red taro; large and long taro 
red stems; color o!tuber is very red 
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Table 5.11. (Continued) Taro varieties in Northwest Santo (Olpol) in association with 
cooking properties. 
vernacular names cooking properties description of taro (pweta) 

pwef pulaa mejeul warere; ovens 
pwet sun; tawol 
pwet towun toBl warore and others 
pwe! vi ovens, for feast 
pwet vi 16k popalen 

tapemera 

t6pun kuri 

vevanvi 
vavan ev 

werkase 
wei 
wold/ok 
w6nw6n 
worwor warere 
w6waenpek 
wuanmwa 

similar to ma/vakal; white petioles; large; strong taro 
taro with legend 
red petioles; red taro; strong 
green petioles and stems; black tuber; large 
white taro; leaves can collect water like dish; small taro 
red 

very , 
used to be eaten with man; 
"washes itself'; not much soil attached when taken from 
ground 
petioles green and white; similar to ke'a/ol 
planted by an old man who found it underneath a whitewood 
tree (ev); everything is black; large taro 
red pelioles; blue leaves; red laro; very large \aro 
red petioles 
similar to wol, but tuber is large and long 
stems with red lines 
whoe like malvakal; white pelioles; strong taro 
tuber similar to maJvakal, but bears many small taro around it 
with many different colors 

Table 5.12. Taro varieties in Vanua Lava, Banks Islands In association with cooking 
properties (data extracted from Caillon and Malau 2002). 
vernacular name cooking properties description of taro (qiat) 
dinvenqiat nalot new taro; white bottom and light green top; strong corm 
(Ianlar) lamkOr ~ black stem; changed from lanlar malgias to darker color 
lanlar (ma/gias) ~ new taro; purple with light green top stem; soft taro; one of the 

biggest tubers 
mako roast 

(mare) wasalav roast 

(mare) wasalav mame roast 
qialg6! roast 
qialmin 16kreg nalot 

giatmin lokrag mame 
(Ill) lenman laplap 
rov 

sestan 

siritimiat roast 

red bottom and green top stem; custom taro; men who 
stepped into the 1st step (salgor) of soq (grade system) have 
to eat for 100 days 
"eel to grow tall"; white bottom and light brown top stem; light 
black petiole-leaf junction; dry corm; very soft; large 
red stem, white corm; belongs to Mare family 
dry taro; light green stem; leaves are weak 
strong taro; dark brown stems with light green stripes 
strong taro; red stem 
soft corm; green stem with white or yellow stripes 
strong taro; white stem with a red mark under Ihe leaf; red 
veins underneath the leaf; good taste 
soli and big corm; talilighl green stem wrth Illd slripes; grows 
only on mat (swamp) or need custom leaves to grow on qeJ 
(irrigated paddy field); taro of competition 
dry corm; exolic taro brought from Ureparapara in 1960s; 
small, dark red stem; black petiole-leaf junction; red corm 
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Table 5.12. (Continued) Taro varieties in Vanua Lava, Banks Islands in association with 
cooking properties (data extracted from Caillon and Malau 2002). 
vernacular name cooking properties description oflara (qiat) 

tawesqeqel nalot white bottom and top; red stem; new taro 
titiritowetam Toast green stem with bottom brown stripes; new taro found in a qel 

in late 90s; 
tortor 

vinm6t61 

wakata 

warnal 

wa santo 

wa santo marne 

wederebifiag 

wove 

wotliev 

roast 

roast 

W2@ll 

W2@ll 

W2@ll 

W2@ll 

roast 

W2@ll 

W2@ll 

custom taro; red bottom and green top stem; eaten by those 
who passed selgor (1st step of grades) have to eat roasted 
for 100 days 
"thick skin"; black stem; said to be the first taro in Vetuboso; 
dry corm; taro with thick skin easy to peel; easy to grow; 
strong; good taste 
tall red stem with bottom white stripes; white and soft corm; 
exotic taro brought back from Gaua in 1960s 
"falcon (or one man's name)"; soft corm; exists in two fanns; 
female wMe bottom with red top stem; male with purple stem, 
black petiole-leaf junction 
soft corm; white stem; one of the biggest tubers; brought back 
from Santo in 19408 
white stem with a red petiole-corm junction; wihite corm with 
red fibers; brought back from Santo in 1940s with we sanlo 
dry corm; dark white stem with red stripes; elongated corm; 
easy to grow 
soft and yellow corm; black stem with wihite stripes; new taro 
found by wove in qel after burning weeds 
soft. wihite corm; tall purple stem; one of the biggest tubers; 
new taro "born out of fire" 

Table 5.13. Taro varieties in Maewo in association with cooking properties. 
vernacular name cooking properties description oflara (waga) 
bagarerega nalot yellow taro; strong 

baitoralbuleturi 

bigit; 
buldegtari 
bulfellna 

bulmalori 

bul manuware 

bulokastin 

bulrongali 

bulruben 

bul tamalgai 

gadanatnamaeto 

gweta mea 

gweltala 

!ru21.rul, ovens, etc. good taro; big; recently introduced from S. Maewo; now 
commonly used for feast because of their big size. 

ovens biggest taro; water and dryland 
all cooking dryland taro 
boil, ovens, nalot. not taro discovered by Felina in 19705: red taro; nice color when 
good for ~ it is baked or boiled 

ovens; roast; W2@ll, called 'klas taro' as surface is shiny when cooked; new taro 
boil found in Maewo 

could be eaten, but 'taro we i singaot kakae' (manu=birds, ware-sing out); 
people do not eat as exclusively used for garden magic of first taro planting; first 
it is not planted as taro to be planted 10 the garden (weUdry); 
food 
boil, nalot, roast 

best for W2@ll 

nalot 

roast 

red hand; taro black when cooked 

grows in 6 months wihen planted on dryland. quicker than 
other kinds; corm grows above ground 
black taro; found and owned by Ruben 

wihile taro; wihite hand; quick to grow (3-6 months in dryland) 

small ones are used for laplap; bigger ones are no good 
because laplap becomes too soft 
red laro; red W2@ll is made with this taro for the rilual after 30 
days of the dead (logo memea) 
white taro; some has white hand, some green; dryland or 
wetland; old taro variely; good taste; nol too soft; This is used 
for the laplap for the 50 days' ceremony of the dead 
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Table 5.13. (Continued) Taro varieties in Maewo in association with cooking properties. 
vernacular name cooking properties description of taro (waga) 
gandanatna ~ water taro 

lotugaigwatu nalot; ~ black taro; when it is mixed with other taro, all turn black; 
elastic; gwatu= name of a high chief who achieved the 
highest grade 

rna/ori 

010010 bulrogali 

rasgwogo 

tura 

furague 

weialu 

weivires 

bestfor~ 

~ 
roast 

~ 
ovens 

nalot 

grows in 6 months when planted in dry ground and quicker 
than the other kinds; corms grow above ground; top taro for 
laplap; soft taro; whtte, easy to grate; runner grows well in 
water garden but not in dryland 

small taro with smooth surface; smooth taro; includes t. bul 
tamarai,!. vatali,t. maeto,t. buliraisona, t.res 
water taro 

good taro with good taste; tastes better than any other taro; 
strong; dry land only; an old variety (taro blong bifo); can be 
boiled as well. 
yellow taro; strong; can be boiled too; roasted first to make 
nalot 

Table 5.14. Taro varieties in Aneityum in association with cooking properties. 
vernacular name cooking properties description of taro (/ntal) 

sekennemwantao roast water/dry; good taro 
inamesei roast dryland only 
piap 

taufacupe 

intalapin 
incujom 
intal atimi 
intalwonga 

inpa aji 
nampwavera 

intal jtunwei 

intal esnan naiyou 
ninya 

nisec 

nisjintal 

ovens; for 
nesjica/awo cookins 

ovens (with skin) 
any cooking 

laplap (cooked only 
one time in oven 
while others twice) 
ovens 
ovens 

ovens 

only eaten within the 
household; never 
given to a guest 
taro for noput 
cooking 

big, ceremonial taro; water only 

similar to piap; only used for ceremony; green color; water 
only 
taro can rest in water for 2·3 years; 
water and dryland 
pikinini taro; its flower used as medicine for sick children 
dayland/water 

taro grows wild in swamp; clean the area to let it grow well; 
taro with pikinini (conmels); only kind of taro that is not 
planted; 
mainly for leaves to collect water with; shape of the leaves is 
like a cup or plate; water only 
many colors inside; only for dryland 
black taro; dryland only; eaten with shellfish; no good for 
boiling because its black color spoils color of other taro 
cooked together 
taboo taro: water/dryland; devil is making walking stick with 
this taro 
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5,3,2,1, Taro for nalot 

Taro varieties good for making nalot are distinguished among peoples in 

Northwest Santo, Vanua Lava, and M aewo, In Northwest Santo, nalot taro is described 

as "Iastik" (elastic) and "strong," which is similar in Vanua Lava where all nalot taro are 

described as "strong," Elasticity also corresponds to the ideal quality of nalot itself, 

Although not so significant in numbers, these properties are mentioned almost 

exclusively for nalot taro on Maewo as well. It is also interesting to note that in Northwest 

Santo, the aromatic smell of a certain variety is also listed for nalot. While there is no 

specific preference in the color of the corms in Northwest Santo, red taro is commonly 

selected (3 out of 6) in Maewo, at least one of which is for its color. The fact that red taro 

is generally considered harder than white taro might also be a reason that red taro is 

more often pounded. 

5.3.2.2. Taro for ~ 

In contrast with the selection of taro for its elastiCity and/or firmness for making 

nalot, softness of the corms becomes an important factor for ~ making, and this 

factor is most clearly expressed in the choice of taro cultivars in Vanua Lava. This 

preference makes sense because softer tubers are easier to grate. It has been noted on 

Vanua Lava that soft cultivars and those high in water content are sough t for making 

laplap to avoid irritation or itchiness (Caillon and Lanouguere-Bruneau 2005). Thi s 

statement is in fact supportive of the almost complete avoidance of ~ taro in 

Northwest Santo. However, people in Northwest Santo believe that ~ could be 

made with dryland taro. On Maewo, where intensive taro irrigation is pra cticed, taro is 

also cultivated in dryland gardens, and dry land varieties of taro are more highly valued 

than those grown in water. It is these dryland varieties that are more commonly selected 
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for ~ preparations. 

There is also a tendency to avoid red or dark taro for ~, although there is an 

exception recorded in Northwest Santo and Maewo. The Maewo case is of a special red 

~ for the ceremony of the 30 days of the deceased. In M aewo, it was explained that 

the red taro is stronger than the white taro, and that it could cause some itchiness on the 

hands. People there also believe that the red taro and white taro should not be mixed for 

~, because such ~ can cause irritation in the mouth. 46 It seems that, generally 

speaking, softer, white taro is not only easier to grate, but also more easily heat-

processed than the red varieties. 

The size of corms, which is typically noted in Vanua Lava, also seems to be a 

positive factor for laplap, in this case with larger corms being preferable. This is probably 

because larger taro is more difficult to bake directly in stone ovens, and this is 

particularly the case when an oven is relatively smail and fixed, with a pit structure which 

restricts the space available for cooking. In contrast, on other islands such as Santo, 

Maewo, and Aneityum, large size of corms is a positive factor noted for baking in stone 

ovens. 

5.3.2.3. Taro for oven baking and roasting 

Taro varieties suitable to be baked in stone ovens are considered "strong" in 

Northwest Santo. On Vanua Lava, no specif ic varieties are listed for oven baking, but 

this method is considered to make all taro good (Caillon pers.com .). On the other hand, 

on the Banks Islands, dryness of the corms is emphasized. These two characterizations 

probably go along because higher water content in the tuber s makes it softer. Therefore 

in Vanua Lava, taro grown in the system of qe/aqe/, in which a cycle of watered and dry 

46 This might be due to the different heating requirements between red and white varieties. 
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periods is repeated dur ing the cultivation, are considered much better in quality 

compared to taro grown in the simple riverside flooding systems. On the other hand, in 

Northwest Santo, where all taro gard ens are irrigated pondfields, such properties of taro 

are often found in those with larger corms. In Northwest Santo, 4 out of 6 varieties are 

red or dark colored taro, which is a factor also listed in the other regions, even though 

the number of varieties itself is not so significant. Considering this factor, which is also 

indicative of the hardness of the corms, it could be expected that hard or "strong" tubers 

are suited to be processed in stone ovens. 

5.3.2.4. Taro for boiling 

As a result of the spread of metal cooking pots, taro is more frequently boiled 

than processed by other methods, and almost any variety of taro can be boiled. Some 

varieties, however, are used with some caution. For instance, ma/e/ in Santo is too soft 

to boil so this variety has to be placed on the top layer of the pot; /otugai{jwatu on 

Maewo or ninya on Aneityum is considered no good, because its dark color can spoil the 

color of other taro cooked with it. 

Many varieties of taro are preferred for boiling in Northwest Santo. The majority 

of them are "strong" or firm taro varieties, and the elasticity, smell, and large size of 

corms are also qualities mentioned for the preferred taro. At the same time, corms of 

very small size are also selected for popa/en, the boiling of unpeeled taro. This is 

principally because peeling the skin of taro is more troublesome with smaller corms. 

Although no taro is qualified best for boiling in the Banks Islands, Caillon (2005) notes 

that certain cultivars are preferred for boiling because of their firm consistency and good 

smell or taste. 
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5.3.2.5. Technologies of taro preparation and the cUltural schem e 

Generally speaking, the quality of taro is attributed to its elasticity, firmness, and 

smell or taste. Such properties are typically found in taro varieties that are suited for 

stone oven baking, boiling, and nalot. All of these cooking techniques in som e way 

enhance certain qualities of taro. Baking with stone ovens enables thoroug h heating of 

firm and often large chunks of corms. Taro cooked in the oven remains relatively dry, 

which keeps taro firm and preserves it longer. Cooking taro in pots makes taro modestly 

soft, but with fine elasticity. And in nalot, the elasticity of taro is maximized by pounding. 

The major property of taro selected for ~ on the other hand, is its softness, 

which at least in Santo and Vanua Lava does not represent a quality of good taro. As 

already mentioned in the previous section, it is not a com mon practice to make ~ 

with taro in these islands. The situation is same in Aneityum, and it is said that ~ 

taro has to be baked twice in the oven. Considering this evidence, it is particularly 

interesting that on M aewo, ~ is made from many varieties of taro, and is also 

important for ceremonial purposes. Part of the reason for this would be the growing 

conditions of taro on Maewo, allowing the harvesting of varieties lower in calcium oxalate 

content. On M aewo, both wet and dryland taro are used for ~, although some 

varieties that grow faster on dry land are noted for this purpose. Although there is no 

clear evidence, it is quite possible that people of Maewo are selecting cultivars that are 

less irritating to the mouth for the purpose of utilizing them for ~, primarily because 

of their cultural value. The diversity of ~ produced in this island (see Table 5.6) and 

the social importance of certain ~ made with taro suggest that M aewo belongs to 

the "culture of ~" like Malo. It is due to such CUltural schemes or social factors that 

people of Maewo engage themselves so intensively in the preparation of ~ utilizing 

their social crop of taro, whose corms are not always ideal for such processing strategies. 
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Here, the culi nary practice is integrated with the social value of the people. 

Cases exam ined here de monstrate that there is a clear correlation betw een food 

types and cooking strategies employed for processing them. At the same time, cultural 

factors affecting cooking strategies are also observed in the Maewo case. In this 

particular case, it seem that the cUltural needs of ~ are even encouraging the 

selection of particular varieties of taro. Similar tendencies in cooking practices affecting 

the selection of cultivars are noted on Vanua Lava as well (Caillon and Lanouguere

Bruneau 2005). People choose certain cook ing strategies to meet the requirem ents of 

certain food varieties that are available and particularly important for them. However, 

cultural values on particular foods or cooking practices also become an important factor 

and in some cases, would actively contribute to the selection of particular cultivars that 

may fit better into existi ng culinary schemes. 
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Table 5.15. Cooking methods and descriptive characteristics of taro cultivars from selected regioo$ of taro cultivation 1 (Northwest 
Santo and Vanua Lava). 

A,Northwest Santo (OlpOI) 
deacr1pUon 01' corms ...... , 

cooldng .of 
other properties 

methodldlah cultlvar& elastic strong .oft '''' " ... amall smell "" yellow whO. /10". , .... 
",101 9 , 2 1 3 , cams diloided (3) 

oven 6 1 3 2 4 1 corms (jloided (1) 

boll 1 (warere) 8 2 6 3 4 
boll 2 (popalen) 

Iaplap or grated 2 

ron' 2 
taro for feast 6 , 2 camsdi"';decl(1) 

B, Vanua lava, Banks Is. 

descr1ptlon of corms colour 
cooking .of 

"" other properties 
methodldlsh cultlVara. elastic strong .oft '''' " ... small smell yellow whO. 

/IoOg kIa'" 
nalot 5 5 
rooot 9 1 5 2 thiQ; skin (1) 

laplap 10 8 4 2 white wi red fiber (1) 

taro for feast (nata taro) 

., Vanua Lava data is extracted from Caiilon and Malau 2002. 
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Table 5.16. Cooking methods and descriptive characteristics of taro cultlvars from selected regions of taro cultivation 2 (Maewo and 
Aneityum). 

C. Maewc 

• of 
descr1ptlon of corms colour 

cooldng 
other propertiea 

method/dish cultlvara elastic .. ..,ng "'" dO' 
I .... small amull 

red 
yellow whn. 

floni Id ... 

nalot • 3 2 nice coIrur (1) .,,. • 2 dry (2), water/dry (1), nice cola (1), shilli (1 j, !rlClent CIlgin 
(1) 

boll 5 dry (1), nice cola (1), shiny (1) 

laplap 13 2 water (2), water/dry (1), dry (1), grON In 6 marths on drylend 
(2), shiny (1), MCieni trigin (1) 

roast 4 shiny (1), dry (1), f¥ON in3-6 months In drylend (1), smoolh 
surface (1) 

taro for feast 2 endent onQln (1) 

D, Aneit~um 

•• f 
description of corma colour 

cooking 
other propertleti 

method/dish culttvara elutlc:: _no ... dO' 
large 

small ameli 
red 

yellow white 
Iiong Idark 

.,on • 1 1 water (1), dry (1), waer/dry (1), ....... Id in sWaTlps (1), rest in 
wmerfa2-3yr$ (1) 

lapilip dry1lrnfawmer(1) 

rooot 3 wmer/dry (2), dry (1) 

~ Information for Maewo and Aneityum is collected in collaboration with S, Caillon. 
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5.4. Stone oven cooking in sociocultural perspective 

So far in this chapter, the general characteristics of stone ovens and the major 

cooking methods associated with ovens have been described. The discussion was 

expanded to the exam ination of 12l2!.l!l! and nalot, the two most important dishes made in 

Vanuatu, whose preparation typically requires heat treatment by stone ovens. There is a 

certain connection between particular food types and specific cooking strategies, and 

cooking strategies for stone ovens are no exception. It has also been noted that cultural 

values regarding certain foods or dishes could have considerable impact in shaping 

cooking design. Here, I would like to return to Northwest Santo to evaluate two styles of 

stone ovens that seem to have no clear functional differences. 

5.4.1. Solwota and bush ovens in Northwest Santo 

The co-existence of two operational sty les of stone ovens in Northwest Santo is 

an interesting phenom enon, particularly because practically speaking there is no explicit 

functional difference, while in other islands stylistic variability is clearly correlated with 

functional differentiation. The therrnal effect of the bottom stones on the solwota style 

ovens will be presented in chapter 6, but the general explanations provided by villagers 

for selecting the different styles can be summarized in the following two points: (1) 

solwota style oven is good for making ~, because stones are arranged nicely at the 

bottom, making it easy to place large and flat ~ on top, and (2) bush style oven is 

good for taro, because this style can heat up all the stones very hot, which is important 

in cooking taro. However, in actual practice, these two styles are almost mutually 

interchangeable. 

The actual use pattern of these two styles of stone oven operation is sum marized 

in Table 5.17. The most common food cooked in the cases listed here are cassava 
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~ and whole taro baking, the latter of which (pwet wav) is the most typical stone 

oven cooking practice among the people in Northwest Santo. Following the conceptual 

basis mentioned earlier, taro should be cooked in the bush style ovens. However, coast 

style ovens are employed almost twice as much in total as bush style ovens for the 

cooking of whole taro. Even when looking at the practices of each individual, both styles 

are used almost equally, except for a woman in her 50s who used bush style ovens 

more frequently. 

Cooking of ~ examined here totaled 35 cases in solwota ovens and 19 in 

bush ovens (excluding taro ~ for nalot) . Although solwota style ovens are more 

commonly selected for the preparation of ~, it is interesting to note that cassava 

Table 5.17. Use of bush and solwota style ovens by selected individuals in Northwest 
Santo. 

Individual" style # of ~ parcel~ whole (wav etc.) 
others 

ovens cassava wildyam yam banana taro fi ji laro· taro taro banana 

A (F20) 
bush 1 
soiwota 10 8 

B (F20) 
bush 2 1 
solwota 3 2 1 

C (F20) 
bush 3 2 
solwota 3 1 2 

o (F30) 
bush 5 3 2 
solwota 12 3 3 2 4 

E (F30) 
bush 2 1 napwan(1) 
solwota 1 

F (F40) 
bush 0 
solwota 6 1 3 3 

G (F50) 
bush 14 4 1 2 2 4 
soiwota 6 2 1 1 1 

H (F50) 
bush 3 1 2 
soiwota 5 3 2 

I (F50) 
bush 5 1 2 
solwota 0 

others bush 3 2 
solwota 10 3 5 

totald bush 38 12 0 0 5 2 3 5 12 1 1 
solwota 56 9 9 1 9 7 6 2 20 0 0 

a: First column indicates gender (F) and age ranges of individuals; b: Laplap for nalot; c: "Parcel" indicates wrapped dishes other than 
laplap, most typically viris; d: Total number of ovens does not correspond to the total of dishes because multiple dishes can be cooked in 
the same operation. 
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!rulli!Q. is more often made with bush style ovens, and this choice is made by multiple 

individuals across generations. This is probably because cassava ~ that is slightly 

overcooked, with the surface burned to attain a crispy texture, is favored by people. In 

other words, this case points to the preference of bush ovens for attaining higher 

cooking temperatures. There also seems to be a tendency to employ bush style ovens 

for cases of food parcel cook ing such as viris pwe/, although the actual cases cited here 

are not so great in number. Considering all of these cases are of taro cooking and bush 

style is used by many individuals, it is possible to speculate that there is a preference for 

bush ovens over solwota style in preparing taro dishes. 

A close look at individual practices of stone oven operations does indicate the 

existence of underlying principles that distinguish these two styles of oven cooking. 

However, the differential utilization of these two styles may also be a generational 

preference. Typically, young women tend to use solwota style more often, whereas 

those over 50 years old regularly use bush style. 

Taking into account the fact that the solwota style oven technique and !sR@Q 

dishes are both introduced to the region from outside, it is possible to assum e that they 

are indeed closely related, even though actual practice does not explicitly display such 

correlation. In other regions and islands described earlier, where the preparation of 

~ is highly elaborated, stone ovens have perm anent or semi-permanent structures 

such as pits or shallow depressions, pit-surrounding stone al ignments, and stones paved 

on the bottom of the structure. This last element could be seen as an equivalent or 

substitute of bottom stones used in solwota style ovens. The common saying of the 

people that the solwota style oven is good to make ~ thus makes sense. The 

reason that this new practice became widespread in Northwest Santo is principally 

because there is only a subtle difference in its operation. In other words, this new 
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technique could eas ily be added to existing stone oven cooking technology without 

noticeably transforming it. As !rullim. making becomes more and more popular, solwota 

style ovens may eventually become dominant and bush style ovens may disappear. 

However, this solwota style still functions as a means of processing taro, the most 

important crop of the people. 

People are generally persistent in preserving their own cooking styles, and tend 

to reject changing their cook ing styles by accepting new food and dishes (Lyons and 

D'Andrea 2003). Nonetheless, certain new food items or dishes are much more easily 

accepted if they can be processed by existing cooking technology without changing it 

(Leach 1999). The introduction of !i!Jlli!Q to Northwest Sanlo, in this respect, was 

successful because it did not require any fundamental changes to the existing 

operational style of stone ovens, other than adding an additional step at the very 

beginning of the operation. Cooking technology is to a certain extent circum scribed by 

decision making processes that are cultural. This point may become particularly 

important in cons idering changes in cooking strategies. 

5.4.2. Social contexts of stone oven cooking 

Systems of grade taking, or graded societies, characterize the sociopolitical 

organization of northern Vanuatu. An important aspect related to the grade system in 

terms of food habits is the concept of "tambu faea" (taboo fire), a fireplace for high status 

individuals, the use of which is forbidden to others. Those who have achieved a very 

high rank are often metaphorically described as "tambu faea" as well. Correspondingly, 

food cooked in such a fireplace is taboo for others, and those of high rank need to cook 
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foods in their own fireplace" On Malo, sumbue (grade system) principally consisted of 

16 ranks, although such practice is almost outdated today. Interestingly enough, all 

ranks are named according to the specific hearth or stone oven pit (buru), indicating a 

"taboo fire" associated with each rank: for example, buru duhu (the lowest rank), buru 

maranda (second rank), buru moli (tenth rank), and buru vahasangavulu (16th rank). 

The symbolic place of stone oven cooking pits in the grade system of Malo is also 

represented in the design of circular holes carved on the han dies of wooden knives, and 

similar expression is also seen in the design of knives used in the Banks Islands 

(Huffman 1996c). Certain cooking practices are especially associated with grade taking 

ceremonies, which generally involve the killing of pigs, and particular kinds of elaborated 

dishes such as !.ru2!.ru1. and nalot also play an important role in signifying social relations 

and differentiations among the people involved. Stone oven cooking, in such a 

sociopolitical context, is not only a means of processing food for actual consumption, but 

is also a symbolic device whereby the status of certain individuals is established and 

social relations between individuals are reconfirmed, typically through the preparation 

and consumption of special dishes that can be seen as prestige foods'· 

The diversity of stone oven cooking practices can to a certain extent be 

understood in relation to the par ticular food types that are important to particul ar groups 

of people. Typically, stone oven cooking practices in Northwest Santo are largely 

designed for processing taro, the staple crop of the people. Due to this em phasis, there 

has been no elaboration in the processing of other food types such as yams. In contrast, 

Malo people possess a wide range of dishes in the form of!.ru2!.ru1., which certainly 

47 An example observed by myself was on Malo, when an old man in traditional clothing attended 
a ceremony. While most partiCipants received bundles of food including yams and pieces of beef, 
he was presented with a live fowl. It was taboo for him to touch meat killed by others, so that he 
needed to kill that fowl himself. 
4. This has the sense of prestige or lUXUry foods, but also, according to Leach (2003), staple 
foods which can also gain the status of lUXUry foods through labor-intensive processing. 
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constitutes a central part of Malo cuisine, emphasizing the consumption of yams, the 

greater part of which is related to the use of stone ovens. However, looking at the other 

islands such as Maewo in the eastern part of northern Vanuatu, and the Banks and 

Torres Island groups in the further north, it becomes clear that cultural em phasis on 

particular cooking methods stems from factors other than ecological relations of people 

to particular environm ental settings. 

Varieties of culinary specialization as typically seen in the practice of producing 

particular kinds of sophisticated dishes such as 1.l!Illi!Q and nalot, as well as specialized 

methods of stone oven cooking processes, are more likely the product of the negotiation 

of a given group of people in thei r sociocultural spheres, trying to establish thei r position 

relative to the neighboring social groups through assimilation or differentiation in food 

technology. Certain cooking technologies, such as a particular way of making stone 

ovens, and certain outcomes of cooking, such as special dishes, represent the cultural 

identity of a certain group of people, whether these practices are done intentionally or 

unconsciously. In many parts of northern Vanuatu where extensive networks of inter

group interaction are ethnographical! y established, such cultural pro cesses become 

extremely significant. Sometimes by sharing cultural values by adopting si milar cooking 

practices, and sometimes by differentiating themselves by creating distinctive dishes and 

by maintaining a particular style of doing so, people in northern Vanuatu are 

continuously identifying their social positions both within and between the societies. In 

this respect, the current co-existence of two styles of stone oven cooking in Northwest 

Santo possibly displays a way people are dealing with new elements relatively recently 

introduced into the region. 
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5.5. Summary 

Stone oven cooking strategies and major dishes produced through the use of 

ovens display a considerable diversity of culinary practices in northern Vanuatu, In pa rt, 

this diversity is closely related to the major types of food processed through ovens. It 

also reflects to a certain extent what is available in a given environment. The style in 

which Malo ovens are constructed and used, f or instance, exemplifies an efficient use of 

raw materials, While Malo ovens are mostly used for preparing !l!Jlli!Q. Northwest Santo 

ovens are more important for cooking taro, Any cooking activities, however, need to be 

evaluated in thei r sociocultural context as well. As agricultural em ph as is on yams or taro 

cannot be determined by environ mental settings alone, prod uction of particular dishes 

and particular methods of doing it are the results of human intention, Factors underlying 

these choices are eco-cultural (Bonnemaison 1996b). and a dichotomy similar to that of 

yams and taro is also observed in the culinary traditions of!l!Jlli!Q and nalot. In some 

instances it seems to be the cuisine that is influencing agricultural practice, As a major 

cooking device for processing daily food materials, as a major method of creating 

varieties of distinctive dishes, and as an integral part of social meals, the stone oven 

plays a critical role in expressing social relations and identity, 
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Chapter 6 

Thermometric study of stone oven cooking technology 

Chapter 4 and 5 described the relationship between people and specific cooking 

systems, with a focus on stone oven cooking technologies, and dem onstrated that 

factors affecting the shape of cooking strategies are extremely complex. Despite their 

close connection to environm ental characteristi cs and the varieties of resources 

exploited by people, stone oven cook ing strategies are diverse from one group to 

another, which strongly reflects the culturally specific nature of cooking behaviors. In 

other words, how people process food is centered on a specific cultural template that 

appears to develop in accordance with the critical resources of a given group. This 

chapter approaches this issue by examining the heat effects of various stone oven 

cooking methods. It is important to understand the principles of the thermodynamics 

involved in stone oven cooking strategies. In order to do so, I arranged for experimental 

stone ovens to be constructed so that I could examine possible effects of differential use 

of stone oven components. Temperatures recorded during actual stone oven cooking 

operations are also presented in order to examine the correlation between particular 

cooking strategies and heat effects. 

6.1. Experimental ovens 

6.1.1. Introduction 

Stone oven cooking is facilitated not only by heated stones, but also by charcoal 

left on the bottom of the oven and the am ount of leaf coverings. The major food heating 

agency consists of stones, but embers also affect the heat inside of ovens. While 

embers help to retain the heat of the oven, at the same time they increase the possibility 
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of burning the food, especially when a big fire is made. People I observed were always 

careful in handling charcoal w hen they operated ovens: large pieces of hot charcoal had 

to be taken out, others were smashed with bamboo sticks, and leaves were placed on 

top of charcoal before placing food on it. Leaf coverings are an essenti al part of ovens, 

as hot stones don't function as ovens without covering materials to retain the heat inside. 

Accordingly, applying many leaves makes ovens shut more tightly. For some foods 

(such as ~ banana), fewer leaves are required. Stone oven cooking is a complex 

system, in which the ideal cooking conditions are achieved for particular foods by 

controlling the balance between hot stones, embers, and the extent of leaf coverings. 

Knowledge of the heat effects of stone ovens and a lot of specialized learning and 

practices are required for successful preparations. 

There are several questions regarding the heat effects of stone ovens. What is 

the actual temperature of the heated stones? How long can they sustain heat? Does 

extended firing or higher stone temperature make ovens hotter? To what degree does 

live charcoal affect ovens, and is it really necessary for the cooking? How much does 

leaf covering affect the tem perature of the ovens? Performance characteristics and 

thermodynamics of stone ovens were examined in the field by operating and recording 

information from a series of experimental ovens. The amount of firewood, duration of the 

stone-heating process, and the amount of leaf covering were controlled in each 

operation to examine how the difference in these factors affects the cooking temperature 

and the efficiency of heated stones during the cooking. 

6.1.2. Method 

Five ovens (ovens A - E, table 1) were made for this experiment. Two 

thermocouples (Ll.DELTA SK-1250MC, Sato keiryoki MFG.Co., LId.) were used to 
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measure the temperature of fire and cooking heat inside of the ovens, and an infrared 

thermometer (AS ONE 1T-311) was used to measure the surface temperature of hot 

stones, Measurements of the oven were taken every 10 minutes during the stone

heating process, and for approximately the first 2 hours of cooking, after which 

measurements were taken every 30 minutes, In order to avoid dissipating the heat 

retained inside the oven by constantly opening it, the oven was kept sealed during th e 

first 2 hours of cooking, during which time the temperature of stones was not recorded, 

Ovens A, B, and C were operated concurrently and ovens D and E were 

prepared the following day. All experimental ovens were operated inside the com munal 

kitchen house in Olpoi village in Northwest Santo, for two days in late September. The 

kitchen house was a shack without surrounding walls. Hot and dry atmospheric 

temperatures did accelerate the burning of the firewood, which had an observable effect 

on the high stone tern perature of the ovens (see Figure 6.1to Figure 6.5). This factor 

might have affected the heat-retainin g capacity of the ovens and stones themselves. 

However, as there was no big difference in weather during two days of operation and 

these specific conditions were almost equal during the operation of all the experimental 

ovens, it is expected that the various conditi ons created for examining the performing 

effects of the oven components remain effective, 

Another factor that requires consideration when comparing stone ovens with 

actual stone oven cooking activities is the fact that nothing was cooked in these 

experimental ovens. The experiment was carried out in such a way for several reasons. 

First, it was done in part not to waste villagers' precious food resources for experimental 

purposes, as there was a possibility that certain ovens would not cook food properly, due 

to the undesirable conditions created by controlling the oven settings. Second, there was 

also a possibility that actual food preparation might cause a delay in the experiment 
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procedures. Third, the presence of food affects the radiant heat inside of an oven due to 

the moisture contained within the food, and the kind and amount of food present could 

have created unequal conditi ons in the experiment settings. 

6.1.3. Settings of experimental ovens 

Five ovens were made in the style of the bush oven, in which all stones are 

heated on to p of firewood. The conditi ons of the five experimental ovens are listed in 

table 1. The conditions of oven A were almost the same as actual daily cooking ovens 

used by villagers in North West Santo. This oven was meant to serve as a control case. 

In oven S, the amount of leaves for the covering was reduced to less than half of those 

in oven A, to examine the different covering effect of leaves on the oven. No covering 

materials were applied to oven C, for further highlighting the efficiency of covering. In 

addition, at the end of the stone-heating process five stones were removed from the 

location of firing, where many pieces of live charcoal remained, and the heat retained in 

the stones themselves outside of ovens was observed. Oven D had almost the same 

conditions as oven A, but in oven D, all hot stones were removed from the firing place, 

arranged as in usual ovens, and then covered, to see if an oven could work properly 

without the aid of live charcoal on the bottom. Compared to ovens A, S, C, and D, the 

operation of oven E was notably different, as shown in the components listed in Table 

6.1. The focus of oven E is on the effect of an extended firing time. For maintaining the 

fire for 2 hours, about twice as much as firewood were prepared. Also, more leaves were 

applied for the covering, as higher 0 yen temperatures were expected. 

Stones employed for these ovens were taken from an oven pile inside the 

community kitchen house. They are all basalt pebbles, mostly broken, but of fairly large 

size. Approximately 40 to 50 stones were used to form each oven. When the stones 
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were flattened, the actual size of the ovens was around 60 cm in diameter, which was 

just slighlly smaller than conventional ovens as they are prepared in the village today. 

Heliconia leaves (Iif laplap) were used for covering ovens in all cases. It is the most 

commonly used oven covering material throughout Vanuatu, and as its nam e implies, it 

is always used to wrap up /ap/ap (grated root crop pudding), which is prepared in a large, 

flat parcel. The kinds of firewood used in ovens A, B, and C were the same. A different 

variety of firewoods was used in ovens D and E. For ovens A, B, and C, venu 

(Macaranga spp.), ko/asonpo (Latin name unknown), and kotesa/ (Latin name unknown) 

were used, while kajkaj (Oysoxy/um gavdiehavdianum), pis'ul (Adenathera pavonia), liv 

(lntsia bijuga), and venu were used for ovens D and F. This fact might have affected the 

experiment, because kajkaj, used for ovens D and E, is recognized by the villagers as 

good, 'strong' firewood, highly desirable for preparing ovens. T his factor needs to be 

taken into account when looking at the data from ovens D and E. 

oven 0 8.5kg kajka/, Iiv', pis'uf, venu 

1 hour 
1 hour 
1 hour 

1 hour 

25 
10 leaves, 530g 
nla 
- 5 stones were removed from 
the oven. 
25 leaves, 1550g 
- All stones were removed from 
the firing place and covered. 

oven E 15.8kg kajka/, liv, pis'ul. venu 2 hours 34 leaves, 2250g 
a: Macaranga spp. b: unknown sp. c: unknown sp. d: Dysoxylum gavdiehavdianum e: Intsia bijuga 
f: Adenathera pavonia g: HeliconiB leaves are used 

6.1.4. Result 

6.1.4.1. Oven A 

During the stone-firing process. the temperature of the fire reached a maximum 

of 689°C after 20 minutes, and then it gradually dropped for the rest of the firing period. 
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Figure 6.1 Temperature measurement of Oven A. 
Broken line at 70 minutes indicates when was covered. 

When live firewood was removed from the oven after 70 minutes, the temperature 

abruptly fell down to 79 °C. This might be because the thermocouple was exposed to the 

outside air and recorded the temperature of an area that was not close enough to heated 

stones. In fact, this is the lowest temperature recorded for all the five ovens during the 

process of taking out firewood . This may be due to the fact that the thermocouple had to 

be taken out of the oven so that it wouldn't be in the way of the people flattening the 

stones. 

Temperatures obtained from the stones varied , and it was noticed during the 

measurement that the record had been considerably affected by the flame. The 

maximum temperature of the stones during the firing reached 408°C in individual stones 

sampled and 347 °c in average after 30 minutes. The temperature of the stones 
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gradually dropped as the flame of the fire went down, and the average tem perature just 

before covering the solwota oven was 151°C (max.306 °c - min.159 °C). This may well 

represent the actual temperature of stones to be utilized for cooking. 

When the oven was sealed with 1260g (25 leaves) of leaf coverage, the heat 

inside the oven increased to the maximum of 263°C within 20 minutes. The oven was 

sealed for 150 minutes without being opened. During this per iod, the oven temperature 

was fairly stable and maintained a temperature over 200°C (263°C - 211°c). The 

temperature slowly lowered, and the heat loss during the first two and a half hour was 

52°C. After 150 minutes, a small part of the oven covering was briefly opened by lifting 

the edge of several leaves in order to measure the tem perature of the stones, which was 

133°C in average, ranging between 93 °Cand 162°C. During this first 150 minutes 

following the covering of the stones, the temperature of the stones dropped 52°C in 

average, and 144°C was the highest temperature recorded. 

The oven was then covered again, and the temperatures of the oven and the 

stones were measured in the same manner, by lifting a part of leaves, every 30 minutes 

for another 2 hours. Throughout the entire period of covering the oven, the tem perature 

inside decreased at a constant rate of approximately 0.37 °c per minute. Interestingly, 

there wasn't much heat loss from the stones during the last 2 hours; they maintained an 

average temperature over 100°C until the end of the experiment. The final temperature 

recorded was higher because all the covering was taken off and stones that were in the 

middle of the oven were also measured. This temperature, however, may represent the 

stone temperature while the oven was covered, since stones in the central part of the 

oven were not measured until the end of the operation, and not exposed to the outside 

air. 
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Figure 6.2 Temperature measurement of Oven B. 
Broken line at 70 minutes indicates when oven was covered. 

6.1.4.2. Oven B 

Although the firing conditions of this oven were equal to those of ovens A and C, 

the fire for this oven for some reason didn't become as hot as the others, and the 

maximum temperature of the heat recorded during the firing was 566 °e. Throughout the 

whole firing process, the temperature in oven B remained approximately 100 °e lower 

than that of oven A. 

Maximum temperature of the stones during the firing was 346 °e in individual 

stones measured (after 30 minutes of firing) and 263 °e in average (after 40 minutes). 

However, the temperature obtained from the final measurement when the oven was 

covered, after 70 minutes, was 278 °e in the highest individual stone and 226 °e in 
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average, which is slightly lower than that of oven A stones at the end of firing, but the 

difference is merely 48"C and there is an overlap in the temperature of individual stones, 

After I hour of the firing process, large pieces of charcoal were removed, and the 

oven was covered with 530 g (10 leaves) of Heliconia leaves, The temperature of this 

oven was somewhat unstable, compared to the fairly consistent degradation slope seen 

in the rest of the ovens, This is largely due to the technical problem of using the same, 

single thermocouple for measuring ovens 8 and C, and the tem perature was not always 

taken from exactly the same spot. 

6,1.4.3. Oven C 

This oven is very different from the others because the firewood was never 

removed from the oven, and it was not covered, In addition, five stones were removed 

from the hearth area (recorded as "C2" whereas the rest was treated as "C1 "), and the 

degree of heat loss under this no heat sustaining environment was measured separately, 

The stones in oven C were fired in the sam e conditions as th ose for ovens A and 

8, The stone-heating performance was almost equal to that of oven A, and a maximum 

temperature of 687°C was achieved after 20 minutes, The temperature of the stones 

was also similar to oven A, with the maximum of 334 °c in average reached after 30 

minutes, and 274°C in average at 70 minutes, when almost all the firewood was burned 

out. Five stones were random Iy picked at this point and separated from the rest. 

From the time it reached the maximum temperature in 20 minutes, and until the 

140 minutes after beginning, the heat of the oven declined rather abruptly, but at a 

relatively constant rate (about 3.5 °c to 4.5 °c per minute, overlooking some sampling 

errors caused by the same problem as in oven 8) Then the rate of heat loss slowed 
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down, and stayed almost fiat, at a temperature of around 60 "C from 230 minutes to the 

end of operation. It is interesting to note that the heat of the C1 stones exceeds that of 

the leftover charcoal area itself at the point of 200 minutes. This phenomenon was 

observed only in this oven and suggests, combined with the result seen in oven B where 

both temperatures became almost equal, that the amount of the covering does play an 

important role in maintaining heat in actual cooking. 

The difference between the temperature of the stones of C1 and C2 is obvious. 

As soon as the stones of unit C2 were removed from the oven, their temperature started 

to fall immediately. By 60 minutes after the stones were separated (140 minutes after the 

beginning), the tem perature of unit C2 stones had dropped to around 60 "C, and it 

remained generally stable afterwards. The rate of heat loss in unit C2for the first 30 

minutes is more than 3 "C per minute, around 1.8 "C up to 50 minutes, and then after 

that it is less than 1 °c per minute. In unit C1, the process of heat loss occurred much 

more slowly owing to the rem aining charcoal and the pr eviously heated ground, and it 

retained a much higher temperature up to the end of the experiment. Data from this 

group gave a very similar stone temperature as oven B, although oven B kept a slightly 

higher tem perature than this one. 
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Figure 6.3 Temperature measurement of Oven C. 
Broken line at 70 minutes indicates when firewood had almost died out and stones 
composing C2 unit were removed from the heating location. In Oven C leftover 
firewood was left there until the end of operation. 

6.1.4.4. Oven 0 

Oven 0 was heated in the same condition as ovens A , B, and C , but the firing 

temperature of ovens 0 and E became higher than that of ovens A, B, and C. Oven 0 in 

fact recorded the highest temperature among the 5 experimental ovens. The transition of 

temperature is similar to that of oven A, and the maximum temperature of 957°C was 

recorded at 20 minutes of firing . After 60 minutes had passed, however, the fire still 

retained a high tern perature of 774 °C, which is still higher than the maximum 

temperatures obtained from ovens A , B, and C. This proves the efficiency of what 

villagers recognize as 'good firewood'. The temperatures of the stones were slightly 
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higher in this oven than in ovens A, B, and C, when looking at the averages. 

Nevertheless, the range of temperatures obtained from the individual stones is not 

strikingly different from A, B, and C, and the majority of stone temperatures are 

distributed within the range of 200 to 400°C. 

After 70 minutes had passed, all the stones on the fireplace were removed and 

arranged in a circular shape as in usual ovens, then this oven was covered with 1550 g 

(25 leaves) of Heliconia leaves (same number of leaves, but this set was heavier). The 

temperature of the oven started at 369°C when it was covered, and it declined 

seemingly in inverse proportion. The rate of heat loss was greater during the first 20 

minutes (4.5 °c to 2.4 °c per minute), slowing down afterwards to a rate of about 0.6 °c 

per minute after 2.5 hours. Actual heat at this point was 179.5 °C. The total amount of 

Oven 0 
firewood 8.5kg, 24 leaves 1550g 
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Figure 6.4 Temperature measurement of Oven D. 
Broken line at 70 minutes indicates when oven was covered. 
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heat lost during the period was 290 "C. 

The covering for this oven was not opened to measure the temperature of stones 

for the first 120 minutes. The temperature of the stones after 120 minutes was about 

140"C in average. ranging between 121 "C and 161 "C. Then these stones retained a 

temperature of more than 100 ·C for another 90 minutes. 

6.1.4.5. Oven E 

Oven E is the only one in which the stones were fired for 2 hours. Accordingly, 

about twice the amount of firewood was used for firing the stones, and the oven was 

covered with more leaves than those used for oven A The fire reached the maximum 

temperature of 870 ·C in 20 minutes, and aided by the additional firewood transferred 

from oven Dafter 60 minutes, it maintained a high temperature of over 700 ·C until the 

end of the firing process at 120 minutes. This oven heated better than the rest. Average 

temperature of the stones during the stone-heating pr ocess was mostly in between 

340 ·C and 400 ·c, which is again higher than ovens A, B, and C. Before covering up the 

oven, while live charcoal was being removed, the temperature of the stones ranged from 

317"C to 426 ·C. 

The oven was covered with 2250 g (34 leaves) of lif laplap to better keep the 

heat inside, taking account of the possible higher heat effect expected for this specific 

oven. The oven was entirely covered for the first 120 minutes and kept a much higher 

temperature than the oth er ovens (391 DC - 288 ·C). When an edge of the oven was 

partially revealed to measure the temperature of the stones after 120 minutes of 

covering, the average tem perature of 166 ·C, ranging from 140 "C to 197 ·C was 

recorded. Afterwards, almost the same average tem perature was retained until the end 
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Figure 6.5 Temperature measurement of Oven E. 
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Broken line at 130 minutes indicates when oven was covered. 

of the measuring, thoug h it was very slowly cooling down, as seen in the distribution 0 f 

the temperature of individual stones . The rate of heat loss was more constant and 

slower after 120 minutes had passed, and the rate of heat loss became about 0.5 °c per 

minute or less unti I the end of the session. 

6.1.5. Summary of experimental stone ovens 

Table 6.2 summarizes the temperature of five experimental ovens after they were 

covered (see also Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7) . Ovens A and B displayed low 

temperatures at the beginning, but regained their heat soon after the ovens were 

covered with leaves . After 60 minutes of covering , ovens A and D become similar in 

temperature. Oven C was slightly lower than A and D, but not far from them. Oven B is 

the lowest, but again the temperature doesn't seem too low and the oven maintains a 
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fine temperature. Oven E maintained a much higher temperature, due to the prolonged 

heating time and the amount of covering materials. 

After 120 minutes of the ovens being covered, the temperature difference 

between them that remained minimal during the first 60 minutes became more 

prominent. Looking at Figure 6.6, the divergence becomes clear soon after 60 minutes 

and that these ovens could be divided into three groups. The first is oven E with a very 

high temperature, the second group is ovens A and 0 with moderate temperatures, and 

the third is ovens Band C. It seems clear from these figures that the degree of covering 

materials had a considerable effect in retaining heat within the oven. Ovens A and 0 

were both well sealed with leaves, whether or not stones were removed from the hot 

charcoal bed. Ovens Band C were both insufficient in terms of coverings; a few leaves 

for oven B and none at all for oven C. 

Such difference is less obvious in the actual temperature of the stones (Figure 

6.7). However, if the graph is exam ined carefully, these three groups are distinguishable. 

The temperature of the stones in oven E is the highest and maintains good heat over 

150 "C for an ex1ended time period. 

Table 6.2. Oven temperature after covering and the 
Oven A comes nex1, and stones rate of heat loss in every 60 mInutes. reI 

min. A B C 0 E from this oven also preserve their 
0 79 153 521 369 391 

60 263 212 234 256 339 heat very well above 100 "C. 
loss -184 -59 287 113 52 
120 230 122 106.8 199.7 288 Stones from oven 0 show a similar 
loss 33 90 127.2 56.3 51 
180 194 87 56.5 162.8 262 trend as oven A for over 3 hours, 
loss 36 35 50.3 36.9 26 
240 161.5 86.3 57.1 135.7 237 but they gradually cool down after 
loss 32.5 0.7 ·0.6 27.1 25 
300 116 209 that, possibly due to the lack of 
loss 19.7 28 
360 99.9 182.7 

charcoal as a heat supp orting 
loss 16.1 26.3 
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material. The temperature of the stones in oven B became lower than 100°C after 120 

minutes, and followed a transition very similar to C1 unit stones of oven C. Surprisingly, 

oven D, in which all stones were removed from the firing place or hearth and covered, 

kept a very good temperature. Thi s supports the idea that ston e oven cooking is possible 

principally from the heat of stones alone. Com paring this result with that of oven E, it is 

expected that if stones were healed for an extended per iod of lime and treated as in 

oven D, it would be even more heat effective. 

Another pOint that need s to be considered is the efficiency of ovens Band C. 

These ovens recorded much lower temperatures than the rest of the ovens examined. 

Does this mean that food couldn't be prepared in this way? Probably at least not in the 

manner of oven C2, in which stones were removed from the firing place and left 

uncovered. However, as will be examined in the next section, few leaves are applied for 

covering ovens in Malo cooking. This supports the efficiency of oven B. The critical 

factor that has to be considered is the length of time required for cooking. If cooking is to 

be completed in a relatively short period of heating time, even ovens Band C would 

provide sufficient temperature for the first 60 to 120 minutes or so. This problem will be 

exam ined agai n after looking at exam pies of actual stone oven cooking being practi ced 

in North-West Santo and Malo in northern Vanuatu. 
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Figure 6.6 Summary of internal temperature in five experimental ovens after they 
are covered. 
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6.2. Villagers' discourse and practice: a case study of oven temperature in 

North West Santo and Malo 

Actual stone oven cooking practices from Northwest Santo (Olpoi village) and 

Malo are exam ined , by observing the actual heat energy involved in cooking and 

contrasting it with the specific characteristics of cooking operations. Particular 

technological processes that are related to heat contr 01 strategies of stone oven cook ing 

are also reconsidered . 

Two thermocouples were used for taking the measurements from each case of 

stone oven cooking (F igure 6.8) . During the firing process, a thermocouple was set 

among stones piled on top of firewood, and another thermocouple was used for stones 

underneath firewood at the bottom of the structure. For recording the tem perature during 

the cooking , one thermocouple was placed on top of the stones paving the bottom of the 

stone oven feature , before food items were placed there, an d another one on top of food 

and in between stones placed on top. 

Figure 6.8 Schematic drawing showing the locations where temperatures 
were measured (indicated by stars). 
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6.2.1. Northwest Santo ovens 

Throughout the entire area of Northwest Santo, two different types of ovens are 

used (see chapter 4 for a detailed description of these different cooking styles). Their 

names vary in languages but one could be translated in B islama as oven blong bush 

(bush or forest oven) , and the other as oven blong solwota (sea or coastal oven). In the 

former type of ovens, all stones to be used for cooking are piled on top of the firewood to 

be heated , whereas in the latter, a circular area of roughly 60 to 80 cm in diameter is 

paved with stones before firewood is placed on top, then the r est of the stones are piled 

on top of the fire (Figure 6.9) . It is this different step at the beginning of heating the 

stones that makes these ovens two distinct types. All the rest , their structure s, materials 

used, and actual cook ing processes, are the sam e for both ovens. As discussed in 

chapter 4, there is no explicit association of one method with specific types of cooking in 

actual practice. The choice is arbitrary and villagers can choose whichever they like. 

However, there are several explanations which distinguish the efficiency of these 

different types of ovens, and how they are related to different types of food and cooking. 

The following statements made by villagers are some examples. "Bush oven is good 

when you cook taro, because taro h ave to be cooked very well. Stone becomes hotter in 

Figure 6.9 Schematic drawing showing the locations where temperatures were taken 
during the stone-heating process in bush ovens (left) and solwota ovens (right). 
Black star is indicated in diagrams as "top", and shadowed star is referred to as "bottom". 
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bush oven. If you use solwota oven. stones underneath the fire don't get hot enough; 

therefore, it is not good for cooking taro." '''Solwota oven' is better when you make 

~49, because stones can be too hot in bush oven and ~ will be burnt." There 

was only one man in his early 30's who said, contrary to what others said. "I'm making a 

solwota oven because I'm cooking taro. Ovens become hotter this way." The first two 

statements are the most frequent explanations of the difference between these two 

ovens, and it sounds logical and reasonable. T hen, one man gave an expl anation in 

complete opposition to that of the others. The single understanding that is shared in 

common between these two opposing explanations is that taro has to be cooked well 

with sufficient heat. It is also a common understanding that I~ banana is much easier 

to cook than any other kind of ~. 

6.2.1.1. Temperature measurement of Olpoi ovens 

Four cases of stone oven cooking recorded at Olpoi vi lIage are described (Table 

6.3 and Figu re 6.10). Styles of ovens in this table are melalla ori (referred as bush 

ovens) and melalla nokuku (solwota ovens). Food prepared for each cooking operation 

is also summarized in Table 6.3. When whole taro was baked, the corms were placed in 

the oven as such, but other foods, including various !ml.l!!J2. and pes (leaves of Colocasia 

taro), were wrapped in leaves. Firing time for bush oven 1 and solwota oven 2 is longer 

than for the others and reached over 2 hours. but for bush oven 1 the first 30 minutes 

need to be deducted because the fire did not light well. Cooking time varies from 100 

minutes (in solwota oven 2) to 215 minutes (in bush oven 1). It might be important to 

note that these tim es actually spent for cooking food do not necessarily indicate the 

cooking time required for the food. In many cases ovens just weren·t opened 

49 Pudding made with grated tubers and banana. 
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immediately when it was done, but left there to keep the food warm until lunch or dinner 

time. 

Table 6.3. Conditions of Olpoi stone ovens for which detailed measurement of temperature 
is presented in the text. 
reference 
number' 

bush oven 1 

bush oven 2 

food prepared 

~manioc; 
baked taro 

baked taro 

duration of heating 
stones 

140 min. 

75 min. 

duration of 
cooking 

215 min. 

150 min. 

covering 
condition 

11 lif laplap' 

kasraelC
, copra 

bags 
solwota oven 1 !mllim banana 70 min. 180 min. no cover 

solwota oven 2 ~ taro fiji, pes' 135 min. 100 min. ~!~~S'lap + old 

a: Reference number is separated between melal la ori (bush oven) and me/alIa nokuku (~oven); b: 
Heliconia indica; c: Ricinus communis; d: young taro leaves 

Solwota oven 1 is different from the rest because no covering material was 

applied for this particu lar one, and this is not the way villagers operate their ovens. This 

specific oven cooking method was tried by a woman who was aware of my interest and 

herself interested in the effect of covering. As this was an oven for cooking ~ 

banana, she though t this.!.rullim. could be done without any covering materials, based on 

her experience, since she found that banana is easily cooked. However, this oven ended 

in failure, and the @Jl!M was not completely cooked. 

Figure 6.10 illustrates the temperature change of the four Olpoi ovens listed in 

Table 6.3. There are several noticeable points. First of all, in all the ovens measured, 

temperatures on top of the foods are more or less cons istent, and maintain the heat 

around 100 ·C. The temperature was particularly persistent in bush oven 1 and solwota 

oven 2, and their graph lines are aim ost straight and horizontal. The temperature in 

solwota oven 1 dropped rapidly in the beginning, but persisted at a slightly lower 

temperature. Second, in all ovens, the temperature at the bottom of the oven is higher 

than that on top of the food during cooking, though the difference between the two 

diminishes through time. Third, when firing stones, the tem perature of the bottom of the 
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fire does not become as hot as the top, which suggests that stones piled on top are 

more intensively heated than those located on the bo ttom of the ovens. However, the 

bottom temperature reaches its maximum almost at the end of the heating process (see 

solwota oven 1 and 2). Bush oven 1 doesn't seem to fit into this case, but it is simply 

because in this oven two temperatures were taken both from the top of the firewood (one 

higher and one lower) as there were no stones placed at the bottom. 

Table 6.4. Oven temperature transition and the amount of heat lost during cooking in 
Northwest Santo ovens (numbers are shown in ·C). 
reference measuring 0 60 min. heat 120 
number spot min. lost min. 
bush oven 1 bottom 314 220 94 175.7 

top 137.2 92.5 44.7 89.6 
bush oven 2 bottom 227 172.1 54.9 130.6 

top 166.1 92.1 74 76.9 
solwota oven 1 bottom 407 167.1 239.9 122.1 

top 193 126.1 66.9 97.8 
solwota oven 2 bottom 277 156.7 120.3 134.3 

top 98.5 102.2 -3.7 104.1 
a: Numbers in Italics are taken in a 30 minutes interval instead of 60 minutes. 

heat 
lost 
44.3 
2.9 
41.5 
21.2 
45 
28.3 
22.4 
-1 

180 min 

150.8 
86.9 
116.4' 
74.1 
109.3 
89.8 

heat 
lost 
24.9 
2.7 
13.7 
2.8 
12.8 
8 

Comparison of these four ovens indicates there was not much temperature 

difference between solwota oven 1, which was unsuccessful, and the other ovens. In 

Table 6.4, the temperature lost every 60 minutes during the cooking process was 

calculated. Greater rates of temperature loss are seen in the top temperature of solwota 

ovens 1 and 3 for the first 60 minutes. In the next 60 minutes, the top-side temperature 

lost in bush oven 2 was greater than that in solw ota oven 1. This may indicate that the 

factor that leads to cook ing failure in the end is very subtle. However, it should be noted 

that the temperature at the beginnin g of the cooking process in bush oven 2 was 

considerably higher than in the othe r ovens examined here. The oven-top tem perature 

after 120 minutes of cooking is 89.6 'c in bush oven 1, 70.9 'c in solwota oven 1, 97.8 

'c in bush oven 2, and 94.4 'c (after 100 minutes) in solwota oven 2. Partially due to the 

higher starting tem perature, bush oven 2, lost considerable heat during the cooking, but 
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Figure 6.10 Temperature of four Olpoi stone ovens. Vertical broken lines indicate when oven was covered. 
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it still retained a temperature of almost 90 'C, while solwota oven 1 without a leaf 

covering kept on losing its heat down to 70 'C by stones being exposed to the air. It may 

be assumed that the tem perature required for cooking is approximately 100 'C at the top 

of the ovens. 

The difference between the bush oven and the solwota oven needs to be 

considered. The conclusion is that the difference won't affect the cooking process much, 

even though stones that were underneath the firewood were not as hot as those on top. 

The temperature from the bottom of the ovens shown in Figure 6.10 is higher than the 

temperature on the top-side of the ovens, and there is no con spicuous difference 

between bush ovens (bush ovens 1 and 2), and solwota ovens (solwota ovens 1 and 2). 

The heating effect of ovens on the bottom-side is considerably sustained by a bed of 

charcoal left in between the stones, rather than the heat of the stones themselves. 

Villagers distinguish two oven types in association with their heating and cooking 

efficiency, despite the results obtained from the observations of oven temperature, which 

does not clearly indicate any significant difference between the two. This in turn 

suggests that there are some factors other than purely functional ones that are directly 

or indirectly affecting villagers' choices between the two techniques. 

6.2.2. Malo ovens 

Ovens in Malo are structurally different from those of Northwest Santo, as 

already described in chapter 4. In Malo, ovens consist of a shallow hole paved with small 

broken stones, and are installed in kitchens within every household. When people heat 

an oven for cooking, they pile firewood on top of this shallow underground structure, and 

stones are added on top. Thes e stones on top of the fire are then removed while a 
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parcel of food, which is principally ~ (wewe in Malo language), is placed in the oven, 

and then the stones are placed on top of the food. 

During my visit, I observed that people of Malo didn't use as many leaves for 

covering ovens as t hey did in Santo. In the two cases where temperature was recorded, 

only a few leaves were used for covering ovens. In Malo oven cooking, a II kinds of food 

are wrapped with He/iconia leaves (lif laplap); they never place foods, for example a 

whole taro or yams, directly in between stones. There are few sayings about ovens 

among Malo people, but they do say that, as in Santo, banana is easy to cook. A difficult 

preparation for them is!lm@D. with navia (Alocasia taro). which is regarded as a famine 

food, and is rarely made today. They know that navia has to be well cooked, otherwise it 

will cause irritation in the mouth. There is nothing said about isl and taro (Colocasia 

esculenta), because taro is not their traditional food and none, except some very 

recently introduced, is planted on the island. For preparing navia, people use about twice 

as much firewood as they ordinarily use. This is called valinahambu, as opposed to the 

ordinary tavunhambu, in which only a layer of firewood is used. People make 

valinahambu when food has to be well cooked, which also indicates a prolonged cooking 

period. The logic is that if you use a large amount of firewood, stones becom e hotter and 

retain heat longer for cooking. 

6.2.2.1. Temperature measurement of Malo ovens 

Two cases of stone oven cooking are presented here (Table 6.5). The first case 

was of a very typical ~ in Malo, cooked in tavunhambu; another case was for the 

preparation of navia cooked in valinahambu. 
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Table 6.5. Conditions of Malo stone ovens for which detailed measurement of temperature 
is presented in the text. 

reference 
number 

Malo oven 1 

method 

tavunhambua 

food prepared 

laplap taro fiji 

duration of 
heating stones 

90 min . 

duration of 
cooking 

60 min. 

covering 
conditions 
3 Heliconia 
leaves 

Malo oven 2 valinahambub laplap naviac 100 min. 135 min . 5 banana leaves 
a: heating stones with a single layer of firewood ; b: heating stones with two layers of firewood ; c: Alocasia 
macrorrhiza 

Temperature measurement was taken from the locations shown in Figure 6.11. 

Figure 6.12 illustrates th e sequence of temperature change in Malo oven s. During the 

process of heating stones, the bottom point was measured on top of the paved stones 

inside a hole constituting the underground structure of the oven . Another point on top 

was measured among piled stones. During the cook ing period , measurements were 

taken from both the bottom and the top of wrapped food . 

In Malo oven 1, the temperature reached 603 ·C after 30 minutes of heating 

stones, but then the firing temperature went down at once. Several coconut endocarps 

were added after 60 minutes to sustain the heat longer while the preparation of ~ 

(such as grating of crops and coconuts , mixing, and wrapping) was in progress. The fire 

temperature in this oven became relatively high (maximum 640 ·C at 80 minutes, just 

before firewood was removed) , even though the amount of firewood used for this oven 

covering material 

Figure 6.11 Schematic drawing showing the locations where temperatures were taken 
during the stone-heating (left) and cooking processes (right). 
Black star is indicated in diagrams as "top", and shadowed star is referred to as "bottom". 
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was about half the amount used in Malo oven 2. Women who were preparing this oven 

noticed when removing firewood and flattening stones inside the oven that the heat in 

this oven had become unexpectedly higher, and several banana leaves were applied as 

a buffer before a parcel of ~ wrapped in Heliconia leaves was put in the oven. In 

Malo oven 2, the fire reached its highest temperature of over 750 'C after 60 minutes, 

and the relatively high temperature lasted for another 40 minutes. Large pieces of 

firewood were removed from the fire after 80 minutes had passed. In both cases, the 

temperature at the bottom of the oven gradually became higher and reached the highest 

point at the end of the stone-heating process. 

The temperature during cooking is summarized in Table 6.6, as well as shown in 

Figure 6.12. The result is unexpected. Except that the bottom temperature of the Malo 

oven 2 is very high in the beginning, there is hardly any difference seen in these two 

ovens. What is more surprising is that the temperature after 60 minutes of cooking is 

Slightly higher in Malo oven 1, not in M ala oven 2, which was presumed to be more heat-

efficient than Malo oven 1. Does this mean that valinahambu is not so effective, and that 

there is in fact no difference between valinahambu and tavunhambu? Or does it mean 

that Malo oven 1 in this specific case became as efficient as valinahambu, because 

stones for this specific oven operation were fired for an extended period, with some 

additional firewood materials? The latter seems to explain the situation better. Bush 

oven 1 did become higher in temperature than expected, so that certain buffer materials 

Table 6.6. Oven temperature transition and the amount of heat lost during cooking in Malo 
ovens (numbers are shown in ·C). 
reference number 0 min. 
Malo oven 1 bottom 267 
(favunhambu! top 143.9 
Malo oven 2 bottom 435 
(valinahambu) top 145.5 

60 min. 
194.5 
140.6 
190.2 
130.9 
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heat lost 
72.5 
3.3 
244.8 
14.6 

120 min. 

140.9 
109.4 

heat lost 

49.3 
21.5 
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Figure 6.12 Temperature of two Malo ovens. 
Vertical broken lines indicate when ovens were covered. 
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became necessary to prevent the food from getting burned. In addition, the leaf covering 

material used for Malo oven 2 probably was not as effective as He/iconia leaves, 

because banana leaves always split into smaller parts alongside their veins, which 

creates a gap when they are used for covering ovens. 

6.2.3. Comparison of Northwest Santo and Malo ovens 

Generally, Northwest Santo ovens are covered more thoroughly by applying 

more leaf covering materials than are applied to Malo ovens. Cooking temperatures 

recorded from the top-side of the ovens, however, are actually higher in Malo ovens than 

many cases recorded in Northwest Santo ovens. Only bush oven 2 in Northwest Santo 

shows a temperature sequence that is comparable to Malo ovens. In these three cases 

(two ovens from Malo and bush oven 2 from Santo). the heat at the top of the food items 

was above 100 'C, but below 200 ·C. In bush oven 1 and solwota oven 2 in Olpoi, the 

cooking temperature was considerably lower, but the food was well cooked, probably 

aided by the heat enhan ced by live charcoal left inside. Examples from Malo strongly 

suggest that few leaves are required for cooking, or at least for preparing ~, the 

grated pudd ings of starchy crops. In fact, !.M@Q, taro Fiji in the Malo case was 

accomplished in 1 hour of cooking. 

The transition of temperature changes during cook ing is similar in all cases. As 

described earlier, the temperature of the upper part of the oven is around 100 'C to 150 

'C in the beginni ng, and the temperature of the bottom part starts somewhere around 

300 'C and gradually declines. The first 1 hour is probably a critical time period in heat 

processing of food, as !lm!2l!. is generally done within an hour. The failure of ~ 

banana in solwota oven 1 in Olpoi is a very interesting case in this respect, as ~ 

banana is considered a food type that is heated very quickly in ovens. This oven was not 
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covered but heated for 3 hours. This example indicates the importance of retaining heat 

during the first hour of cooking. If the temperature of this oven was sufficient at the 

beginning, even tho ugh the oven was not covered, it would have been cooked. The 

same argument could be applied to Olpoi solwota oven 2. The temperature of this oven 

was not as high as that of the others, and declined relatively rapidly, as in solwota oven 

1. Yet, this oven was successful and !Jm@Q taro Fiji was done. Therefore, the critical 

factor affecting the success or failure of these two cases would probably be the 

temperature at the beginning. A nother factor could be the effect of the steam. Steam is 

created by the heat affecting the water contained within leaves and food. And this steam 

in turn would help to enhance the diffusion of heat inside ovens. The reason for covering 

the oven is not only to keep it hot, but to retain a certain degree of steam within the oven. 

Without sealing the oven, steam created at the beginning of the food heating process will 

immediately evaporate. 

6.3. Discussion 

6.3.1. Heat treatm ent character istic of stone ovens 

Experimental ovens revealed how several different factors may affect the 

temperature and heat efficiency of stone ovens. One of the most critical factors is likely 

the amount of covering. Experimental ovens A, D, and E, all of which were covered with 

a sufficient amount of lit laplaD, retained their inside heat tem perature much better than 

the others. Even though oven B 's temperature was lower than that of ovens A, D, and E, 

the temperature itself was higher than in actual ovens in North-West Santo and Malo, 

and seems to have maintained enough temperature to be used for cooking. In addition, 

the two examples from Malo suggest that stone oven cooking is sufficiently effective 

even with smaller amounts of leaves for covering the ovens. 
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A similar statement could be made for oven C, in comparison with actual ovens 

in Santo and Malo. Although the temperature of oven C declined rapidly after most of the 

firewood became cool, it maintained a relatively good temperature for over 60 minutes, 

and remained higher than 100 'C for another 60 minutes. This could be the way in which 

certain foods are roasted, although such cooking practice is not com mon in 

contemporary Vanuatu (at least in the area I visited). The case of Olpoi solwota oven 1 

is intriguing in this respect. The factor that led to this oven's fa ilure must be very minor, 

and it could have cooked if the stones were heated a little longer, or more charcoal kept 

in the oven, or if the lru!!lm. was made thinner so that it would have been transformed 

easily by the heat from the bottom and top of the oven. 

The second factor is the duration of heating the stones. The kind of firewood 

chosen for stone oven cooking is chosen f or its fire retaining efficiency. Good firewood 

creates fire that can last for a long time, while inferior wood may burn out quickly due to 

the lower density of the wood. Firewood suited for stone oven cooking is usually referred 

to as "strong." The relationship between the duration of heating the stones and oven 

temperature is clearly demonstrated in oven E, and is also observed in the actual oven 

in Malo, in which the oven became too hot in the end. Although Malo oven 1 was 

considered too hot by the women who made it, it may have been appropriate if it were in 

Northwest Santo, especially for the purpose of cooking taro, as seen in the data from 

Northwest Santo bush oven 2. 

Another factor is the function of live charcoal at the bottom of the ovens. Oven 0 

was made not only to examine the effect of charcoal but to see the efficiency of "an old 

cooking method" which was frequently mentioned in many places, 50 but observed only 

once in Malo. In this "old" method known as vuvuni on Malo and vi/sop in Northwest 

50 See Chapter 4 for a detailed description of this cooking method. 
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Santo, both food and hot stones are wrapped together into a bu ndle with layers of 

Heliconia leaves. This bundle could then be placed on top of coals, or be carried around. 

In this system, cooking is facilitated solely by heat retained in the stones them selves 

when the bundle is not placed on coals, and by keeping the heat within wrapped leaves. 

Experimental oven D shows that such a method is almost as efficient as that used for 

oven A, and that sufficient cooking is possible in this way. A particularly important factor 

is that stones were heated in a very good fire with high heat in this case. Therefore, it 

could be concluded that as long as the stones are well heated, such ovens or other 

similar methods could function as well as conventional stone ovens in which stones are 

accompanied by charcoal. Certain foods that can be heated easily, such as ~ could 

be heated in this way too, even if the heat of the stones was a little less, but maintained 

over 100 ·C. 
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Figure 6.13 Elements affecting stone oven cooking (modified from Nojima 2005). 
Left circle is the process of heating stones. Amount of heat energy is controlled by the amount of 
firewood and the duration of heating. Actual cooking condition is adjusted by various elements. A 
broken arrow indicates the cooking at the same spot as stone heating process, adding the heat 
from charcoal. Thick black arrows are the possible source of heat energy, whereas dark and light 
gray arrows indicates possible source of steam. "Insulation" refers to any material placed in 
between stones and food , "coverings" are materials to seal the oven. 

Heat treatment in stone oven cook ing involves a complex mechanism of heat 

control. During the process of operation , temperature could be adj usted by controlling 

multiple elements that affect heat effect of cooking (Figure 6 .13). During the process of 

heating stones, the am ount of firewood and duration of heating could contribute to the 

amount of heat energy transferred to individual stones. Either transferring heated stones 

or using the same location for cooking food also creates considerable differences, as 

charcoal used for heating stones also provides a good heat source for cooking . Total 

amount of heated stones, amount of covering materials, and use of some sort of 

insulation to avoid di rect contact of food with the heat source also adj ust the effects on 

cooking food . The use of insulation by placing some leaves or banana stalks on top of 

hot stones and charcoal is actually a common practice, and people in Northwest Santo 
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occasionally place some leaves there when they think the oven may be too hot. 

Although application of water is only seen in the Banks and Torres Islands and in 

Polynesian ovens, this process also contributes to the heat treatment of food. Water 

creates a considerable a mount of steam or moist heat, which would transform the 

cooking effect of stone oven cooking from dry baking to moist baking. 

Although the application of water could be excluded from the cases examined in 

this chapter, all these elements function in combination towards a successful cooking 

operation. Even when the heat of the stones is not enough, charcoal at the bottom of the 

oven and sufficient covering materials aid in retaining heat inside the oven. Even when 

the covering is not much, heat provided by the stones and charcoal can heat up food 

thoroughly. If there is no charcoal to be used as another heat source for cooking, 

sufficient heat of the stones themselves and sufficient leaf coverings for retaining heat 

can com plete the entire cook ing process. 

6.3.2. Heat efficien cy and stone oven cooking as everyday cultural practice 

Oven making practice in the Northwest Santo region and tha t of Malo is based on 

somewhat different technological principals. In oven cooking strategies in Malo, a few 

leaves are considered enough to facilitate cooking. When extended cooking is 

necessary, as in the case of navia (Alocasia taro) !lill!§Il, a stronger fire is made in order 

to make stones hotter, rather than increasing the am ount of coverings. On the other 

hand, in Northwest Santo, in all cases, ovens are covered with a lot of leaves. If Olpoi 

villagers saw the oven cooking practice on Malo, they might find it inappropriate in the 

amount of leaves used. In a way, the Malo oven is more efficient in terms of the amount 

of leaves applied for covering ovens, as it is operated with the minimum materials 

required, at least for the preparation of!lill!§ll. 
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laplap is a very recent introdu ction in Northwest Santo. People in Northwest 

Santo used to prepare ovens mostly for taro, not !mlli!I!.. Typically, taro is baked as a 

whole corm, with or without skin, by directly placing it on top of hot stones. This might 

well explain why Northwest Santo villagers use a lot of leaves for any oven cooking. 

People in this region think that cooking taro is the hardest, and thus requires a lot of 

leaves to seal ovens entirely, and an extended cooking time. And importantly, this 

concept of oven making is central to their stone oven cooking practice. In other words, 

the way they make ovens for cooking taro is the appropriate and ideal manner of 

preparing stone ovens in general. Therefore, the same technique is applied to all the 

different kinds of cooking they do with stone ovens in Northwest Santo, so that lrullilQ, 

which might not require many leaves to cover it, is al so heated using a lot of covering 

materials. On Malo, in contrast, stone oven cooking developed in relation to the 

preparation of!mlli!l!., and the viffagers did not have taro as a part of their daily diet until 

recently. If taro was the only food that is more heat demanding than other crops, they 

didn't need to develop a method that provided ovens with higher heat efficiency. Also, 

because grating tubers into the paste of !mlli!I!. probably breaks down fibrous and 

farinaceous components into smaller pieces, lrullilQ cooks faster. By practicing lrullilQ 

preparation for their daily meals, Malo people must have learned the minimum 

requirement for cooking it successfully and efficiently. 

Chapter 4 argued that ta ro and yams have contrasting cook ing properties, and 

cooking systems are organized around the processing of these critical food sources. 

Yams (including wild yams) are crops that are processed into!mlli!l!., whereas taro is a 

type of food that is not ideal for !mlli!I!. even though there are some islands where !mlli!I!. 

taro is produced for ceremonial use. Instead taro is more commonly cooked as a mass 

and then pounded to be eaten as nalot. And typically, each society emphasizes one of 
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these special dishes as social cuisine that constitutes a critical com ponent of feastings. 

Stone oven cooking processes and corresponding heat effects examined here also fit 

into this distinction between taro and yams in cooking systems. Above all, the way 

people practice stone oven cook ing in a particular manner is reflected in the ideal 

template centered on the pr eparation of specific food types such as!rulli!l1. or whole taro, 

and such a cultural i deal functions as a foundation of cooking design as a whole. This 

aspect is especially well represented in the strategy practiced in Northwest Santo. As 

taro is an important resource for the people of Northwest Santo in supporting their 

everyday life, their cooking strategies are designed to process it. Their cooking 

strategies emphasize the processing of taro also for its cultural values, in order to affirm 

social relations among the people through feastings. In other words, taro is the defining 

factor of stone oven cooking strategies in Northwest Santo. 

6.4, Summary 

By examining the heat effect of stone oven cooking in an experimental selting 

and in actual practice, it became clear that stone oven cooking could be operated in 

various fashions, and that there are certain functional connections between types of food 

and specific stone oven cooking strategies. Both Colocasia taro and Alocasia taro have 

to be cooked thoroughly using intense heat, whereas !ru1!Jm (especially of banana) can 

be cooked with a relatively small amount of heat. Therefore, certain treatments adjusting 

heat effects of stone ovens are developed i n each area studied. 

However, contrasting actual cooking practices between Northwest Santo and 

Malo also demonstrated that people conceptualize the process of stone oven cooking 

differently, depending on what they usually cook. On Malo, the stone oven cooking 

method is shaped spec ifically for the preparatio n of !rulli!I1., and the heat controlling 
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treatment is sufficient for such cooking. In Northwest Santo, stone ovens are principally 

for the heat treatment of taro, so the method for taro processing is also applied as a 

template of stone oven cooking for the preparation of other food types as well. 

Examination of heat effects in various, actual cooking operations also confirmed that 

cooking technologies have sty les, and that the way people practice stone oven cooking 

is shaped by their cultural perceptions. However, such technological styles are not free 

from functional elements such as the types of food processed. Rather, a certain 

functionality is indispensable in shaping a technology, and this in turn may be perceived 

as a cultural ideal with which any stone oven cooking activities are performed. 
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Chapter 7 

Measuring contemporary stone ovens: 

An abandoned kitchen of Olpoi village 

Previous chapters explored ethnographic contexts of cooking technologies in 

northern Vanuatu, focusing on stone oven cook ing, and tried to establish certain 

correlations between food processi ng strategies and ecologic al and social factors by 

examining how given cooking systems and technological process are shaped. This 

chapter, as a bridging part to the next chapter describing extensive archaeological data, 

presents a case study regarding the measurable elements of stone oven cooking 

activities, and considers how stone oven cooking activities could be reflected in 

archaeological record. In so doing, a detailed recording of an abandoned kitchen space 

is carried out in the field. 

7.1. Contemporary kitchen houses and cooking areas in Olpoi village 

In Olpoi and other vii/ages in Northwest Santo kitchen houses (venu kin veve/a) 

are generally built next to or close to the dwellings (Figure 7.1). 

At the midpoint of the year 2000, there were 58 residential houses and 40 kitchen 

houses in the village. Generally speaking, a single kitchen was shared by a nuclear 

family which consisted of parents and their children, and occasionally included 

grandparents. Common dwelling/sleeping houses consisted of two rooms and a veranda, 

and unmarried adults often have their own houses, while sharing meals with their 

parents. In addition to these househ old structures, a communal kitchen house is located 

in the central area of the village where all the communal events take place. 
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Figure 7.1 Map of Olpoi village with the location of recorded kitchen site (inset). 

Kitchen houses are sim ply structured: bare ground as floor, roof thatched with 

natanggura (Metroxylon warburgiJ) leaves, and sometimes equipped with a wide bed or 

a raised floor made of bamboo for people to sit and rest themselves as well as to store 

kitchen utensils and foodstuffs. Kitchen houses are either walled or open in some 

direction. When the entire structure is walled, the upper part of the wall is left open or 
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window is created so that the house is well-ventilated against sm oke. 

Raised bamboo beds of similar structures (pue kin lolok/romu) are seen 

everywhere in the village, which seem to be a typical architectural component of the 

settlement in the western coast of Santo". They are usually either constructed under the 

shade of a large tree, or attached with a simple roofing structure of aligned coconut 

leaves (rejrej jo). Some are as low as the height of ordinary chairs or benches, some are 

about the height of tables, but both are served for the same function. Generally each 

household ow ns at least one raised bed by the residenti al or kitchen houses, and som e 

on the communal area. In the village of Olpoi, there were 35 bamboo beds associated 

with individual households, and another 4 beds in the com munal area in the centre of the 

village. These bam boo beds, despite that they belong to the community or specific 

households, provide gener al gathering and chatting area among villagers and viSitors, 

but at the same time these spaces are commonly used for food preparations such as 

cutting and grating of food. Root crops are skinned, coconuts are grated, pigs, chickens 

and cows are chopped, !rullim. is prepared, and nalot is pounded on top of these bamboo 

beds or tables. 

Inside the kitchen is a fireplace (Iowan vevela,low an in), generally in a close 

proximity to the corner area, either with three large rocks placed in a triangular layout to 

be used as a sort of tripod for pots (in kin we), or with two large, flat stones or bricks on 

opposing sides, on top of which iron bars (two iron bars or a u-shaped bar) are crossed 

over. The first style tends to be smaller as a stone-tripod can only support one pot, and 

this is said to be of traditional style. The latter is recent, and particularly longer ones that 

can accommodate multiple large pots are made in the communal kitchen area. 

Fireplaces are occasion ally seen outside, and used as a secondary cooking hearth, 

" I rarely saw similar structures in other islands I've visited, such as Efate, Malakula, Maewo, 
Ambae, Banks, and Torres Islands. 
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although whoever owns such multiple fireplaces tend to use these outside fireplaces for 

cooking when weather permits. Pots and pans that are purchased at local stores or in 

Luganville town and commonly used today are placed on a bamboo bed or suspended 

from the wall; some are placed on the corner of a bamboo bed outside, or on the floor of 

the residential house. 

Stone oven cooking areas are generally inside the kitchen. As ovens in 

Northwest Santo do not have a permanent pit structure, there is only bare ground with a 

pile of many stones along the wall. In other words, an empty ground area of 

approximately 2 m or more in its dimension is an im portant stone-oven space inside the 

kitchen. 

Almost every kitchen house is equipped with stones. When a kitchen is small, 

people may construct another small hut specifically designed for stone oven cooking 

(venu kin wav)52, or have oven stones in areas outside of the kitchen. In the case of 

Olpoi village, there was only one venu kin way at the time of this research, two oven-

cooking spaces under th e shade of old dwelling houses, and 6 ovens or piles of oven 

stones existed outside yard. Operating a stone oven for cooking outside is a very 

common behavior among the people in the region, and certainly preferred so that smoke 

doesn't fill inside the kitchen house. Sometimes when the weather is fine, stones are 

brought outside often in the vicinity of a bamboo bed, for stone oven cooking. Some 

families even have a pile of stones outside either along the waif of a house or under the 

shade of a tree so that they could be used anytime without taking the trou ble of bringing 

stones from a kitchen. On the other hand, it is rare to construct a venu kin way, a special 

hut for oven cooking. It seems more likely that old dwelling houses or kitchen houses 

52 Kitchen houses specifically designed for stone oven cooking are common in the Pacific region, 
and known as fare umu in Polynesia, pare umu in Anuta (Kirch 2002), and wanuhm in 
Micronesian island of Pohnpei (Shimizu 1976). However, such distinction is not seen in Northwest 
Vanuatu. 
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that are almost abandoned are sometimes used ore re-used for the purpose of stone 

oven preparations. In com paris on with the proper kitchen houses, venu kin way or oven 

spaces under the shade of old houses are m are exposed to the outside, as it is gener ally 

the case that there are no walls at all. In this sense, these cases are in between the 

kitchen ovens and outside ones. That was the case of the kitchen site that will be the 

focus of this study here. After this kitchen was broken down at first, the place still 

maintained its roofs and was being used for oven cooking for some time. 

7.2. An abandoned kitchen space 

7.2.1. A Kitchen before abandonment 

7.2.1.1. Condition of the kitchen: 2000 

This kitchen house is located at the western fringe of the Olpoi village, on a nat 

area overlooking the ocean (Figure 7.1). It measures approximately 4.9x3.7 m. There 

was no wall structure for this kitchen, and a tiny bamboo stool was attached on a side. 

This kitchen was originally walled with woven split-bamboo materials and thatched with 

natanggura leaves, like other kitchen houses in the village. However, it had been awhile 

since the wall structure fell off, attached stools were broken, and it had holes on the roof. 

As the entire kitchen house structure was getting deteriorated, the family who was using 

this kitchen was considering the construction of the new kitchen house. 

This kitchen was used in principal by a nuclear family which consisted of an 

elderly couple and their children. Four unmarried young adult children were usually 

eating with their parents, but one of them had been told by his parents to eat with his 

married sister's family (a couple with two small kids) to reduce the amount of labour 

required to prepare daily meals for many. Two married sons had their ow n kitchens 

adjacent to their parents' house and cooked food for their own family. However, it was 
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Figure 7.2 Kitchen house before collapse. 
A woman is picking stones from a previous stone cooking spot to use them again for a new oven 
under preparation (on the left front) . Note that many stones are kept in a pile in the left side 
corner of the kitchen house. Common cooking hearth is located to the right. 

common among these three kitchens to share food . Although the basic number of 

individuals eating in this kitchen is 5, this kitchen may provide food for more. It is 

particularly the case when food is cooked in a stone oven. 

The major cooking facilities within the kitchen were a fireplace with two large 

stones on both ends, an d a pile of stones for stone-oven cooking (Figure 7.2). Next to 

the kitchen was a bamboo table for preparing food and kava, and the owner's sons and 

friends were often drinking kava both inside and outside of this kitchen house. Inside of 

the kitchen was almost exclusively used for fire using activities, rather than other food 

preparation or eating. No cooking equipment or food was stored inside the kitchen either, 

as the family thought it is not a secure storage space without any door and walls. Major 

activities carried out inside the kitchen are therefore: stone oven cooking , bOiling and 
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roasting of food at hearth area, preparation of kava, and very casual gathering and 

eating aroun d the fireplace mostly by males drinking kava in the evenings 53. 

7.2.1.2. Abandonment of the kitchen: 2001 

The construction of the new kitchen began in Novem ber 2000, as existing kitchen 

house had been in use for many years and its structure had already been falling apart 

(e.g. natanggura roof had holes and originally existed wall was already gone). Actual 

food preparing activities inside the new kitchen started in late Decem ber, after its roof 

was thatched (but still without walls). For the time being, the old kitchen house was left 

as it was and used for daily cooking. It was when the fireplace for the new kitchen was 

fixed and walls were added that the major daily cooking space shifted to the new kitchen 

house. Yet, the old kitchen house still served as a sort of second kitchen, or an informal 

nakamal54 for kava drinking. Fire was made almost every evening for boiling water, and 

for roasting a small amount of root crops and corns, while people, mostly men, sat 

chatting around the fire sharing bowls of kava. Oven stones also rested there and were 

occasionally used for oven cooking. It was in fact convenient for the family to have an 

oven cooking place separately outside of the new kitchen, as smoke from heating stones 

wouldn't disturb people inside the kitchen. While oven stones and the fireplace in the old 

kitchen still maintained their functions, they also experienced certain disturbances as 

well, because they were basically outside and exposed to the rain, and were walked 

over, poked, and played around by pigs, fowls, dogs, and people. 

53 'Casual cooking and eating' are generally the roasting of corns, wild yams, fish, a small number 
of Turbo and Trochus shells and the consumption of cracked nuts and peanuts, all of which are 
foods commonly consumed more as snacks to erase bitterness of the taste of kava. 
54 Nakamal (Bis.) fonnally refers to a central meeting house of the village that was seen most 
places in Vanuatu. After the independence with the resurgence of kava-drinking, many kava bars 
were constructed in towns, which are also called nakamal. 
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This old kitchen was severely damaged by two devastating cyclones in February 

and March 2001. Its roof was blown away and the frame of the hut became unstable. As 

a result, the owner of the house finally decided to remove components of this old kitchen 

house to clear the ground. The posts of the old kitchen were pulled out, a nd most of 

them were split into smaller pieces to be used as firewood. However, the fireplace and 

oven stones were left there for a while, as they were still usable in the good weather. 

The major activities or events that affected the condition of oven stones and 

cooking areas after the abandonment of the kitchen are summarized as follows: 

1. Direct exposure to the various weather 

Some charcoal and ash could be washed away by heavy rain, while some rain 

washed soil as well as sandy dust may fill up the cooking area. 

2. Insect seeking activities by fowls and humans 

Bugs and insects nest in between oven stones and soil. Fow Is often come 

around looking for food and thus some stones are moved by them. People also 

occasionally look for small bugs to be used as baits for fishing, and stones are 

moved around. 

3. Pigs and dogs running around 

Dogs are everywhere in the village, so are some pigs. Pigs are normally tied to 

the tree or kept inside a fence, but some runaway pigs are often seen in the 

village, and are always chased by dogs. They run around frantically and 

sometimes disturb a pile of oven stones when they are left outside. 

4. People chasing dogs and pigs away with stones 

People pick a stone from a pile and throw at the dogs when unwanted dogs 

come nearby while they are eating or chatting. 

5. Kids' playing with stones 
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The open area around the house frequently becomes children's playground, and 

stones generally make a good 'toy' for them to play with. 

6. Recycling of oven stones 

Oven stones of relatively good size are occasionally picked in quantity and 

carried away to supplement the number of stones in another stone oven, by 

family members, relatives, or neighbors (in the last case with permission). 

Among all these events contributing to the subseq uent shaping of the kitchen 

space after the abandonm ent, the last point of recycling stones requires further attention. 

This kind of activity indicates the nature of oven stones as movable "artifacts" rather than 

as "features." The end of the use life of a kitchen space does not necessar ily mean the 

end of use life of oven stones, while a stone oven cooking area itself would likely to be 

abandoned. Whether people recycle stones from an abandoned kitchen and oven space 

will depend on several conditions. In Olpoi where stones are very easily obtained in the 

vicinity of the village, still usable old stones could be left behind as the kitchen is 

abandoned and brand-new oven stones may be equipped for the new kitchen. This was 

actually what happened to this particul ar kitchen case. However, some stones were later 

taken from the old kitchen to add to a new oven as the amount of stones originally 

collected for the new oven was not enough to make a large oven. Although it is not very 

common, oven stones that are even a component of an active oven could be shared and 

thus transferred between the kitchens when a family has to make a larger oven for 

special occasions such as informal feasts. In areas where stones suitable for stone oven 

cooking are not abundant, people would consider such stones precious. Thus, it is 
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expected that any usable stones could be transferred to a new oven, and people may 

become more possessive about oven stones 55. 

7.2.2. An abandoned kitchen excavated 

Recording of features from this kitchen started in April 2001, about a month after 

its collapse, and recording continued about a week in June and Nove mber. A grid was 

set in parallel with the axis of the kitchen house structure (F igure 7.3). Sediment of the 

village area is sandy, reflecting the proximity of the village to the beach. Soil in the 

exterior of the kitchen area was packed sediment of water abraded fine grit and sand, or 

possible sheet wash from run off. 

While major stones distributed in the kitchen were numbered and mapped 

individually, tiny, fragmented fire cracked rocks (FCRs) and charcoal were collected grid 

by grid without assigning identification num bers (but with locational information when 

possible). Although t he recording of surface and sub-surface distribution was centered 

on fire and cooking related features, small pieces of pottery sherds (35 pieces) were also 

collected. They are mostly small pieces and their thickness ranges in between 4.2-8.4 

mm (6.7 mm in average). Pot sherds were concentrated in grids E4 to E6, 06 and 07, 

but were found in lower levels in which no other material evidence of kitchen related 

activities was observed. Considering that the family was no longer using pottery when 

this kitchen was in use, these pot sherds probably are associated with earlier occupation 

in the village, and not directly reflecting the use of kitchen in study. 

55 I once brought as a gift about 10kg of fist-sized oven stones collected in Northwest Santo to my 
host family in Malo, where stones are usually obtained from the mainland Santo. These stones 
were divided between two women who own their own kitchen with an oven pit, rather than sharing 
and using them together. 
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7.2.2.1. Stone oven and other fire related features: spatial distribution 

Stone oven remnants were mapped in the area around 82 and C2, with another 

sparse cluster of FCRs around 02 (Figure 7.3). Common cooking hearth was once 

located in grids 06 and 07. T he common hearth area is noted by dense concentration of 
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Figure 7.3 Surface ofthe kitchen space. 
Patches of ash in D6-E6 indicate the location of cooking hearth. Cooking stones are left at the 
northwest corner of the kitchen hut. A series of post holes mark the shaded area of the kitchen. 
Exterior surface area is hard packed due to the exposure to rain wash. 
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ash (both as almost pure-ash sedimentation and soil mixed ashy layers), and hard-

packed sediments around it 56
• 

The dense heap of stones is the area where cooking stones are piled in the 

kitchen as shown in Figure 7.2, not the actual cook ing spot. Some degree of 

sedimentation of loose sandy soil was observed in between the piled stones. Many 

pieces of charcoal and small FCRs were recorded from this feature. Also, within the 

feature were some food remains such as fish bones, cow bones, marine shells (mostly 

Turbo shells), and nut species like natapoa (Terminalia catappa) and nangae (Canarium 

indicum). Two large stones in the south (C3-C4), which were a part of the alignment 

marking the stone pil ing area, seem to have been used as nut crack ing anvils, as most 

nut-shells were found around them. 

The actual location of cooking operations is clearly reflected in the distribution of 

ashy layers, charcoal and small pieces of FCRs (Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, and 

Figure 7.7). Concentration of ash was clearest in D6 and D7, where a hearth for daily 

cooking was located. In addition, thin layers of ash were also observed in grids C 4, C5, 

C6 and D5 (Figure 7.4). While ash could be produced by any kind of sufficient burning 

processes, abundant occurrence of charcoal is more likely to be associated with the 

interruption of burning, typically by removing the flaming fire and shutting the area from 

the outside air. Such deposits contai ning both ash and considerable char coal are 

mapped in C4, C5, and D5. 

56 At the bottom of the ash layer was an interesting spot in which a hole of a reversed conical 
shape, probably a trace of peg-like wood piece being planted at the center of the hearth. This 
seems to be a kastom that used to be commonly performed. Villagers explained that they used to 
plant a stem of namariu tree (Acasia spirorbis) curved into conical shape before starting fire in a 
new hearth, and that this is a magic to fill one's stomach all the time even when a person only 
eats small amount. 
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Higher concentration of charcoal is observed in 2x2 m grids of C4, C5, 04, 05, 

E5 and E6, with the densest concentration in 04 (Figure 7.6). Charcoal from E5 and E6 

is reflecting the location of cooking hearth. Pieces of charcoal from coconut shells are 

typically seen in the area of C4-05. Coconut hus ks and shells are considered a good fire 

starter, and are commonly used in association with stone oven cooking (see Figure 7.2 

oven in operation in which coconut husks are aligned at the bottom). The relatively 

common occurrence of coconut shell charcoal in a large area is thus suggestive of the 

stone oven cooking locations. Some pieces of charcoal were also identified among the 

heap of cooking stones in 83 and C3, but the total weight remains relatively small. 

Although significant amounts of charcoal were associated with the cooking hearth area, 

+ C4 + C6 + 
charcoal 

+ 04 + 05 II- + + 

"" 

I 
charcoal 
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+ 

I"""w* __ 

ash mixed 
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Figure 7.4 Sub-surface plan of ash lenses and charcoal concentrations in possible stone 
oven cooking area. 
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the total weight of charcoal remains small as well. This reflects the differential use of fire. 

In stone oven cooking, firewood is burnt only for a couple of hours to heat up cooking 

stones; whereas in cooking hearth, firewood is left in flame for further combustion until it 

finally turns to ash. 

Distribution of small FCRs (those sm aller than 3 cm in size are mapped in Figure 

7.7) mostly corresponds to the area with concentration of charcoal; however, the highest 

concentration of small FCRs was associated with the pile of oven stones in 83 and C3. 

As fragmentation of cooking stones would occur as a result of repeated heating , 

concentration of very small pieces of FCRs could possibly be reflecting the area of 

actual cooking. Nevertheless, the most frequent occurrence of such small FCRs within 

the piled cooking stones cannot be interpreted as such, because this area located at the 

corner of the kitchen was never used for heating stones. A n alternative cause for the 

fragmentation of FCRs is the processes of picking/cleaning of oven stones from/to the 

Figure 7.5 Bottom plan of cooking hearth. 
Gray to whitish ashy sediment is scattered around 
the hearth area, but boundaries of ash deposit is 
blur. 
A: dark brown sediment reflecting where large 
rocks supporting pots were planted. 
B: reddish ash well burnt and packed. 
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Top map shows the actual scatter of charcoal mapped in situ. Bottom map indicates the total 
weight of charcoal collected in situ and from the screened soil. 
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pile. It is commonly observed that during the picking of ovens stones for cooking 

operation, larger pieces of stones are sorted and smaller ones are thrown to the side of 

the pile. Similarly , when oven stones are cleared after the operation, stones are throw n 

back to the pile one after another, or are put into a woven tray of coconut leaves 

(generally used to collect garbage) and overturned to the pile at once. Such relatively 

rough treatment of stones would easily cause cracking and chipping off of stones, 

especially when stones are heavily altered by heat. What this case suggests is that the 
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distribution of fragmented FCRs alone cannot simply be interpreted as the location of 

cooking operation, and the pile of stones could also contain substantial amount of small 

FCRs. In other words, it could certainly be a clue to detect the location of cooking area, 

other factors such as distribution of charcoal, ash, and burnt soil need to be considere d 

in combination. 

7.2.2.2. Measurement of cooking stones 

Oven stones used in this kitchen are almost exclusively volcanic basalt pebbles 

collected at locations nearby (either the along the beach in front of the village, or by 

Pespia River). Other sedim entary stones such as sand stone are seen, but are 

extremely limited (2%). Most of them are round pebbles, and squarish stones whose 

source would be on the way to the gardens are lim ited (6%). Vesicular basalt is about 

45%, and both coarse and relatively fine varieties are used. 

Most cooking stones were concentrated on the pile that measures 1.7x2 m. The 

total number of cooking stones that was recorded individually amounts to 873 pieces, 

with total weight of 126.63kg, average of 145.1g. Among over 800 pieces of stones, 

complete pebbles are merely 48 (5.5% of the total) and most of the stones were broken. 

Crack marks were observed on 235 stones (27%), and som e stones had a pocked 

surface (118 pieces, 13.5%), both of which are caused by intensive heating. 

Approximately 88% of stones turned reddish or pale in color as a result of fire alteration. 

Size range distribution of oven stones retrieved from the kitchen site is 

summarized in Figure 7.8. As illustrated in the left chart, the highest size range of broken 

stones is 5-7.5 cm in length, followed by 2.5-5 cm range. In contrast, most of the 

complete stones are larger than 5cm and the highest distribution is in between 7.5-10 

cm (56% of the total number of complete stones). Although the si ze of oven stones to be 
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collected depends on the availability and abundance of stones of ideal size at the source, 

it seems that at least in this case where volcanic pebbles are easily collected at the 

beach and riversi de within the distance of 10 minutes walk, people were picking stones 

whose size is somewhere between 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm as suitable oven stones. 

Looking at the weight distribution, the majority of broken stones are less than 200 g 

(almost half of the total are less than 100 g, those of 100g-200 g are 29.6 %), while 

complete stones are somewhere in between 300-500 g. 

It is assumed that the amount of smaller broken stones increases as the 

operation of stone ovens are repeated , and the peak of the size range distribution would 

gradually shift to the smaller range (i.e. from 5-7.5 cm range to 2.5-5 cm, 2.5-5 cm to 0-

2.5 cm) , if there is no events of supplying more stones to the stock _ However, this is not 

usually the case. It is very common among the villagers to add more stones to the pile 

when they need to make a relatively larger oven for formal and informal feasting . In this 

particular case, the total am ount of stones kept in the kitchen is much more than being 
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used for normal stone oven cooking operation 57, and generally considerable amount of 

stones (especially smaller ones) are left in the pile. Although no integration of additional 

stones to this pile was observed during the period of my research, it is clear from its 

greater amount that stones were added to the pil e in the past. This point is expanded 

further in the following sections. 

7.3. Oven stones in an experimental context 

In order to assess the minimum requirement of oven stones and to examine the 

rate of fragmentation of oven stones, an entirely new oven is created. A certain family 

(conSisted of four adults and a child) was entrusted with this experimental oven and 

used it repeatedly with the following conditions: (1) all stones are to be used (heated) 

every time, (2) avoid mixing of stones from this oven with others, and (3) cooking 

location could be either inside or outside. 

The total number of stones collected for constructing this new oven is n=124, 

with the total weight of 53,495 g (Table 7.1). T he weight and size distributions of stones 

are illustrated in Figure 7.9. Most stones fall into Ihe range of approximately 7 to 13 cm 

in length (9.7cm long in average) and 6 to 10cm in width. The average weight is 431.4 g, 

and more than 75% of the samples are within 300 to 500 g. 

In total this oven was used 30 times, and the total num ber, weight, and size of 

broken stones were recorded after 1,5,10, and 30 times of cooking operations. Four 

pebbles were broken to pieces as a result of the first cooking operation an d removed 

from the oven (thus causing a loss of 1,320 g). Although stones were carefully treated to 

avoid possible loss and/or contamination with other oven stones that were also in the 

kitchen, the total weight of stones after 10 times of use fell down to 41810 g, and then to 

57 I was constantly observing stone oven cooking operations in this kitchen, but I never saw an 
operation in which all stones in the pile were taken for cooking. 
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39,297 g after all 30 times of cooking operations, suggesting a considerable loss of 

stones (Table 7.1). The reduction in the total value m ay partially be reflecting the error in 

collecting unnoticeable small fragment left at the bottom of an oven amongst charcoal 

and ash; however, it is also likely that some stones were removed or misplaced, and 

possibly mixed by accident. Putting these latter unexpected happenings aside, however, 

certain degree of weight loss due to the increased fragmentation seems to be a normal 

process in the use-life of an oven. In short, tiny, fragmented pieces are too small to be 

noticed so that they are generally left at the site of cooking operation without being 

picked up to be stored in the pile. T his eventually will lead to the need of supplementing 

extra stones. 

Table 7.1 Transition of total weight and amount of complete stones in experimental ovens. 
times of operation #0 #1 #5 #10 #30 

total weight (g) 53495 51810 50015 41810 39297 
total weight of complete stones (g) 53495 48270 44620 33355 24577 
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The values summarized here could be taken as a typical size of stone ovens 

used by relatively small household. Although there was considerable decrease in the 

total weight of stones after 10 times and 30 times of cooking operations, this study 

indicates that smaller total such as 36 kg was still enough for a small household cooking . 

Thus, assum ing that there is no gre at difference in sizes of stones (most of them are 

less then 12 cm at best and there is no excepti onally large stones that significantly affect 

the total weight) , the minimum value of total weight that could possibly function as a unit 

of cooking is roughly estimated as somewhere in between 39 kg to 53 kg . This could 

potentially be valuable in identifying the function and scale of cooking associated with 

stone oven rem nants in archaeological context. 

The sum mary of broken stones is illustrated in Figure 7.10 an d Figure 7.11 . 

People in the village generally think or say, "oven stones do not break." They certainly 
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Figure 7.10 Size and weight distribution of broken stones after 1,5,10, and 30 times of 
cooking operations. 
Diagrams are the total number of broken stones only. Although all stones were carefully handled 
to avoid any loss or mixture of stones to the sample, repeated use caused a certain loss of 
stones, particularly the smaller fragments. However, significant increase in the number of broken 
stones and the shift of distributional peak to the smaller size/weight is clearly observed. 
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Figure 7.11 Sample of oven stones used only once. 
Broken stones are shown in two pictures on the right side. Below is the typical breakage pattern 
seen after the first heating. Note that some relatively larger pieces have a breakage pattern as if 
they were sliced. Small scars on surface caused by the heat are also commonly seen. 

consider those stones that could easily get fragmented by heat are no good. This is why 

so-called 'black stones' (suI ta maeto) or volcanic basalt are considered the best stones 

for cooking. It was also stated at the beginning of this experiment "if stones break, it will 

happen during the first few times of their use. If they didn't break, they won't." By saying 

this, people are especially pointing to the cases of small explosion with buzzing sound 

caused by sudden, intense heating, and this kind of explosion won't happen in well-used 
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ovens. Samples of such broken stones typically have breakage somewhat like flaking, 

and some pieces can get broken to pieces (Figure 7.11). 

However, both size and weight distributions of broken stones (Figure 7.10), as 

well as percentage of complete stones am ong the total weight of the oven stones (Table 

7.1) both suggest the gradual increase of broken stones. More than 10% of stones are 

broken after 5 times of heating, which becomes about 20% after 10 times of use, and 

then to 38% after 30 times, when counting the weight of remaining complete stones. 

Looking into detail the weight and size of broken stones (Figure 7.10) shows not only the 

general increase in the number of broken stones, but also the trend toward the increase 

of relatively smaller pieces. This is more clearly represented in the weight distribution. 

Up until 10 times of operations the peak of weight distribution is in 200-300g range; 

however, there is a striking increase of pieces in 100-200g range after 30 times of 

cooking operations. 

7.4. Discussion 

7.4.1. Understan ding the use-life of oven stones 

The actual context of its use, the number of stones employed for each operations 

differ depending on the size of oven constructed and the amount of food to be prepared. 

Even though it is estimated from the experimental work that the small scale household 

oven will require 40-50 kg of "fist-sized" stones, it is common in this region that more 

than enough stones are kept inside the kitchen and/or around the outside cooking area. 

The supplementation of extra stones to the pil e is also a common practice, especially 

when a family is trying to make a larger oven for an informal feast. 

The total weight of stones left in the abandoned kitchen studied in this chapter is 

126.63 kg, which is more than twice (or three times if the smallest value after 30 times is 
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taken) as large as the a mount of stones used for presumably the smallest scale of 

cooking. This seems to be a reflection of the accumulated usage of this oven rather than 

the necessity of using more stones for larger nu mbers of people even though the 

number of people eating in this kitchen was certainly larger than the experim ental case. 

The weight and size frequency of oven stones assoc iated with the abandoned kitchen 

(Figure 7.8) exhibited an extremely high concentration of small stones (less than 200g) 

among the pile. On the other hand, if we look at the size range, the peak of distribution is 

in 5-7.5cm range, as in experimental case. However, while those less than 5cm are not 

well represented in the experimental case, the abandoned kitchen oven exhibits 

relatively high frequency of such smaller pieces, reflecting the much longer use of the 

oven. Even without the knowledge regarding the actual use of this particular oven, these 

conditions lead to the conclusion that it was used for a very long time (for several years), 

with frequent supplementation of stones rather than reusing same, broken stones until 

they get much smaller in size. And that was actually the case. Such pattern of stone use 

is probably the characteristics in the area where stone materials are abundant in the 

vicinity of the settlement. When there are not m any suitable stones, on the other hand, 

each stone will gain more value and will be used more intensively until it becomes 

unusable. This may as well explain the case of stone ovens on M ala, where stones are 

generally obtained from the mainland Santo, and sm all broken stones are still 

considered usable so that they are filled inside the shallow, stone lined depression. 

7.4.2. Spatial distribution of a stone oven 

The most prominent feature recorded in this contemporary kitchen space is the 

remnant of stone oven cooking activities. However. the feature itself is not the direct 

evidence of stone oven structure. Strictly speaking, it is a pile of cooking stones 
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indicating the possible operation of stone oven activities around the area. Therefore, 

unlike stone ovens with sub-surface structures such as a pit and stone alignm ent, it is 

not an easy task to estimate the scale of stone oven cooking, assuming that the size of 

stone oven hearth structure roughly corresponds to the amount of food processed. A pile 

of stones, which is most likely to be identified in archaeological context as one of the 

typical stone oven feature, is in principal a stock of stones that could be utili zed for stone 

oven cooking. For identifying the possible cooking area, it is necessary to carefully 

examine the spatial distributions of ash, burnt soil and charcoal, even though the 

detected cooking location is not clearly representing the actual size of oven structure. 

This kind of difficulty arises when stone ovens are constructed on ground without any 

sub-surface structures, as typical ovens exam ined here. 

The best that could be done in such cases is to estimate an activity area 

associated with stone oven cooking, which would consist of (a) pile(s) of cooking stones, 

and concentration of charcoal, ash, and burnt soils. Rather than handling each 

component as individual features, integrating them into a larger unit of activity area is 

appropriate for better understanding the natur e of stone oven usage in specific context. 

In this particular case, three possible cooking locations were identified in grids C4, C 5, 

and 05, from the concentration of charcoal and ash lenses, all of which are associated 

with stone oven cooking activities carried out in this kitchen using stones from the pile 

that exists to the west. This area of approximately 3m x 3m then is understood as a 

single stone oven activity area, in which stones piled in the western corner were used 

repeatedly in the clear ground nearby for the purpose of preparing foods for a household 

and occasionally for small scale, informal feastings. 

Stone oven cooking area recorded for this specific case is associated with 

household activiti es by a single, relatively large nuclear family in the permanent 
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settlement. Although cooking activities in this kitchen were done occasionally to nourish 

larger number of people, such as relatives and other viII age members, this area was the 

locus of their daily cooking activities. There are, however, some other contexts in which 

stone oven rem nants could be created. Com munal kitchen house in each village, for 

instance, has its own cooking stones. Located usually at the centre of the village, near 

the gathering place, or in some cases inside a communal gathering house (nakamal),58 

these "communal ovens" typically possess much larger structures with countless 

numbers of stones. 

7.5. Summary 

The detailed recording of the cooking area as shown in this chapter exem plifies 

how it could be found in archaeological context. Especially when there is not a distinct 

oven hearth structure, it is necessary to recognize the range of informations that is 

observable as an acti vity area. Identifying the unit of stone oven cooking area and 

establishing reliable correlations between the scale of an oven and household siz e will 

be potentially helpful in studying the household structures in the past. Current 

archaeological investigations in Vanuatu are predom inantly small scale testpitting and 

thus our understandings of any spatial patterns representing activity areas are limited. 

However, descriptions as developed in this chapter, and certain conditions associated 

with the use of ovens are useful in recording the characteristics of fire features and 

possible stone oven usage in prehis tory. 

58 Although there was no such official gathering house equipped with stone ovens in Northwest 
Santo, such structures were seen in the Banks Islands. There, two communal houses existed in a 
village, one for men, another for women, each house equipped with a very large, pit oven 
structure. 
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Chapter 8 

Stone oven cooking in archaeological context 

In earlier chapters, cooking strategies were examined basically in actualistic 

context, and previous chapter tried to examine how stone oven cooking activities would 

be reflected in material evidence by recording a kitchen site, and establish a way to 

describe stone oven features that could be used in archaeological data collecti on. In this 

chapter, archaeological data concer ning stone oven remnants collected in 1997 in Santo 

and in the 2000-2003 field seasons in Santo, Malakula, and Efate are summarized. In so 

doing, the intent is to develop a general underst anding regarding the variability of 

archaeological remnants associated with stone oven cooking. 

8.1. Archaeology in Vanuatu 

8.1.1. Early researches 

The geographical location of Vanuatu is extremely important in considering the 

dispersal of Austronesian groups to the Pacific world. Vanuatu would have been the first 

large archipelago encou ntered by the Lapita peoples who departed from Near Oceania 

(New Guinea and the Solomons) via the small islands of southeast Solomons such as 

Reef Santa Cruz and Tikopia. Vanuatu is also at the hub of traffic connecting the 

Melanesian regions of New Caledonia to the west, Fiji to the east, and the Solomons to 

the northwest. which makes the archaeological study of Vanuatu critical for the 

understanding of prehistoric population movement and cultural interaction in Melanesia. 

As archaeological investigations in the Pacific proceeded after the 19505, and major 

Melanesian archipelagoes such as New Caledonia, New Guinea, and Fiji were 

investigated, the archaeological history of Vanuatu remained almost entirely unknown. 
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Major archaeological investigations began in the mid-1960s, as the Pacific Area 

Archaeological Program proposed at the Pacific Science Congress in 1961 listed 

Vanuatu (then New Hebrides) as one of the areas requiring considerable archaeological 

research. As part of this program, E. Shutler and R. Shutler, Jr. started their research in 

central and southern Vanuatu in 1963 (Gifford and Shutler 1956; Hoffman 2003; Shutler 

1968). J. Garanger conducted extensive archaeological investigations in the Shepherd 

group including the excavati ons of the well-known Mangaasi site and the g rave of 

legendary chief Roi Mata (Garanger 1982). Lapita sites were identified on the island of 

Malo in northern Vanuatu by J. Hedrick (Hedrick 1969, n.d.; Hedrick and Shutler 1969). 

All these pioneering works in Vanuatu established the potential value of Vanuatu 

archaeology. Above all the recognition of Mangaasi pottery, characterized by incised and 

applied relief decorative motifs, was considered a distincti ve style apart from the Lapita 

tradition, and caught much attention in term s of its connection to the 'incised and applied 

relief traditions that were also identified in the other Melanesian regions (Golson 1968; 

Specht 1969). l. Groube conducted palaeoenvironm ental studies in Aneityum and the 

Banks in early 1970s (Groube 1975), which led to the further investigations of the Banks 

Islands (Pakea) by G. Ward in 1973 (Ward 1979), and taro irrigation and the prehistory 

of Aneityum by M. Spriggs after 1978 (Hope and Spriggs 1982; Spriggs 1981). The 

investigation of the Erromango as Tafea Culture History Project by Spriggs and S. 

Wickler looking for human occupation during the first millennium BC located the first in 

situ pottery in southern Vanuatu (Spriggs and Wickler 1989; Wickler 1985). 

After Vanuatu independe nce in 1981, however, the Vanuatu government set a 

moratorium. Almost all social scientific investigation in Vanuatu by outside researchers 

was banned between 1984-1994. cau sing a considerable delay in the development of 

archaeological knowledge regarding Vanuatu's prehistory and cultural sequence. 
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However, the results provided by the archaeological researches conducted before the 

moratorium as well as the progress of archaeological studies in surrounding Melanesian 

regions put Vanuatu in the foreground of major arguments regarding Melanesian 

prehistory. Notably, the interpretation of Mangaasi style tradition by Garanger (1972), 

stating that it is contemporaneous or possibly even older than Lap ita was challenged by 

later studies (Ward 1989), and Spriggs (1984a) proposed an alternative view that the 

widespread, regional similarities of post-Lapita ceramic styles and decorative motifs 

including Mangaasi represent a grad ual and contem poraneous transformation from 

Lapita, supported by a "continuing communication network" (Spriggs 1984a: 217). The 

result of the Lapita Homeland Project in the Bismarck Archipelago (Allen and Gosden 

1991; Allen, et al. 1989) and archaeological investigation on Buka (Wickler 1995, 2001; 

Wickler and Spriggs 1988), providing ample evidence of Pleistocene and pre-Lapita 

settlements in insular Melanesia, raised the pos sibility of a pre-Lap ita colonization of 

Vanuatu as well (Gorecki 1992, 1996). These issues, in addition to the pursuit of the 

more concrete evidence of Lapita settlement, set objectives for later archaeological 

investigations in Vanuatu after the moratorium. 

8.1.2. Recent developments in Vanuatu archaeology 

8.1.2.1. Major archaeological projects 

After the lift of the moratorium, M. Spriggs and S. Bedford of the Australian 

National University. in collaboration with Vanuatu National Museum, started 

investigations on Erromango in 1994-5, and then re-excavation of Mangaasi in 1996 as 

the Vanuatu Cultural Centre's fieldworkers' archaeology training program (Bedford 1999; 

Bedford, et al. 1999; Bedford, et al. 1998). This large scale project continued up to 2003, 

covered an area of over 26,000 m' with systematic testpitting at intervals of every 25m. 
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Although no dentate-Lapita sherds were found from this excavation, the earliest level of 

the site is as old as 2900BP, characterized by plain ware with notched rims as well as 

varieties of shell and stone artifacts (Bedford, et al. 2002; Bedford 2000; Spriggs and 

Bedford 2001). The excavation also identified post-Lapita ceramic sequences starting 

with Arapus style, followed by Erueti style and then M angaasi (Bedford 2000, 2006b). 

In addition to working with Spriggs in Erromango and Mangaasi, S. Bedford, then 

a PhD student of the Australian National University, started his own research in 

Northwest Malakula for the purpose of establishing cultural sequence focusing on 

ceramic traditions in the south (Erromango), central (E fate and Mangaas i), and north 

(Malakula) (Bedford 2000, 2006b). After completing his degree, Bedford started a new 

project with the Vanuatu National Museum in search of Lapita settlements in the Small 

Islands of northeast Malakula during 2001-2003, and located Lapita settlem ents on all 

the major islands investigated, namely Uripiv, Wala, Atchin, and Vao (Bedford and 

Regenvanu 2002,2003). Although only partial results are available at this stage, thick 

cultural deposits yielded a variety of artifacts including a good collection of ceramics 

starting from Lapita to the later M alakula styles, shell artifacts including ornaments and a 

piece of fishhook, as well as faunal remains and a series of cooking remnants. 

J.C. Galipaud, who was then based at the ORSTOM (now IRD) office in Port-Vila 

and working with VCHSS (Vanuatu Cultural and His toric Sites Survey) and the Vanuatu 

Cultural Centre also started excavations in the North of the archipelago. Galipaud 

worked in the Northwest Santo and excavated the M alsosoba rockshelter in 1 996 and 

1997 (Galipaud 1996a, 1996d, 2004 ). This research was part of "Se Nourrir a Santo," a 

joint project of Vanuatu government, ORSTOM, and European Union carried out in 1994 

to 1998 (Galipaud and Walter 1997). Although his initial objective was to establish a 

cultural chronology of the island and food practice, his excavation only revealed a later 
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1000 years of human settlement and the early settlement history of the island of Santo 

still remains largely unknown. He also excavated a series of Lapita sites on Malo and 

Aore. While re-excavating the locations of Lapita sites identified by Hedrick, Galipaud 

found a new Lapita site of Atanoasao on the east coast of Malo (Galipaud 1998a). 

Galipaud also surveyed Aore after 2001 and excavated in 2003 and 2005 an in situ 

Lapita site at Makue, where he unearthed quantities of New Britain obsidian flakes 

(Galipaud and Swete Kelly 2005, 2007a, 2007b). His interest in the initial settlement of 

Vanuatu also led Galipaud to excavate in the Torres Islands, a small island group 

connecting the Vanuatu A rchipelago to the south east Solomons, identifying ca. 2500 BP 

settlement with plain ware comparable to the Kik i phase of Tikopia (Kirch and Yen 1982) 

and the early Pakea phase in the Banks Islands (Galipaud 1998b; Ward 1979). 

Aside from the intensive researches outlined above, Y. Sinoto of the Bishop 

Museum also carried out a project at Mele. His objective was to identify Jomon style 

pottery that had been surface-collected decades ago by Garanger in a sub-surface 

contex1 (Sinoto et al. 1999). Another line of work focusing on Austronesian rock-art 

tradition in Vanuatu was carried out as PhD dissertation research by M. Wilson (Bedford, 

et al. 1998; Wilson 1999, 2002). More recently, a new Lapita site was also discovered on 

Efate in 2003, and excavations have been carried out by the Vanuatu National Museum 

and Australian National University (Bedford and Spriggs 2007; Bedf ord, et al. 2006). 

Spriggs and Bedford also ex1ended the ir research to the nort h, locating archaeological 

sites including Lapita on the mainland of Santo at Big Bay (Bedford and Spriggs 2008). 

8.1.2.2. Aspects of Lapita settlements in Vanuatu 

Although the existenc e of Lapita had been attested on Malo, the nature of the 

Lapita settlement in Vanuatu remained largely unknown due to the poor preservation 
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condition of these sites along with limited availability of reports (Hedrick 1969; Hedrick 

and Shutler 1969). However, this situation changed dramatically as a result of intensive 

research projects over the past ten years. Now Lapita sites have bee n located in many 

parts of the archipelago (Figure 8.1), which strongly suggests possible Lapita occupation 

on the other unstudied islands as well. In particular, the results of the excavations at the 

Lapita sites of Vao on northeast Malakula, Makue on Aore, and Teouma on Efate have 

produced new insights for the knowledge of Lapita settlements in Vanuatu. Fine dentate 

stamped motifs of sherds from these sites are likely to indicate an initial stage of Lapita 

colonization in Vanuatu and are certainly pointing to their closer connect ion to the 

western Lapita regions. The identification of Talasea obsidian on M akue also indicates 

the connection of Vanuatu Lapita to t he west. Some Lapita sherds unearthed at Vao 

were red-painted and lime-infilled, which could have been either a characteristic of 

Vanuatu Lapita, or a more general pan-Lapita phenomenon that is poorly represented 

due to poor preservation (Bedford 2006a). 

The very recent discovery of the Teouma Lapita site on the south coast of Efate 

further highlights the current state of Vanuatu archaeology. The Teouma site, uncovered 

during construction work in 2003, proved to be one of the earliest Lapita sites in Vanuatu, 

dating to approximately 3200-3000 BP, bearing reconstructed Lapita vessels with face 

motifs and clay bird figurines attached to the rim. More significantly, this site turned out 

to be a well-preserved Lapita cemetery, where human skulls were buried inside a 

decorated Lapita pot (Bedford, et al. 2004; Bedford and Spriggs 2007). The discovery of 

many headless skeletons as well as the secondary burial of a head inside a dentate

stamped Lapita pot probab Iy speaks to the burial practice of the Lapita population 

(Bedford 2006a; Bedford, et al. 2007; Buckley 2007). Further study of the site including 
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DNA analysis of skeletal remains will contribute greatly to a better understanding of 

Lapita culture and the ancestry of the population. 

Although no dentate-sta mped sherds were identified. Arapus/M angaasi could 

also be interpreted as representing a plain ware component of Lapita. if one takes into 

account the result of carbon 14 dating and the rich shell artifact assemblage (Bedford 

and Spriggs 2000; Spriggs and Bedford 2001). Rich archaeological evidence indicating 

activities such as tool making and cooking may also suggest the functional variability of 

the Lapita settlements that would possibly be distinguished by the presence or absence 

of the decorated Lapita sherds. In any case. Arapus certainly reflects the post-Lapita 

transformation of early settlement history in central Vanuatu. 

8.1.2.3. On cultural and ceramic sequences 

The possibility of pre-Lapita settlement in Vanuatu was tested by Galipaud on 

northwest Santo. by Bedford on northwest Malakula. and by Bedford and Spriggs on 

Erromango. All of these researches provided negative results and the human occupation 

of Vanuatu commencing with Lapita settlement seems to be confirmed. 

The establishment of cultural sequence based on ceramic styles advanced as a 

result of recent studies in the south (Erromango). central (E fate). and the north 

(Malakula). At Erromango. a sequence starting with Lapita and followed by Ponamla 

(globular plain ware with outcurving rim. 2800 BP). early Ifo (largely globular plain ware 

with outcurving rim. with some incised and nail impressed design. 2600 BP). and late Ifo 

(thick incurving rim with incised and nail impressed motifs. 2400-2000 BP) has been 

proposed (Bedford 1999. 2000). The E fate sequence again begins with Lapita. and the 

post-Lapita ceram ics from Mangaasi/Arapus are divided into the following phases: 

Arapus (globular plain ware with outcurving notched rim s. 3000 BP); early Erueti (plain 
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ware with wide and flat lips and notches on the rim, various forms and some incised 

decoration, 2800 BP); late Erueti (incised pottery with notched rims, 2500 BP); early 

Mangaasi (incised and applied relief pottery with various motifs, some with handles, 

2000 BP), and late Mangaasi (incised and applied relief, application of notched clay 

band, 1600-1200 BP) (Bedford 2000). 

In northern Vanuatu, where ceram ic traditions persisted much longer and 

persisted up to the prese nt in the western coast of Santo, and where the unique bullet

shaped pottery known as naamboi had been ethnographically reported on Malakula, the 

ceramic sequence still remains largely unclear. While Bedford (2000) characterized post

Lapita ceramic styles (Malua ware, globular plain vessels, 2700-2500 BP) in northwest 

Malakula, which was subsequently attested in the northeast of the same island, the 

subsequent sequence has not been established, except for the identification of late 

prehistoric Chachara style (ca. 600 BP), seemingly a precursor of naamboi (Bedford 

2001). 

Despite the fact that pottery technology has persisted to the present, the 

prehistoric cera mic sequence on Santo has been very poorly understood. Thi s is in part 

due to the difficulty in locating a well preserved archaeological si te and to the fact that 

much information is owing to surface collections. Galipaud (1996a; 1996d) reports a 

distinct pottery style that is found in abundance on surface deposits in Northwest Santo. 

This pottery is characterized by the application of a red slip between the incised 

decorative patterns; and sim ilar sherds have been identified as Sinapupu ware in Tikopia 

by Kirch and Yen (1982), as well as being collected in the Bank s Islands and Ambae 

(Galipaud 1996c). A Ithough the S inapupu phase of the Tikopian cultural sequence is 

given the date of 2000BP (Kirch and Yen 1982), Galipaud (2004) is cautious in 

evaluating the tim eframe for this pottery style, as most sherds from Santo are from 
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surface deposits and the occurrence of this style in the well-stratified archaeological 

context during the first millennium AD has not been attested. Sim ilar sherds have also 

been recognized during the excavation of Northeast Malakula, and the further study of 

cultural sequence on these sites may provide a key to establishing a timeframe and the 

geographic extent of these painted, inci sed potteries in Santo. 

8.2. Archaeological evidence of cooking features 

8.2.1. Archaeological sites 

Based on the archaeological backg round described in the pr evious section, this 

section provides basic information concerning cooking features that were excavated in 

some recent investi gations. Archaeological data analyzed in this section comes from 

various excavations on Santo, Malakula. and Efate. Santo data was obtained by 

participating in the excavation of the Malsosoba rockshelter by J.C. Galipaud in 1997 

(Galipaud 2004), and from my own test excavation at Takasraru in 2001. Both of these 

excavations were small scale testpitting, and accordingly the results obtained from the 

sites are limited. Yet, both sites yielded cooking related features such as fire cracked 

cooking stones and fireplaces. Archaeological feature data from Malakula was collected 

from excavations at the Small Islands of Northeast Malakula led by S. Bedford as the 

Vanuatu Cultural Centre's Fieldworkers' Archaeology Training Program in 2001,2002, 

and 2003. A series of excavations on the Small Islands successfully located Lapita 

settlements on the islands of Uripiv, Wala, Atchin, and Vao, and thic k cultural deposits 

provided plentiful archaeological remnants indicating many various cooking activities. 

The Efate data comes from the site of Mangaasi/Arapus, re-excavated by M. Spriggs 

and S. Bedford, again as a joint project of the Australian National University and the 

Vanuatu National Museum. The project started in 1996 and continued almost annually 
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up to 2003. I participated in this project in the last three field seasons from 2001 to 2003, 

and collected valuable information regarding stone cook ing and fireplaces that belong 

primarily to the post-Lapita cultural per iod. 

8.2.1.1. Malsosoba rockshelter 1 

Malsosoba rockshelter 1 is located to the east of Hokua village in Northwest 

Santo, at the northern tip of Cape Cumberland (Figure 8.1) . This rockshelter is on the 

uplifted cliff by the coastline, where the small creek of Naturtur flows into the open sea. 

The shelter is approximately 10m above sea level. The shelter is about 20 m long and 2-

4 m wide, facing the west. Surface structures such as fireplaces, piles of cooking stones, 

and coconut leaf bedding are on the current floor level of the shelter, suggesting the 

recent use of the site (Galipaud 2004). Irrigated taro terraces extend on the hill side 

across the Naturtur creek, while old, long abandoned terraces are seen in the vicinity of 

Malsosoba rockshelters. 
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Figure 8.2 Malsosoba rockshelter 1 with the location of testpits (Galipaud 2004: 61, Fig. 2). 
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Stone oven remnants and fire cracked rocks (FCR) dominate the archaeological 

remains unearthed from the 2x2 m excavation in 1997 (Figure 8.2). On the other ha nd, 

other material evidence such as pottery sherds was extremely limited, suggesting the 

occasional and temporary use of the site for cooking activities, as is the case seen on 

the surface material of the shelter (Galipaud 2004). In fact, these shelters including 

Malsosoba and other rockshelters are occasion ally used by contem porary villagers as a 

place for resting and food preparation, when they work all day at their irrigated taro 

gardens. Prior to the excavation in 1997, Malsosoba rockshelter 1 as well as the 

adjacent Malsosoba rockshelter 2 was tested by J.C. Galipaud and P. Gorecki (Galipaud 

1996a, 1996d). and a radiocarbon a ge of 1150±80BP was obtained from the cultural 

deposit of Malsosoba 1. 

8.2.1.2. Takasraru 

Takasraru site is also located in Northwest Santo, between the villages of Valpei 

and Petani (Figure 8.1, Figure 8.3). This site was tested very briefly by the author during 

the ethnoarchaeo logical field research in Northwest Santo in 2001. The site is on an 

uplifted narrow terrace overlooking the ocean and at the eastern edge of the site, the hill 

slope starts leading to the de ep mountain ranges. T he area is occas ionally used as a 

game field as well as one of the gathering locations for the communities between Petani 

and Hokua villages. The coastal side of the land is developed for coconut plantation, and 

the hillside is used for growing cacao by a family residing in the vicinity of the site. 

Possible existence of an ancient site was reported by villagers of the region, wijh limited 

findings of an obsidian flake, a ball-shaped stone, and fragmented bones from more than 

a meter below the surface. Although material evidence was considerably limited, three 

1x1 m testpit excavations revealed several fireplaces and stone lined hearths as well as 
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a few pottery sherds and anim al bones, and a C14 date f rom one of the features 

returned the age of approximately 2000 BP. Positive evidence of human settlement was 

obtained from testpits 1 and 3, but almost nothing was found from the testpit 2 set in the 

vicinity of old namwele (Cycas circinnalis) trees, which are generally planted in the 

habitation area and have an af finity with strong sociopolitical status. It seems that if the 

material evidence of human settlement is to be found, it will be further in the interior than 

in the area tested during the brief reconnaissance. 

8.2.1.3. Small Islands, northeast Malakula (Uripiv, Wala, Atchin and Vao) 

In all the islands researched during the project in 2001-2003, prehistoric human 

settlements were identified within the area of current village location, which is typically 

an area facing the main island of Malakula. All of these four sites attested to the 

cacao plantation 

Figure 8.3 Takasraru site with the location of testpits, 
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existence of Lapita and post-Lapita settlement at the lower levels, while upper levels of 

the testpit generally contain late prehistoric Malakula ceramics and more recent 

materials of post-contact period (Figure 8.4). Unfortunately, these sites are still under 

analysis and thus a clear timeframe reflecting the stratigrap hy has yet to be presented. 

The previous research by Bedford (2000; 2006b) in northwest Malakula identified the 

early ceramic sequence during the first millennium BC and a much later Chachara style, 

probably related to naamboi, the final stage of the Malakula ceramic sequence. However, 

even after his extensive investigation in Malakula, very little is known about the cultural 

sequence during the first millennium AD. Due to these factors, the chronological aspects 

of features treated in this analysis remain conditional. 

Uripiv was excavated in the 200t and 2002 field seasons (Bedford and 

Regenvanu 2002, 2003). The U ripiv site was rich in artifacts that belong to Lapita and 

post-Lapita assem blages as well as later materials characterized by late Malakula style 

ceramics known as Chachara ware (Bedford 2000). Cultural deposits were extremely 

rich in faunal remains. In particular a massive amount of shellfish remains were collected, 

suggesting a considerable prominence of various shellfish species in the diet of Uripiv 

people in the past. Some important shells such as Turbo and Trochus shells are 

extremely large only in the lower levels, and a gradual decline in their siz e is evident. 

Similarly, some kinds of shells commonly recovered in archaeological context are not 

familiar to the contemporary villagers, suggesting a certain degree of overexploitation of 

marine resources and local extirpation of some species. 

The island of Atchin was surveyed in 2002. Seven tx1 m grids were tested 

around a flat terrace in the southwest of the island overlooking the reef, but most of them 

were not very rich in material evidence in comparison with Uripiv and Vao sites, although 

some artifacts such as pot sherds including Lapita and shell ornaments were found. Test 
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of white sand; Layer 4: very dark sandy sediment with many gravels and some trace of ash; Layer 5: 
blackish brown sediment with many cooking stones and shells; Layer 6: dark sand; Layer 7: sterile sand 
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with patches; Layer 4: dark brown, sandy sediment; Layer 5: dark, grayish brown, sandy sediment; some 
cooking stones and fire features; Layer 6: sterile sand 

Figure 8.4 Stratigraphic profiles of Malakula sites showing the levels of cooking 
features. 
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pits dug in the interior side of the site were very thick in cultural deposits and the TP4 set 

in the eastern end of the research area had 250cm of deposit before hitting sterile sandy 

soil. This testpit is where several in situ fireplaces were located. Wala island, surveyed in 

2001, was also in small scale, but human settlement starting with Lapita was securely 

located on a coastal terrace facing the mainland Malakula, where the contemporary 

village is currently located. 

The Vao site was briefly tested in 2002 and further excavated in 2003. Another 

excavation was conducted in 2004. This analysis, however, only includes evidence 

obtained from excavations in 2002 and 2003. This site follows similar trends as the other 

Small Islands sites in terms of site location and stratigraphy. The Lapita level in this site 

is exceptionally rich, containing many pieces of Lapita sherds whose dentate patterns 

are much finer and detailed than those found in Uripiv, Wala, and Atchin. Furthermore, 

some large sherds were painted red, infilled with lime (Bedford 2006a, 2006b). In 2003, 

an area of 2x3 m was dug in the area where the existence of a rich cultural deposit is 

expected from the reconnaissance in the previous year, which in fact provided a good 

case of an activity area containing m any stone oven features. 

8.2.1.4. Mangaasi/Arapus 

Mangaasi, once studied by J. Garanger (1982) , has been re-excavated by M. 

Spriggs and S. Bedford since 1996 as a joint project of the Australian National University 

and the Vanuatu National Museum (Bedford, et al. 1999; Bedford 2000b; Spriggs and 

Bedford 2001). This extensive and systematic testpit excavation located evidence of a 

considerably large human settlement extending further south across a creek of 

Pwanmwou, on the ground known as Arapus (Bedford 2000b) (Figure 8.5). 

Three phases based on ceram ic styles are identified at Arapus: from the oldest 
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Arapus, Erueti , and M angaasi phases respectively . The Arapus phase, dated around 

3000-2800 BP is characterized by plain globular pots with notched outcurving rims , and 

possibly represents only the cooking component associated with Lapita settlement 

(Spriggs and Bedford 2001) . The following Erueti phase is approximately 2800-2200 BP 
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Figure 8.5 Arapus and Mangaasi, Efate (from Bedford 2000b: 121, Fig. 2). 
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and its deposits are found below the tephra of Nguna volcano, which is located on an 

island north of Efate. Erueti ware has several vessel types, and is characterized by plain 

ware with notched rims as well as pots with some incised motifs. More recent Mangaasi 

materials are found between Nguna tephra and that of Kuwae volcano, which erupted 

about 500 years ago, and an approximate time range of 2200-1200 BP is given (Bedford 

2000b). The Mangaasi phase can be further divided into early Mangaasi (2200-1600 BP) 

with various decorative motifs using incised and applied relief patterns and occasional 

attachment of handles, and late Mangaasi (1600-1200 BP) marked by notched applied 

bands in addition to the var ious incised and appli ad motifs (Bedford 2000a, 2006 b). 

While the distribution of Mangaasi materials is generally sparse, rich cultural deposits 

are associated with Arapus and Erueti phases. Majority of cooking features are related 

to these early post-Lapita cultural periods. 

S.3. Varieties of stone oven features 

Archaeological evidence indicati ng stone oven cooking activities can include 

certain types of hearth or fireplaces. As already described in the ethnographic sections 

and the previous chapter, however, not all stone oven cooking activities leave explicit 

structural evidence such as stone alignment or pits. As is the case in Northwest Santo, 

stone ovens may never require such built-in structural features aside from stone clusters. 

In this case, the possible clue to detecting stone oven cooking activities is the 

distribution/concentration of oven stones and fire cracked rocks (FeR), and hard-packed, 

ashy, burned sediments with large amounts of charcoal. On the other hand, some hearth 

structures mayor may not be related to the use of cooking stones. 

Cooking related features can be categorized by taking stones, charcoal, and ash 

as major variables. T he possible variability of each attribute is summarized as shown in 
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Table 8.1, which potentially distinguishes 36 patterns, althou gh those falling into group 

IV may not necessarily be related to cooking involving stones. Ash and charcoal 

combinations of Aa and Ab could be identified as an indicator of a possible fireplace; 

while Ba, Ca, and B b also could potentially be fireplaces. but it is somewhat ambiguous 

whether they are a fireplace or a scoop-out of fireplace sediment, although the first two 

are more likely than Bb. On the other hand, Cc could be basic ally eliminated from the 

interpretation of the area as being a fireplace. 

Table 8.1. Possible attributes to be used for describing stone oven related features. 

stones I: many; dense II: moderate; small III: small number 
IV: no stones 

cluster or loose cluster (less than 10?) 

ash A: clear layer; ash B: ashy soil C: no ash lens 

charcoal 
a: many; dark to b: some pieces c: no charcoal 
black soil 

During the excavations in 2002 and 2003, F CRs (both found from the features 

and the deposit) were sorted by its size range divided by a 2.5cm span when possible. 

Considering that the size of broken stones could be somehow indicative of the intensity 

of activities involving FCR s, and that the presence of larger stones over 1 kg greatly 

affect the scale figure of a feature when it is represented by the total weight, it is critical 

to be able to reflect these weight and siz e elements in the recordings of individual 

features. Ideally all stones could have bee n measured and scaled individually; however, 

taking into account the limited amount of time available during the excavation and 

massive amount of excavated stones that would have to be analy zed, this option is 

unrealistic. Alternatively, I decided to adopt the size range method that was used here. 

In this method, stones in each range were put on the scale in a m ass. Although this 

method doesn't allow getting the weight of individual stones, average weights could be 
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obtained from the smaller range and m ore precise description regarding the weight and 

size distribution of FCRs as a feature becomes possible, in a fashion similar to that used 

for describing Poly nesian ovens by Orliac and Orliac (1980). 

To specify and understand the nature of cooking activities associated with stone 

ovens, major fire-related features recovered from the recent excavations in three regions 

of Vanuatu are examined and categorized. The basic description and analy sis of 

archaeological features are provided in Appendix B. Major archaeological features 

excavated in Vanuatu can be divided into stone-lined hearth features, pit features 

(stone-lined or not), and various concentration of fire altered stones, often with ash and 

charcoal distributi ons. 

8.3.1. Stone lined features 

Analyzing Polynesian ovens, Orliac and Ortiac (1980) distinguished three 

patterns of features: 1) isolated stones used for stone boiling; 2) surface stone clusters; 

and 3) stones left inside a pit. Similar distributional patterns of FCRs are recognizable in 

Vanuatu cases described here as well, although the actual patterns and interpretation of 

structures are probably more complex in Melanesian cooking than in Polynesian ovens. 

There seem to be several patterns in the archaeological features described in the 

appendix. A type of feature relatively common among the archaeological sites described 

here is the stone-lined hearth structu reo Examples of such features are identified in 

Lapita to post-Lapita context in Efate and Malakula, and a somewhat similar feature was 

also noted at Takasraru in Northwest Santo. These features form a sort of pit structure in 

which ash and charcoal are accumulated. 

The total number of stone-lined features is 16: among these, six are Arapus 

cases (four of which are from testpit 45 series); both Vao and Wala in Malakula have 
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three cases; and Taka sraru and Uripiv have one each (Table 8,2), Most such features 

have certain num bers of FeRs associated with them, and thus can be securely 

interpreted as a form of stone cooking facility, On the other hand, those without 

associated stones, as in the case of the Takasraru feature, are more likely to be a 

common fireplace, Most of the stone-lined features are relatively small and mostly fall 

into a size range of 40-60 cm in diameter, whereas some features have deeper pit 

structures than others (Figure 8,6), Three features from Arapus (TP45/4 and TP53 

features and Area e feature e), are particularly unique for having multiple layers of large 

stones aligned on side walls of relatively deep pit structures, In fact, these three features 

are the deepest among all the stone-lined features from various Vanuatu sites, and 

possibly form a different type of stone-lined feature and so far are exclusively found at 

the site of Arapus, Interestingly, the areal excavations of TP45 and Area e exposed 

multiple FeR features along with these deep, stone-lined pit features, This fact also 

pOints to the possible functional differentiation of this particular feature, These three 

features are all accompanied by a considerable amount of burnt stones; TP45/4 with 490 

(85.4 kg), and TP53 with 273 (35,7 kg) (Area C feature also contained a lot of stones but 

no detailed data is avai lable), 

All three features contain clear ashy deposit, suggesting pro longed burning of 

firewood under the open air with a constant supply of oxygen, as well as the repeated 

fire burning activities inside the pit. TP45/4 feature is somewhat unique because the 

trace of fire is concentrated on the upper part of the structure, The bottom half of the 

feature without clear sedimentation of neither ash nor charcoal may indicate the 

understructu re, The construction of such features with detailed underground structures 

also designates the function of the area as being a per manent cooking zone such as a 

kitchen hut, rather than being a tem poral cooking location, 
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Excluding the three multilayered stone-lined features of Arapus described above, 

the rest of the stone-lined features have stone alignm ent only at the surface, with 

shallow depressions between 10 and 20 cm in depth. The diameter of these features is 

approximately 40-60 cm (Figure 8.6). Three stone-lined features (Ar-G-A, Tk-1-A, Va-10-

170) are somewhat smaller than others in diameter (ca. 30 cm). and tend to have fewer 

associated stones except for a case in Vao. These conditions may imply their functioning 

as smaller stone-lined features of a conventional fireplace, rather than a stone oven 

structures. Another possible exception to this is the Arapus TP45/3 feature, which 

measures over 1 m in size, and whose stone alignment is only partially recognizable 

(Figure B.26). This feature is adjacent to the north of deep, stone-lined pit feature of 

TP45/4 as described above and might be related to its use. 

8.3.2. Pitfeatu res 

Pit features without any stone-alignments were also common (Table 8.3). In fact, 
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this category would be the typical fire features that are often described in som e way or 

other in archaeological reports or as seen on secti on profiles. As shown in Figure 8.6, 

most of the pit features without stone-lined element are relatively shallow, most of which 

fall within the depth of 20 cm; and those with less than 10 cm of depth are also com mono 

When the feature itself is small, the existence of pit structures is significant as a vessel 

to hold an upper structure. When the feature is large from the beginning, however, this is 

not always the case. An Arapus feature Ar-41-1BO (Figure 6.30), for instance, was not 

recognized as a clear pit feature during the excavation. However, the continuation of ash 

and ashy sediment with the occasional appeara nce of burnt soil lasted for about 20 cm 

of thickness. Rather than being a cl ear-cut pit feature, this feature would have been a 

locus of fire making activities without any underground structure, and the accumulation 

of activities resulted in a thick deposition. Considering the pit structures as a critical 

element for the function of a particular fire feature, the diameter/depth ratio of stone-lined 

pit features may provide a clue. Although the function of a stone-lined pit feature might 

have been different from the other pit features, it would be helpful in distinguishing "pit

features" in a strict sense from the others with "shallow scoop or depression." The 

greatest diameter/depth ratio is 0.704 for the Arapus feature Ar-53-190, whereas the 

smallest ratio is 0.27 for Ar-18-180. Taking this latter value as a tentative marker in 

signifying "a pit structure," about one half of the features have smaller values that are 

somewhere between 0.13-0.17, althoug h a couple of features are over 0.20 (0.229 for 

Ur-A-1 and 0.231 for Va-A-A). The rest of the features have values over 0.30 (ranging 

between 0.333-0.568) and are safely categorized as "pit features". 

Looking at the sediment contained in the pit/scoop features, it is found that they 

were more dominated by charcoal-rich soil, rather than the white-ash deposit more 

typically seen among stone-lined features (Table B.2, Table B.3). The high concentration 
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of FCRs is also remarkable. These characteristics all point to the immediate function of 

these features as stone ovens in which further combustion of charcoal is inhibited by 

sealing. 

Table B.2. Description of stone lined features. 

site fearurea diameter dlameterl stonesb ashb charcoalb notes (em) depth 
Arapus Ar-18-180 50 0.26 17 B 7 

Ar-45/5-125 50 0.4 7 a 
Ar-45/6-115 45 0.444 II? ? a 
Ar-C-A 32 0.375 III A b burnt soil 

Takasraru Tk-1-A 30 0.333 IV B b ash mixed 
Uripiv Ur-A-5 40 n/a A b 
Vao Va-l0-170 30 n/a ? ? no detail 

Va-3-170 55 0.309 I ? a 
Va-4-11O 40 nla (IV) B a many stones 

in the level 
Wala WI-2-150 nla 1117 A a partially 

ex~osed 
WI-2-A 50 0.3 II B a 

WI-2-B 50-60 0.466 II? A a partially 
exposed 

a: Feature code consists of the combination of "(abbreviated site name)-(testpit or area number)-(Ievel or 
feature number/letter)". 
b: Criteria used for the description of stones. charcoal, and ash follows the system used for Malsosoba 
features (see Table 8.1). 

Table 8.3. Description of pit/scoop features. 

site feature8 diameter diameter! stonesb ashb charcoalb notes 

Atchin At-4-AB 35 0.514 I A a 
At-4-C 30 0.333 II C? a 

Uripiv Ur-15-160 35 nla I B a 
Ur-A-1 35 0.229 II B a 
Ur-A-4 55 0.164 II A a ashy soil 

around it 
Ur-B-A 45 0.133 II B a bumt soil 

Vao Va-7-100C 47 0.170 II A a 
Va-7-40A 40 0.5 II B b 
Va-A-A 65 0.231 I B a stone-lined? 
Va-A-B 35 nla II B a stone-lined? 
Va-A-C2 58 0.138 I B a 
Va-A-C1 93 0.161 I B a 
Va-A-D 60 0.333 I B a 
Va-A-E 50 0.9? I B a 

a, b: See Table 8.2. 
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8.3.3. Stone clusters without pit or stone lined structures 

Stone clusters are anoth er key to understand the nature of stone oven cooking 

activities. As described in Appendix S, features with pits and stone lined hearths often 

have clusters of fire cracked stones as a component. However, clusters are also 

identified as various distributions without any direct associations with solid pit or hearth 

structures. Examples of such clusters are summarized in Table 8.4. Although the 

majority of features that fall into this type are concentrated on Malsosoba and Uripiv 

sijes, some shallow pit features described above may be included. While there are 

considerable variabili ty in these features, most of them are typically associated with 

charcoal concentration and/or charcoal rich black soil. The distribution of ash is not 

always prominent, suggesting that these features are largely not the location of 

permanent oven hearths or cooking locations but are more likely either temporal cooking 

locations or components removed as a result of certain cooking activities. 

Table 8.4. Description of stone clusters without pit or stone lined structures. 

site feature- dimension total # of total weight of ash/) charcoal.b !cm! stones stones isle 
Malsosoba MI-l 80 32 13148 A a 

MI-2 45 38 7462 A b 
MI-3 9 2255 B a 
MI-4 40 40 7381 C a 
MI-6 80 63 37629 A a 
MI-SC6 78 39226 B b 
MI-7 65 158 54016 C c 

Uri£:!iv Ur-A-2 50 31 1445 A a 
Ur-A-3 52 29357 A? a7 
Ur-A-5 40 58 10340 A a 
Ur-B-B 50-60 23 C a 
Ur-2-L3 II? A b 
Ur-2-L4 ""? B b 
Ur-6-140 ""7 B b 
Ur-11-80 over 100 ""7 B a 
Ur-14-130 25x 35 29 3220 B b? 
Ur-15-140AB 30; 35 x 20 49 3385 B? b/c 

Vaa Va-7-90 over 100 113 2885 B a 
Araeus Ar-4512-120 70x48 103 3423 7 7 

Ar-45/7-115 80 x 55 371 16390 7 ? 
a, b: See Table 8.2. 
c: Italicized numbers of Malsosoba features are based on calculation. 
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The Malsosoba case, in which all features are without pit or stone lined 

structures, provides a good exam pie of how these various patterns of clusters can be 

interpreted. Following the scheme of describing stone features based on major variables 

of stones, ash, and charcoal distributions (Table 8.1), Malsosoba features that seem to 

have been actual cooking places are features 1 (IIAa), 2 (IIAb), 5 (1IIAa), 6 (IAa), and the 

sub-cluster near 1 &2 (IIAb). Features uncertain as to their f unction as fireplaces but 

positively reflecting a cooking area are features 3 (11IBa) and 4 (IICa), and sub-cluster s 

near 3 (1I1I1IBb) and 6 (IBb). And finally, the largest feature 7, which falls into category 

ICc, is likely to have been a location for piling stones. 

8.3.4. Spatial distribution of FCRs 

The spatial distribution of small FCRs can be used to assess the function of the 

excavated area and the intensity of stone cooking activities. While it could be used in 

1 xl testpits to estimate the activities of particular levels, it is more effective in areal 

excavations in recognizing the spatial pattern associated with stone oven cooking 

activities. Area A of the Vao site is one of a very few examples in which a considerable 

amount of activities involving FCRs were identified in the context of area excavation 

rather than Ixl test pitting. Therefore, it is interesting to examine the spatial distribution 

of FCRs in detail. 

Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8 summarize the amount of stones recovered from the 

levels of 100cm to 140cm, in which most FCR related activities were identified. These 

figures only show the numbers of stones retrieved from the excavated soil but not 

recognized as in situ features, and those taken as individual features are not included. 

As expected, the highest concentration of FCRs is seen at the 100-110 and 120-120 cm 

levels, where the large stone heap C is located. What is interesting when looking at the 
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distribution of FCRs in these two levels is that a very high concentration of FCRs, 

particularly those smaller than S cm, is seen in grid AS, in which no clear feature was 

recognized. The peak of the distribution ofsmall FCRs in grid AS lies in level 110-120, 

which might suggest that these stones were in fact related to the stone heap D that was 

recovered at the 120 cm level. Still, the figure of FCRs recovered from the AS 100-120 

level is much bigger tha n that of any other grids, levels, or features of this area. In other 

words, it is safe to state that the evidence of most intensive FCR using ac1ivities are 

found in grid A5, in the level of 100-120 depth. The ratio of small FCR in the levels of 

grid AS is 44.7% for FCRs of 0-2.S cm and 46.3% for 2.S-S cm in 100-110 level, and in 

the 110-120 level, SO.4% for 0-2.S cm and 44.7% for the 2.S-5 cm range. 

Due to their smaller size, these small FCRs may not be well represented when 

the scale of the feature is measured by total weight. Nonetheless, small FCRs are an 

excellent indicator of intensity of stone cooking. Small FCRs are in principle created as a 

result of repeated heating and the 10 ng term use of stones. In other words, the more 

frequent the use of stones is, the larger the proportion and total number of accumulated 

small FCRs would become. In the contem porary situation, such fragmented small FCRs 

are discarded as waste along with accumulated ash and charcoal, while smaller FCRs 

are also used as bottom stones in pit hearth struc1ures, as is the case of the Malo oven. 

In a case such as Northwest Santo stone oven cooking, small FCRs are often neglected 

especially when an oven is constructed outside a kitchen house, and as a result, these 

tend to remain in the exact location of actual cooking operations even after the rest of 

the relatively large stones are cleared away. A much higher ratio of small FCRs is 

expected when calcareous rocks are employed as oven stones. Calcareous rocks are 

very fragile so that they would easily get fragmented within only a couple of cooking 
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operations. Exceptionally high figures of small FCRs at this site is in part reflects the 

higher percentage of calcareous rocks in oven stones. 
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Figure 8.7 Distribution of stones collected from the levels of 100-110 and 110-120, Vao 
Area A. 
Stones taken in association with features are not included here. 
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8.3.5. Scale of coo king features 

As described above. the average siz e of hearths for stone cooking seen in 

archaeological context are relatively small. Generally speaking. heaths examined here 

are about th e same size as those for household ovens in use today in northern Vanuatu. 

As far as available data are concern ed. there is no concrete evidence of large scale 

stone ovens such as those typically used in ceremonial feasts. Underground structures 

indicative of the scale of cooking are all small in size. Even when no clear pit structure is 

observed, thin layers of ashy or charcoal rich deposit are also small, suggesting small 

scale cooking activities. A possible case of large scale cooking would be that of area A 

feature C of Vao (Va-A-C), with which a relatively large shallow scoop of 93 cm is 

associated. However, a significantly shallow depth of hearth deposit may also indicate 

repeated use rather than a large scale cooking operation. 

Another clue reflecting the scale of cooking is the amount of stones, which can 

be considered by total weight as well as total number. The number of stones itself is not 

a good indicator of cooking scale as it increases as stones get broken by repeated 

heating, whereas the total weight also is affected considerably when large boulders are 

included. Therefore, taking these two elements into consideration would give a better 

indication of cooking scale. A case of oven stones collected for constructing a new oven 

for small household use (a household of four adults and two children) on Northwest 

Santo provided a total weight of 53495 g (n=124). Most of the stones were about 7-13 

em in size (10 cm in average), weighed between 300-600 g (average of 431 g) with no 

stones smaller than 300 g COllected. After this oven was used for 30 times, the total 

number increased to n=150, with a decreased total weight of 40686 g (possibly caused 

by the removal of some stones from the pile and by the discarding of fragmented pieces). 

78% (n=117) of stones dropped below 400 g in weight. with the peak of distribution 
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falling between 100-200g. Although there can be much more variation in the size-weight 

distribution of cooking stones depending on the oven style and the kind of stones used 

for cooking (while basalt is hard to break, calcareous rocks are instantly shattered), this 

sample case can be used as a frame of reference, as it fits the general description of 

stone ovens em ploying many stones of fist-size. 

The weight-count distribution of major archaeological features is diagrammed in 

Figure 8.9. Among the features plotted here, three Malsosoba features (MI-6, MI-SC6, 

and MI-7) match perfectly the contemporary Santo oven case described above, as they 

did to ovens recorded on the surface of rockshelters. The acute angle of weight-count 

trendline of Malsosoba features, in contrast with the others, obviously reflects the heavy 

reliance on volcanic rocks as cooking stones. Interestingly, the trendlines for Arapus, 

Vao, Atchin, and Uripiv features are almost parallel, indicating a similar condition of 

stone raw materials, mixing durable volcanic rocks and fragile but locally available 

calcareous rocks. 

While there is a cons iderable variance in the distribution of the total number, the 

total weight distribution of all the features except the Arapus stone-lined pit hearth of TP 

45/4 doesn't exceed 55000 g. Ar-45-4 -100 (weighing 85395g) contains som e large 

stones over 1 kg (7170 g in total). Even after subtracting these large stones, this feature 

still remains an anomaly. As mentioned in the description of Arapus features, this feature 

was densely 'filled' with stones and not much soil was observed. This might reflect a 

somewhat differential nature of this feature. Cooking stones were actually stored inside 

the pit for a certain purpose or for maintaining the area, rather than being an 

accumulation of cooking activities. The existence of an in situ ash layer at the upper part 

of the pit may also suggest that these stones filled in the bottom part eventually 

constituted a portion of some understructure. 
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Alphabetical letters in the legend indicate archaeological sites of Arapus (Ar), Atchin (At), Malsosoba 
(MI) , Uripiv (Ur) , Vao (Va) , and Wala (WI). 

In fact, many of the features are very small in scale (less than 15000 g in weight, 

less than 100 in num ber) , bearing in mind the contem porary Santo figure as a standard 

household size. Some are only partially excavated so that the entire figure of the feature 

is not known_ This figure may also imply that individual features are not necessarily 

corresponding to a cook ing unit, and that the use of these features as a stone oven 

could have been com pleted by combining clustered stones as well as scattered stones 

and a hearth or cooking location . That might have been the cas e for some Malsosoba 

features and Vao area A features. An alternate view is that these small scale features 

were used somewhat differently so that they didn't require as many stones as 
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contemporary ovens. For instance, it doesn't seem likely that such small scale features 

were used for the heating of food that requires a relatively long cooking time (e.g. taro). 

The total amount of food cooked in such features would have also been som ewhat 

limited. Rather than being used for intensive stone oven cooking, these stones might be 

served for other cooking methods such as roasting and stone-filled wrapping 5 
•. Stone 

boiling"O would have also been used for heating small amounts of liquid such as infusing 

herbal medicines and boiling coconut milk, but the importance of this method in heating 

or boiling major foodstuffs would have been limited. 

8.4. Temporal and regional variation of cooking features 

The majority of hot-rock cooking related features belong to the first millennium 

BC, typically those from Arapus on Efate and a series of Malakula sites. The majority of 

Arapus features probably fall into Erueti phase (2800 BC-) and possibly some to the 

early Mangaasi. As for the Malakula data, unfortunately, no detailed chronological 

correlation has been established. However, most features are found in association with 

or in the same level as the Lapita to post-La pita sherds, and thus pro bably represent the 

same cultural period. Although some features may be potentially associated with later 

cultural sequence, it is difficult at this point to as sign any precise timeframe, especially 

when the nature of human settlement during the first millennium AD is not clear. 

However, certain chronological context based on stratigraphic superposition is predicted 

in many instances: Uripiv area A (feature 5 is likely to be older), TP8 (Ur-8-140 comes 

later), TP15 (Ur-15-160 might be older than stone clusters A and B), Wala TP2 (WI-2-

5. "Stone-filled wrapping" is a common method used almost everywhere in Vanuatu. In this 
cooking method, food items that are easily cooked are wrapped together with heated stones. See 
chapter 4 for the details. 
60 The author thinks that stone boiling as used here is a general component of a hot-rock cooking 
system (Nojima 2007). 
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150 would be the oldest), Vao area A (features A and B would be later), TP7 (pit hearth 

A found at 40-60cm level would be relatively recent considering its level of exposure) 

(Figure 8.4). 

Lapita to post-Lapita features are characterized by the co-existence of stone

lined features, pit features (both relatively deep and shallow), and those without any 

understructu res. The relatively common use of calcareous rocks is also typical, although 

this may be due to the location of the sites (all on coral islands) enabling easier access 

to a calcareous rock source. Above all, the occurrence of stone-lined fireplaces on all the 

sites is significant in showing a shared technological know ledge of cooking practice. The 

frequent surface distribution and clusters of FCRs also indicate a common use of 

cooking stones. However, the construction of a deep pit structure lined with large 

boulders is a phenom en on uniquely seen in Arapus on Efate, but not on the other 

islands to the north. It is likely that such features emerged in accordance with the post

Lapita cultural transformation and the developm ent of Erueti style pottery. Recent 

studies examining the post-Lapita ceramic change and the e mergence of incised and 

applied relied tradition have posed a questi on concerning the concept of Melanesia-wide 

synchronous change reflecting a cultural communication among the regions (S priggs 

1997), and instead em phasize a more local ized development (Bedford and Clark 2001; 

Bedford 2000b). In case of post-Lapita sequence, Bedford (2006) distinguishes the post

Lapita cultural pattems of Erromango, Central Vanuatu, and Malakula in terms of their 

ceramic styles. The possible independent development of multilayered stone-lined pit 

features of Arapus seems to support such an al ternative view of post-Lapita cultural 

change. In other words, Arapus and possibly Efate people during the post-Lapita period 

were trying to establish their cultural styles more fitted to their environment. 

Considerably heavy usage of cooking stones in their total weight as well as the 
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construction of steep pit structure could both indi cate an intensification of cooking 

employing heated stones. As described in chapters 4 and 6, pit-hearths for stone ovens 

are often related to moist heat cooking. This type of oven also makes it easier to entirely 

seal the hearth for retaining heat within, enabling heat-efficient cooking. This change 

would probably be related to the gradual subsistence change focusing on the cultivation 

of root crops. 

On Malakula, in contrast, features with deep pit structures are not common. 

Instead, the majority of features, either have a shallow depressi on or not, showing 

similar patterns to much later oven cooking features as typically seen on Malsosoba, 

although the scale of features are somewhat smaller here. Although there are some 

superpositional exam pies of features, no significant change is recogni zed. Detailed 

examination of area A features showed a relatively intensive use of cooking stones. 

What was revealed there is the presence of a massive amount of fragmented pieces of 

FCR indicating heavy usage of stones. The concentration of such tiny FCRs in A5 also is 

important as it suggests possible cooking operations there, because tiny fragments of 

stones are generally overlooked and left as they were. This in turn implies that stone 

oven cooking could have been operated on locations without any pit structures. It seems 

likely that the use of stone ovens on the S mall Islands, Malakula remained relatively 

moderate. Hearths with shallow depressions or surface ovens are a flexible technique of 

oven cooking adjustable to any food resources. However, the cooking activities involving 

stone ovens might not have been as intense as on larger islands. T his could be due to 

the settlement pattern of residing on very small offshore islands, where marine 

resources become a typical food resource. 

Two archaeological sites from the western coast of Santo both represent the last 

thousand years of history. While feature D of the Takasraru is as old as 2000 BP, the 
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information from a limited excavation of the site is not sufficient in considering the natur e 

of fire places of Santo around this early period. The rest of the features are from 

approximately around 1000 BP. Although no clear evidence of hot-rock cooking is 

recorded at Takasraru, the existence of stone lined features should be noted. This kind 

of feature might have been one of the typical fireplace structures among the early 

settlers of the archipelago. Although stone-lined hearths for ovens are still in use in 

some islands such as Malo and the Banks, such features are not known either on Efate 

or Santo. The typical fireplace structure in Northwest Santo today and in the recent past 

is a small fireplace with a few (often three) stones planted in a close area to support 

cooking pots. Malsosoba features show that stone oven cooking activiti es as seen today 

in the same region have a possi ble antiquity of 1000 years in the same region. The 

estimated weight range of the features is in general sufficient for heating any food 

materials including taro. The corresponding ti me period in Northwest Santo would have 

been when subsistence agriculture based on the cultivation of taro in irrigated pondfields 

and yams on dry land was established. 

Cases of stone oven remnants in Vanuatu are still very limited. Although I 

outlined several typical structures here, they may not represent the entire picture of hot

rock cooking technologies in Vanuatu prehistory. Kirch and Yen (1982) report a series of 

'oven' features from early settlements of Tikopia in the southeast Solomons. Features 1 

and 18 of Kiki phase (Kirch and Yen 1982), which is the period of Late Lapita to plain 

ware ceramic assemblage, both have relatively large and extremely deep pit structure 

(diameter/depth ratio of 0.93 for feature 1). other features belonging to the same time 

period are also sli ghtly larger (75-80 cm in diameter) with a shallow depression. 

Although this Kiki phase largely parallels post-Lapita of Vanuatu sequence, such deep 

pit features have not been identified. Considering such variability of stone oven features, 
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it is hard to believe that the Lapita people had a homogenous cooking technology 

linguistically reconstructed as *qumum (earth oven using stones), a pr oto Oceanic term 

for umu, typical Polynesian stone cooking generally referred as 'earth oven' (Green and 

Pawley 1999; Kirch 1997). Although the term might have referred to stone oven cooking, 

what people shared seems to have been a more general concept of employing heated 

stones for various cooking purposes, which was materialized in various forms and 

techniques. A rapid, local developm ent of Arapus-like pit features also support such an 

idea. As demonstrated in the ethnog raphic portion of this work, it is critical to re-examine 

heated stone features as a system of hot-rock cooking, not simply as remnants of well 

known stone ovens, for better understanding the diversity of prehistoric cooking practice 

and its significance in the settlement history of the Island Melanesia. 
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Chapter 9 

Discussion: technological choice in cooking behavior 

The previous chapters examined cooking strategies in northern Vanuatu, with 

particular emphasis on stone oven cooking technologies. Ethnographic description of 

stone oven cooking technologies and associated food preparations dis playing 

considerable diversity exemplify the complexity of cooking strategies. On the one hand, 

it was demonstrated that specific cooking styles are closely related to the major food 

resources utilized by the people. Typically, specific technical styles of stone oven 

cooking are designed as suc h largely in order to process the most important staple crops 

such as taro and yams. On the other hand, cultur al values and human choice were also 

reflected in cooking styles, contributing to the diversity of stone oven cooking strategies. 

Taking this latter point of view also provided an explanation for the persistent use of 

pottery for cooking in Northwest Santo. Examination of the thermal effect of stone oven 

cooking technology in Northwest Santo and Malo also suggested that while different 

treatment taken during the operational process in each group is related to the dom inant 

types of food cooked in the oven, it is in turn contributing to t he schematic designing of 

stone ovens in general. The archaeological examples of stone oven features in Vanuatu 

examined in chapter 8 prospected certain long-ter m chronological change in stone oven 

cooking strategies. 

Stone oven cooking is a technological system whose development and 

diversification reflects a range of social, ecological, and historical factors. Integrating the 

results presented in earlier chapters, this chapter evaluates the diversit y of cooking 

practice in northern Vanuatu in light of the theoretical concept of technological choice. 
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9.1. Ecological and sociocultural perspectives 0 n cooking strategies 

9.1.1. Stone oven cooking technologies in Northwest Santo and Malo 

I will outline the conditions surrounding stone oven cooking strategies in 

Northwest Santo and Malo in order to summarize and review the main findings and to 

present a general model explaining the diversity of cooking practice in northern Vanuatu. 

Contrasting these two regions highli ght the basic elements that are critical in di scussing 

factors affecting cooking strategies. 

People of Northwest Santo living in rich forest environment rely heavily on 

CUltivation and consum ption of Colocasia taro. It is this taro that people eat everyday, 

and it is also this taro that must be baked and pounded for ceremonial feasts. It is also 

taro that is most typically cooked in stone ovens. In short, Northwest Santo ovens are 

designed for the various processing methods for this most important staple. Although it 

was not clearly reflected in the actual practice or in cooking temperature, it is believed 

that their style "bush oven" is better suited to cook taro, because every stone is 

thoroughly heated on top of the fire before being applied to the food. To heat taro 

effectively, people in Northwest Santo cover and seal their ovens with considerable 

amount of leaves. 

On the raised coral island of Malo, in contrast, people use stone ovens primarily 

to make~, and construct their ovens using a stone·lined shallow pit filled with many 

small, broken stones. This bottom layer of stones serves as a platform on which the 

~ is placed and the entire oven is covered lightly with a thin layer of leaves. Unlike 

cooking chunks of taro, ~ does not require intense heat. Com mon ~ food 

materials are crops such as yams and bananas that are more easily heat·processed 

than taro, and the higher water content in ~ paste helps to spread the heat quickly. 

It is only when people of Malo prepare Alocasia taro that twice as much fireWOOd is 
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heated, as they are well aware that this plant is potentially toxic and requires intensive 

heating. 

The examination of stone oven cooking temperature under various experimental 

settings suggests that differences in the amount of firewood, heating time, and the 

amount of coverings could affect the heat temperature during the cook ing. The amount 

of charcoal left at the bottom of the oven structure also provides considerable heat 

during the ea rly stage of the cooking process. Considering that such com plex thermal 

effect could be attained by controlling different technological elements, stone oven 

cooking strategies used by both people of Malo and people of Northwest Santo could be 

understood that they are developed in such ways so that they could effectively cook 

what they need. 

Stone oven cooking in Malo is generally smaller in its scale of oven structure and 

also in the total amount of food. A family observed for this study used stone ovens on a 

daily basis and nearly everyday to prepare supper for the family. Thus the amount of 

food cooked is usually just enough to feed themselves. This strategy of stone oven 

cooking of Malo people also points to the economic use of resources in relatively 

constrained island environm ent. In Malo where good volcani c rocks are limited, oven 

stones are usually obtained from mainland Santo or other locations, and such imported 

oven stones are used until they are broken to pieces. Even smaller fragments are kept at 

the bottom of their oven hearth and used as part of the heat reservoir. The amount of 

firewood and leafy covering materials used for cooking are also adequate for heating 

food sufficienlly. 

In contrast, the stone oven cooking strategy in Northwest Santo is characterized 

by abundance. For people in this region, stones are not a scarce resource and thus, 

better stones are in continuous supply and are used to replace smaller pieces. A rich 
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forest behind the village provides an abundance of resources: food to be baked and 

materials such as firewood and leaves that are needed for stone oven cooking 

operations. As a result, people tend to follow this technique of stone ovens for taro 

processing, even when ~ is made. This is partly because ~ preparation using 

stone ovens is a relatively recent introduction to the region an d its marginality in the 

cooking system does not impose any major technological modifications. In fact the basic 

heating of ~ is readily accommodated to the current style of stone oven cooking. At 

the same time, it should be emphasized that the close connection of stone oven cooking 

and mass processing of taro is shaping their ideal template of how stone ovens should 

be operated. In other words, the way people in Northwest Santo practice stone oven 

cooking is the way they perceive cooking should be. 

9.1.2. Stone oven cooking and technological choice 

Ethnographic evidence of stone oven cooking strategies and major food 

processing methods in northern Vanuatu shows considerable diversity in cooking 

behavior. There are certain rules to be followed, which sometimes explain functional 

advantage for preparing particular kinds of foods effectively. However, there is no clear 

correlation between the structural characteristics of stone oven structures, operational 

styles, and the type of food to be processed, to gener alize the diversity of cooking 

behavior (Table 9.1). In other words, there is no single sty Ie that is associated with the 

preparation of yams or the preparation of taro, and there is no single model that can 

explain the particular types of stone oven structures in gene ral terms. 

For instance, while the contemporary stone oven cooking strategy in Northwest 

Santo is adapted to process taro, the staple food of the people, processing of taro does 

not necessarily require the specific style employed in Northwest Santo. If in Malo, the 
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taro would be processed by making it into ~ so it is easier to heat, or by doubling 

the amount of firewood as it is done for the preparation of A/ocasia taro61. People of the 

Banks Islands, who employ stone-lined pit oven, add water to accelerate heat effect. The 

final product may be somewhat different in its quality (either dry-baked or steam-baked, 

or consumed as~, but any of these strategies would work without problems. In 

some other cases, identical dishes could be prepared with various styles of ovens by 

employing various operational processes·2 • 

Table 9.1. Comparative summary showing the characteristics of stone oven technologies 
and related food types from the selected islands in northern Vanuatu. 

region 

Northwest 
Santo 

Malo 

Vanua Lava 
(Banks Is.) 

Loh 
(Torres Is.) 

Maewo 

stone oven technology 

structure 

no permanent 
structure 
shallow pit; 
stone-lined; 
fragmented 
stones at the 
bottom 
deep prt; stone
lined 

technical 
characteristics 
intensive covering of 
ovens 

light covering of 
ovens 

application of water 

application of water; 
deep pit; 5tone- use of large stones 
lined a for nuguro 
no pit; lined careful removal of 
with large charcoal before 
stones placing food 

dishes of 
environment staple crops cultural 

volcanic; 
mountainous 

raised coral 

volcanic 

raised coral 

volcanic 

taro 

yams 
breadfruits 
taro Fiji 

taro 

yams; wovile 

taro 

importance 

~ 

~ 

nuguroa 

~ 

a: sliced yams baked for a long time in stone oven. See chapter 4. 

What is represented in the ethnographic diversity of stone oven cooking practice 

is the "different ways of doing the sam e thing" (Lemonnier 1993: 17). As any 

technological process require a series of choices, what they cook and how they cook 

., At least in recent history C%casia taro is not cultivated by the people of Malo. For them, the 
common word "taro" refers to taro Fiji (Xanthosoma sagittifolium). See chapter 3 for these details . 
• 2 Similar technological choice is demonstrated in the ethnoarchaeological case study of pottery 
production. in Which identical pots are created through quite different technological processes 
(Mahias 1993). 
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reflect human intention, which may in fact be perceived as a mundane behavior that is 

not rigidly conceptualized. As expressed in Dietler and Herbich's (Dietler and Herbich 

1998: 246) lengthy description of Bourdieu's (Bourdieu 1977) concept of habitus, 

"dispositions of choice and perceptions of the possible in the technical domain are 

interwoven with similarly formed patterns of choice and perceptions in the domain of 

social relations and cultural categories in ways that evoke and reinforce each other such 

that they come to be perceived as 'natural.' " Unlike the prod uction of elaborate feast 

foods such as nalot, !rulli!2, and other kinds of special dishes in which the social 

representation of food is more explicitly displayed, the stone oven cook ing process itself 

is largely grounded in the da ily practice of the people. Since stone oven cooking is 

principally done as part of daily life, it becomes "natural" for them to do it in the way they 

do it. Thus, the stone oven cooking practice is likely to be linked to the types of food or 

dishes regularly used by them, and to a certain degree is constrained by the physical 

environment. It has been developed in a specific way, based on the conceptualization by 

the people of a given society, so that what they consider important or valuable could be 

processed in a culturally appropriate manner. At the same time, it is a dynamic social 

process in which technological process is learned, replicated and occasionally modified 

by active involvement of individuals. An example of solwota and bush ovens in 

Northwest Santo in this respect displays such an active process of technological 

modification in cooking strategies. It is the accumulation of such social production and 

the dynamics of technology that underscore the diversity of stone oven cooking 

strategies. 
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9.2. Cooking strategies and social representation in northern Vanuatu 

context 

In his article "Gens du taro et gens de I'igname", Bonnemaison (1996b) 

contrasted two major agricultural reg imes of taro and yam cultivations in the archipela go 

of Vanuatu. Taro and yams represent the typical agricultural opposition of "wet and dry" 

(Barrau 1965a; Kirch 1994). The differential agronomical requirement for cultivating 

these two most important food plants is the key to understanding the subsistence 

strategies of the people in the Pacific. For Bonnemaison, however, it is not merely the 

outcome of the specific environmental settings, but it more importantly reflects the 

population history and related cultura I values. The distinction between "gens du taro" 

and "gens de l'igname" roughly corresponds to the dichotom y of man bush (people of 

bush/forest) and man solwota (people of saltwater/coast)", in the sense that taro is 

generally associated with interior populations whereas yams are more commonly 

cultivated by people residing in littoral areas (Bonnemaison 1996a). Bonnemaison 

(1996b) also applies this dichotomy of taro and yams as a general, regiona I trend 

dividing the entire archipelago. Em phasizing the eco-cultural preference over agricultural 

production, he locates regions of taro to the north and regions of yams in the central 

regions of archipelago (Bonnemaison 1996a, 1996b) (see Figure 3.1 in chapter 3). 

This contrast of taro and yams is also reflected in the diversity of cooking 

systems in northern Vanuatu, such as the varieties of cooking practices and the 

operational characteristics of stone oven cooking. Above all it also clearly corresponds to 

the socio-cultural values placed on special dishes such as nalot and ~. Although 

preparation of ~ is common in every island of Vanuatu, it is particularly important 

63 Following Bonnemaison's words, they are also referred as "gens de /a terre" and "gens du 
pirogue". The distinction between the "bush" and "saltwater' is not restricted to Vanuatu, but is 
found commonly on large islands in Melanesia such as the Solomons, where the exchange 
connection between the two have been established (Miller 1980). 
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and sophisticated am ong the people in the north ern central islands, in the regions of 

yams. In contrast, nalot is the special cuisine seen only on the islands to the further 

north such as Santo, Banks, and Torres Islands. In some of these regions, such as 

Northwest Santo and Vanua lava in the Banks Islands, intensive cultivation of taro is the 

most important subsistence practice. As described in chapter 4, yams are soft crops that 

are easily grated and therefore ideal to be processed as ~. Taro, in contrast, is too 

firm to be grated and contact with taro sometimes causes skin irritation, so it is better to 

be pounded into nalol. However, some northern Vanuatu societies such as Maewo 

postulate further complexity regarding social representation of food. In Maewo people 

clearly emphasize the production of taro, but the socially significant dish is ~ and 

certain varieties of taro are specifically selected for this purpose. Here again is a cultural 

choice. 

The correlation between socially important crops and elaborate dishes such as 

~ and nalot is comprehensible, because it is through the preparation and 

consumption of such kinds of food that the social and Ii kely political significance of food 

is materialized. While structural characteristics of stone ovens tend to retain ambiguity, 

special dishes such as ~ and nalot are more clearly and intentionally signaling the 

social dimension of food, as they are the dishes to be presented in the public sphere and 

shared among people. As summarized in chapter 5, there is much wider variability in 

these special dishes. It is these dishes that often represent a particular group of people. 

A particular kind of ~ for instance is made only by a specific group of people; people 

of Torres, Banks, Santo, and Malo all have distinctive style of nalot representing their 

own cultural affiliations. Following the concept of gastropolitics, food itself is inherently 

ambiguous; however, depending on the way it is presented, it could have either a 

homogenizing or heterogenizing effect on the people involved (Appadurai 1981:507-8). 
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Preparation of certain foods such as!l!.lllim may affirm the intra- and inter-group 

solidarity by sharing a similar culinary practice. On the other hand, the production of a 

specific dish and a particular process of preparation may emphasize the distance 

between them. Such scenes are frequently seen in Vanuatu under the circumstances 

when there is a congregation of people from different regions and islands (for instance, 

see pictures in Figure 5.1). 

In northern Vanuatu, where local societies are principally small and organized by 

clans and tribes, producing particul ar kinds of dishes and employing particular styles of 

preparation designates ''who they are" and "what they are", and function as a means of 

expressing socio-cultural affiliation or differentiation. Such behavior could be recognized 

only by others, but sometimes explicitly performed by a given people to express their 

own cultural identity, whereby social relations within a group and/or between groups are 

reaffirmed, reproduced, and maintained. Furthermore, in most cases, a stone oven is the 

major device through which varieties of dishes that mark individual as well as social 

identity are produced. 

Outlining the culinary prac1ices of northern Vanuatu enables us to recogniz e the 

various factors affecting choice in cooking technologies (Figure 9.1). Environmental 

conditions certainly circumscribe the options that are available for a given group of 

people. It may limit the varieties of food that could be cultivated in a certa in geographical 

setting. It a/so affects the availability of materials that are needed for certain cooking 

strategies such as stones and firewood. Agricultural activities, which are principally 

determined by environmental conditions but which also reflect cultural choice, provide 

basic varieties of food items that are available for cooking. As described in this chapter 

as well as in chapter 5, food types are certainly one of the most important elements in 

understanding cook ing practices in northern Vanuatu. T his was particularly shown in the 
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Figure 9.1 Outline of ecological and social factors affecting cooking strategies. 

contrasting use of taro and yams, but also in the utilization of other crops such as 

breadfruits and varieties of nuts which contribute to the region al diversity of cooking 

activities. Northern Vanuatu cuisine also di splayed a critical role of food and cooking in 

its social realm as discussed in this section. Social and cultural values are represented 

in the production of specialized dishes. Particularly important in the context of northern 

Vanuatu is its function in maintaining inter-group social relations, and above all as a 

means of maintaining autonom y through differentiation. 

Lemonnier (1993:3) notes that technological choices are made as a result of 

indigenous classification of the materials, and choices that are reversed from another 

society could be influenced by the symbolic values attributed to certain elements rather 

than the physical necessity. Such choices that seem to be somewhat contradictory from 

a material point of view are found in the way people of Northwest Santo make ~ in 

the identical method as baking taro. The preparation of ~ using taro for certain 
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ceremonial purposes by the people of Maewo is a more obvious example. Taking the 

active role of human agency into consideration. series of decisions are made in the way 

that sometimes even cooking strategies could affect the subsistence practice and choice 

of a particular food item over others. In this respect. cooking technologies are not merely 

the final product of subsistence activities and the result of decision making processes. 

but they are also one of the active determinants in shaping ecological. social. and 

ideological domains of culture. 

9.3. Transformation of cooking strategies in Vanuatu prehistory 

9.3.1. Diversification of stone oven technology and culinary practice 

The diversity of stone oven cooking strategies in northern Vanuatu is evaluated 

as reflecting the complex history of human interaction in the region. If this is true. we 

may ask where did this diversity originate. Kirch (1984) lists stone ovens as a basic 

component of ancestral Poly nesian societies. Along with the widespread use of the term 

umu and its cognates in Polynesia. it is very likely that a particular style of stone oven 

use developed within the ancestral Polynesian cultures. This is what should be called 

umu. not as a generic term for stone ovens or stone oven cooking. but as a particular 

style of stone oven cooking strategy. which typically employs either shallow or deep 

underground pit structures. and occasionally covering the entire oven with earth. This. 

along with the development of umu ti (Carson 2002). would characterize the 

specialization of stone oven cooking strategies in Polynesian regions. 

Stone ovens were brought into the archipelago of Vanuatu by Lapita settlers 

(Green 1979; Kirch 1997). The roots of stone oven cooking in the Pacific could be traced 

further back to the pre-Lapita occupation in N ear Oceania (Matenbek in New Ireland. 

7150-7000BP; Palandraku in Buka. ca.5000BP) (Spriggs 1997; Wickler 2001). and the 
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spread of stone ovens to Remote Oceania is considered an Austronesian adoption from 

the indigenous population in the Bismarck Archipelago (Green 1991 a; Green and 

Pawley 1999). An 11,000 year-old hearth piled with coral rocks has also been identified 

in New Ireland (Gosden and Robertson 1991), suggesting the possible antiquity of 

cooking strategies employing heated stones, even if this particular feature is somewhat 

different from typical stone ovens. At Talepakemalai Lapita site in Mussau, burnt coral 

rocks are commonly found in deposits without any in situ pit features, which is 

interpreted as the use of coral ovens within the stilt houses, in earth-filled wooden boxes 

(Kirch 1997:213). The appearance of hot rock cooking technology including possible use 

of stones as ovens in archaeological record is possibly related to the early Holocene 

environmental change and associated subsistence change involving the domestication 

of root crops and arboricultural plant species. 

The examination of archaeological oven remnants from Vanuatu in Lapita to 

post-Lapita contexts show s a variety of stone oven features assoc iated with this time 

period. These include stone-lined features, pit hearth, and the distribution of burnt 

volcanic and calcareous rocks in association with ash and charcoal layers, and the co

existence of various structural types of ovens are attested. This is interesting as these 

early examples clearly demonstrate the divers ity of cooking activities involving heated 

rocks. It seems as if people were experimenting with hot rock cooking strategies as they 

dispersed to a new environment, rather than transferring an established stone oven 

cooking strategy to Remote Oceania. What was shared at the initial stage of settling the 

islands was probably the general idea of employing many heated stones for cooking. 

Current archaeological data from Vanuatu is limited and does not yet allow for a 

complete understanding of the chronological transformation of stone oven cooking 

strategies. While features with deep stone-lined pits observed only at Arapus may reflect 
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an adaptation to the local environm ent, such an interpretation still requires further 

consideration because contem porary ovens on Efate have shallow depression or are 

almost flat. Moreover, complex population histories involving later migration of 

Polynesian outliers as well as interaction with other Melanesian island groups must be 

taken into account (Spriggs 1997). While post-Lapita Arapus ovens with relatively deep 

pit structures possibly exhibit the local development of a particular cooking strategy, 

other features such as stone-lined hear ths seem to be more common occurrence in 

wider regions of Vanuatu. The implication of such diversification still requires further 

documentation of archaeological evidence. However, the appearance of a locally 

distinctive style of cooking features as seen on Elate may suggest the beginning of local 

adaptation and cultural diversification in Vanuatu in the post-Lapita period. 

Due to the limitation of available data regarding the subsistence acti vities and 

ethnographic analogy, it is also not possible at this point to consider the possible 

reflection of subsistence changes in the structure of stone ovens, particularly those 

reflecting the use of protein resources such as pigs and turtles. Today pigs are always 

cooked for feast in larger ovens with root crops. which are basically structurally identical 

to the ordinary ovens. However. the way in which pigs are processed in prehistory might 

have been different from ethnographic examples. It is possible to associate the 

emergence of large scale stone ovens with feasts and therefore cooking involving pigs. 

However. this would require further examination of the archaeological data. 

9,3.2, On demise and persistence of pottery 

In many islands in Melanesia. finely decorated Lapita pottery that marks initial 

settlements in Remote Oceania from Reef-Santa Cruz in the west to Tonga and Samoa 

to the east is gradually transformed into simplified plain ware. and it eventually 
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disappears within a thousand years or so (Kirch 1997). In some islands in Melanesia, 

however, ceramic tradition persisted after Lapita. The post-Lapita development of 

ceramic styles represented by incised and applied relief motifs such as Mangaasi 

(Garanger 1982) suggest that pottery was continued to be made, and probably used~ 

Although no clear post-L apita ceramic sequence has been attested, Chachara ware in 

Malakula appearing around 600- 200 BP, and following bullet shaped or cylindrical 

pottery Naamboi mark the end of pottery tradition on Malakula (Bedford 2006b). In the 

western coast of Santo, where this dissertation resear ch was carried out, a pottery 

tradition persisted until the 20th century. Their ceramic tradition has been recorded by 

ethnographers and archaeologists who visited the region (Galipaud 1996b, 1996c; 

Shutler 1968, 1971; Speiser 1996 [1923]), and people still possess certain knowledge of 

pottery production and use. Considering that the deterioration of pottery technology has 

already been noted in ethnographic accounts f rom the early 20th century, its survival 

today seems to be astonishing. For that reason, we might be able to find in 

contemporary Olpoi pottery practice a reason why pottery did not disappear in the 

prehistoric tim es. 

Leach (1982) suggests that pottery was not important in the Pacific from the 

beginning as pottery is suited for the boiling of grains (such as rice) but not for root crops. 

Kirch (1997:161) also assumes that Lapita plain ware played only a minor role in cooking. 

An exception to this view is the Micronesian island of Yap, where pottery was used as a 

basic means for processing food (Descantes 2002). Nutritional studies examining the 

effects of different cook ing methods suggest t hat root crops heated in conventional 

ovens can retain hi gher calories and lose less vitamins and minerals in comparison with 

other cooking methods such as boiling (Bradbury and Holloway 1988). Root crops, 

which generally have sufficient water content within them unlike cereal grains, do not 
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require additional water for the process of starch hydrolysis. A close connection between 

root foods and stone oven cooking is also attested in archaeological literature treating 

the pit-hearth cooking in North America (Peacock 1998, 2002; Thoms 1989, 2003; 

Wandsnider 1997). Considering these points, the superiority of stone ovens in 

processing starchy root crops, the staple food in the Pacific, would have been the major 

reason behind the developm ent of stone oven cooking technology. This also supports 

the secondary place given to using clay pots in their cooking systems. If this is the case, 

reasons for the persistence of pottery culture in certain societies in the Pacific have to be 

sought in factors other than its cook ing function. 

Based on the lim ited ethnographic data obtained during the study, it seems that 

pottery in Northwest Santo was more likely to have been used for the cooking of meat 

and vegetables rather th an the preparation of root crops, and probably pottery was not 

the primary means for preparing food. However, pottery did playa certain role in the 

cooking system by adding more varieties to their culinary practice. Additionally, it is 

possible that the value of pottery as a specialized craft and exchange item would have 

attached certain social meanings to its production and use. Pottery's ability to process 

small amounts of food would also have been advantageous in relation to the practice of 

grade taking, in which certain high status individuals must cook their own food 

independently. I have argued in chapter 5 that pottery was important in Northwest Santo 

as a cooking vessel, even though it was not the major method of processing food in 

Vanuatu in general. The production of pottery in the past was probably supported by its 

exchange value. Possessing and using items obtained through exchange could 

demonstrate a person's economic ability, which is an important aspect of competitive 

leadership as is the case with the system of grade taking in northern Vanuatu. The 

exchanged pots probably had a function as a container, and they were most likely used 
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for cooking, not for their practicality but for their social advantages. The I ast pottery 

tradition in Northwest Santo supports this view. 

Santo pottery is illustrated as one of the important exchange items within the 

inter-island exchange netw ark connecting large part of northern Vanuatu (Huffman 

1996b). And at least in the past 200 years, Santo was the only place in which pottery 

was actively produced and docum ented in ethnographic records. The endurance of 

pottery traditions on the western coast of Santo might be related to the existence of a 

network and associated exchange value of pottery. At the same time, geographical 

marginality and isolation of the region might also have contributed to the survival of 

pottery technology for much longer, without being heavily entangled in the wave of post-

contact cultural transformations. This relative isolation would have made the production 

of pottery in later prehistoric period more important for the people in the region. 

Producing and using clay pots are also explained by adopting the concept of 

technological choice (Lemonnier 1996), because both pots and stone ovens are used for 

preparing taro in Northwest Santo. Just as particular ways of making stone ovens and 

particular kinds of dishes could signal group identity in inter-group social relations, using 

pottery for cooking purposes would have most typically characterized people in this 

region. 

Just as metal pots replaced clay pots in Yap (Descantes 2002), the demand and 

exchange value of pottery in Santo gradually decreased. At an earlier stage of its spread, 

it is possible that metal pots had greater prestige value than clay pots for exchange
64

• 

The change in the network of exchange itself could have contributed to the demise of 

pottery. Other factors such as population depletion also caused considerable loss of 

pottery technology in early 20th century. However, in Wusi of West Coast Santo, people 

64 For instance, Sargent and Friedel (1986) discuss the value of metal pots in the West African 
context. 
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have continued to produce pottery albeit for commercial purposes. In the Northwest, 

younger generations once in a while try to learn this dying technology, in order to learn 

about their cultural identity, and to seek possible commercial profits. The motivation 

behind the contem porary practice of pottery production may not be so different from 

what their recent ancestors were doing m ore than one hundred years ago. Pottery 

probably had and has economic importance for certain grou ps of people. In tradition al 

exchange, pottery was a means to obtain other materials such as mats, dyes, and foods; 

today pottery can be a means to support a cash economy. 

9.4. Conclusion 

This study originally began with an ecological interest towards the development 

of stone oven cooking strategies in the Pacific as hinted by pioneering works of Yen 

(1975). However, ethnoarchaeological field research in Vanuatu rendered an altern ative 

view that cooking is inevitably a cultural construction. in which not only the ecological 

factors but social factors such as people's intentions, choices. belief system, and social 

relations are intertwined. Adopting an anthropology of technology approach enabled a 

detailed examination of how cooking technologies and technological processes for food 

preparation are related to individual affiliation to, or differentiation from social groups. 

and how people may representtheir cultural identity. While the social significance of 

food is more clearly exhibited in feast related food activities, the subtle daily practices of 

food processing al so demonstrate technological choice. It is largely related to the 

resources available to the people, but particular kinds of foods and dishes they 

emphasize also influence the shape of cooking design. The diversity of stone oven 

cooking strategies and associated food preparations. as well as the use of clay pots for 

cooking in certain regions of northern Vanuatu demonstrate the critical role played by 
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human choice. Without the consideration of such social domains, it would not be 

possible to explain the diversity of cooking behavior exhibited in northern Vanuatu. 

In the context of northern Vanuatu, the traditional sociopolitical structure known 

as grade systems is associated with the ceremonial cooking and consumption of special 

dishes typically prepared using stone ovens. A s the stone oven cook ing pit is 

symbolically represented in the design of ceremonial eating knives (Huffman 1996c), 

stone oven cooking plays an important role in expressing and maintaining social orders. 

Feasting is a behavior that connect s individuals to thei r social units beyond the 

household. While the grade system in Vanuatu holds feasting as a component, it also 

separates ranked individuals from others through food taboos. Such complexity of food 

culture is certainly of great importance in the anthropological study of food and social 

competition (Hayden 1996; Wiessner and Schiefenh5vel 1996). The production of luxury 

foods (Leach 2003) by employing labor-intensive processing strategies, as well as 

symbolic representation of pigs tusks in wooden cooking implements and clay pots in 

northern Vanuatu are definitely related to the status quest in the systems of grade taking. 

However, the archaeological investigation of such social cooking behavior requires 

substantial data to support this argument. Unfortunately, current archaeological trends 

on Vanuatu as well as many other Pacific Island nations, which emphasize the 

establishment of a cultural sequence based primarily on testpit excavations, will not 

allow such detailed reco nstruction of social cuisine. 

Social aspects of food represented in typical cooking devices such as stone 

ovens and cooking vessels in prehistory shoUld be explored much further. As more 

archaeological data becom es available, especially in the northern part of Vanuatu, a 

more detailed picture regarding the process of diversification in cooking strategies could 
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be developed. Such work, along with further study of ceramic traditions in Vanuatu 

would become necessary in examining the points raised in this study. 

Nonetheless, it is certainly important to expand the focus of archaeological 

inquiry to include the heretofore understudied aspects of cultural practice to better 

understand the complexity of past human practice and how it transformed over time. 

Especially in Melanesia, where the settlement history is much longer and complex and 

involved the interaction and movement of multiple ethnic groups, it seems important and 

effective to take into account social perspectives (e.g. Walter and Sheppard 2006). 

Stone ovens, as demonstrated in this dissertation, can be devised as a tool for 

describing the social aspects of Melanesian prehistory. Stone ovens are one of the 

major remnants found in archaeological record in the Pacific. Therefore, they should be 

recorded and reported in detail, as food processing devices can potentially inform 

aspects of prehistoric culture and human behavior that may otherwise go unnoticed. 
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Appendix A 

List of major plants referred in the text 

Latin name common name Bislama 
Northwest 

Malo Santo 
A. Food plants 
starch~ cro~s 
A/oeasia maerorrhiza giant taro vi kan pan/a navia 
Artoearpus a/tilis breadfruit bresfrut pek baeho 
C%easia eseu/enta taro taro; aelan taro pwet 
Oioseorea a/ata yams sofsof~am om dam vurohi 
O. nummularia strong ~am; wael ka/ou marou 

~am 

O. rotundata wailu 
O. bulbifera wael~am ka/ou bwebu 
O. eseu/ents wovile lav suru 
Ipomoea batalas sweet potato kumala 
Manihot eseulenta cassava maniok 
Musa spp. banana banana vetol vetai 
Xanthosoma taro Fiji taro Fiji pwet vi bweta 
sagittifolium 

nut and fruit trees 
Annona muricata soursop 
Annona retieulata custard apple 
BalTingtonia edulis navele vele 
Canarium spp. Canarium nut nangae 
Carica papaya pawpaw pawpaw 
Citrus sinensis oranges aranis mol 
Citrus paradisi grapefruit (lam(llimus 
Oracontomelon nakatambol mal 
vitiense 
Inocarpus edulis Tahitian chestnut namambe mwap mwambe 
Mangifera indica mango mango 
Psidium guajava guava guava 
Syzygium nakavika kevik 
malaccense 
Spondias duleis !!m!§;~ us 
Terminalia eatappa sea almond nata~oa wosa vuvota 

leaves, etc. 
Abelmosehus island cabbage aelan kabej tin 
manihot 
Clinostigma spp. ~amtri, wael~am 

Cocos nucifera coconut kokonas ni 
Cythea lunulata ferns blak~am le/ej 
Piper methysticum kava kava 
Po/yseias guilfo/ei tea/ maj beibei 
Po/yseias frutieosa pepei beibei 
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Latin name common name Bislama Northwest Malo Santo 
Po/yseias seutel/aria tea/ kekar bei voke, 

beiseseri 
Saccharum edu/e naviso 
Saccharum sugarcane sugaken tov 
officinarum 
Teetaria /atifolia patkav 
Veitcha spp. pamtri, waelpam 

B. Plants with other usage 
Adenathera pavonia pis'ul 
A/eurites mo/uceana candle nut tree mwe 
Castanospermum pwilpwil 
australe 
Cordy/ine fruticosa nagaria 
Dysoxylum kajkaj 
gavdiehavdianum 
Dyospyros samoensis ka'oor 
Garuga floribunda namalaos 
Heliconia indica Heliconia lif laplap 
Erythrina variegate ~ jinok 
Ficus wasa peros 
Ficus variegate 1010 
Ficussp. nambangga 
Grewia crenata jijimer 
fntsiB bijuga liv 
Macaranga spp. navenu venu 
Metroxy/on warburgii sago palm natanggura 
Hibiscus tiliaceus braD 
Pometia pinnata nandao auo 
Pouteria costata kalak 
Pritchardia sp. wael ambrela 
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Appendix B 

Description of archaeological features discussed in Chapter 8 

B.1. Malsosoba rockshe Iter 1 

Data regarding the size of stones constituting these features and sub-clusters are 

limited to three dimensional measurement and no weight values were obtained due to 

the lack of measuring equipment during the excavation. However, the measuring of 

individual stones enable d a fairly detailed description. T he estimated weight was 

calculated here by applying an average volum e-weight conversion rate from the data of 

contemporary Santo oven stones. The vol ume of individual stones were estimated using 

a mathematical formula for ellipsoids (V=4rrabc/3 ; a=length/2, b=width/2 , c=thickness/2) , 

for which an average conversion rate of 2.859 g/cm2 was applied. 

The large numbers of stones were excavated from the 2x2 m testpit , which was 

integrated into several clusters . A ccording to the schem atic plan of the test pit developed 

It 

7 

, I 
~----------~--~--~--~ 

5 

Not lh 

D Over, fe~lurc 0/;"-------------:,11'\ 

o Fll?ptl 

Figure B.1 Location of excavated stone features in Malsosoba 1 (Galipaud 2004: 63, Fig. 
4). 
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by Galipaud (2004), there are three large cluster s of stones identified as stone ovens 

and a hearth with a shallow depression (feature 5) (Figure B.1, Figure B.2). This feature 

designation used by Galipaud (2004) is followed here, while several small clusters of 

stones are added as "su b-clusters" and the function of each feature (such as "oven" or 

"fire pit") is reexamined. 

Table B.1. Summa!1 of stones associated with features, Malsosoba 1. 

total # of estimated burnt broken average feature # total weight (%) ('!o) stones (g) stones stones size (em) 

Feature 1 32 13148 23 71.9 14 43.8 8.89 
Feature 2 38 7462 19 50 25 65.8 7.02 
Feature 3 (3a) 9 2255 2 22.2 2 22.2 7.1B 
Feature 4 40 7381 33 82.5 24 60.0 7.79 
Feature 5 5 1583 4 80 4 80.0 B.86 
Feature 6 63 37629 56 88.9 30 47.6 9.02 
Feature 7 158 54016 154 97.5 79 50.0 8.15 
Sub-clusters near 35 10311 20 57.1 8 22.9 7.47 
1&2 
Sub-cluster near 3 13 5005 13 100 9 69.2 7.51 
(3b) 
Sub-clusters near 6 78 39226 67 85.9 26 33.3 8.78 

A.1.1. Individual features 

Feature 1 (stone cluster with ash and charcoal) 

Feature 1 found in the west part of grid L 1 is one of the major stone clusters 

identified in this excavation, and extends to un excavated M1. The maximum size of the 

feature is approximately 80 cm. The concentration of relatively large stones (ca. 8-15 

cm) is at the northwest corner of L 1, accompanied by a lot of charcoal and a thin layer of 

ash underneath. 

Feature 2 (stone clusters with ash and charcoal) 

Feature 2 was identified adjacent to the feature 1, around the border of grids L 1 

and K1. The small concentration of stones is in the area of 45 em diameter. No ash was 
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deposited underneath but circular a sh lenses were identified to the west of the stone 

cluster, about 8 cm beneath. 

Sub-clusters near features 1 and 2 

There are multiple small clusters of stones and a thin ash deposit (R: 33 cm) 

between features 1 and 2. The total num ber of stones treated here is 35, although each 

cluster contains a small amount of stones (less than 10). It is hard to deter mine but 

seems likely that these stone sub-clusters constituted a part of designated features 1, 2, 

or 5. It is also possible to assume that all the features in grid L 1 are in fact related and 

reflect a complex pattern of recurrent cooking practice. 

Feature 3 (stone cluster with ash and charcoal) 

Feature 3 is com posed of clusters of stones to the southeast of grid K1, with a 

layer of ashy sediment at the southeast corner of the lower level (23 cm below the 

surface). One cluster (3b) is exposed at the same level as the ashy sediment, while 

another small cluster of stones (3a) were identified in the relatively upper level (around 

12 cm below surface) in the spot labeled as feature 3 in figure 3. Considering the level 

gap between, 3a and 3b could have been separate features, but the fact that both 

features fall into the same stratigraph ic layer (layer C) and that there seem s to be a 

shallow depression in the area suggests a potential correlation between them. 

Feature 4 (stone cluster with charcoal) 

Feature 4 is a relatively tight and compact concentration of stones in the 

northeast of grid K1 in an area of 40 cm diameter. Some large pieces of charcoal were 

observed between the stones constituting the feature. About 40 volcanic stones were 
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identified in association with this feature, 80% (32) of which was clearly burnt and 40% 

(16) broken. 

Feature 5 (ash-charcoal concentration) 

Feature 5 located in the southeast of grid L 1 is probably a fireplace where stones 

were heated for cooking. There is no clear stone cluster overlapping thi s feature and 

only 5 stones are identified in clear association; but instead many stones are distributed 

around the exterior of the feature. An approx imately circular area of 70 cm diameter and 

14 cm depth is filled with dark gray soil with charcoal, within which patches of ash and 

charcoal were identified. 

By looking at the distribution of stones as well as possible fireplaces, it is difficult 

to distinguish one feature from the others. An alternative interpretation would be to treat 

features 1, 2, and 5 together as a whole. As described in previous chapter s, 

contemporary stone ovens in the Northwest Santo lack sub-surface structures and an 

oven is constructed every time, thus creating multiple concentrations of ash and 

charcoal in a relatively large area. The dis tribution of features 1, 2, and 5 may also 

represent a similar spatial pattern resulting from repeated cooking operations. The lack 

of stones in feature 5 thus reflects the removal of oven stones for another operation, 

most likely in feature 1. 

Feature 6 (stone cluster with large stone alignment underneath) 

This feature is located in the north half of grid K2 and extends to unexcavated K 3 

(Figure B.2). A concentration of stones is in an area of 80 cm diameter with a depth of 

approximately 17 cm. The bottom of the cluster is a dark soil with many pieces of 

charcoal and patches of ash, suggesting the cluster being the actual are a of heating 
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stones. This feature is the second largest of the stone clusters found in this excavation, 

consisting of 63 stones plus a considerable amount of scattered stones (78 pieces) of 

sub-clusters adjacent to it. Adding the total number of stones from feature 6 and sub

clusters will make the scale of this feature almost equal to the largest feature 7. 

Stone alignment (K2) 

A series of larger volcanic stones over 15 cm were aligned in a circle at the 

bottom level of grid K2, as if surrounding the cluster above (feature 6) but at a lower 

level. Some of the stones constituting this stone alignment were also burnt and some 

charcoal was found between them. It seems likely that these stones were utilized as part 

of a stone lined hearth; however, it is difficult to tell whether these stones are actually the 

result of a human-made alignment or of a natural occurrence as these large stones were 

located on a sterile sand y layer. 

Ash lens and FeR concentration (K2) 

There was a small concentration of ash (R: 30 cm) with charcoal at the center of 

K2, and a small cluster of FCRs in the east side. Although not recognized as a stone 

feature during the excavation and though not much detailed information is available, the 

concentration of many burnt, fragmented pieces of stones of 2-3 cm size should be 

noted here. Both are found in the same level as the stone cluster of feature 6, and are 

possibly related to one another. 

Feature 7 (stone cluster) 

This stone cluster located in grid L2 containing 158 stones (a Imost all of them 

burnt) in a circular area of 65 cm diameter is the largest in term s of the total num ber of 
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stones, among the excavated features of Malsosoba. Unlike other stone clusters, 

however, this feature has no clear association with charcoal or ash . This feature 

probably is a pile where oven stones were kept aside to be used in anothe r spot nearby 

such as feature 6 or the ash lens in K2. 

A.1.2. Malsosoba features sum mary 

The majority of stones (86.3%) used in the stone features of the Malsosoba 

rockshelter are volcanic basalt pebbles, which are abundant and easily collected at the 

adjacent N aturtur river. Much of them are less than 10 cm in size, and the peak of 

frequency is either in the 5-7.5 cm or 7.5-10 cm ranges, while larger stones over 10 cm 

tend to share a certain portion in larg e features such as features 6 and 7 (Figure BA). In 

contrast, the quantity of stones smaller than 5 cm is very limited in all the features and 

Figure B.2 Feature 6 and sub-clusters of stones, Malsosoba 1. 
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no recorded stones are below 2.5 cm. This as a matter of fact gives a quite different 

pattern from other features recorded in Malakula and Efate. This may partially be due to 

the lack of the attention to very small FCRs during the excavation in 1997, as the 

significance of small FCRs was not fully recognized. However, it is also true that the ratio 

of broken stones remains relatively small in most Malsosoba features (Table B.l). 

Features in which more than 60% of the stones are broken are features 2, 4, 5, and sub

cluster 3. Among them feature 5 can be excluded as there a re only 5 stones in 

association. Taking into account that the repeated use of oven stones causes cracks 

and thereby contributes to the increa se in small FCRs (especially those smaller than 5 

cm), a considerably small percentage of stones of 2.5-5 cm range (22% at the most, in 

the case of feature 3a) may indicate less intensive use of oven stones at the Malsosoba 

rockshelter. It is also noted that small FCRs are not prominent in large stone clusters 

such as features 6, 7, and sub-cluster 6 (less than 7%). These features also show a 

relatively lower ratio of broken stones as well (50% or less). These tendencies reflective 

of the nature of such large stone features of Malsosoba suggest that these features are 

likely to be the collections of "better" stones suited for the operation of stone oven 

cooking, rather than being a mere accumulation of repeated cooking activities in which a 

higher ratio of broken stones is expected. 

It seems that the nature of stone oven cooking activities at Malsosoba 

roskshelter closely resembles what people of the Hokua area do today. A pile of oven 

stones are often seen on the surface of rockshelters, which is occasionally used for 

cooking when people work at their irrigated taro gardens. The length-width distribution of 

Malsosoba features 6 and 7 are diag rammed in Figure B.3, and is contrasted here with 

the size distribution of the surface ovens at Malsosoba rockshelter 1 and 2 as well as 

Jaran, another rockshelter nearby, shown in Figure B.6 and Figure B.5. While there are 
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some differences, surface oven stones from Malsosoba 1, 2, and Jaran a re all relatively 

large in their num ber, contai ning 88 to 150 stones depending on the site. AI though 

stones used at Jaran are smaller than Malsosoba stones and those over 10 cm are 

extremely limited, these surface features and large clusters of prehistoric Malsosoba are 

as a whole exhibit a very similar patterns. The peak of size range is in 7.5-10 cm in most 

cases, while the Malsosoba 1 oven possess es a considerable num bers of stones over 

10cm. In all three surface features, stones smaller than 5 cm are again , extremely 

limited. 

Malsosoba feature 6 • feature 6 Malsosoba feature 7 
o sub-cklsters 

16 16 
0 . 0 
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Figure B.3 Size distribution of stones from Malsosoba features 6 and 7. 
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Figure 8.4 Size range frequency of Malsosoba stone features. 
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Figure 8.6 Size distribution of surface 
oven stones at three rockshelters near 
Hokua (Malsosoba 1, 2, and Jaran). 
The number of broken stones from the 
Malsosoba 2 sample is not known. 
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Figure 8.5 Size range frequency of surface oven stones at three rockshelters near Hokua 
(Malsosoba 1, 2, and Jaran). 
The number of broken stones from the Malsosoba 2 sample is not known. 
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B.2. Takasraru 

Four fire-related features were identified at testpits 1 and 3. 

Features A and B were exposed at the same level, around 90cm below the 

surface of TP1 (Figure B.7, Figure B.8). Feature A is a stone-lined structure with an 

interior diameter of 30cm. Some large pieces of charcoal were seen between the stones, 

and the structure was dated 1211±69 BP ([Wk-11024]). Stones composing the feature 

were all basalt pebbles typically seen around the coastal area and creeks, and the 

majority is broken. However, the limited number of stones (only 12 collected as a stone 

alignment) implies that the feature is probably a hearth rather than an oven related 

structure. To the northeast corner of the test pit was a large area of reddish brown, ashy 

sediment with a lot of large and small pieces of charcoal (feature B). Such a layer of 

charcoal rich soil is typical of contemporary oven cooking area in the Northwest Santo; 

however, the lack of FCRs point to a function other than stone oven cooking. 

Features C and D were recovered in test pit 3, both of which seem to be a 

fireplace not positivel y related to stone oven cooking. Feature C was found at 70 cm 

below the surface, approximately 50 cm in its radius. A few volcanic pebbles (ca. 10 cm 

in size) were seen in a thin layer (8 cm depth) of charcoal-rich sedim ent. Feature D was 

found at the bottom of layer 4 (130 cm below surface). This feature is a relatively large 

lens-like deposit of charcoal-rich dark soil, with a high concentration of black soil at the 

center of the feature, with occasional red burnt soil (see section prof ile in Figure B.9). 

The nature of this feature again poi nts to a negative correlation to s tone oven cooking 

activities. Charcoal sample from this feature returned a C14 date of 2141±61 BP ([Wk-

11028]), which is the oldest date known from the western coast of Santo. However, most 

features are dated somewhere in the vicinity of 1200-1000 BP. 
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Figure B.7 Takasraru features A and B, TP1 90cm below surface. 
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Figure B.8 Takasraru TP1 section profile. 
Layer 1: dark brown top soil; Layer 2: yellowish brown soil ; Layer 3: yellowish dark brown soil ; 
Layer 4: Yellowish brown soil with small particles of weathered stones (some flood wash?); 
Layer 5: Yellowish brown sediment with many stones; Layer 6: light yellowish brown soil with 
many small gravels (3-5mm); Layer 7: dark brown with much gravel (2-5mm, 10mm, 2-30mm); 
Layer 8: yellowish brown sandy sediment 
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Figure B.9 Takasraru TP3 section profile. 
Layer 1: dark brown top soil ; Layer 2: yellowish brown soil with small stones; Layer 3: dark 
brown clayish sediment; Layer 4: yellowish, light brown soil with many weathered stones; Layer 
5: fine , yellowish sediment with many weathered stones; partially contains much tiny gravel; 
Layer 6: reddish , pale brown sediment, dry soil particles and weathered stones 
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This site was not very rich in other material evidence. This might also be a factor 

for the lack of FCRs or features in the testpits. T his site could have been a tem porary 

habitation rather than a permanent settlement. However, the existence of a stone-lined 

hearth structure is noteworthy, as it is not a part of contemporary Northwest Santo 

culture, but is similar to features commonly seen on other islands such as Northeast 

Malakula and Efate in archaeological context. 

B.3. Uripiv 

Uripiv was excavated in 2001 and 2002. With regard to the stone features, much 

detailed data collection was done in the 2002 excavation. Noticeable fireplaces or oven 

features are located in areas A and B (Figure B. 13), in levels lower than 100 cm below 

the surface, as well as in TP15. Here the details of features from 2x2 m testpits of areas 

A and B are summarized. 

B.3.1. Area A features 

FCR features unearthed in area A are concentrated in the levels between 100-

130 cm below the surface, and four clusters were identified (Figure B.1 0). 

Feature 1 (grid A2 100-110) 

Feature 1 is a sm all fireplace with a shallow scoop (35 cm in diameter, 8 cm 

depth) dug into the sterile sand layer possibly deposited by a cyclone. The interior of the 

feature is filled with black soil rich with charcoal. To the northwest of the feature also lies 

a patch of charcoal and ash. Stones contained in the feature were all broken basalt (15 

pieces, 2.3 kg in total) . 
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Figure 8.10 Location of FeR features of Area A 100-140cm levels, Uripiv. 

Feature 2 (grid A 1 100-110) 

Feature 2 is a concentration of some FCRs in a packed ashy deposit found at the 

northeast corner of grid A 1. The remaining diameter of the feature at this section is 

about 50 cm . The deposit also includes some burnt reddish soil . and many corals and 

shells . among which turbo shells were typically seen . 32 stones were present . 21 of 

which were broken volcanic basalt (a total of 1045 g) ; whereas coral rocks remained at 

400 g (11 pieces) . Although detailed information on the size range of stones is available. 

several relatively large stones had individual weights of 110 g. 210 g, 100 g. and 25 g. 

suggesting a relatively small size of FCRs65
. 

Feature 3 (grid A4 110-120) 

Feature 3 is a concentrat ion of many heavily burnt basalt stones in hard packed 

soil , constructed on former beach sand . Another concentration of stones was found at 

the 120cm level. to the southwest of feature 3. This feature also contained quantities of 

65 Taking the individual measurement of stones from other test pits of Malakula sites as a 
reference. basalt rocks whose weight is somewhere between 100-200 g generally fall into the 
size range of 5-7.5 cm. 
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burnt shells, suggesting shell-roasting activities in the area. This feature contained about 

52 stones. Among them, 28 (2935 g) are broken basalt rocks, and the maximum 

distribution in the range of 5-7.5 cm, followed by smaller ones. Another small cluster of 

stones (feature 3 sub-cl uster) was exposed at 120 cm level, adjacent to the feature . This 

cluster consisted of 22 burnt basalt rocks (4050 g). All are broken, and the peak of the 

size distribution is in 5-7.5cm (12 pieces, 2480 g). 

Feature 4 (grid A 1 and A2 110-120) 

This feature is comprised of many heavily burnt coral pebbles, shellfish, and 

volcanic rocks in a shallow depression of 6 cm depth . The remaining feature at the east 

profile measures approximately 55 cm in diameter. To the west of the feature was a 

concentration of dark, ashy soil, suggesting a possible rake-out material from the feature. 

The total num ber of stones contained inside the feature was 17 (3055 g), most of which 

were broken basalts. 

Feature 5 (grid A4 140-150) 

Feature 5 (not listed in Figure B.1 0 as this feature was identified in a lower level 

than the others) is probably the oldest of the features found in Area A , due to the 

placement of the feature on top of former beach sand . Considering the slope of the 

former sandy surface, which is higher in the north (around the level of feature 3) , this 

feature could be a part of the same structure as feature 3. Stones are concentrated in an 

area of approximately 40 cm in diameter, inside a shall ow deposit of cemented gray 

sediment full of shells and ash. A thi n layer of dark sediment was scattered at the bottom 

level around 150 c m below the surface. This feature contained 58 basalt rocks (total 

weight of 10340 g) , with a peak of size distribution in the 5-7 .5 cm range (Figure B.11). 
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Figure B.11 Size distribution of stones from selected features of areas A and B, Uripiv. 

B.3.2. Area B features 

The surface area used to be a kitchen hut, and a series of post holes and 

fireplaces left as a thin layer of ash and burnt soi l are observed in upper levels (O-40cm ), 

mixed with historic artifacts such as glass pieces, iron objects and lime-cements . Major 

stone features were all found from the lowest cultural deposit with dentate Lapita and 

post-Lapita materials (layer 5) on top of the former beach sediment. This layer in Area B 

is also characterized by evidence of manufacturing shell artifacts such as rings made of 

Trochus and Conus shells, as well as a file utilizing pumice. 
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Feature A (stone cluster with dark and ashy sediment; area 8 90-95) 

Two stone clusters were exposed around the 90 cm level. Feature A, located at 

the center of area 8 is a concentration of stones in a shallow scoop filled with dark soil 

(only 6 cm in depth, 45 cm in diameter). A patch of ashy sediment is seen in the eastern 

periphery of the scoop. Patchy distributions of dark/black sediments were also seen to 

the south of feature A. Directly on top of this feature was a patchy layer of burnt soil with 

dark, charcoal rich sedi ments surrounding it. This may suggest the repeated use of the 

same location for multiple fire-using activities other than heating stones, as no stones 

were associated with this red soil formed above. 

Feature B (grid 81 and 82 90-95) 

Feature 8 is another stone cluster located to the east of feature A. Distribution of 

hard-packed dark soil was noticed in the area of 50-60 cm across, but without any clear 

pit structure (Figure 8.13:6). 23 stones were collected from the feature, which were 

mostly broken volcanic rocks but also contained som e fragmented corals (Figure 8.11). 

Distribution of FCRs 

Detailed size range distributions of FCRs were obtained starting from the level of 

100 cm, and the result is diagrammed in Figure 8.12. Although there were patches of 

dark sediment around the northeast corner of grid 82, and a cluster of stones without 

any dark soil was also noted in the southwest of the same grid at the level of 100-110, 

the total distribution of FCRs in this level is not so significant in comparison with the 

magnitude of FCR distributions recorded at the Vao site (cf. see Figure 8.7 and Figure 

8.8). Nevertheless, the relatively higher concentration of FCRs in grid 82 indicates 

possible hot-rock cooking activities in the vicinity. In fact, the level below 100 cm is 
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highlighted by shell ornament production, and m any shells such as Trochus and 

Tridacna are gathered in the area, along with evidence of manufacturing tools and debris. 

Thus, unlike area A where the activities were centered on cooking, this area was more 

likely to have been a shell workshop rather than being a cooking area. After 110-120 

level, the number of FCRs drops radically and only a few smaller pieces of FCRs are 

identifiable in the sandy sediment or patches of remaining dark soil. 

B.3.3. Features from other lxl m testpits 

Other major features from the lxl m testpits are summarized in Table B.2. 

Although series of features are noted in the excavation record such as level sheets, 

section profile, and fieldnotes, not much detailed information is available for the 

excavation in 2001. However, more detailed recordings were made for testpits 14 and 15, 

which were both excavated in 2002. Most of the features seem to be associated with the 

oldest cultural levels, as features all belonging to the deepest cultural deposit, or 

constructed on top of former beach sand. 
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Table B.2. Major cooking or fire-related features from 1x1 testpits of Urlpiv. 
Three columns in the right indicate attributes of stones (S). ash (A), and charcoal (C). as used for 
Malsosoba features (see Table 8.1). 

grid level feature description 5 A C 
type 

TP2 Layer 3 Stone-shell Dark brown soil with some coral cobbles; hard II? A b 
matrix and compact with scatters of black oven stones; 

some patches of red, burned soil 

TP2 Layer 4 Stone-shell Grey, ash mixed with dark, brown soil; lots of IIII? B b 
matrix oven stones; possibly a fireplace? 

TP7 80 Dark soil· Dark soil with ash, but only a rew stones III B b 
ash 

TP8 137-143 Piled East side of the grid; dark black sediment with IIII? B b 
stones lots of burned volcanic rocks and shells; some 

charcoal and trace of ash; doesn't seem liKe a 
cooking place as no clear ash deposit; mixture 
of stones, shells, and pot sherds suggest 
dumping of cooking related debris; 
West side of the grid is light brown sandy soil, 
with some volcanic stones and sheilS 

TP8 170·180 Sediment Dark brown to black sediment; hard-packed; ? B? a 
with shells and small stones; many shells are 
burned; so many shells and charcoal; N side 
harder than S 

TP9 70 Red soil Burned, red sediment in W profile IV ? ? 
TP11 80 Stone-ash Stones with ash; black soil, stones and IIII? B a 

mix charcoal; on top of beach soil; a scoop dug on 
ground; thickness of the layer ca. 12-15cm; 
observed in the entire W profile (more than 1 m 
of distribution range); darklblackish brown 
sediment with trace of ash; filled with stones 

TP14 130-140 stone heap a cluster of stones in dark brown, hard packed II B b? 
sediment; 25x35cm area; (29 stones) 3220g, 
mostly basalt; some complete pebbles (6)and 
relatively larger broken basalt rocks (ca. 200g in 
weight) were noticed; lowest culturalla:ter 

TP15 140 stone Northwest comer ofTP; radius ca. 30cm; no II C? c 
cluster A clear pit-like structure; although the sediment is 

dark, no charcoal-rich black soil is seen 
TP15 140 stone northeast of TP; oblong area of ca. 3.5cm north· 111111 ? B? b 

cluster B south, 20cm east-west with dark soil in a very 
thin layer of 5-6cm thickness; clusters A and B 
together contain 36 (2645g) volcanic stones and 
13 (740) corals 

TP15 160 pit hearth A pit dug on lop of sandy beach soil; remaining B a 
with stones diameter R:72cm, or larger; 56 volcanic stones 

!575~1 and 26 corals (203Oa! 
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Figure B.12 Distribution of stones collected from the levels of 100-110 and 110-120, area 
B, Uripiv. 
Stones taken in association with features are not included here. 
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Figure B.13 Features from Uripiv area A and area B. 
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B.4. Wala 

The number of features that were clearly recognized during the excavation is 

very limited. However, several fine stone-lined features were found in TP2. 

Stone lined hearth with pit A (TP2 , 120-130) 

A cluster of stones was found in the west side of TP2 , starting from 120 cm 

below the surface. The shallow pit was about 50 cm in diameter, 15 cm in depth , the 

bottom of which was lined with volcanic rocks. Both volcanic and cal careous rocks were 

used in this feature (basalt 21 , 4.29 kg; calcareous rocks 23 , 7.27 kg) , but much of the 

larger corals were used for forming the top margin of the stone-lined hearth structure. 

The pit was filled with dark to black packed sediment and contained some charcoal, ash , 

o 
o 

hearth A 

o 50cm 
1!!i""~-§ii1--5iiiiiiiiiiiiiiil~5iiiiiiiiiiiiiiil' 

hearth B w N 

---_.--t---.-----..._",.--. 

A: concentration of ash, charcoal, and stones 
B: aravish ashy sand 

Figure B.14 Wala TP2 stone lined hearths A and Bin 110-120 level and section profile. 
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Figure B.15 Wala TP2 features from lower levels. 
Left: 130-140 stone ash matrix; right: 150-160 stone lined hearth with scattered stones. 
Shadowed stones indicate basalt. 

dark ashy 
sediment 

shells , and a few pieces of bones. Sedi ment at the bottom of the pit feature became 

harder , more grayish in color and there was a thin layer of burnt red soil. Underneath 

and around the dar k-black sediment of the pit hearth was grayish ashy sand. This could 

reflect a pattern of sedimentation related to stone oven cooking, where a dark deposit 

reflecting the high amount of charcoal contamination is seen in the upper part and the 

lower sediment becomes ashier due to the repeated burning of fire in the open air 

transforming charcoal into ash (F igure B.14). 

Stone lined hearth B with pit (TP2 120-130) 

Another lens-shaped co ncentration of dark sediment with FeR was located in the 

same level, at the northwest corner of TP2. Due to the very limited exposure of the 

feature within the test pit, not much detail is recorded from this feature. However, the 

section profile of this feature (Figure B.14) shows similar hearth structure as the stone-
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lined hearth A that seem s to have been constructed after this hearth B. 

Stone ash matrix, and possible stone lined hearth (TP2 130-140) 

Grayish ashy sediment with some fist-sized and larger corals appeare d starting 

from 130 cm below surface down to 160 cm , centered on the east side of the grid. A 

cluster of a few large stones (1 0-20cm in length) was seen in the southeast. 

Stone lined hearth with stone cluster (TP2 150-160) 

A possible stone lined hearth was identified at the level of 150-160 cm depth , at 

the southeast corner of the test pit. There was also a scatter of both coral and volcanic 

rocks in the same level. 

B.S. Atchin 

Although FCRs were a relatively common occurrence, and a sh and charcoal-rich 

sediments were noted in the excavati on records, no distinctive feature was found at the 

excavation of Atchin , except for a series of possible hearths in TP4, at the 150-170 cm 

levels. 

Stone clusters A and B (TP4, 150-160, 160-170) (F igure B .16) 

FCRs were highly concentrated in the south half of the test pit, starting from the 

level of 150 cm below the surface, with more FCRs contained at the 160 cm level. Stone 

cluster A appeared first with a thin layer of white-gray ash lens of 6-7 cm thickness, and 

consisted of 25 pieces of stone (3675 g), most of which are basalt rocks (22) with a total 

weight of 3460 g. In this cluster, 20 are larger than 5 cm in size and most are in the 

range of 5-7.5 cm. Cluster B, appearing at a lower level starting at 160 cm , is a dense 
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concentration of stones containing 84 

stones (9285 g), 69% of which are 

volcanic rocks. These two features are 

most likely a component of a single 

stone oven feature. 

Stone cluster C (TP4, 170-180) 

This cluster was partially 

exposed in the southeast of the test pit. 

Stones were in a circular area of dark 

brown sandy sediment with charcoal 

forming a shallow depression of 

approximately 10 cm depth and a 

possible diameter of 55 cm or more. 

Although the whole figure of the 

o 500m 
~-~-ol!-__ ~= __ . 

... ~~o 

" 
dark ashy 1 

soil ~I 
'-----

L=150cm 
below surface 

Figure 8.16 Atchin features from TP4150-
170. A: whitish gray ashy soil ; B: dark sandy 
sediment with charcoal. Shadowed stones 
belong to the 150-160 level. 

feature is not known, stones collected from the excavated pa rt amount to 33 (2.4 kg) , 

75% of which consisted of volcanic rocks (mostly less than 7.5 cm in size range) . 

B.6. Vao 

B.6.1. Area A features 

Area A is a 2x3 m test pit where multiple 

burned stone structures and burials were found . 

All the features belong to a lower cultural deposit, 

and the major features are located within levels of 

100 to 140 cm. 
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Figure 8.17 Area A (2x3 m) of 
Vao site, with locations of FeR 
features. 



Stone heap A with shallow depression (Area A 80-100) 

A relatively small concentration of stones was found in the southwest of grid A5 

(stone heap A), and in the north of grid A6 (stone heap B), around the level of 80 cm 

below the surface. 

Stone heap A had a shallow depression (15 cm depth, 65 cm in N-S length). A 

concentration of packed dark soil was observed in the area w here stones were 

concentrated (about 53 cm in diameter, within the depression). The num ber of stones 

contained inside this feature was 204 (6.2 kg in total weight) . In addition to these stones, 

there were 7 large calcareous stones of ca. 10 cm length (2.66 kg in total) surrounding 

the feature. These large stones might have functioned as a stone alignment surrounding 

a hearth. 

Stone cluster B with dark soil (Area A 80-1 00) 

This feature was much smaller in scale, and contained only 22 stones (3.9 kg). 

There were two very large stones (15-20 cm length) in the vicinity of the dark soil 

concentration (ca. 35 cm in diameter, almost 2 kg in total weight), again suggesting a 

possible stone alignment around the fireplace. 

Stone cluster (Area A4 100-110) 

There was another tiny pile of stones in the southwest side of grid A4. There was 

a circular concentration of ashy deposit containing som e stones to the northeast of the 

pile, and these two might have been related in their f unction. However, it is also possible 

that this pile of stones could have been related to the large stone heap C that appear ed 

at the 110 cm level. 
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Stone heap C with shallow 

depression (Area A 110-130) 

This large feature, where 

many burnt stones were 

concentrated in an area of 

approximately 1.2 m, was 

unearthed in the center of a 2x2 

m square of A 1 to A4. The 

sediment below the stones was 

dark brown with charcoal and 

hard-packed , while dark soil 

spread arou nd the feature. As the 

excavation of the feature 

progressed , it seemed likely that 

this feature in fact could have 

been two similar features. Two 

shallow depressions were 

identified at the bottom , one in 

the north side (C2) cutting 

another in th e south (C 1), 

indicating that the hearth C1 was 

used first , and that the location of 

the cooking operation then shifted 

to the hearth in the north . The 

south depression measures 
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feature C, Vao site Area A. 
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about 93 cm in maximum diameter, and about 15 cm deep; the north depression is 

80x58 cm in surface area, with a depth of merely 8 cm. 

Stones associated with this feature totals to 51.39 kg (803 stones), among which 

39.4% (20 .24 g) consist of volcanic rocks. Stones taken as part of the feature C 1 total 

6.63 kg (78 stones) , and those collected as C2 amount to 13.99 kg (176 stones) , 

possibly suggesting the shift of the hearth from C1 to C2. During the excavati on , stones 

recovered from the feature were sorted by their approximate size split by the 2.5 cm 

range. As shown in Figure B.18, majority of stones associated with the feature lies below 

7.5 cm , and those within the 2.5-7.5 cm range make up more than 65% (524 stones) of 

the total number. 

Stone heap 0 with shallow depression (Area A 120-130) 

A small concentration of stones was seen in the northeast of grid A5, with an 

area of 30 cm diameter. To the south of the concentration were some scattered stones 

and a thin layer of dark soil with charcoal (maximum thickness of 7 cm). Underneath this 

dark layer was a shallow depression (60 cm in diameter, 8 cm in maximum thickness) , 

partially extending to the east profile . Sediment to the northwest of the depression was 

partially white-grayish and cemented by ash. The total number of stones associated with 

this feature was 56 (8.46 kg) . 34 (4.24 kg) were recovered from inside the depression . 

More than 80% of stones related to this feature are volcanic rocks. The majority 

of stones are smaller than 10cm in size. Interestingly, small fragments of volcanic rocks 

(those less than 5 cm in size range) are typically seen inside the depression; whereas 

relatively larger, fist-sized stones are found around the depression (Figu re B.19). 
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Stones-dark soil matrix 

(feature E) (Area A 140 level) 

An area with a very 

dark soil mixed with ash, 

charcoal and scattered stones 

stretching to a little more than 

a meter, was unearthed in grid 

A6 and in the south of grid A5, 

around 140cm below the 

surface. There was no clear 

plan in the distribution of this 

sediment, but a pit (R: 50 cm , 

ca . 45 cm depth in section 

profile) was half-exposed in 

the east side of A6 at the 

bottom . Stones recovered in 

association with this feature 

numbered 191 (13.34 kg) . 

Volcanic rocks totaled 45 

(4.64 kg) , which makes merely 
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Figure B.19 Size range of stones associated with 
feature 0, Vao site Area A. 

23.6% of the total number of stones related to this feature. However, the number of 

volcanic rocks within the ranges of 5-7.5 cm and 7.5-10 cm (25 stones) is substantial , 

and could have contributed greatly to the function of this feature. The majority of stones, 

in contrast, were locally available calcareous rocks, most of which are broken and less 

than 5 cm in size range. 
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8.6.2. Featu res from other test pits 

Stone lined hearth (TP3, 170-180) 

A pit hearth lined with larger coral rocks found in the northeast corner of TP3, 

170-180 level is about 55 cm in diameter or slightly larger, and 17 cm in depth (F igure 

8 .21 :1) . The inside of the pit was filled with smaller FCRs . The total number of stones 

associated with this feature was 95 (9.9 kg), and 28 were volcanic rocks (29% of total) . 

The average weight of the volcanic rocks is 117.8 g. 

Stone lined hearth (TP4, 110-120) 

Alignment of stone lining is sparse, and only 5 rocks (4 of them basalt) were 

clearly identified as aligned. The interior of the stone alignment was filled with very gray, 

ashy sand with large amounts of charcoal, and compacted (Figure 8 .21 :3) . No stones 

were recovered from the pit. However, sediment of this level contained 158 stones (4 .6 

kg), among which 31 pieces of volcanic rock (total weight of 2 kg) were included. 

Pit hearth (A) and stone heap (8) (TP7, 40-60) 

A small pit hearth was found in the northeast corner of TP7, around 40 cm below 

the surface. The depos it inside the pit was hard-packed, and contained many corals and 

shells . Sediment was not very ashy, and some pot sherds were also found in the feature. 

Another small concentration of burnt stones was located at the southeast corner at the 

same level. Pit A contained 81 broken coral rocks (1245 g), and a small stone heap 8 

had only 6 pieces of stones (355 g). Only two volcanic rocks were included in these 

features. 
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Figure B.22 Vao Area A features A and B. 
Top: partially excavated plan of Feature B; Bottom: features A (back) and B (front). 
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Figure 8.23 Vao Area A feature C. 
Top: A quarter of the feature is excavated. Bottom: bottom of the feature after stones are 
removed. 
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Figure 8.24 Vao Area A features D (top) and E (bottom). 
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Stone-charcoal matrix (TP7, 90-100) 

There was no clear plan of a feature, but an area with much charcoal and many 

stones was found in the south half of the test pit (Figure 9.21 :5). T he sediment was 

hard-packed. The total number of stones retrieved from this level was 113 (2885 gin 

total weight). The majority of stones were calcareous rocks, with only 22 volcanic stones 

(most of them smaller than 5 cm) found from this level. This could be related to the 

feature found just below this level. 

Stone-ash-charcoal matrix (C) (TP7, 100-110) 

Grayish brown sediment with many burnt stones (mostly corals), ash and 

charcoal was distributed, centered on the southwest of the test pit (Figure 9.21 :2). While 

dark sediment was seen in a wider area of 75 cm range, much charcoal and many 

stones were concentrated in an area of approximately 50 cm in diameter, which formed 

a shallow depression of 8 cm. The total of 67 stones weigh 1380 g. 10 basalt rocks (525 

g) are mostly broken, most of which are smaller than 5 cm. The rest of stones contained 

in the feature were calcareous, mostly broken into very small pieces (most of them 

smaller than 5 cm, about a third at 2.5 cm). 

Stone cluster with dark soil (TP9, 150-160) 

A small concentration of burnt volcanic rocks in dark grayish, hard-packed sandy 

soil was located in the southwest of TP9, at the 150-160 cm level (Figure 9.21: 6). 

Similar patches of dark ashy sediment were also seen sporadically within the same level. 

The total number of stones recovered from this level, including those of the southwest 

cluster was only 15 (1950 g) and most were volcanic rocks. 
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Stone lined hearth with a stone heap (TP10, 170-180) 

Large coral slabs were aligned in an elongated area of approximately 70 cm 

length. Inside the alignm ent were numerous coral stones (F igure B.21 :4). The number of 

stones inside the hearth was 285 (22.27 kg), among which volcanic rock represented 

merely 3% (11 stones, 945 g). 71.6% (4590 g) of the stones were small broken coral 

rocks of less than 5 cm. 

Another concentration of stones was located at the southwest corner of the same 

level. This partially exposed pile contained 26 stones and more than half (14) were 

broken volcanic rocks. Individual volcanic rocks were of the 5-10 cm range, giving an 

average weight range of 100 to 190 g. 

B.7. Arapus 

Cooking related features analyzed here are mostly those recovered during 

excavations in 2001,2002, and 2003 in which I participated, but also include examples 

from earlier excavations. 

B.7.1. Area C features 

Area C is a 2x2 m testpit, with each square num bered clockwise from the 

southwest grid. Three features filled with ash and burnt stones are exposed in the lowest 

cultural level. 

Ash lens A, possibly stone-lined? (Area C, 120-130) 

A small concentration of ash was observed in grid C3 (Figure B.25, Figure B.28). 

This whitish gray ash deposit was packed and contained som e dark soil, small pieces of 

charcoal, tiny blocks of burned soil, and burned corals. Three stones were left in a line in 
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the northwest of this ash lens, indicating that this feature was possibly stone lined. The 

distribution of this white ash is 32 cm in diameter, and about 12 cm in depth. 

Ash lens B (Area C 120-130) 

Another ash lens was unearthed at the northeast corner of C3, and only a part of 

the feature was exposed (Figure B.25). The sediment is gray ash containing small 

pieces of charcoal and burned red soil, which is very similar to ash lens A but not as 

whitish. No clear plan was observed in this feature, suggesting that this is the possible 

rake-out of the ashy materials from a nearby hearth (either ash lens A or the stone-lined 

pit hearth that were found at slightly lower level in C3/C4 grids (see below). 

Stone lined pit hearth (Area C 125-140) 

This feature has a distinctive stone lining, mostly consisting of large coral 

boulders that were very fragile, probably resulting from the heat (Figure B.25). At the 

very top of the feature was an intact concentration of ash-FCR deposit with a diameter of 

42cm, followed by the exposure of a stone-lined underground structure. The interior 

deposit was gray ashy soil with small pieces of charcoal and some tiny pieces of reddish 

soil, and was filled with many broken corals and som e small FCRs of volcanic origin. 

Scattered stones were also seen in the north and south of the feature. Around the 

structure was a distribution of dark gray, ashy sediment containing large pieces of 

charcoal, burned soils, a nd broken stones around the level of 140 cm depth, possibly 

reflecting an occasional scooping out of the ash deposited inside the pit structure. The 

interior diameter of the pit is 45 cm and about 29 cm in depth. 
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Figure B.25 Features A, S, and C of Arapus excavation area C 120·130. 
Left: features A and B; Right: feature C in grids C3 and C4 . 
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Figure B.28 Arapus, Area C (120-130 level) ash lens A, possibly a stone lined hearth. 

B.7.2. TP45 features 

TP45 was originally a 1x1 m testpit where a fine stone-lined pit was unearthed in 

2002. This testpit was extended north-south in 2003 (Figure B.26). 

Stone heap with alignment (TP45/2 120-130) 

A partial stone alignment running north-south was unearthed in the south part of 

the grid, seemingly extending to TP45/3, and possibly related to the large, stone lined 

feature there. Large stones of approximately 10-20 cm in length are utilized for this 

purpose. Scattered smaller stones are concentrated to the northwest of the aligned 

stones, and more are scattered in the norther n half of the TP among the sediment. 

There is a total of 103 stones (3423 g). 
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Stone lined feature with ashy deposit (TP45/3 125-130) 

A partial, circular stone alignment extends from TP45/2 (see above), the interior 

of which is filled with ashy deposit. Large stones used in st one alignment are about 10-

20 cm in length, and smaller stones of approximately 6-7 cm sizes are around them, 

This grid contained a total of 60 stones, 2222 g. If this stone-lined feature and a stone 

heap in TP45/2 were used together, ashy deposit here may indicate a stone-heating 

area, This feature could be more than 1 m in size, 

Stone lined hearth with a stone cluster (TP45/4 100- ) 

This is a deep stone Ii ned pit with many broken stones, most of which are 

calcareous and thus very fragile, The pit is about 50 cm deep and 40 cm in interior 

diameter and its wall is covered with large boulders, The s pace between the boulders 

and the original pit wall was filled 

with small cobbles, Stones in the 

east side are piled higher than the 

rest and dark brown sediment can 

be seen around them. Lens-shaped 

concentrations of ash and shells 

were found inside the pit, but other 

part had darker soil with quite a few 

distributions of pot sherds. 

Sediment around the pit is packed, 

grayish soil with charcoal and ash, 

probably resulting from feature-

related activities I ike scooping out 

Arapus TP45/4 stone lined pit feature 
Ie n9th-width distribution of sam pled stones 
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Figure B.29 Measurement of sample stones 
associated with Arapus TP45/4 stone-lined pit 
feature. 
66 volcanic, 30 calcareous rocks were measured 
individually, The lack of smaller stones is due to 
the picking of sizable stones, 
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the ash inside. A nother layer of ashy sediment was observed at the bottom level of the 

feature. Unlike other stone lined hearth features, however, this one did not contain much 

black or whitish ashy soil inside. In addition, sediments inside the pit were relatively 

loose, suggesting that the pit was intentionally filled with stones, rather than ash and 

broken bottom stones having gradually piled up as a result of repeated operations. 

Several shells from the pit were burned, probably due to the fire lit after these shells 

were discarded inside the pit. 

The total number of stones found inside the feature was 490, and B5395 g in 

weight. In addition, the level of 110-120 of TP45/4 contained 101 stones (6640 g), while 

a spit above this level had only 16 (1330 g). While much of the stones from the feature 

were counted and scaled in a mass, three dimensional measurements were taken for 

selected pieces of stones (Figure B.29). This figure principally represents the size of 

relatively large, sizeable stones easy to be handled, rather than the average size range 

distribution of the FCRs. The amount of stones sampled here weighed 25715 g, 

representing merely 30% of the total weight. The rest of the stones counted in a mass 

were nonetheless separated into rough categories of small (corresponding to those 

smaller than 5 cm), medium (around 5-7.5 cm), and large. 162 stones (33% of total 

number of stones) were counted as "small" and collectively measured 4645 g, giving an 

average weight of 2B.7 g. 

Stone-lined hearth with stone cluster (TP45/5 125-145) 

A portion of a stone-lined hearth was partially exposed in the east of the grid. The 

remaining size of the feature measured rough Iy 50 cm in diameter, and 20 cm in depth. 

Stones are observed in several layers and were certainly piled up (Figure B.26). Solid, 

circular alignment of stones appeared approximately 132 cm below the surface, while 
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other stones inside the feature were relatively loose in the deposit. To the northwest of 

this feature was an area with a concentration of cobbles. Other scattered stones were 

recorded within the sediment. The amount of stones collected in the top level of the 

deposit (125-130 level) was 245, 9.1 kg in total weight (average 37.2 g); 108 stones 8 kg 

(average 74.1 g) for the middle part; 97 stones 7.7 kg (average 79.5 g) at the bottom. 

Although no detailed data of individual stones is available, there seem s to be a tendency 

of relatively large stones to be distributed in the lower part of the deposit. 

There is a line of two postholes (bottom depth about 174 cm below) running 

northwest-southeast approximately 60 cm away from the feature, suggesting the 

possible existence of some sort of roofed structure. 

Stone lined health (TP45/6 115-1 35) 

About half of the stone lined feature was exposed in the west of the grid. Stones 

ranging 8-15 cm (some of them larger) started appear at approximately 115 cm of depth. 

Stone alignment at the base, consisted of larger stones, was exposed around 130 cm 

depth. Dark soil was concentrated in a circular ar ea in the west; some scattered stones 

were seen in the east si de of the grid. The interior diameter of the stone lined structure is 

45 cm. The total amount of stones collected from the level was 245 (8.5 kg in total, 34.6 

g average). 

Stone cluster, possibly a stone-lined feature (TP45/7 115-1 35 level) 

A pile of stones whose size, ranging from 6 cm to 23 cm, appeared starting at a 

level of about 110 cm below the surface, in the northeast of grid 45/7. Although no clear 

structural component was recognized, a circular stone lini ng consisting of large boulders 

became evident around the bottom. Considerable scattered stones were also collected 
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from the deposit. Stones collected in the top 20 cm are generally small (total of 240 

stones, average weight less than 35 g), whereas the bottom level contained relatively 

large stones (total num ber 131, total weight 7990 g, 61 g in average). This pile of stones 

is likely to be a stone lined hearth feature. However, there is also a possibility that it was 

related to the stone lined hear th in TP45/6, Which also starts around 115 cm below the 

surface (see above for detailed description). Another concentration of stones was also 

seen in the southwest corner of the testpit, around 140 cm of depth. 

B.7.3. Features from other lxl m testpits 

Pit hearth with stones (TP31 125) 

This feature has been recorded only in the section profile (Figure B.27:5). 

Measuring 44 cm in diameter and 25 cm in depth. this relatively deep pit structure is 

filled with dark to black soil and stones. 

Pit hearth with stones (TP39 220) (Figure B.30) 

This feature is a pit hearth filled with dark to black sediment, located in the layer 

mixed with Nguna tephra, which yields an approximate time period for this feature of 

around 2000 BP, with possible association to the early Mangaasi period. T he total 

number of stones associated with this feature amounts to 273 (35732 g), containing 47 

volcanic rocks (6415 g). 

Stone-ash-charcoal matrix (TP41 180-200 level) 

A relatively circular distribution of gray, ashy soil with pieces of charcoal was 

recognized at the center of the 1x1 m testpit, around the depth of 182 cm below the 

surface (Figure 8.27:3). Many stones (mostly calcareous) were observed both inside 
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Figure B.30 Fire features from Arapus. 
Top: excavated plan and section of TP39 (220cm level) ; Bottom: stone-ash-charcoal matrix in 
TP41 (200cm level). 
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and outside of the ashy area. Dark sediment with charcoal and some stones were also 

observed in the northeast and south west corners. There was no clear cut plan, and the 

concentration of ashy sediment seemed to disappear around the depth of 190 cm. 

However, the same concentration of ash continued to 200 cm (see bottom plan). The 

bottom plan shows ash deposit in the center, in a n area of approximately 45 cm in 

diameter, with some patchy distribution of blackish soil and reddish burned soil on the 

periphery. The area of dark sediment seen in the testpit corners at upper levels became 

larger, particularly on the east side. 

The total weight of stones in the 180-190 level is 22.93 kg (442 in number, more 

than half of them were small FCRs), whereas the total of the 190-200 level is 27.45 kg 

(395 in number). The lower half of the feature contained about a dozen coral boulders, 

which were much larger than the rest of the stones, weighing about 9 kg in total. Above 

all, the three largest stones, when individually weighed, were around 1 kg or heavier. 

These large stones might have constituted the stone alignm ent of a structural feature 

such as a stone-lined hearth, as the use of larger coral boulders for this purpose seem s 

to be common at the site of Arapus. In this case, the approxim ate diameter of 45 cm or 

so, as seen in the bottom plan, could have been the si ze of the original structure. 

However, whether it is a continuous, single feature from the upper level is not clear. The 

distribution of dark sediment with charcoal at the depth of 200 cm indicates that there 

was probably a floor on which certain cooking activities using this facility took place 

around this level at least at the early stage of the formation. The fact that there was no 

clear pit plan also supports the idea that this feature in fact is not a single fire structure. 

An alternative model to interpret this feature is that this area was intensively used for 

activities involving both fire and stones, and the frequent and repeated use of the 

location over a long period of time eventually left a feature like this one. 
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Stone lined pit hearth (TP53 190-210 level) 

This feature is approximately 54 cm in interior diameter, and 38 cm in depth 

(Figure 8,27:4), Lined stones on top are mostly large calcareous cobbles or boulders, 

some of which exceed 1 kg in weight. Deposit inside the pit is ashy with some charcoal, 

and contains many stones. most of which are smaller coral cobbles (ca, 83%) that have 

been thoroughly heated, The total number of stones associated with this hearth amounts 

to 273 (35732 g). among which basalt stones number 47 (5415 g), This is a small in 

terms of the total proportion but a sub stantial amount to be used for cooking activities, 

Stone lined hearth (TP18 180-190 level) 

TP 18 was excavated in 1999, so this information is based on the description on 

the level sheet and section profile, About half of the feature is exposed in the southwest 

of the grid, A dense deposit of ash and stone (containing both corals and volcanic 

stones) is surrounded by large coral boulders (Figure 8,27:1), It may have had a shallow 

depression: the depth near the boulder is about 13 em and the rest is ca, 7 em, An 

estimate of the possible diameter based on the remaining part of the feature is around 

50cm, 
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Figure B.30 Fire features from Arapus. 
Top: excavated plan and section of TP39 (220cm level) ; Bottom: stone-ash-charcoal matrix in 
TP41 (200cm level). 
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